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ABSTRACT!
!
!
Codr,!Brad.!Ph.D.,!Purdue!University,!May!2015.!Becoming!Kin:!Modernity,!Authenticity,!and!
the!Construction!of!Spiritual!Relatedness!in!an!Evangelical!Parachurch!Ministry.!Major!
Professor:!Andrew!S.!Buckser.!!
!
!
!
This!dissertation!explores!how!families!are!formed!and!spiritual!kinship!is!created!by!
members!of!the!Body!of!Christ!evangelical!parachurch!ministry!at!one!public!university!in!
the!United!States.!!Spiritual!relatedness!is!used!to!conceptualize!members’!social!
relationships!and!demonstrate!the!diverse!forms!of!Christian!community!that!emerge!in!the!
lives!of!young!adults.!!Results!from!this!study!provide!an!alternative!perspective!to!social!
science!literature!labeling!Christianity!as!an!individualistic!belief!system.!!It!also!contributes!
to!continuing!dialogue!within!the!anthropology!of!Christianity,!which!seeks!to!describe!and!
understand!what!it!means!to!be!Christian.!!I!argue!that!spiritual!relatedness!is!a!
foundational!and!adaptable!subcultural!resource!tool!that!is!learned,!lived,!and!performed!
by!believers.!!This!form!of!sociality!emerges!partly!as!a!response!to!the!conditions!of!
modernity!and!the!need!for!“authenticity.”!!According!to!participants,!to!be!Christian!one!
must!be!“authentic,”!to!be!authentic!one!must!live!a!“relational”!life.!!While!only!a!portion!of!
ministry!members!incorporate!this!ideal!form!of!sociality!into!their!lives,!it!is!nonetheless!a!
central!ideological!framework!from!which!all!believers!can!foster!“authentic”!Christian!
selves.!!
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!
!
!
!
CHAPTER!1.!INTRODUCTION!
!
!
!

In!2010!I!interviewed!a!young!man,!Doug,!who!was!a!member!of!The!Body!of!

Christ1!–!an!international!evangelical!Christian!parachurch!ministry.!!The!interview!was!
part!of!an!ongoing!research!project!exploring!evangelical!students’!experiences!at!public!
universities!and!the!construction!of!Christian!identity.!!During!my!conversations!with!Doug!
I!asked!what!I!assumed!was!a!simple!question:!How!do!your!relationships!with!fellow!
believers!compare!to!other!relationships!in!your!life?!Doug!had!a!difficult!time!defining!the!
parameters!of!his!relationships!with!fellow!believers,!highlighted!by!ambiguity,!
reformulation!of!thoughts,!and!reflections.!!For!a!brief!time!it!seemed!that!I!was!no!longer!
part!of!the!conversation!as!Doug!was!engaging!in!an!internal!dialogue!where!he!was!
categorizing,!labeling,!and!explaining!his!relationships.!!Doug!began!by!referring!to!his!
relationship!partners!as!friends!but!eventually!decided!upon!the!term!family.!!We!discussed!
various!categories!that!could!be!used!and!Doug!explained!how!important!it!was!to!highlight!
the!deep!connection!he!felt!with!other!Christians.!!He!felt!“accountable”!to,!and!
“responsible”!for,!fellow!believers.!!The!relationships!were!built!upon!“love,”!“compassion,”!
and!the!belief!that!all!are!part!of!“God’s!family.”!!!
Many!other!evangelical!Christians!use!similar!references!when!defining!their!
relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!Some!may!refer!to!a!“church!family,”!others!of!the!
“body!of!Christ,”!or!“brothers!and!sisters!in!Christ.”!!These!relationship!descriptors!are!used!
by!evangelical!leadership!including!Billy!Graham!and!megachurch!leader!Mark!Driscoll.!!
While!it!is!not!possible!to!determine!the!degree!to!which!such!relationships!inform!
everyday!lives,!it!is!clear!the!language!of!family!is!an!important!feature!in!Christianity!in!
general!and!the!evangelical!movement!in!particular.!!Mark!Driscoll!spoke!about!the!subject!
during!one!of!his!sermons!at!Mars!Hills!Church!in!Seattle,!a!church!he!founded!nearly!
eighteen!years!ago.!!The!megachurch!has!approximately!six!thousand!members!and!weekly!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1!Fictitious!names!were!used!for!the!ministry!and!individual!participants!to!maintain!anonymity.!!!
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attendance!averages!twelve!thousand.!!In!a!YouTube!video,!Driscoll!shared!his!thoughts!on!
church!family:!
You!know!what's!better!than!friends?!!Family.!!And!God!through!Christ!gives!family.!!
And!God's!the!father!of!our!church!family.!!Jesus!is!the!big!brother!in!our!church!
family.!We're!brothers!and!sisters!in!the!church!family.!Some!of!you!would!say!I!
don't!feel!like!I'm!connected,!I!don't!feel!like!I'm!close.!!Some!people!here!annoyed!
me,!bothered!me,!we!don't!get!along.!!Welcome!to!family!!!Welcome!to!that's!what!a!
family!is!!!It's!a!huge!painful!annoying!mess.!!That's!the!definition!of!a!family.!
Actually!everything!was!awesome!until!you!came!and!then!it!all!just!got!very!
difficult.!!We've!all!been!talking!about!that.!!You!know!what?!Family!is!awkward!and!
family!is!hard!and!family!is!complicated!and!family!is!trying!but!you!love!the!family,!
you!serve!the!family,!you!don't!give!up!on!the!family.!!If!you!have!family,!you!love!
them!but!church!is!family!and!church!is!first!family.!This!is!the!family!you're!going!to!
be!with!forever!(Driscoll!2010).!
!
!

The!complicated!task!of!describing!relationships!with!fellow!believers!is!a!central!

component!of!Christian!identity.!!Doug!spoke!of!members’!shared!belief!in!Christian!
spiritual!relatedness,!that!all!those!who!practice!“authentic”!Christian!faith!are!part!of!the!
Body!of!Christ.!!While!not!all!members!conceive!of,!nor!practice,!spiritual!relatedness!in!the!
same!way,!it!is!a!community!narrative!and!an!ideal!that!a!majority!of!members!are!aware!of!
and!strive!to!achieve.!!For!Doug,!to!be!an!“authentic”!Christian!you!must!live!a!relational!life.!!
From!a!personal!relationship!with!God,!to!being!part!of!God’s!family,!to!be!Christian!is!to!
live!in!community.!!!
Likewise!the!sermon!from!Mark!Driscoll!highlights!the!complexity!of!defining!
“church!family.”!!Often!modeled!on!existing!cultural!normative!structures!of!family!with!
subtle!modifications,!Driscoll!is!able!to!convey!a!key!distinction!between!the!two:!church!
family!are!those!individuals!who!you!will!be!with!forever.!Furthermore,!Driscoll!identifies!
the!characteristics!that!one!might!associate!with!societal!discourse!surrounding!intimate!
familial!relationships,!including!“awkward,”!“annoying”!and!“complicated.”!!But!as!he!notes,!
you!still!love!those!in!the!church!family.!Many!evangelical!Christians!consider!church!family!
to!be!the!most!important!family.!!Driscoll!goes!on!to!discuss!where!one!may!place!a!
Christian!child!if!there!is!an!untimely!death!of!both!parents.!!He!believes,!as!do!many!
Christians!that!the!child!should!be!placed!with!the!church!family!and!not!necessarily!with!
other!biological!or!cultural!family.!!It!was!through!my!conversations!with!Doug,!and!the!
realization!of!how!such!notions!are!embedded!throughout!evangelical!circles,!that!I!was!
challenged!to!re`think!much!of!what!I!learned!during!previous!years!of!research.!!I!spent!
time!immersed!in!social!science!literature!which!emphasized!the!individualistic!nature!of!
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Protestant!Christianity!and!broader!norms!of!American!society!that!reiterate!the!rationale!
seeker!with!little!connection!or!commitment!to!religious!community!(Finke!and!Start!2000;!
Jerolmack!and!Porpora!2004;!Robbins!2004;!Roof!1999;!Smith!1998;!!Wuthnow!1998).!!
Only!recently,!have!studies!within!the!newly!formed,!but!historically!evident,!sub`discipline!
of!the!anthropology!of!Christianity!clearly!addressed!the!relational!aspects!of!Protestant!
Christianity!(Bielo!2007;!Elisha!2011;!Hann!2012;!Thomas`Chipumuro!2011).!!
The!connection!between!individualism!and!Christianity!has!a!long!history!within!the!
social!sciences!and!is!grounded!in!the!work!of!Max!Weber’s!Protestant$Ethic$and$the$Spirit$of$
Capitalism!(1905).!!Weber’s!analysis!tied!the!rise!of!capitalism!to!the!Protestant!
Reformation!and!argued!that!the!ensuing!social!and!cultural!changes!were!promoted!by!
Protestant!values!and!beliefs.!!Central!to!his!argument!is!how!individualism!that!resulted!
from!the!reformation!fostered!an!increased!need!for!believers!to!identify!their!status!with!
God!and!salvation!through!this!world,!particularly!material!conditions.!!The!individual!stood!
in!relation!to!God!without!the!ability!to!rely!on!religious!specialists!to!ensure!salvation.!!
This!thesis!and!the!focus!given!to!individualism!was!reinforced!by!early!secularization!
theorists!(Berger!1967;!Bruce!2002).!!A!key!component!of!secularization!theories!includes!
the!individualization!of!religion!and!individualization!was!accompanied!by!decreased!
power!of!traditional!and!institutionalized!religious!structures!believed!to!be!associated!with!
modernity.!!The!result!is!not!necessarily!a!loss!of!religion!but!religion!itself!becomes!a!more!
individualized!and!privatized!endeavor.!Through!personal!choice!and!spirituality!
individuals!do!not!necessarily!have!to!feel!a!commitment!to!a!religious!community!(Baker!
1999;!Davie!1994;!Roof!1999).!Similar!ideas!continue!to!be!central!to!dialogue!in!the!
anthropology!of!Christianity.!!While!many!anthropologists!have!identified!problems!with!
Weber’s!analysis!of!Protestant!Christianity!and!have!critiqued!secularization!theories,!
scholars!continue!to!create!generalized!distinctions!between!the!relational!lives!of!
indigenous!peoples!and!the!individualism!of!the!West!(Dumont!1982;!Keane!2007;!Meyer!
1999;!Robbins!2004).!!!
!

Christian!individualism!is!grounded!in!the!idea!that!Christianity!is!embedded!within!

many!Western!cultural!systems!which!emphasize!inward!focus!requiring!individuals!to!see!
themselves!as!unique!and!separate!from!a!broader!community.!!Some!use!the!example!of!
the!value!placed!upon!personal!choice!or!the!born`again!experience.!Others!value!a!
personal!relationship!with!God,!or!the!notion!of!the!spirit!and!the!flesh!where!each!person!
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is!responsible!for!following!proper!moral!guidelines!and!seeking!forgiveness!when!
appropriate!to!ensure!salvation!through!Christ.!!While!it!is!clear!that!individualism!is!
important!for!participants!in!this!study,!it!is!equally!clear!that!a!key!characteristic!of!the!
ministry!is!defining!and!living!a!relational!life.!!Some!might!suggest!it!is!intuitive!that!
religion!serves!relational!needs,!but!in!this!dissertation!I!argue!that!the!practices!and!beliefs!
of!the!ministry!are!not!simply!about!meeting!needs!but!constructing!a!sense!of!family!to!
connect!local!believers!to!a!global!community.!!Spiritual!relatedness!is!also!a!tool!that!many!
Protestant!Christians!incorporate!into!their!daily!lives!and!spiritual!practices!to!affirm!
identity!and!beliefs!in!the!context!of!a!public!university.!Public!universities!are!often!
perceived!to!promote!problematic!values!and!behaviors!associated!with!secular!modernity!
including!selfishness!and!loss!of!connectedness!(Lindholm!2007).!!!Finkler!(2006)!explains:!
“the!postmodern!family!of!the!latter!part!of!the!20th!century!and!the!21st!century!is!
characterized!as!diverse!and!fluid,!opening!the!way!for!an!array!of!family!and!kinship!
relations.!The!mark!of!a!modern!individual!is!detachment!from!kinship!ties,!arguably!
excepting!the!nuclear!family”!(1061).!!As!Bellah!(1985)!observes,!‘‘Kinship!has!narrowed!
and!the!sphere!of!individual!decisions!has!grown’’!(89).!!It!is!within!this!context!that!
spiritual!kinship!emerges!as!a!form!of!sociality!that!embodies!the!evangelical!Christian!
relational!life.!!It!is!the!very!detachment!from!others!and!“living!among!strangers”!
(Lindholm!2007)!which!leads!many!of!my!consultants!to!seek!out!intentional,!committed,!
relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!I!contend!that!these!relationships!are!best!understood!
through!the!lens!of!kinship!and!relatedness.!!!
!
!
!
1.1!Anthropology!of!Kinship!
!
To!understand!what!it!means!to!be!“family”!anthropologists!have!sought!to!
document!and!interpret!the!variety!of!beliefs!and!practices!found!across!the!world!through!
the!broader!framework!of!kinship.!!Early!anthropological!accounts!of!kinship!emphasized!
the!centrality!of!kinship!to!culture!and!society.!!For!Morgan!(1871),!“blood”!ties!were!
perceived!as!the!key!to!understanding!kin!relationships.!!Early!kinship!theorists!applied!a!
Western!cultural!bias!to!their!interpretations,!not!recognizing!the!socially!constructed!
nature!of!such!relationships.!!This!approach!continues!into!the!early!1900s!with!the!work!of!
Malinowski!who!viewed!kinship!as!a!key!component!of!social!and!cultural!organization!but!
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still!grounded!in!biological!terms,!determined!by!aspects!of!“human!nature”!(1929).!!
Kinship!was!interpreted!as!the!cornerstone!of!political!systems,!providing!the!basis!for!
social!continuity!in!stateless!societies.!!Included!in!such!analyses!was!an!overemphasis!on!
the!nuclear!family,!often!considered!by!researchers!to!be!a!universal!social!institution.!!!
Others!such!as!Strauss!(1969),!focused!attention!on!the!structural!components!of!
kinship!including!social!rules!rather!than!the!specific!content!of!relations!or!the!extent!to!
which!people!adhered!to!them.!!While!the!social!dimensions!of!kinship!played!a!more!
prominent!role!in!the!work!of!Durkheim,!the!biological!dimensions!of!kinship!were!still!
considered!to!be!at!odds!with!the!social.!!Schneider!explains:!!!
In!sum,!kinship,!domestic!arrangements!and!family!remained!modeled!on!the!
natural,!biological!processes,!but!their!social!aspects!had!to!be!treated!in!social!
terms!and!could!not!be!explained!by!anything!other!than!social!factors.!!So!biology!
still!remained!as!the!model!and!motivating!force,!just!as!psychology!remained!the!
necessary!condition!for!social!solidarity!(192).!!!!
!
Schneider’s!insights!reflect!a!continuing!concern!today,!namely!the!tension!between!the!
biological!and!social!nature!of!kinship.!!More!recently,!mid`century!orthodoxies!contrast!so!
called!“primitive”!and!traditional!societies!built!upon!kinship!with!individualistic!modern!
society.!!Kuper!2003!explains:!!!
Nevertheless,!primitive!and!traditional!societies!were!contrasted!to!the!individualist!
modern!society!in!which!kinship!was!reduced!to!the!nuclear!family!and!the!ego`
focused!kindred,!and!had!shed!its!political!and!economic!functions!(330).!
!
Cultural!critiques!became!a!central!component!of!discourse!surrounding!kinship!studies,!
facilitated!by!the!work!of!Schneider!(1984).!!The!sweeping!generalization!of!an!
individualistic!West!in!comparison!to!a!relational!indigenous!cultural!worldview!became!
apparent!throughout!social!science!research.!!A!central!concern!of!this!study!is!to!break!
down!such!labels!and!highlight!the!variety!of!ways!in!which!spiritual!relatedness!is!
connected!to!a!relational!view!of!the!world!exhibited!by!evangelical!Christian!students.!
!

Schneider!(1984)!criticized!early!anthropological!accounts!of!kinship!and!in!the!

process!took!the!focus!from!the!function!of!kinship!to!its!meaning.!!Schneider!explains:!!“I!
will!say!again!later!in!this!book,!the!arbitrary!segregation!of!a!rubric!like!‘kinship,’!taken!out!
of!the!context!of!the!whole!culture,!is!not!a!very!good!way!to!understand!how!a!culture!is!
structured”!(8).!!He!is!critical!of!conceptions!of!kinship!as!a!privileged!institution,!grounded!
in!natural!relationships,!with!universal!tendencies.!!His!work!also!explores!the!
interconnections!between!biological!processes!and!social!relationships.!!For!Schneider,!both!
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biological!processes!and!social!relationships!should!be!part!of!any!analysis!of!kinship!and!
should!not!be!viewed!as!strictly!separate!domains.!!This!form!of!interpretation!is!grounded!
in!a!broader!movement!within!the!discipline!and!includes!the!rise!of!symbolic!anthropology!
and!feminist!theory!(Collier!and!Yanagisako!1987).!!Much!attention!had!been!given!to!the!
structure!and!function!of!kinship!in!the!past!and!eventually!anthropologists!turned!to!
meanings!and!how!kinship!may!reflect!social!constructions.!!!
Schneider’s!work!offers!a!useful!critique!of!previous!kinship!studies,!primarily!the!
problem!of!“biological!ties.”!!Nonetheless!his!in`depth!analysis!of!American!kinship!provides!
us!with!a!number!of!essential!concepts!that!still!projects!an!image!of!American!society!as!
preoccupied!with!biology.!!!While!this!may!have!been!an!accurate!portrayal!at!the!time!and!
still!offers!a!general!pattern!that!exists!today,!we!must!look!beyond!this!framework!in!order!
to!appreciate!the!diverse!forms!of!kinship!enacted!in!local!communities!within!American!
society.!!Carsten!(2004)!sought!to!establish!a!new!lens!through!which!to!view!social!
relationships!that!set!aside!the!presumptions!associated!with!the!term!kinship.!Carsten!
proposed!using!the!concept!of!“relatedness,”!which!“is!simply!about!the!ways!in!which!
people!create!similarity!or!difference!between!themselves!and!others”!(2004:!82).!!
Carsten’s!work!can!be!situated!within!broader!disciplinary!shifts!including!the!development!
of!New!Kinship!studies.!!In!her!discussion!on!substance!in!American!kinship,!Carsten!argued!
that!the!connection!between!blood!and!kinship!is!not!clear!and!like!others!considers!a!
number!of!examples!of!kinship!which!depart!from!Schneider’s!model!of!American!society!
(Weston!1991).!!Carsten!included!adopted!children!who!feel!a!stronger!“biological”!tie!to!
adopted!parents!through!behaviors!and!“ways!of!thinking.”!!This!reflects!the!idea!that!for!
some!what!makes!one!family!kin!may!include!the!social!characteristics!of!the!connection!
such!as!behavior!and!thinking!which!are!not!necessarily!biological.!!She!also!describes!how!
a!diverse!ethnic!community!in!the!suburbs!of!Great!Britain!call!themselves!“cousins,”!which!
again!is!not!based!upon!biological!ties!but!fosters!a!sense!of!solidarity!and!relatedness.!!
Those!within!the!social!group!use!the!discourse!associated!with!biological!family!to!
highlight!the!way!they!feel!about!their!relationships!with!one!another.!!For!Carsten,!kinship!
is!best!understood!through!relatedness!as!a!creative!process,!a!social!construction!that!
includes!agency!of!individuals,!who!may!or!may!not!see!their!relationships!through!the!lens!
of!biology!or!normative!cultural!structures.!!
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Relatedness,!as!a!conceptual!framework!is!central!to!my!analysis!of!spiritual!
kinship.!!The!bonds!built!by!evangelical!Christian!students!do!not!fit!neatly!into!known!
social!categories.!!As!highlighted!in!the!introduction,!many!Christians!struggle!to!explain!the!
intimacy!they!feel!with!fellow!believers.!They!report!it!is!more!than!friendship!but!not!
necessarily!the!same!as!immediate!family.!!Nonetheless,!relationships!are!significant!and!
impact!their!daily!lives!and!cannot!be!understood!through!the!label!of!fictive$kin,!nor!simply!
community.!!Spiritual!relatedness!appropriately!describes!such!relationships!and!
demonstrates!the!high!value!placed!upon!living!a!relational!life.!!Contrasting!spiritual!
relatedness!with!New!Kinship!studies!can!help!us!to!better!understand!the!applicability!of!
relatedness!to!evangelical!Christian!sociality.!!!!!
Biological!kinship,!was!often!viewed!as!a!taken`for`granted!reality!across!cultures!
and!thus!other!forms!of!kinship,!including!non`biological!relationships,!have!been!
traditionally!designated!as!“fictive.”!!This!ranked!non!biological!connections!as!secondary!
social!counterparts!to!biological!ties!and!were!often!portrayed!as!mimicking!the!perceived!
“reality”!of!biological!kinship.!!Contemporary!studies!including!critical!feminist!and!queer!
scholarship!has!demonstrated!that!despite!the!presumed!endurance!of!biological!kinship,!
biological!family!relatedness!in!the!contemporary!United!States!is!in!fact!characterized!by!a!
great!deal!of!ambivalence,!division,!and!disjuncture.!!Studies!of!how!adoption,!new!
reproductive!technologies,!and!gay!kinship!have!displaced!biological!descent!as!the!
exclusive!form!of!kinship!in!American!society!are!increasing!(Carsten!2000,!2004,!2011;!
Franklin!and!McKinnon!2001;!Weston!1991).!!!
!

Early!studies!of!adoption!considered!it!to!be!a!form!of!fictive!kinship!(Fox!1967;!

Goody!1969).!!Marshall!(1977)!developed!a!more!nuanced!perspective!of!adoption!practices!
by!using!the!phrase!“created!kinship”!(644).!!Nonetheless,!in!the!American!kinship!system!
many!parents!within!open!adoptions!seek!to!naturalize!relationships,!emphasizing!no!
difference!between!adoptive!families!and!others.!!As!Howell!(2009)!argues,!adoption!is!
given!meaning!primarily!within!contexts!of!marked!differences!in!kinship!practices.!!!
The!argument!of!this!article!is!that!adoption!both!challenges!and!confirms!explicit!
and!implicit!notions!about!relatedness!and!sociality.!As!a!marked!social!practice,!
adoption!is!meaningless!without!some!form!of!a!biological!model!for!kinship!as!
reference.!But!it!is!a!two`way!semantic!process.!Adoption!provides!meaning!to!the!
biological,!and!at!the!same!time,!the!“made”!relationship!limits!the!meaning!of!the!
“natural”!relationship!(152).!
!
!
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Like!these!studies,!evangelical!Christian!sociality!is!partly!understood!through!the!kinship!
label!of!adoption!which!makes!ideas!about!church!family!and!spiritual!relatedness!more!
salient!as!long!as!the!biological!family!serves!as!a!reference!point.!!While!many!may!see!
being!“adopted”!into!God’s!family!as!metaphor,!a!number!consultants!do!not.!!By!actively!
choosing!a!personal!relationship!with!God!and!living!an!“authentic”!relational!life,!students!
become!kin!with!fellow!believers,!not!only!in!this!world,!but!for!eternity.!!As!Johnson!(2002)!
notes!in!theological!research!of!the!writings!of!Paul,!for!many!Christians!being!adopted!by!
God!into!a!spiritual!family!disrupts!and!reorganizes!existing!familial!relationships.!!
According!to!the!author!families!are!not!replaced!but!blood!kin!do!not!compare!to!knowing!
Christ.!!Paul’s!New!Testament!writings!are!often!modeled!by!evangelical!Christians!as!
examples!by!which!one!can!connect!with!authentic!Christian!faith.!!It!is!not!surprising!that!
such!spiritual!kinship!becomes!a!salient!feature!of!Christian!identity.!!!
Contemporary!American!cultural!practices!and!technological!changes!have!brought!
about!unique!concerns!and!questions!regarding!blood!and!kinship.!As!Carsten!(2011)!notes,!
substance!as!a!broad!kinship!category!of!interest!often!connects!to!cultural!ideas!about!
“process,!change,!vitality,!and!decay!in!accounts!of!kinship”!(20).!!Substance!may!
traditionally!be!understood!as!blood!or!other!material!or!fluid!which!connects!individuals!
within!kinship!systems.!!But,!today!one!must!consider!substance!as!a!connective!force!in!
more!dynamic!forms.!!!One!example!which!illustrates!the!complexity!of!substance!is!organ!
donation!and!reproductive!technologies!that!may!foster!unique!forms!of!relatedness!
between!individuals!who!had!no!connection!prior!to!these!significant!life!events.!!Jacob!
(2009)!focused!on!kidney!transplants!in!Israel!to!illustrate!how!individuals!who!may!or!may!
not!be!connected!by!blood!navigate!a!legal!system!that!is!overly!concerned!with!the!
relationship!between!patient!and!donor!in!order!to!rationalize!the!support!of!transplants.!!
Social!relationships!must!be!lived!and!performed!according!to!scripts!that!are!acceptable!to!
those!in!positions!of!power.!!The!sharing!of!substance,!including!blood,!particularly!in!the!
Euro`American!context!is!viewed!traditionally!as!a!signal!of!kinship!proximity.!!According!to!
Jacob!(2009)!those!farther!from!the!family!tree,!perceived!to!have!little!connection,!become!
available,!compatible,!and!closer!within!the!kinship!system!when!needed.!!!But,!others!such!
as!Collard!and!Kashmeri!(2011)!find!social!contexts!such!as!embryo!adoption!actually!make!
genetic!relationships!more!distant!and!result!in!not!activating!such!relationships!until!later!
in!life.!!In!embryo!adoption!the!discourse!and!narratives!of!siblingship!become!more!
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important!than!descent.!!As!we!will!see,!for!evangelical!Christian!students!descent!is!not!an!
area!of!concern,!although!many!consider!themselves!to!be!tied!to!past!Christians!through!
the!Holy!Spirit!and!the!living!Bible.!!Instead,!when!defining!God’s!family,!an!individual’s!
relationship!with!God!is!paramount!alongside!the!horizontal!relationships!with!“brothers!
and!sisters!in!Christ.”!!Like!transplant!relationships,!those!with!little!contact!prior!to!
entering!a!relationship!with!God!can!become!spiritual!kin!and,!similar!to!embryo!adoption,!
the!construction!of!siblingship!is!a!central!concern!for!consultants!in!the!creation!of!
spiritual!relatedness.!!!
!

A!similar!emphasis!on!blood!relationships!was!included!in!the!anthropology!of!

religion.!!Cannel!(2005)!suggested!that!Protestant!Christian!kinship!is!predicated!on!natural!
ties!in!this!world.!!She!draws!a!stark!contrast!between!this!worldview!and!that!of!
Mormonism,!which!emphasizes!physical!relatedness!prior!to!entering!this!world!and!in!the!
next!world.!!For!Cannel,!Christianity!is!an!extension!of!the!West!and!within!the!Protestant!
cultural!system!genealogical!relationships!take!precedent!over!other!forms!of!kinship.!!But,!
Mormonism!provides!an!example!that!breaks!with!this!general!trend.!!However,!Tamar!
Frankiel,!a!historian!of!Christianity,!argues!that!Christianity!does!not!necessarily!promote!
biological!family!ties;!instead!it!may!actually!challenge!such!relationships!particularly!in!
situations!where!only!a!portion!of!the!family!is!Christian.!!He!states:!!“Christianity!has!been!
disjunctive!with!regard!to!family!bonds!ever!since!Jesus!founded!a!messianic!Jewish!sect!
and,!according!to!tradition,!proclaimed!that!his!followers!should!leave!their!mother!and!
father!to!follow!him”!(2003:!286).!!Therefore,!the!societal!perception!of!Christianity!as!
reinforcing!natural!bonds!is!up!for!debate.!!In!the!case!of!American!evangelicalism,!the!
discourse!of!religious!leaders!and!parachurch!ministries!promote!“family!values”!and!this!is!
often!assumed!to!reflect!biological!family.!!The!present!study!will!deconstruct!the!discourse!
of!leadership!from!the!lived!experience!of!believers.!!While!it!is!clear!that!biological!family!is!
a!significant!part!of!students’!lives,!for!some!the!spiritual!family!is!equally!significant.!Much!
like!the!kinship!Mormons!experience,!students!in!this!study!imagine!and!seek!to!enact!a!set!
of!relationships!that!connect!believers!with!God!and!kin!across!time!and!space.!!!
Penn!(2002)!argued!that!early!Christian!identity!was!enacted!through!the!
performance!of!ritual!kinship.!!Biblical!metaphors!and!discourse!of!fictive!kinship!were!not!
simply!used!to!foster!solidarity!but!specific!acts!were!performed!on!a!regular!basis!to!
characterize!Christian!community!as!family,!make!religious!affiliation!a!primary!kinship!
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marker,!and!reinforce!Christian!values!in!the!process!of!ritual!enactments!such!as!the!ritual!
kiss!(155).!!Paxson!(2006)!identified!how!Athenian!women!normalized!reproductive!
technologies!like!in!vitro!fertilization!(IVF)!through!spiritual!beliefs!and!practices!while!
officials!within!the!church!stood!publicly!against!such!technologies.!!As!Paxson!explains:!
“IVF!is!normalized!with!reference!to!an!ideology!of!maternal!suffering,!an!ideology!that!
links!women!with!Panayia”!(2006:!487).!!In!this!example,!most!often!single!Greek!women,!
utilize!godparenthood!as!a!tool!to!solidify!family.!!This!may!result!in!the!reproduction!of!
patriarchal!relationships!central!to!Orthodox!Christianity!in!the!region.!!Previous!kinship!
studies!in!anthropology!emphasized!godparenthood!as!the!central!example!of!how!religion!
and!kinship!may!intersect!to!foster!new!dynamic!relationships!(Fine!1994;!Heritier`Auge!
and!Copet`Rougier!1995).!!!Chock!(1974)!explains:!!!
People!say!that!godparents!are!“like!spiritual!parents”....A!godparent!is!a!spiritual!
mother!or!a!spiritual!father.!!Furthermore,!children!who!have!been!baptized!by!the!
same!person!are!believed!to!be!related!as!“brothers!and!sisters!of!the!oil”...This!
expression!refers!to!the!fact!that!their!godparent!anointed!them!with!olive!oil!at!
their!baptisms!(39).!!!
!
Chock!goes!on!to!describe!taboos!against!marriage!and!dating!of!those!who!may!be!
connected!to!one’s!family!through!godparenthood!and!interprets!both!biological!and!
spiritual!kinship!to!be!of!equal!symbolic!status!for!Greek`Americans.!!Shapiro!(2010)!
considered!such!analyses!to!reflect!a!major!drawback!of!constructionist!theories:!a!lack!of!
attention!to!the!connections!that!exist!between!biological!kinship!systems!and!so`called!
socially!constructed!kin.!!Shapiro!states:!!!
Hence,!my!conclusion!that,!for!Greek`Americans,!the!assertion!that!biological!and!
spiritual!kinship!are!‘of!equal!symbolic!status’!is!false,!a!distortion!of!the!way!these!
people!represent!the!world.!A!more!accurate!rendition!is!that,!for!them,!notions!of!
biological!kinship!provide!the!focus!from!which!notions!of!spiritual!kinship!are!
extended!(2010:!3).!
!
According!to!Shapiro!there!is!little!choice!in!the!way!family!is!defined!in!American!society.!!
In!fact,!Shapiro!(2010)!considered!gay!kinship!to!be!a!reflection!of!heterosexual!models!of!
family.!!The!author!suggested!that!individuals!in!gay!kinship!studies!did!not!seek!to!create!
new,!different,!forms!of!family,!rather!they!considered!the!biological!family!to!be!important.!
According!to!Shapiro,!consultants!in!several!studies!described!wanting!to!remain!part!of!
biological!kinship!systems!and!replicate!it!in!their!own!lives!(4).!!The!author!noted!that!
similar!cultural!practices!take!place!throughout!the!world!and!offer!a!valuable!framework!
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for!cross!cultural!analysis.!!Notions!of!gay!kinship!are!derived!from!heterosexual!family!
through!modeling.!!Shapiro!ended!with!a!rather!derisive!critique!of!current!kinship!studies:!!!
David!Schneider!(1965,!1972)!provided!a!service!to!anthropology!by!questioning!
established!models!in!kinship!studies,!including!the!assumption!that!kinship!is!
everywhere!based!on!procreative!notions.!However,!his!suggestion!that!it!is!not,!and!
that,!instead,!the!procreative!model!is!in!the!heads!of!anthropologists,!eventually!
hardened!into!a!dogma!(Schneider!1984)—and!one,!furthermore,!all!too!readily!
accepted!by!younger!scholars!whose!agenda!placed!collectivist!metaphysics,!
masked!as!‘deconstruction’,!well!ahead!of!serious!scholarship!(2010:!14).!
!
The!author!considered!the!questions!raised!by!Schneider!and!New!Kinship!studies!to!be!
important,!particularly!the!idea!that!one!should!not!assume!procreation!and!biology!define!
kinship!across!the!world,!but!likewise!should!not!assume!no!connection.!!Shapiro!suggested!
that!a!number!of!well`developed!critiques!had!been!published!but!were!rarely!addressed!by!
New!Kinship!scholars.2!
Technological!changes!like!genetic!research!provided!a!more!in`depth!
understanding!of!inheritance!and!reinforce!cultural!norms!surrounding!biological!family!
rather!than!calling!it!into!question!(Finkler!2006).!!!
The!ideology!of!genetic!inheritance!promoted!by!the!new!genetics!recognizes!
biological!kinship!as!real!kinship!contrary!to!current!practices!that!establish!family!
relations!by!choice!and!maneuverability!as!much!as!by!biology.!The!medical`genetic!
definition!tends!to!limit!the!parameters!of!family!and!kin!to!specific!biological!ties!
that!are!identified!by!similarities!in!DNA!(Finkler!2006:!1064).!!!
!
The!result,!according!to!the!author,!is!that!current!genetic!research!fosters!a!dynamic!and!
extensive!structure!of!kinship,!but!restricts!who!could!be!considered!kin!to!those!who!share!
biological!substance!of!DNA.!!The!moral!and!social!expectations!of!those!who!participate!in!
family!are!set!aside!for!more!pressing!needs,!particularly!that!of!individual!health.!!Similarly!
Rapp!(2000)!identified!how!a!shared!gene!for!Down’s!syndrome!may!become!the!basis!for!
new!kinship,!particularly!support!groups!that!emerge!as!a!form!of!biosociality,!
encompassing!shared!experience!and!individual!choice!but!brought!about,!and!made!
salient,!by!genetic!sciences.!!The!notion!of!biosociality!fostered!a!form!of!inclusive!
connectedness!that!invited!those!touched!by!the!disease!into!familial!relationships.!!This!
scientific!framework!through!which!family!is!defined!connects!seamlessly!with!cultural!
norms!surrounding!the!importance!of!blood!in!American!society!as!demonstrated!by!earlier!
studies!(Schneider!1984).!!Thus,!while!American!society!and!ironically,!anthropologists,!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

!See!Shapiro!1982,!2008.!
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have!often!overvalued!the!freedom!to!choose!family,!Finkler!(2006)!asks!us!to!rethink!our!
analysis!to!ensure!we!are!considerate!of!how!new!forms!of!relatedness!may!be!tied!to!
biological!kinship!systems!in!American!society.!!!
!

For!evangelical!students,!being!a!part!of!God’s!family!is!at!once!a!choice!but!also!a!

framework!that!fosters!a!sense!of!exclusion!rather!than!inclusion.!!In!addition,!the!language!
and!enactment!of!spiritual!relatedness!is!often!predicated!upon!known!biological!kinship!
structures.!!Thus,!spiritual!relatedness!becomes!naturalized!and!the!so!called!“natural”!
relationships!of!biogenetic!substance!become!sacred.!!To!fully!appreciate!the!complexity!of!
spiritual!relatedness!we!must!explore!the!interconnections!of!both!biology!and!social!
creativity.!!This!study!follows!Carsten’s!approach!to!kinship!with!emphasis!on!social!ties,!
creativity,!and!choice!through!the!lens!of!relatedness$while!remaining!cognizant!of!the!
unique!connections!that!may!exist!between!individual!choice!and!the!constraints!of!
biological!kinship!as!well!as!how!heterosexual!kinship!structures!influence!consultants’!
perspectives!and!practices!(Shapiro!2010).!!I!argue!that!biological!ties!play!a!role!in!this!
kinship!system,!but!are!not!central.!Instead!social!relationships!and!the!“spiritual!family”!
are!key.!!Furthermore,!my!project!does!not!presume!that!believers’!relationships!are!
metaphors!of!biological!family.!Instead!I!attend!to!the!ways!in!which!biblical!knowledge!
intersects!with!real!manifestations!of!a!religious!sociality!in!students’!lives.!!
!
!
!
!

1.2!Anthropology!of!Christianity!
!
Christianity!as!an!object!of!study!has!been!of!great!interest!to!anthropologists!for!a!

variety!of!reasons.!!Early!research!often!embodied,!unconsciously,!Christian!values!and!
beliefs!as!remnants!of!the!Enlightenment.!!Anthropological!studies!of!Christian!missionizing!
abroad!included!descriptions!of!“authentic”!native!tradition!(Jenkins!2012).!!Over!time!a!
shift!occurred!in!the!discipline.!Grounded!in!a!renewed!effort!of!self`reflection,!
constructivist!approaches,!and!postmodern!critiques,!examples!of!how!Christian!ideals!and!
principles!were!embedded!in!anthropological!projects!came!to!light.!!In!early!research,!
Christianity!was!not!the!focal!point!of!study.!Jenkins!stated:!“It![Christianity]!was!viewed!as!
being!imposed!by!superior!force,!or!imitated!through!misunderstanding!or!subversion!but!
never!authentic,!nor!could!endure!–!essentially!not!taken!seriously”!(461).!!This!shift!led!to!
an!othering!of!Christianity!and!the!religious!tradition!became!the!antithesis!of!
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anthropological!approaches!to!understanding!the!world.!!Harding!(1991)!described!
anthropologists!as!viewing!Christians!and!Christian!culture!as!the!“repugnant!cultural!
other.”!!However,!Christianity!has!not!been!relegated!to!sidelines!of!communities!and!is!not!
viewed!as!simply!an!imitation!or!subversion.!!Instead!due!to!an!increasing!movement!to!
document!contemporary!Christian!experiences,!anthropologists!are!gaining!a!more!nuanced!
understanding!and!appreciation!for!the!diversity!of!Christian!beliefs!and!practices!that!exist!
throughout!the!world.!!!
Christianity!has!been!studied!in!anthropology!but!research!has!lacked!a!cohesive!
direction!and!according!to!Robbins!(2004)!has!been!under`theorized!due!to!previous!bias.!!
Robbins!(2004)!started!a!broad!dialogue!suggesting!that!researchers!develop!a!comparative!
framework!that!is!attentive!to!the!underlying!cultural!logic!or!structure!that!holds!
Christianity!together.!!Robbins!(2007)!juxtaposed!key!foundational!worldview!differences!
that!exist!between!Christians!and!anthropologists!regarding!time!and!change.!!For!Robbins,!
anthropologists!give!attention!to!culture!as!something!that!endures!and!is!difficult!to!
change!and!provides!continuity.!!But,!as!he!states:!!!
Christian!ideas!about!change,!time!and!belief!are!based!on!quite!different!
assumptions,!ones!that!are!organized!around!the!plausibility!of!radical!
discontinuities!in!personal!lives!and!cultural!histories!(6`7).!!!
!
A!key!area!of!debate!continues!to!be!the!use!of!cultural!frameworks!in!the!descriptions!and!
analysis!of!Christianity.!!Is!there!an!essence!to!such!a!broad!and!diverse!set!of!practices?!!A!
universal!theme!is!that!Christianity!is!a!worthwhile!object!of!study!that!can!be!considered!
on!its!own,!through!detailed!ethnographies!(Bielo!2011;!Elisha!2011;!Engelke!2009;!Keane!
2007;!Robbins!2004).!!!In!addition!a!dialogue!has!emerged!regarding!how!to!foster!an!
anthropology!of!Christianity!and!the!appropriate!questions,!methods,!and!theories!that!
should!be!applied!to!such!an!endeavor.!!!A!number!of!anthropologists!disagree!about!the!
salience!of!change!and!rupture!within!Christianity.!!Cannell!(2006)!concluded,!“If!we!can!
stop!presupposing!that!Christianity!changes!everything!forever,!we!may!be!able!to!begin!to!
see!the!experiences!of!Christianity,!in!all!their!diversity,!complexity,!and!singularity,!for!
what!they!are”!(45).!!!
Coleman!(2012)!offers!useful!advice!to!those!who!seek!to!develop!an!anthropology!
of!Christianity.!!He!stated:!!!
!
!
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The!act!of!distinguishing!Christianity!from!other!faiths!or!attitudes!thus!–!in!the!
process!–!shows!the!actual!impossibility!of!seeing!it!as!distinct!from!other!social!and!
cultural!worlds.!And!if!our!creation!of!an!“Anthropology!of!Christianity”!is!an!act!of!
foregrounding!the!religion!for!analytical!purposes,!this!must!always!be!a!temporary!
analytical!move,!to!be!“backgrounded”!by!other!framings!of!the!worlds!that!we!try!
to!understand!(562).!
!
Coleman!suggested!caution!to!ensure!that!an!agenda!would!not!undermine!objective!
examination!of!particular!practices!and!beliefs.!!!
!

Garriott!and!O’Neill!(2008)!presented!a!different!approach,!and!argued!that!rather!

than!identifying!the!cultural!logic!of!Christianity!researchers!should!focus!on!problems!
posed!by!“Christianity!to!Christians,”!through!a!dialogical!approach.!!He!suggested!that!an!
individual!may!better!understand!Christian!identity,!community,!and!culture!through!
internal!debates!defined!by!Christians.!“For!as!the!numerous!historical!and!ethnographic!
accounts!of!Christians!and!Christianity!demonstrate!setting!terms!for!determining!what!and!
who!counts!as!Christian!has!been!an!incessant!preoccupation!of!Christianity”!(Garriott!and!
O’Neill!2008:!387).!!!!As!Keane!(2007)!suggested,!“Most!Christians!surely!claim!some!form!of!
commonality,!even!if!only!far!enough!to!assert!that!others!have!got!it!wrong!and!should!
know!better”!(40).!!Garriott!and!O’Neill!explained,!one!topic!that!may!fit!the!dialogical!
approach!concerns!individualism.!!On!one!hand,!believers!emphasize!the!importance!of!
personal!responsibility,!individual!choice,!and!the!uniqueness!of!an!individual’s!relationship!
with!God!while!on!the!other!hand!an!individual!should!be!striving!to!live!a!relational!life!
with!an!outward!focus!on!others!(Elisha!2011).!!Balancing!often!competing!ideologies!can!
be!a!difficult!process.!!In!many!cases!both!individualism!and!relationalism!become!
embedded!in!evangelical!Christian!practices.!!Because!of!this!complexity,!Christian!forms!of!
sociality!should!be!given!increased!attention!and!thus!the!intersection!of!individualism!and!
relationalism!in!the!lives!evangelical!students!is!a!central!concern!of!this!study.!!!
!

Anthropologists!have!been!attentive!to!the!individualistic!nature!of!Christian!beliefs!

and!practices!(Broos!1997;!Keane!2007;!Meyer!1999).!!Only!recently!have!anthropologists!
begun!to!focus!on!Christian!relationalism!(Bielo!2011;!Elisha!2008;!Eriksen!2012;!
McDougall!2003,!2009;!Thomas`Chipumuro!2011).!!Robbins!(2007)!espoused!long!held!
ideas!found!throughout!the!social!sciences!in!his!conclusion!that!the!Urapmin!are!caught!
between!Christian!individualism!and!traditional!indigenous!relationalism.!!He!stated,!!
“unrelenting!individualism!challenged!Urapmin!relationalism!where!value!placed!on!the!
creation!of!relationship!rather!than!individuals!who!constitute!those!relationships!or!larger!
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structures!that!they!form”!(59).!!Sampson!(2000)!compared!the!individualism!of!Protestant!
Christianity!to!the!dialogic!relationalism!of!rabbinic!Judaism.!!Nonetheless!a!strand!of!
research!has!provided!subtle!examples!of!relationalism!including!Harding!(2000)!who!
described!Protestant!Christian!transformation!from!an!inward`looking!faith!to!being!
engaged!and!participatory,!as!part!of!rebuilding!a!nation!that!resulted!in!the!creation!of!the!
moral!majority.!!More!recent!studies!explicitly!address!the!topic,!Shwarz!(2010)!found!new!
forms!of!relatedness!in!an!Australian!indigenous!community!built!upon!Christian!cultural!
logic.!!Rather!than!viewing!individualism!and!relationalism!as!being!in!conflict,!Shwarz!
described!consultants!who!considered!Christian!relatedness!to!be!an!outgrowth!of!
indigenous!forms!of!kinship.!Notions!of!individualism!surfaced!as!participants!followed!the!
Christian!faith,!but!relational!lives!were!not!left!behind.!!Shwarz!explains:!!!
Christian!relatedness,!or!realization!of!social!relationship!through!Christian!practice,!
provides!rhetoric!and!behaviors!for!individuals!to!offer!care!to!kin!and!other!
residents.!Christian!relatedness!is!outgrowth!of!indigenous!idea!of!kin!relatedness!–!
of!the!dutiful!kinsperson!–!as!they!flow!together!with!evangelical!ideas!of!the!
proactive!faithful!(2010:!63).!
!
Thus,! Christianity! and! individualism! do! not! challenge! indigenous! beliefs! but! become! an!
example!of!syncretism!that! allows! new! forms! of! relatedness! to! emerge.! ! As! a! result,! these!
new!forms!of!kinship!are!mapped!on!top!of!existing!relationships.!!Consultants!strategically!
enact! Christian! relatedness! in! specific! social! contexts! that! do! not! make! these! bonds! less!
significant!than!other!forms!sociality.!!As!Carsten!(2011)!suggested,!relatedness!is!complex,!
relationships!change!over!time!and!should!not!be!considered!to!be!unbroken!bonds.!!!
!

Like! Shwarz,! others! have! highlighted! the! complexity! of! relational! Christianity.!!

Coleman! (2006)! described! how! the! spiritual! self! is! realized! through! giving! to! others.!!
Coleman!argues!that!actions!result!in!benefits!for!the!individual!and!are!also!attentive!to!the!
need!to!be!outwardly!focused,!help!others,!and!see!oneself!and!his!or!her!spiritual!path!as!
interdependent! with! both! believers! and! non`believers.! ! Evangelical! students! in! this!
dissertation! emphasize! similar! worldviews! including! the! notion! that! one’s! personal!
spirituality! is! important! but! dependent! on! building! connections! with! other! believers! in! a!
Christian! community.! ! Schram! (2012)! explored! the! connection! between! individual! belief!
and! collective! worship! in! the! Auhelawa! of! Papua! New! Guinea.! ! The! author! describes! both!
elements! of! individualism! and! collectivism! and! like! Robbins,! considered! individualism! to!
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not! necessarily! fit! within! the! relational! worldview! of! the! Auhelawa.! ! Nonetheless,! Schram!
recognized!the!following:!!!
Auhelawa!believe!that!what!makes!their!contemporary!churches!viable!as!Christian!
institutions!is!that!they!have!one!mind,!a!common!purpose!which!is!felt!subjectively!
by!every!individual!member!but!also!tangibly!present!in!the!order!and!harmony!of!
the!congregation!at!worship!(2012:!33).!!
!
Thus,!Auhelawa!consider!Christianity!to!embody!relational!values,!and!they!feel!they!
become!one!with!fellow!believers!but!they!also!experience!purpose!as!individuals!as!well.!!
Schram!considered!such!practices!and!beliefs!to!resemble!typical!Christian!systems!while!
not!necessarily!adhering!to!traditional!Christian!individualism.!!!
!

Elisha!(2011)!analyzed!the!intersections!of!Christian!subjectivity,!agency,!and!

personhood.!!The!author!took!into!account!Christian!individualism!and!tendencies!toward!
personal!responsibility!as!well!as!inwardly!focused!practices.!!But!ultimately!found!that!
agency!was!diminished!or!often!renounced!in!submission!to!the!divine!and!that!the!
Christian!subject!is!partly!defined!by!connections!to!others.!!Elisha!explained,!!“Christian!
subject!individuality!is!defined!not!entirely!by!interior!essence!but!also!by!linkages!to!
people,!ideas,!forces,!things!that!hold!him!or!her!directly!accountable!to!absolute!truth”!
(2011:!59).!!The!outcome!is!the!emergence!of!faith!based!organizations!as!outwardly!
focused!compassionate!believers!engaged!in!social!outreach,!partly!through!submission!to!
divine!agency.!!The!result!is!believers!forgoing!selfish!needs!and!desires!to!allow!God!to!
guide!their!lives!and!focus!their!energy!toward!others!in!need!rather!than!selves.!!This!
embodies!practice`oriented!Christian!relationalism.!!A!recent!study!by!Thomas`Chipumuro!
(2011)!may!provide!the!best!evidence!of!how!spiritual!relatedness!is!enacted!as!part!of!a!
Christian!relational!worldview.!!The!author!described!how!sacred!relationships!are!
developed!by!members!of!a!West!Indian!and!African!American!evangelical!church!in!
Atlanta.!!Much!like!consultants!from!the!current!study,!the!author!identified!believers!who!
saw!their!relationships!as!part!of!a!sacred!sociality!best!understood!as!family.!!Thomas`
Chipumuro!demonstrated!how!relatedness!and!connectedness!are!fostered!in!an!
environment!defined!by!“disjuncture,!difference,!and!mobility.”!!She!explained:!!!
Nonetheless,!my!ethnographic!investigation!reveals!that!far!from!being!located!in!a!
fixed!state!of!connection,!DBC!attendees!are!in!a!perpetual!state!of!becoming!
spiritual!kin!and!universal!Christians!as!they!contend!with!the!competing!
solidarities!that!threaten!their!vision!of!Church!unity!(2011:!3).!!
!
!
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Thus,!different!forms!of!belonging,!including!identity!and!individual!experience!may!create!
challenges!when!fostering!community.!!This!becomes!a!key!area!of!interest!for!the!author!
who!finds!that!members!of!the!church!“contend!with,!and!at!times!reproduce,!distinctions!
organized!along!the!lines!of!gender,!ethnicity,!nationality,!and!age!(2011:!262).!!While!such!
forms!of!identity!may!be!salient!features!that!can!foster!challenges!to!spiritual!relatedness,!
in!this!study!the!family!of!God!and!the!body!of!Christ!are!considered!to!be!tools!through!
which!the!community!can!foster!equality,!while!recognizing!important!characteristics!and!
gifts!that!each!believer!brings!to!the!body.!!The!ability!to!bring!together!a!variety!of!
individuals!through!religious!community!has!been!well!documented.!!In!the!article!entitled!
“Geographies!of!Relatedness,”!Catherine!Nash!observed!that!relatedness!is!increasingly!
mobilized!across!“the!scales!of!family,!nation,!and!humanity,”!and!even!across!different!
configurations!of!space!and!time,!to!generate!naturalized!forms!of!connection!(2005:!451).!
!

Taken!as!a!whole!these!examples!reflect!important!shifts!in!anthropology!toward!

the!study!of!Christianity.!!Attention!is!given!to!deconstructing!local!manifestations!of!
Christian!values!and!beliefs!while!remaining!aware!of!global!implications!and!the!variety!of!
ways!in!which!local!practices!may!be!modeled!on!broader!Christian!worldviews.!!This!helps!
us!to!break!down!assumptions!and!stereotypes!surrounding!Christian!practices!and!
critically!analyze!often!taken!for!granted!features!like!individualism!to!make!sense!of!how!
Christianity!is!changing!over!time!and!adapting!to!new!social!contexts.!!The!ethnographic!
examples!illustrate!the!fact!that!relationalism!is!evidenced!in!a!number!of!different!social!
environments.!!This!dissertation!builds!upon!these!examples!by!providing!an!American!
evangelical!parachurch!perspective.!!We!learn!that!relational!worldviews!do!not!simply!
extend!from!the!interaction!of!indigenous!peoples!with!Christian!individualism,!but!may!be!
an!innate!feature!of!evangelical!Christian!practices,!part!of!an!evangelical!Christian!cultural!
logic!but!achieved!to!varying!degrees!and!enacted!in!unique!forms.!To!fully!appreciate!the!
emergence!of!spiritual!relatedness!with!evangelical!young!adults!we!must!be!attentive!to!
the!broader!social!context!in!which!such!practices!exist,!particularly!the!constraints!and!
opportunities!of!late`modernity.!!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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1.3!Modernity,!Personhood,!and!Authenticity!
!
!

To!understand!why!spiritual!relatedness!is!a!significant!component!of!consultants!

lives!one!must!deconstruct!the!connections!between!modernity,!religion,!and!the!
emergence!of!authenticity.!!For!evangelical!students!in!this!study,!notions!of!“authenticity”!
are!incorporated!into!everyday!language!and!emphasized!as!the!general!distinction!
between!the!evangelical!Christian!movement!and!broader!mainline!and!liberal!
denominations.!!Thus,!to!be!Christian!one!must!be!“authentic”!but!to!be!authentic!one!must!
live!a!relational!life.!Consultants!contrast!spiritual!relatedness!to!the!individualism!of!
secular!modernity!perceived!by!evangelical!students!to!be!central!to!campus!culture.!I!argue!
that!participants!consider!spiritual!relatedness!to!be!a!critical!response!to!outcomes!of!
modernity,!including!loss!of!connectedness!as!well!as!problems!associated!with!
individualism!and!technology!that!may!perpetuate!disconnect!between!individuals!in!
everyday!life.!!
Modernity!is!a!rather!complex!concept,!highly!dependent!upon!academic!discipline,!
social!contexts,!and!history.!!Defining!factors!can!range!from!the!framework!of!social!
institutions,!to!the!public!and!private!spheres!of!society,!cultural!notions!of!tolerance!and!
morality.!!Key!themes!that!emerge!particularly!in!sociology!include!economic!growth,!
differentiations,!rationalization,!individualization,!and!urbanization!(Smith!2008).!!These!
processes!were!believed!to!result!in!a!disenchanted!world!that!would!impact!religious!
communities!and!individual!believers!negatively.!!While!somewhat!different,!anthropology!
in!the!early!1900s!suffered!from!similar!problems!often!framing!“non`modern”!indigenous!
communities!against!the!modern!industrial!state!(Keane!2007).!!In!the!current!study,!
defining!modernity!is!less!essential!then!determining!how!evangelical!students!engage!with!
characteristics!of!the!campus!culture!that!could!be!associated!with!modernity!in!academic!
discourse.!!Thus,!I!will!briefly!highlight!a!few!of!these!characteristics!and!explore!
connections!that!exist!between!modernity,!personhood,!and!authenticity.!!These!notions!
will!help!us!to!better!understand!how!and!why!spiritual!relatedness!is!central!to!the!
construction!of!evangelical!Christian!identity!and!community.!!
A!central!theme!of!this!literature!is!the!notion!of!modernity!as!an!entity,!a!period,!a!
force,!which!must!be!adapted!to,!or!negotiated.!!James!Hunter!(1983)!argued!“that!
modernity!is!the!evitable!period!in!the!history!of!a!particular!society!that!is!characterized!by!
the!institutional!and!cultural!concomitants!of!a!technologically!induced!economic!growth”!
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(6).!!This!definition!is!problematic!for!two!reasons,!the!first!being!the!association!of!
progress!to!economic!growth!and!the!second!is!that!modernity!might!have!existed!across!
the!globe!in!very!early!time!periods!depending!upon!how!one!defines!technology!and!
economy.!!Hunter!goes!on!to!argue!that!“while!modernity!may!not!necessarily!displace!
religion,!it!does!impose!undeniable!structural!and!cultural!constraints!which!require!
adjustment!or!accommodation!on!the!part!of!the!latter![religion]”!(39).!!For!Hunter!this!
context!results!in!religion!accommodating,!resisting,!or!legitimizing!modernity!(1983).!!
Today!much!of!the!research!on!evangelicalism,!particularly!in!the!sociology!of!religion,!
includes!this!framework!as!a!reference!point.!!!
As!Keane!(2007)!suggested!one!of!the!problems!associated!with!such!theories!is!that!
this!academic!narrative!fosters!modern!and!non`modern!labeling.!!Furthermore,!he!argued!
that!“Lurking!behind!this!account!is!a!certain!notion!of!modern!disenchantment!and!
alienation—and!thus,!by!back`projection,!of!non`modern!enchantment!and!unities,!of!which!
we!must!remain!wary”!(12).!!!His!point!is!well!taken!and!we!must!be!careful!about!how!we!
conceive!of,!and!apply,!the!term!modernity!in!our!studies!as!it!is!complicated!in!western!
assumptions!about!cultural!and!social!change.!!I!also!agree!with!Keane’s!assertion!that!
modernity!is!a!narrative!where!“progress!is!not!only!a!matter!of!improvements!in!
technology,!economic!well`being,!or!health!but!is!also,!and!perhaps!above!all,!about!human!
emancipation!and!self`mastery”!(6).!!One!can!find!this!depiction!throughout!the!literature!
on!modernity!and!the!concept!of!“rugged!individualism”!is!attached!to!the!West!and!more!
importantly!to!Christianity!(Robbins!2004).!!It!is!this!association!and!characterization!of!
modernity!as!something!associated!with!the!‘progressive!west”!without!reference!to!the!
multiple!forms!of!modernity!that!exist!throughout!the!globe!and!within!the!United!States!
that!hinders!the!applicability!of!such!a!concept.!!!
Robert!Hefner!(1998)!described!the!multiple!modernities!that!exist!within!the!
major!religious!traditions!of!Christianity,!Islam!and!Hinduism.!!The!multiple!encounters!
with!modernity!are!evident!in!examples!of!Western!Europe!where!there!is!increasing!
secularism!(Bruce!2002)!in!comparison!to!the!United!States!where!there!is!a!consistent!
level!of!religious!beliefs!and!practices!(Finke!and!Stark!2000).!!He!continued!“Even!in!the!
West,!however,!modernity!is!not!singular,!least!of!all!as!regards!religious!matters!(87).!!!
While!he!argued!for!understanding!modernity!through!multiple!encounters!he!is!also!aware!
of!the!fact!that!modernity!is!not!completely!culturally!relative.!!The!local!context!is!
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“unusually!permeable!to!other!cultural!ways.”!!In!fact,!Hefner!(1998)!described!trends!that!
seem!to!reflect!a!core!to!modernity.!!!Charles!Taylor!(2000)!explained:!!!
Transitions!to!what!we!might!recognize!as!modernity,!taking!place!in!different!
civilizations,!will!produce!different!results,!reflecting!the!civilizations'!divergent!
starting!points.!Their!understandings!of!the!person,!social!relations,!states!of!mind,!
goods!and!bads,!virtues!and!vices,!sacred!and!profane,!are!likely!to!be!distinct.!The!
future!of!the!world!will!be!one!in!which!all!societies!will!undergo!change,!in!
institutions!and!outlook,!and!for!some!these!changes!may!be!parallel.!But!it!will!not!
converge,!because!new!differences!will!emerge!from!the!old.!Thus,!instead!of!
speaking!of!'modernity'!in!the!singular,!we!should!better!speak!of!“multiple!
modernities!“(367).!
!
Following!the!lead!of!sociologist!Christian!Smith!(2008),!I!consider!modernity!to!
best!be!approached!through!an!acknowledgement!of!its!complexity:!“modernity!itself!is!not!
a!coherent!unity,!but!in!certain!key!ways!an!internally!conflicted!movement.....it!is!essential!
to!an!understanding!of!modernity!as!not!simply!a!series!of!institutional!changes,!but!as!a!
cultural!project...much!of!what!has!been!promoted!by!the!received!modernization!model!is!
actually!less!a!scientific!description!of!actual!processes!of!social!change,!and!rather!more!a!
particular!normative!ideology!of!‘progress”’!(1574).!!The!key!for!Smith!is!that!modernity!
may!take!on!different!forms!in!different!contexts!and!creates!conflicts!including!new!
freedoms!as!well!as!constraints!that!must!be!navigated!by!individuals!and!communities!
resulting!in!both!different!and!similar!experiences.!!Most!importantly!it!is!a!recognition!of!
the!value!of!an!anthropological!approach!that!is!attentive!to!the!cultural!dimensions!of!
modernity!including!meanings,!values,!and!the!dynamic!intersections!of!institutional!
structures,!communities,!and!individuals.!!I!argue!that!evangelical!students!at!a!public!
university!may!embody!a!rather!unique!encounter!with!modernity.!!The!university!culture!
creates!an!environment!where!believers!may!be!more!attentive!to!their!distinctions!with!
others!and!face!challenges!when!enacting!relational!ideals.!Rather!than!undermining!such!
practices!this!environment!seems!to!foster!more!intimate!relationships!between!believers!
and!affirm!Christian!identities.!!Thus,!as!Smith!(1998)!suggested,!it!may!be!the!embattled!
status!of!evangelical!Christians!that!allows!the!movement!to!continue!to!thrive.!!Identity!as!
well!as!notions!of!Christian!personhood!are!defined!partly!by!this!embattled!status.!!!!!
Discussions!of!personhood!have!been!a!central!feature!of!anthropology!in!general!
and!kinship!as!well!as!religion,!in!particular.!!The!conceptual!framework!of!personhood!can!
be!traced!to!early!writing!such!as!that!of!Marcel!Mauss!(1938)!and!continuing!today!to!
Maurice!Bloch’s!(2011)!conceptualization!of!the!blob.!!For!Bloch,!humans!are!essentially!the!
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same!across!the!world!but!come!to!be!more!or!less!inclined!to!emphasize!inner!states!of!
consciousness!based!on!unique!historical!and!cultural!histories.!!Bloch!furthers!earlier!
depictions!of!a!Western!individuality!where!individuals!learn!to!be!self`reflexive!from!an!
early!age!to!that!of!Malagasy!who!generally!view!the!world!through!a!relational!lens!with!
little!interest!in!interior!states.!!Like!other!anthropologists!writing!on!the!intersections!of!
modernity!and!personhood,!Bloch!addressed!the!fact!that!individualistic!and!relational!
persons!are!found!in!all!societies!throughout!the!world,!but!that!there!is!a!tendency!to!find!
individualism!in!the!West!and!relationalism!in!indigenous!and!eastern!communities!(Bloch!
2011).!!!
Mauss!emphasized!links!between!individualism!and!modernity!in!his!arguments.!!
Historically,!anthropologists!were!not!interested!in!such!topics!of!modernity,!secularization,!
and!Western!notions!of!the!self.!!Much!of!the!analysis!regarding!how!such!contexts,!
processes,!and!meanings!emerged!and!the!role!each!may!play!in!individuals’!lives!as!well!as!
society!has!emerged!in!sociological!discourse.!!Max!Weber!played!a!prominent!role!in!
defining!the!relationship!between!religion!and!modernity!in!the!social!science!literature.!!
Weber!connected!the!Protestant!Reformation,!not!only!to!the!cultural!production!of!
individualism!but!ultimately!to!the!rise!of!capitalism!through!the!emergence!of!a!particular!
work!ethic!necessary!under!new!conditions!of!life!for!believers.!!Academic!narratives!follow!
a!pattern.!First,!this!change!is!centered!in!Europe!as!well!as!the!Protestant!settlements!of!
the!Americas,!centers!in!the!production!of!colonial!power.!!The!Reformation!challenged!the!
authority!of!the!Catholic!Church!and!the!hierarchical!systems!within!religious!traditions!
that!placed!power!and!the!ability!to!connect!with!God!in!hands!of!priests.!!Second,!religious!
leaders!were!viewed!as!corrupt!because!of!this!uniquely!held!power!and!were!seen!to!have!
too!much!influence!on!political!matters!and!in!individuals’!lives.!!Third,!new!religious!
leaders!emerged!that!wanted!to!place!power!with!the!laity.!!This!gained!widespread!
recognition!and!coincided!with!broader!social!changes!including!the!Great!Awakenings!that!
flourished!across!areas!of!Europe!and!North!America!during!the!1700s.!!!
The!Great!Awakenings!often!focused!on!an!inner!spirituality!of!the!heart!and!made!
salvation!a!matter!between!individuals!and!God.!!One’s!standing!with!God!was!not!defined!
by!intermediary!priests!but!instead!rested!with!the!individual.!!This!opened!the!door!for!
believers!to!turn!to!material!conditions!as!symbols!of!their!relationship!with!God.!!The!
accumulation!of!wealth!and!resources!became!key!features!by!which!one!could!assess!God’s!
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grace.!!Hard!work!was!necessary!to!build!wealth!and!much!like!the!saying!“idle!hands!are!
the!work!of!the!devil,”!there!was!a!belief!that!one!should!be!proactive!and!productive!
whether!through!hard!work,!helping!others,!or!spreading!the!gospel.!!A!clear!result!of!the!
Protestant!notion!of!personhood!was!that!of!internal!reflection,!individual!responsibility,!
accountability!but!also!the!possibility!of!an!intimate!connection!with!God!through!prayer!
and!access!to!sacred!texts.!!!

!

This!narrative!is!often!assumed!to!be!an!accurate!description!of!Protestant!ideals!
and!how!these!ideals!translated!into!emphasis!upon!individualism.!!Bielo!(2011)!explained!
the!current!interpretations!within!the!anthropology!of!Christianity!regarding!individualism.!!!
Bialecki,!Haynes,!and!Robbins!(2008)!have!given!the!most!complete!review!of!how!
anthropologists!of!Christianity!have!figured!the!intersection!of!Christian!and!
modern!subjectivities.!With!respect!to!the!value!of!individualism,!they!observe:!“[A]!
hierarchical!relationship!with!a!transcendent!other!foregrounds!the!dependent!and!
contingent!nature!of!the!individual!in!relation!to!that!authority.!This!latter,!equally!
Christian!formulation,!stands!in!sharp!contrast!with!the!self`identical!heroic!subject!
valued!in!many!streams!of!modernity”!(1152).!They!ultimately!conclude!that!
“Christianity!can!serve!at!once!as!a!vector!for!modernity!and!as!counter`narrative!to!
modernity”!(1151)!(19).!
!
But,!as!I!will!argue!throughout!this!dissertation,!a!more!nuanced!view!of!Protestant!
worldviews!is!necessary!to!fully!appreciate!the!relational!foundations!of!the!evangelical!
movement.!In!fact,!a!key!feature!of!the!Great!Awakenings!during!the!1700s!was!the!
development!of!a!personal!relationship!with!God.!!On!its!surface!this!may!seem!like!an!
individualistic!endeavor!but!as!practiced!in!contemporary!evangelical!communities!one’s!
intimacy!with!God!is!not!separate!from,!but!dependent!upon,!fellow!believers.!!Elisha!
(2008)!explained:!!
The!evangelical!tenet!that!each!and!every!believer!can!(and!must)!attain!a!direct!
personal!relationship!with!Jesus!Christ!is!essentially!individuating,!in!that!it!
ostensibly!distinguishes!one’s!path!of!salvation!from!socially!determinative!factors!
in!one’s!life.!But!it!is!worth!noting!that!this!tenet!is!fortified!by!a!comparable!stress!
on!the!importance!of!human!social!relationships!as!vehicles!of!redemption!(13).!
!
This!is!one!way!that!spiritual!relatedness!is!fostered!through!a!relational!system!that!places!
God!as!a!unifying!force!between!believers!across!the!globe.!!Bielo!(2009)!offered!a!similar!
perspective:!“Evangelicals!seek!to!imitate!the!close,!intimate!bond!they!desire!with!God!in!
their!expectations!for!relating!with!each!other!and!with!those!outside!their!community!of!
faith”!(Bielo!2009:!76).!!
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Chris!Hann!(2012)!explained!the!taken`for`granted!academic!discourse!surrounding!
modernity!grounded!in!Weber’s!analysis:!!!
Weber’s!archetypal!Protestant!is!taken!to!epitomize!the!“modern”!citizen,!who!has!
internalized!his!faith,!and!has!no!need!of!priests,!sacraments!and!material!
encumbrances!to!communicate!with!the!deity.!The!Reformation!is!taken!to!be!the!
caesura,!opening!new!rifts!between!secular!and!ecclesiastical!authorities,!paving!the!
way!for!the!Enlightenment,!and!ultimately!for!the!more!thoroughgoing!rational!
humanism!which!culminated!in!the!nineteenth!century!in!the!work!of!Charles!
Darwin!and!in!the!birth!of!the!social!sciences.!Weber!himself!spoke!of!long`term!
processes!of!“rationalization”.!He!expressed!his!profoundly!melancholic!evaluation!
of!them!with!the!metaphor!of!“disenchantment.”!!
!
For!Weber!(2001)!the!rationalization!of!life!includes!an!increased!emphasis!on!calculability,!
efficiency,!bureaucracy!and!results!in!dehumanizing!social!experiences!and!inevitably!
fosters!disenchantment.!!It!is!important!to!remain!aware!of!the!possible!connections!
between!Protestant!Christian!notions!and!disenchantment.!In!this!study!evangelical!
students!are!clearly!struggling!against!the!perceived!disenchantment!of!secular!modernity!
but!respond!by!fostering!ideals!of!a!relational!worldview!that!seeks!to!re`enchant!everyday!
life!with!spiritual!matters!and!in`depth!relationships!with!fellow!Christians.!!
Hann!(2012)!continued!his!analysis!of!the!relationship!between!Christianity,!
modernity,!and!anthropology!by!using!ethnographic!studies!of!Eastern!Christians!to!
challenge!the!prevailing!narrative!that!placed!Protestant!Christianity!as!the!foundation!for!
modernity.!!Hann!concluded:!!!
Recent!anthropological!work!emphasizing!different,!relational!notions!of!the!person!
among!Eastern!Christians!can!be!interpreted!as!confirming!this!Western!
exceptionalism.!But!I!have!argued!that!notions!of!belief!and!individuality!highlighted!
in!the!theological!discourses!of!particular!strands!of!one!world!religion!are!a!poor!
guide!to!actual!differences!in!the!way!persons!think!and!behave,!let!alone!the!
patterns!of!world!history.!!
!
I!situate!evangelical!students’!notions!of!spiritual!relatedness!within!this!debate.!!The!
results!suggest!that!Protestant!movements!are!clear!examples!of!relational!worldviews!that!
define!behaviors!and!impact!believers’!lives!in!the!broader!context!of!secular!modernity.!!
Like!Hann!(2012),!I!argue!that!it!may!be!inappropriate!to!reinforce!the!narratives!of!
Protestant!individualism!and!instead!we!should!seek!to!identify!examples!of!religious!
communities!that!may!call!into!question!this!widely!held!assumption!of!Christian!
individualism!while!illustrating!relational!personhood.!!!
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To!fully!appreciate!the!relationship!between!modernity!and!religion!we!must!also!
be!attentive!to!how!the!modern!context!has!resulted!in!a!renewed!and!salient!cultural!
feature!of!“authenticity.”!!A!key!concern!for!students!is!to!practice!“authentic”!Christianity!
and!discourse!surrounding!this!ideal!serves!a!number!of!functions!within!the!parachurch!
ministry.!!It!helps!to!affirm!identity!among!a!wide!array!of!competing!worldview!
alternatives.!!More!importantly!it!becomes!a!marker!of!what!it!means!to!be!Christian.!!
Because!of!the!variety!of!beliefs!and!practices!associated!with!Christianity!and!the!inability!
of!evangelical!Christians!to!control!representations!across!this!broad!spectrum!of!beliefs,!
the!term!authentic!seems!to!be!used!as!a!gate!keeping!mechanism,!and!highlights!
distinctions!between!proper!Christianity!and!those!who!may!not!accurately!reflect!this!
belief!system.!!!
Authenticity!is!also!central!to!understanding!how!evangelical!Christian!students!see!
themselves!in!relation!to!secular!modernity.!!For!participants!to!be!authentic!they!must!
strive!to!shed!individualism!and!selfishness,!which!are!perceived!to!be!promoted!by!the!
university!and!campus!culture.!!As!Lindholm!(2007)!suggested!the!“quest!for!authenticity!
touches!and!transforms!a!vast!range!of!human!experience.”!!For!Lindholm,!authenticity!can!
be!conceptualized!on!two!different!planes,!which!may!or!may!not!be!reinforced!by!
experience:!that!of!the!individual!and!the!collective.!!But,!authenticity!is!a!rather!
complicated!term!that!can!take!on!a!variety!of!forms!and!functions.!!Thus,!Lindholm!
provides!a!basic!definition:!“At!minimum,!it!is!the!leading!member!of!a!set!of!values!that!
includes!sincere,!essential,!natural,!original,!and!real”!(2007:1).!!The!author!uses!two!key!
features!to!define!authentic:!“genealogical!(origin)!and!identity!(content)”!(2007:2).!!He!
suggested!that!authenticity!is!often!defined!through!objects,!persons,!or!communities.!!
“Authentic!objects,!persons!and!collectives!are!original,!real,!and!pure;!they!are!what!they!
purport!to!be,!their!roots!are!known!and!verified,!their!essence!and!appearance!are!one”!
(2).!!This!is!contrasted!with!those!that!are!fake,!unreal,!or!false.!!As!Lindholm!(2007)!
suggested!this!terminology!and!the!surrounding!discourse!is!used!throughout!societies!
across!the!world.!!!
Authenticity!emerges!out!of!the!virtue!of!sincerity,!which!is!associated!with!the!
gradual!decline!of!feudal!relationships!in!European!society.!!This!system!provided!a!social!
order!with!secure!positions!for!members!in!a!hierarchical!system!often!sanctioned!by!
sacred!social!structures.!!Much!like!strict!kinship!structures!found!in!many!indigenous!
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communities,!people!were!not!concerned!with!travel!outside!of!their!community,!nor!
changing!occupations!or!positions.!!Instead!individuals!were!focused!on!meeting!their!
obligations!to!community!and!kin.!Shifts!from!rural!to!urban!settings!were!occurring!with!
the!possibility!of!social!mobility,!wealth,!and!power!but!also!alienation,!meaninglessness!
and!deceit.!!Thus,!in!this!new!social!environment,!characterized!by!an!uncertainty!about!
intentions,!and!disconnect!between!individuals,!sincerity!became!a!valued!trait!(Lindholm!
2007).!!Without!clearly!defined!and!formalized!kinship!structures!beyond!the!nuclear!
family,!there!may!be!an!increased!need!to!identify!new!forms!of!connectedness!such!as!
spiritual!relatedness.!
It’s!not!possible!to!address!these!changing!trends!without!mentioning!the!role!of!
Protestant!theology!in!facilitating!such!social!change.!!Like!the!broader!economic!system,!
Protestants!grounded!beliefs!in!personal!responsibility,!where!each!individual!was!
accountable!for!his!or!her!own!salvation.!!It!was!not!possible!to!simply!act!morally!as!it!was!
necessary!for!each!action!to!be!accompanied!by!sincere!intent!(Keane!2007).!!Further,!this!
individualism!facilitated!broader!egalitarian!virtues!that!placed!Protestantism!as!the!
antithesis!of!the!Catholic!Church’s!hierarchies!and!bureaucracies.!!Lindholm!(2007)!argued!
that!with!increasing!pluralism!and!recognition!of!diverse!beliefs!and!customs!throughout!
the!world!came!an!anxiety!about!whether!Western!experience,!beliefs,!and!values!were!
“absolute!and!true.”!!This!in!turn!facilitated!the!need!for!heightened!concerns!over!“cultural!
and!personal!authenticity.”!!!
Other!broad!economic!changes!fostered!a!sense!of!subservience!rather!than!
deference,!which!had!previously!defined!economic!relationships.!!Workers!were!paid!by!
those!in!positions!of!power!and!often!did!not!know!their!supervisors.!!Workers!were!asked!
to!take!on!standardized!roles!that!were!developed!in!a!highly!controlled!environment.!!No!
longer!a!lifetime!role!to!be!filled!as!part!of!greater!good,!one’s!workplace!became!a!
“battleground”!where!true!feelings!and!“authentic”!selves!could!not!surface.!!!Enlightenment!
ideals!of!a!moral!self!requiring!rights!and!equality!emerged!out!of!this!authenticity!
(Lindholm!2007).!
As!Bielo!(2011)!explained,!it!is!not!surprising!to!find!the!language!of!“authenticity”!
within!evangelical!circles.!!In!his!study!of!“emerging”!evangelicals!(those!who!maintain!ties!
with!evangelical!movement!and!basic!premises!but!differ!along!a!number!of!practices!and!
beliefs)!he!found!the!word!“authentic”!to!be!central!to!the!construction!of!identity.!!!
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During!three!years!of!fieldwork!with!Emerging!Evangelicals,!when!I!asked!them!to!
talk!about!their!existing!and!desired!religious!lives,!they!repeatedly!returned!to!one!
word:!authentic.!They!spoke!earnestly!about!wanting!to!have!authentic!lives,!faith,!
community,!relationships,!experience,!worship,!tradition,!and!spirituality.!
!
Unique!religious!orientation!within!traditional!systems!often!utilize!the!language!of!
authenticity!to!affirm!distinction!from!dominant!norms!while!also!emphasizing!their!own!
practices!and!beliefs!as!genuine.!Bielo!(2011)!argued!that!the!use!of!“authenticity”!and!the!
many!associated!meanings,!discourses,!and!practices!hold!deeper!importance,!particularly!
against!the!backdrop!of!modernity.!!!
While,!Lindholm!(2007)!considered!authenticity!to!rise!from!key!features!of!
modernity!that!foster!a!sense!of!“living!among!strangers,”!Parish!considers!modernity!to!
foster!a!more!deeply!entrenched!cultural!problem:!“The!plunge!into!modernity!involves!
seeing!symbols!as!subject!to!rational!and!instrumental!manipulation,!as!having!an!arbitrary!
basis!and!no!inherent!connection!to!self,”!....which!leaves!us!wondering!what!is!“really!real”!
(143).!!Graham’s!(2002)!research!on!indigenous!communities!in!the!Amazon!argued!that!in!
the!context!of!globalization!it!is!critical!to!navigate!a!complex!array!of!semiotic!codes!
regarding!what!it!means!to!be!a!“genuine”!Indian.!!This!process!is!significant!for!many!
Native!communities!as!an!ability!to!assert!Native!identity!properly!to!the!powerful!within!
society!and!the!global!economy!becomes!a!tool!through!which!one!can!gain!access!to!
resources,!power,!and!foster!positive!outcomes!for!the!community.!!
Bielo!(2009)!suggested!that!it!may!be!appropriate!to!describe!the!current!American!
context!as!that!of!late!modernity!or!post!modernity.!!While,!there!are!a!number!of!general!
characteristics!including!philosophical,!economic,!and!political!social!realms,!the!most!
interesting!aspects!might!be!associated!with!the!cultural!conditions!of!this!period.!This!era!
is!marked!by!structural!fragmentation,!rapid!movement,!expandable!labor!forces,!as!well!as!
social!and!psychological!instability.!!Gusterson!and!Besteman!(2009)!brought!together!a!
collection!of!essays!on!this!subject,!titled!the!Insecure!American,!to!better!understand!the!
complexities!surrounding!late!modernity!and!how!it!surfaces!within!individuals’!daily!lives.!!
The!text!spans!an!array!of!topics!from!war,!incarceration,!immigration!and!health!care,!to!
homelessness,!religion,!and!gated!communities.!!Much!like!Lindholm!(2007)!scholars!seek!
to!tie!a!number!of!different!examples!to!the!broader!notion!of!late!modernity,!highlighting!
the!American!social!climate!as!a!challenging!environment!for!individuals!to!build!emotional,!
psychological,!moral,!and!economic!stability.!!!
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!Building!on!key!themes!from!previous!studies!I!argue!that!evangelical!Christian!
students!are!not!simply!part!of!secular!modernity!through!their!experiences!at!public!
universities,!but!that!the!very!ideals!of!relationalism!that!shape!identity!are!responses!to!
what!Lindholm!(2007)!described!as!“living!among!strangers.”!!Students!are!seeking!to!build!
intimate!spiritual!kinship!bonds!to!foster!community!in!a!context!perceived!to!undermine!it!
and!in!the!process!set!themselves!apart!from!other!Christian!traditions.!Likewise,!the!
emergence!of!the!variety!of!kinship!structures!highlighted!by!Carsten!and!others!(Bamford!
2007;!Carsten!1997;!Modell!1994;!Strathern!1992;!Wesmantel!1995;!Weston!1991)!may!not!
simply!provide!evidence!of!the!socially!constructed!nature!of!kinship!but!also!reflect!unique!
responses!to!this!broader!cultural!shift!that!has!occurred!as!a!part!of!late!modernity.!!
Connecting!with!others!is!necessary!on!a!variety!of!levels!and!while!many!may!suggest!
individuals!at!a!global!scale!are!more!able!to!connect!through!technological!advances!it!is!
the!quality!of!these!interactions!and!the!lack!of!connections!in!local!communities!that!is!of!
major!concerns!for!participants!in!this!study.!!I!suspect,!as!Lindholm!(2007)!notes,!that!this!
is!not!unique!but!an!area!of!concern!for!many!who!are!impacted!by!late!modernity.!!As!Bielo!
(2011)!noted,!!“Modernity,!after!all,!ultimately!exists!as!a!set!of!lived!realities,!and!they!must!
be!attended!to!as!such”!(20).!Thus,!while!many!in!the!social!scientific!study!of!religion!
emphasize!how!religious!movements!and!communities!respond!to!modernity,!this!
dissertation!emphasizes!how!evangelical!Christian!students!are!part!of,!and!embody,!
modernity,!while!also!seeking!to!change!conditions!of!late!modernity.!!
!
!
!
1.4!Conceptualizing!Spiritual!Relatedness:!Foregrounds,!Backgrounds,!and!Bundles!
!
Because!of!the!complexity!of!spiritual!relatedness,!it!is!helpful!to!have!an!analytical!
framework!for!analysis.!!This!study!will!utilize!the!concepts!of!foregrounds,!backgrounds,!
and!assemblages!to!explore!the!variety!of!ways!that!students!navigate!and!incorporate!
spiritual!kinship!into!their!lives.!!Bandak!and!Jorgenson!(2012)!reviewed!the!question!of!
what!difference!does!Christianity!make?!!This!is!a!question!that!has!been!at!the!center!of!the!
anthropology!of!Christianity!sub`discipline!over!the!last!ten!years.!!The!authors!suggested!
that!an!answer!to!this!question!is!never!singular!or!simple.!!Others!have!focused!on!similar!
and!related!questions!such!as!Robbins!(2003)!and!Cannell!(2006)!–!what!is!a!Christian?!
Garriott!and!O’Neill!(2008)!in!turn!suggested!we!should!be!exploring!who!is!a!Christian?!!
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Bandak!and!Jorgenson!argued!that!previous!questions!cause!us!to!think!of!stable!and!simple!
categories,!ask!us!to!place!Christianity!and!believer’s!practices!into!a!box.!!Instead!the!
authors!suggest!they!offer!“a!way!to!conceptualize!shifts!and!tunings!that!have!some!themes!
take!front!stage!at!particular!locations!as!well!as!across!them,!while!making!other!themes!
recede!to!the!background”!(448).!!In!this!study,!spiritual!relatedness!can!be!understood!as!a!
cultural!practice!and!belief.!!For!some!students!it!is!brought!to!the!forefront!and!serves!a!
specific!function,!during!a!particular!time!while!for!others!it!is!a!central!feature!of!identity!
and!defines!how!Christian!community!should!be!understood!and!developed!and!yet!for!
others!they!are!aware!of!this!idea!but!do!not!necessarily!incorporate!it!into!their!daily!lives!
and!it!is!in!the!background.!!What!should!be!acknowledged!is!that!all!consultants!were!
aware!of!this!ideal,!appreciate!its!meaning,!and!can!speak!to!the!biblical!basis!of!God’s!
family.!!!!
!

This!theoretical!framework!stems!from!a!basic!conceptualization!of!contexts!and!the!

way!practices!and!beliefs!may!be!adapted!to!particular!circumstances.!!However!because!
context!is!a!rather!static!concept!it!does!not!allow!for!proper!reference!of!the!complex!
interactions!and!dynamic!processes!that!take!place!under!new!conditions.!!Bandak!and!
Jorgenson!(2008)!explained,!!“By!underscoring!the!dynamic!relationship!between!
foreground!and!background!we!want!to!maintain!that!the!difference!which!Christianity!
makes!is!a!complex!one,!depending!on!specific!bundling!of!meanings,!affects,!acts,!
ideologies,!and!forms”!(449).!!The!authors!explained!foregrounds!and!backgrounds!through!
the!following!descriptions!that!emphasize!the!role!of!human!perceptions!and!the!use!of!
words!as!action,!abilities!to!do!something!in!and!with!the!world!rather!than!simply!
reflecting!upon!it.!“Non`being!so!to!speak!is!always!part!of!the!world!of!human!beings.!!The!
non`being!is!not!passive!but!might!also!be!an!active!annihilation,!namely!in!the!process!of!
perception:!the!way!different!things!are!seen!in!brief!glimpses!as!figures!and!then!recede!to!
the!margins!of!attention!depends!on!the!observer!deeming!them!not!to!be!important”!
(2008:!449).!!This!highlights!key!usefulness!of!considering!spiritual!relatedness!to!be!part!of!
a!bundled!meaning!that!can!be!adapted,!changed,!and!redefined!by!particular!believers!but!
still!understood!across!the!spectrum!of!Christian!communities.!!Much!like!the!author’s!
description,!spiritual!relatedness!offers!insight!into!other!aspects!of!social!life,!including!the!
meaning!of!cultural!families,!and!what!it!means!to!be!Christian.!!In!the!process!of!becoming!
part!of!God’s!family,!spiritual!relatedness!is!a!cultural!resource!tool,!part!of!a!broader!
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assemblage!of!Christian!ideals!that!can!be!brought!to!foreground!by!believers!based!on!
personal!background!and!new!experiences!to!fit!particular!needs!including!building!
community!in!the!environment!of!a!public!university!with!fellow!believers!from!a!variety!of!
backgrounds!and!who!hold!differing!beliefs!within!the!Christian!tradition.!!!
!

Others!in!the!anthropology!of!Christianity!have!used!such!a!concept!in!subtler,!non`

explicit!forms.!!Keane!(2007)!used!metaphors!of!foregrounds!and!backgrounds!in!his!book!
to!demonstrate!how!the!idea!of!sincerity!has!evolved!from!Christian!ideology!to!become!
embedded!in!broader!patterns!of!subjectivity!and!modernity.!!Bielo!(2011)!addressed!
anthropological!research!on!this!subject:!!!
The!dominant!model!for!understanding!Protestant!language!ideologies!has!been!the!
sincere!speaker!(Keane!2002).!Consistent!with!the!broader!Western!epistemic`
linguistic!interest!in!referential!semantics!over!other!meaning!functions,!
Protestantism's!ideal!interlocutor!speaks!truthfully,!honestly,!and!refuses!rote!
formula.!With!respect!to!earnestness!and!originality,!the!Protestant!speaker's!words!
are!theirs!and!theirs!alone.!Words!become!transparent!windows!into!thoughts,!
desires,!and!by!extension,!self!and!ethical!character.!Morality,!as!much!as!
communicability,!is!at!stake!with!sincerity.!This!sincere!Protestant!speaker!has!been!
observed!cross`culturally!as!a!structuring!mechanism!for!conversion!(Keane!2002),!
oratory!(Harding!2000),!prayer!(Robbins!2001),!and!praise!(Shoaps!2002).!It!is,!in!
short,!an!organizing!logic!for!Protestant!modes!of!discourse,!forms!of!action,!and!
linguistic!meta`commentary!(633).!
!
Often!this!frame!of!reference!is!utilized!to!explain!encounters!between!indigenous!cultures!
and!Christianity.!!How!do!missionaries!provide!foreground!and!background!on!particular!
aspects!of!their!belief!systems?!!How!do!indigenous!communities!incorporate!Christianity!
into!their!own!lives?!!There!is!no!consistency!on!what!elements!are!shared!while!others!are!
not!and!what!is!shared!varies!depending!on!the!situation.!!As!Keane!(2007)!stated,!!
“Christianity!may!be!part!of!a!taken`for`granted!background!or!a!fervent!frontline!concern,!
the!tone!of!people’s!engagement!may!be!indifferent!or!passionate,!but!for!them!it!is!there”!
(29).!!Bandak!and!Jorgenson!(2012)!provide!the!example!of!the!continued!impact!of!religion!
on!political!and!material!realities!in!the!face!of!secularization!theories.!!What!was!once!
viewed!as!falling!into!the!shadows!with!the!rise!of!modernity!still!plays!a!significant!role!in!
society!and!in!individuals’!lives.!!“When!Christianity!makes!itself!felt!across!contexts!and!
continues!to!exercise!both!existential!and!political!influence!it!becomes!a!dominant!
foreground!rather!than!marginal!and!fading!background.”!!Likewise,!spiritual!relatedness!
influences!material!and!political!realities.!!Students!are!asked!to!see!themselves!as!part!of!a!
global!family!of!God,!to!focus!on!building!deep!genuine!relationships!with!others,!to!connect!
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with!fellow!Christians,!to!disciple,!and!to!hold!one!another!accountable.!These!demands!not!
only!build!a!sense!of!family!but!foster!a!movement!that!can!be!mobilized!to!create!change!
on!college!campuses,!on!national!political!issues,!and!in!international!mission!work.!!It!
would!be!inappropriate!to!see!the!underlying!foundations!of!these!relationships!as!simply!
being!about!beliefs!because!for!students!it!is!about!belonging!and!experiencing!others!
through!a!personal!relationship!with!God!and!his!family.!!More!significantly,!many!students!
consider!Christian!relationalism!as!an!antidote!to!the!perceived!selfishness!and!
individualism!fostered!on!college!campuses.!!The!materialistic!and!inwardly!focused!nature!
of!social!conditions!perpetuated!by!technology!and!historically!by!the!Protestant!
Reformation!is!now!viewed!by!many!evangelical!Christians!as!undermining!community!and!
the!connectedness!of!Christians!and!non`Christians!alike.!
!

Bandak!and!Jorgenson!highlight!the!concept!of!bundles!and!consider!it!to!denote!the!

“fact!that!the!very!same!object!can!draw!different!kinds!of!ideas!and!experiences!together!
which!otherwise!would!not!have!anything!to!do!with!each!other”!(2012:!453).!!They!explain!
that!this!is!not!limited!to!material!objects!but!might!include!bundling!of!images,!thoughts,!
expressions,!and!immaterial!forces.!!For!the!authors,!Christianity!reflects!a!bundle,!a!
collection!of!“disparate!entities,!content,!forms,!and!effects,”!and!envisioning!Christianity!in!
this!way!“enable!us!to!grasp!different!ways!objects!are!constitutive!of!experiences!and!
makes!it!possible!to!talk!of!direction!and!refraction!at!the!same!time”!(454).!!Bundles!allow!
us!to!start!from!the!premise!that!flexibility,!complexity,!multiple!layers,!and!
interconnections!exist!with!any!cultural!system!or!practice!but!may!ultimately!be!actualized!
in!a!variety!of!forms!by!communities!and!individuals.!!While!Bandak!and!Jorgenson!have!
focused!on!Christianity!as!a!whole,!I!will!apply!this!concept!to!spiritual!relatedness!
exploring!the!bundle!of!meanings,!practices,!beliefs,!experiences,!narratives,!and!discourses!
that!impact!how!spiritual!kinship!is!actualized!in!the!lives!of!believers.!!I!describe!general!
patterns!and!themes!it!should!be!understood!that!each!believer!may!incorporate!spiritual!
relatedness!into!his!or!her!life!through!one!or!many!themes,!as!a!whole!or!in!parts,!and!
often!adapt!each!element!to!connect!to!his!or!her!experiences.!!This!forces!us!to!
acknowledge!the!complexity!of!such!sub`cultural!resource!tools!and!helps!us!to!refrain!from!
developing!a!monolithic!category!for!description!and!analysis.!!!!
!
!
!
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1.5!Chapter!Summaries!

!
!

While!the!introduction!offers!literature!review!of!significant!themes!associated!with!

this!dissertation!including!kinship!and!the!anthropology!of!Christianity,!chapter!two!
addresses!methodologies!which!guided!data!collection!and!analysis.!!The!chapter!includes!
broader!discussions!and!implications!of!conducting!anthropology!at!home!and!the!
treatment!of!Christianity!within!the!discipline.!!!
!

Chapter!three!continues!to!provide!foundational!information,!offering!a!detailed!

history!of!the!American!evangelical!movement!and!how!individualism!and!relationalism!
have!been!central!evangelical!ideals!since!the!first!Great!Awakening.!!Individualism!is!not!
necessarily!the!key!feature!of!Christian!faith!nor!is!relationalism!new,!but!instead!it!may!be!
a!failure!of!social!science!scholars!to!identify!relational!aspects!of!the!evangelical!movement!
and!included!balanced!interpretations!with!attention!to!both!individualism!and!
relationalism!in!Protestant!Christian!practices!across!space!and!time.!!!
!

Chapter!four!helps!to!contextualize!the!concept!of!spiritual!relatedness!by!

highlighting!the!broader!cultural!discourses!and!experiences!which!shape!how!students!
understand!their!relationships!with!fellow!believers!including!American!cultural!discourse!
surrounding!the!meaning!of!family!and!biblical!ideals!associated!with!the!body!of!Christ,!
Holy!Spirit,!and!kinship.!!!
!

Chapter!five!offers!insight!into!the!descriptions!and!enactments!of!spiritual!

relatedness.!!In!the!process!demonstrating!how!authenticity!informs!Christian!sociality!and!
how!participants!conceptualize!relatedness!as!an!inclusive!form!of!Christian!community.!!
Through!baptism,!bible!studies,!discipleship,!and!missions!spiritual!relatedness!emerges!as!
a!lived!reality.!!The!result!is!the!development!of!symbolic!and!permeable!boundaries!with!
those!outside!of!God’s!family.!!!!!
!

Chapter!six!provides!broader!analysis!of!participants’!perceptions!of,!and!

experiences!on,!campus.!!Through!subcultural!identity!theory!I!explain!how!challenges!
encountered!and!created!on!college!campus!may!reinforce!spiritual!family!and!have!
benefits!in!affirming!Christian!identity!and!community.!Finally,!chapter!seven!reiterates!key!
themes!of!the!dissertation!and!broader!implications!of!such!research!for!our!understanding!
of!evangelicalism,!kinship!studies,!higher!education!research,!and!the!anthropology!of!
Christianity.!!!

!
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1.6!Summary!
!
!

Spiritual!kinship!is!a!central!component!of!evangelical!students’!lives.!!While!this!

may!not!be!articulated!explicitly,!as!we!will!see,!believers!are!aware!of!this!dynamic!and!
flexible!ideal!considered!to!be!an!important!component!of!“authentic”!Christianity.!!As!
demonstrated!by!the!ministry!supervisor,!relationships!with!fellow!believers!are!not!easily!
defined!through!normative!labels.!!Thus,!many!turn!to!biblical!ideals!of!God’s!family!and!
adapt!known!understandings!of!cultural!families!to!describe!such!relationships.!!This!topic!
intersects!with!the!anthropology!of!Christianity!and!the!anthropology!of!kinship,!
contributing!to!ongoing!dialogue!related!to!the!construction!of!Christian!community!and!
identity!as!well!as!notions!of!what!it!means!to!be!family.!!To!fully!appreciate!how!and!why!
spiritual!kinship!emerges!in!this!evangelical!community!I!argue!that!we!must!understand!
how!modernity!grounds!individual!and!community!experiences.!!By!framing!students’!
experiences!through!the!lens!of!modernity!we!are!able!to!explain!broader!connections!
between!the!ideals!of!spiritual!kinship!and!authenticity!in!one!evangelical!community.!!The!
analytical!tools!of!bundles,!foregrounds,!and!backgrounds!allow!us!to!remain!attentive!to!
the!dynamic!and!flexible!construction!of!sociality.!!Using!the!ideas!outlined!in!this!chapter!
as!a!background!we!now!turn!to!the!methods!and!the!social!context!in!which!kinship!is!
constructed!including!American!evangelical!history,!parachurch!ministries,!and!the!
university.!!!
!

!
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!
!
!
!
CHAPTER!2.!METHODS!
!
!
!
!

This!study!incorporates!a!qualitative!research!methodology,!which!employs!a!more!

humanistic!approach!in!relation!to!quantitative!positivism,!to!understand!the!complexity!of!
evangelical!students’!lived!experiences.!!Because!the!focus!is!on!describing!and!analyzing!
the!category!and!properties!of!spiritual!relatedness!grounded!theory!and!phenomenological!
approach!are!used!to!unpack!this!concept.!!The!chapter!also!addresses!broader!ethical!
concerns!and!implications!including!“anthropology!at!home,”!and!the!study!of!Christianity!
in!anthropology.!!
!
!
!
2.1!Positivism!
!
!

It!is!important!to!situate!qualitative!research!methods!within!broader!scope!of!

scientific!inquiry.!!In!many!ways!qualitative!research!grew!out!of!a!need!to!address!
problems!associated!with!positivistic!inquiries.!!Positivism!often!reduces!research!
investigation!to!the!testing!of!theories!and!explanations!associated!with!the!language!of!a!
particular!scientific!community.!!Questions,!data!collection,!and!analysis!are!defined!by!a!
predetermined!set!of!concerns!surrounding!reliability,!replicability,!and!validity!through!
the!analysis!of!operationalized!variables.!!As!Reed!(2010)!noted,!this!often!results!in!a!
process!of!“inductive!generalization”!applying!theories!and!explanations!to!the!“context!of!
investigation”!(25).!!To!be!clear,!these!methodologies!are!necessary!under!certain!research!
conditions.!!However,!this!approach!is!not!without!problems.!!!
!

Positivism!often!includes!strict!adherence!to!reducing!data!and!analysis!to!what!is!

observable!and!often!results!in!the!exclusion!of!significant!aspects!of!social!life!including!
agency!and!subjectivity,!among!others.!!Furthermore,!such!reduction!is!not!beneficial!in!
many!fieldwork!settings!as!the!study!of!culture!requires!methodological!flexibility!and!a!
willingness!to!adjust!expectations!and!research!focus,!depending!on!continued!interaction!
with!interlocutors.!!Finally,!positivism!can!also!give!the!impression!that!an!objective!reality!
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exists!across!time,!space,!and!context.!!While!general!patterns!may!be!observed!and!
explained!as!focus!is!narrowed!to!the!community!and!individual!level!it!becomes!clear!that!
social!life!is!complex,!dynamic,!changing,!and!often!adapted!in!slightly!different!forms!to!
individuals!lives.!!Kuhn!(1996)!repositioned!broader!social!and!cultural!expectations!
regarding!scientific!methodology!and!explanations,!disputing!autonomy!of!rationality!and!
testability!as!being!flawed.!!According!to!the!author,!testable!truth!could!not!be!easily!
accessed!as!an!objective!reality,!instead!truth!changed!over!time,!involves!social!learning,!
and!scientists!carry!a!subjective!frame!of!reference!that!may!influence!outcomes.!!!
!

Likewise,!evangelical!Christian!identity,!community,!and!the!framework!of!spiritual!

relatedness!cannot!easily!be!measured!with!an!operationalized!variable.!!This!study!uses!
qualitative!methodology!including!participant!observation,!interviews,!and!document!
analysis!to!situate!the!reader!within!an!evangelical!social!space!through!narrative!accounts!
of!parachurch!ministry!members.!More!specifically,!this!study!includes!a!phenomenological!
method,!focused!on!describing!the!meanings!of!lived!experience!associated!with!the!concept!
of!spiritual!relatedness.!!As!Van!Manen!(1990)!described,!a!phenomenological!study!intends!
to!allow!“plausible!insights!that!bring!us!in!more!direct!contact!with!the!world”!(9).!!As!
such,!this!study!seeks!to!help!readers!better!understand!how!spiritual!relatedness!is!
defined!by!evangelical!Christian!students!and!enacted!in!daily!life,!as!well!as!how!this!form!
of!sociality!impacts!how!they!see!themselves!and!others!in!the!context!of!a!college!campus.!!!!!!
!

The!emergence!of!such!qualitative!approaches!stems!partly!from!a!disillusionment!

with!positivism,!which!could!not!account!for!the!complexity!of!human!cultural!experience!
(Minnis!1985).!!To!incorporate!a!holistic!approach!there!must!be!an!awareness!of!how!
behavior!and!social!context!intersect!to!foster!meaning!for!individuals!and!communities.!!
Thus,!fieldwork!provides!the!opportunity!to!become!intimately!familiar!with!consultants!
and!to!incorporate!knowledge!gained!to!build!theory!and!explain!data.!!!This!is!known!as!
the!grounded!theory!approach!(Glaser!and!Strauss!1967).!!!!
!
!
!!
2.2!Grounded!Theory!
!
!

Grounded!theory!is!as!much!a!method!as!a!theory.!!Data!collection!is!guided!by!

researchers’!emerging!theories.!!One!collects,!codes,!and!analyzes!data!on!a!continuing!basis!
throughout!the!research!project!to!better!understand!where!and!how!to!access!additional!
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information!to!further!emerging!theories!or!call!theories!into!question.!!This!method!is!built!
on!the!idea!that!understanding!underlying!practices!and!meanings!can!only!be!achieved!
through!immersion!in!data!experienced!in!context!(Minnis!1985).!!A!number!of!trends!have!
emerged!regarding!the!use!and!conceptualization!of!grounded!theory.!!One!that!is!
significant!for!this!project!is!the!constructivist!version!(Charmaz!2000,!2014).!!Originally,!
grounded!theory!included!a!number!of!positivistic!assumptions,!constructivists!agree!with!
the!following!aspects!of!the!methodology:!!!!
!
(1)!Systematic,!comparative,!inductive!qualitative!research!can!generate!theory;!(2)!
qualitative!research!must!be!judged!on!its!own!canons;!(3)!the!purpose!of!grounded!
theory!is!theory!construction;!and!(4)!using!the!strategies!of!grounded!theory!can!
raise!the!theoretical!level!of!the!emerging!analysis.!(Van!Brussel!and!Carpentier!
2014)!
!
But!constructivists!differ!by!acknowledging!the!significant!role!researchers!play!in!the!co`
construction!of!data!and!interpretations.!!Research!projects!are!considered!to!be!a!
reflection!not!simply!of!participants!but!of!the!researcher.!!Such!awareness!is!a!necessity!to!
understanding!this!project!and!the!ensuing!chapters!of!analysis.!!Much!like!the!
constructivist!approach,!I!seek!to!explain!one!avenue!through!which!evangelical!Christian!
identity!is!formed!by!those!who!incorporate!aspects!of!spiritual!relatedness!into!their!lives.!!
Even!then,!this!conceptual!framework!is!not!a!whole!reproduced!by!all!believers!but!a!
flexible!construct!adapted!to!fit!individual!lives.!!The!themes!that!emerge!may!offer!insight!
into!the!researcher!and!process,!alongside!the!meaning!the!concepts!hold!for!participants.!!!
!

Grounded!theory!itself!has!a!number!of!drawbacks.!!The!reality!is!that!it!is!partly!art!

and!partly!science.!!The!discovery!process!does!not!fit!replicability!standards!expected!by!
those!who!adhere!to!logical!positivism!as!the!researcher!works!from!the!perspective!that!
the!information!presented!in!the!study!reflects!a!particular!community,!time,!and!location!
that!will!not!necessarily!be!the!same,!especially!if!other!researchers!enter!the!social!context.!!
Furthermore,!grounded!theory!does!not!lend!itself!to!truth!claims,!rarely!can!one!answer!
whether!a!theory!is!true!(Minnis!1985).!!But,!more!importantly!grounded!theory!does!lend!
itself!to!generalizability,!in!so!much!as!we!can!infer!the!possibilities!of!similar!experiences,!
practices,!and!the!implications!of!findings!across!time!and!space.!!!
!
!
!
!
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2.3!Data!and!Analysis!
!
!

I!spent!two!years!building!relationships!with!members!of!the!Body!of!Christ!and!

collecting!data.!!This!included!weekly!visits!with!ministry!staff,!attending!regular!worship!
services,!weekly!bible!studies!and!retreats.!!The!sample!for!this!study!was!identified!
through!snowball!sampling!but!included!individuals!along!a!continuum!of!the!following!
variables:!(1)!length!of!time!with!organization,!(2)!level!of!participation,!(3)!gender,!(4)!
religious!background,!and!(5)!class.!!Snowball!sampling!includes!the!identification!of!
informants!based!on!set!criteria.!These!informants!are!then!asked!to!locate!one!or!two!
additional!people!in!the!population!who!have!similar!views!who!may!be!interested!in!
participating.!!The!researcher!continues!this!process!until!saturation!is!reached!and!no!new!
names!are!being!offered!by!participants!(Bernard!2006).!!The!major!drawback!to!this!
approach!is!that!it!may!bias!the!sample.!!For!instance!if!you!start!with!only!a!small!number!
of!informants!you!may!not!get!participation!from!individuals!outside!of!their!peer!network!
within!a!large!population.!!But!the!key!to!the!usefulness!of!snowball!sampling!is!highly!
dependent!on!the!size!of!the!population!being!studied.!In!this!case!the!ministry!reported!
approximately!one`hundred!regular!participants,!thus!I!am!confident!that!interviewing!
approximately!forty!percent!of!regular!participants!has!led!to!saturation.!!It!was!clear!that!
relatively!little!new!information!on!the!topic!of!spiritual!relatedness!was!identified!as!I!
ended!interviews.!!One!drawback!to!this!approach!is!the!close!connections!individuals!may!
have!could!undermine!the!integrity!of!the!data!and!result!in!participants!reproducing!the!
same!information.!!To!address!this!concern!I!combined!snowball!sampling!with!a!multi`
level!design!that!was!attentive!to!the!varied!positions!of!ministry!members!outlined!above!
in!addition!to!supervisors,!student!leaders,!and!lay!members.!!!
!

In!all,!38!students!were!interviewed!for!the!project,!including!twenty`one!men!and!

seventeen!women,!ranging!in!age!from!18`35.!!Five!were!student!leaders,!four!were!
ministry!supervisors,!and!all!others!were!members!of!the!laity!with!differing!levels!of!time!
and!involvement!within!the!group.!Generally!participants!came!from!white,!middle`class,!
households,!and!a!majority!had!been!brought!up!in!a!Christian!home!with!differing!levels!of!
commitment!and!participation!in!their!religious!communities.!!Of!the!sample!only!five!had!
converted!to!the!Protestant!evangelical!faith!from!a!different!religious!background.!!This!
reflects!the!fact!that!such!parachurch!ministries!often!serve!as!outlets!for!young!adults!who!
are!already!committed!to!their!faith!and!are!in!need!of!a!support!network!in!a!new!social!
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environment.!!While!the!focus!of!this!study!is!on!the!process!of!conceptualizing!and!
enacting!a!form!of!Christian!sociality!I!expect!the!similarity!in!backgrounds,!religious!faith,!
and!socioeconomic!factors!contribute!to!the!emergence!of!spiritual!relatedness!within!the!
ministry.!!

!!

Approximately!ten!key!informants!were!chosen!based!on!the!length!of!time!they!had!

been!involved!in!the!ministry!and!their!level!of!involvement.!This!included!one!supervisor,!
one!student!leader,!and!eight!members.!!Informants!were!identified!through!participant!
observation!and!snowball!sampling.!!Those!that!were!in!the!group!longer!and!had!higher!
level!involvement!offered!at!times!a!deeper,!and!also!more!critical,!understanding!of!the!
values,!beliefs!and!practices!that!characterize!the!ministry.!!I!also!identified!those!who!had!
not!been!in!the!community!for!as!long!and!did!not!participate!at!higher!levels,!yet!
considered!themselves!to!be!members.!!Essentially!this!approach!is!a!reflection!of!an!
extreme!case!selection!rather!than!a!typical!case!selection!based!on!level!of!involvement!
and!length!of!time!in!the!group.!!As!Lecompte!and!Schensul!(1999)!point!out,!this!approach!
can!only!be!utilized!if!the!researcher!identifies!a!scale!or!continuum!of!these!variables.!!
Thus,!questions!were!incorporated!into!interviews!with!informants!identified!through!
snowball!sampling.!!Using!key!informants!can!be!problematic!if!the!researcher!is!identified!
with!only!one!segment!of!the!population.!!!Furthermore,!key!informants!may!use!their!
positions!to!direct!research.!!I!remained!keenly!aware!of!how!key!informants!related!to!
other!segments!of!the!group!and!how!the!information!gathered!from!key!informants!
compared!to!others.!!Spradley!noted!“although!almost!anyone!can!become!an!informant,!not!
everyone!makes!a!good!informant”!(1979:!45).!!Bernard!(2006)!suggested!that!key!
informants!often!“tell!you!what!they!think!you!need!to!know!about!their!culture”!(196).!!He!
explained!that!the!researcher!should,!if!possible,!teach!good!informants!about!the!analysis!
and!findings!so!they!can!become!important!players!and!offer!extensive!feedback!with!depth!
instead!of!simply!providing!what!they!think!the!researcher!needs!to!know.!!This!was!a!key!
aspect!of!the!project!and!I!often!posed!questions!about!theories!and!conceptualizations!of!
spiritual!family!to!key!informants.!!This!became!an!avenue!for!invaluable!feedback!that!
resulted!in!a!more!complex!and!appropriate!description!and!analysis.!!!!!!

!

Interviews!usually!took!place!at!a!quiet!public!location!of!the!consultants’!choice!and!

lasted!approximately!two!hours.!!Semi`structured!interviews!began!with!a!focus!on!
students’!experiences!at!a!public!university!but!in!time!the!concept!of!spiritual!family!was!a!
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central!feature!of!the!conversations.!!There!came!a!point!when!I!recognized!the!need!to!
follow!through!with!additional!questions!and!interviews!regarding!the!conceptualization!
and!meanings!of!spiritual!family!as!this!was!a!key!aspect!of!many!students’!lives.!!Interviews!
included!questions!surrounding!(1)!demographics,!(2)!meaning!and!purpose,!(3)!spiritual!
background,!(4)!campus!experience,!and!(5)!organizational!experience.!!These!were!semi`
structured!interviews!with!primarily!open`ended!questions!allowing!participants!to!
maintain!a!level!of!control!over!the!conversation!and!fostered!a!sense!of!equality!with!the!
researcher.!Interviews!were!recorded!and!transcribed.!!!Data!were!coded!using!Nvivo!
Qualitative!Software!using!grounded!theory!in!combination!with!notes!from!participant!
observation!and!discussions!with!key!informants.!Then!sections!of!the!interview!schedule!
were!revised!to!focus!on!(1)!community,!(2)!identity,!and!(3)!agency!as!conceptualized!by!
notions!of!authenticity!and!spiritual!family.!!!
!

Qualitative!data!were!then!coded!for!themes!connected!to!the!concept!of!spiritual!

family.!Over!time,!themes!were!reorganized!and!analyzed!to!develop!a!more!complex!and!
deeper!understanding!of!the!category!and!properties.!!What!emerged!was!a!better!
understanding!of!how!notions!of!spiritual!relatedness!are!used!to!affirm!Christian!identity!
and!community!against!perceived!cultural!norms!associated!with!modernity.!!I!argue!that!
spiritual!relatedness,!as!an!ideal,!is!a!subcultural!resource!tool!that!creates!a!permeable!
symbolic!boundary!with!others!in!the!pluralistic!context!of!a!college!campus.!!While!
qualitative!approaches!and!grounded!theory!often!lack!systematic!representations!of!
reliability,!replicability,!and!validity!there!are!still!avenues!through!which!one!can!address!
these!topics.!!As!Moran!(2007)!noted,!the!validity!of!qualitative!projects!can!be!enhanced!
through!triangulation,!member!checking,!and!creation!of!an!audit!trail.!!Triangulation!is!a!
procedure!that!searches!for!similarities!between!multiple!sources!for!themes!and!
categories!in!the!study!(Denzin!1978).!!An!example!is!the!use!of!the!concept!of!“church!
family”!across!evangelical!Christian!communities,!individual!believers,!and!through!
ministry!resources.!!Identifying!such!connections!adds!validity!to!the!category!of!spiritual!
relatedness!and!its!properties!associated!with!the!grounded!theory!approach.!!Member!
checking!was!a!continual!process!whereby!the!researcher!discussed!findings!and!analysis!
with!some!participants,!such!as!key!informants,!at!different!times!and!locations!during!the!
study!to!gain!a!better!sense!of!applicability!but!also!to!open!new,!often!deeper!avenues!for!
discussion.!!The!audit!trail!is!a!simple!idea!of!documenting!when!and!how!coding!themes!
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emerged!during!analysis.!!The!use!of!qualitative!research!software!greatly!enhanced!this!
aspect!of!the!analysis!and!provides!a!useful!framework!through!which!this!study!can!
continue!in!different!evangelical!communities!and!religious!faiths.!!!
!
!
!

!
2.4!Anthropology!at!Home!

!
!

!
American!evangelical!parachurch!ministries!are!not!the!prototypical!

anthropological!field!site.!Conducting!fieldwork!in!your!own!society!at!the!beginning!of!your!
career!is!still!rather!unpopular!within!the!discipline.!!Nonetheless,!anthropologists!are!
extending!established!ideas!of!the!“field`site”!beyond!such!boundaries!(Ferguson!and!Gupta!
1997;!Ortner!2003).!!A!number!of!peers!and!mentors!were!skeptical!that!such!a!project!
could!provide!the!cross!cultural!experience!and!training!needed!to!ensure!professional!
success.!!This!concern!speaks!to!broader!implications,!including!the!topic!of!Native!
ethnography!and!studying!at!home.!!Central!to!this!debate!are!key!tenets!of!anthropology!
that!include!an!emphasis!on!conducting!research!outside!of!your!own!community!and!
society.!!Part!of!this!academic!narrative!is!built!on!the!notion!that!a!researcher!is!unable!to!
fully!appreciate!and!understand!complex!meaning!making!within!his!or!her!own!community!
because!shared!beliefs,!values,!and!practices!are!embedded!in!the!researcher!at!both!
conscious!and!subconscious!levels.!!Such!projects!are!inclined!to!be!incapable!of!accurately!
describing!objective!reality.!!This!has!often!been!a!source!of!contention!at!the!global!level,!
including!work!conducted!by!Native!anthropologists!in!their!own!societies.!!Rather!than!
seeing!this!as!a!drawback!to!fieldwork,!I!argue!this!may!be!beneficial!as!anthropologists!we!
may!exaggerate!the!distinctions!we!hold!with!those!we!study.!!!
!

Narayan!(1993)!argued!that!a!conceptual!framework!like!Native!ethnography!and!

concerns!regarding!anthropology!at!home!are!unfounded.!!She!suggested!that!if!we!are!
attentive!to!the!complexity!of!social!and!cultural!realities!associated!with!lived!experience!
we!are!left!with!the!fact!that!researchers!are!unable!to!identify!completely!with!“their”!
community!as!“education,!gender,!sexual!orientation,!class,!race!or!sheer!duration!of!
contacts”!complicates!connections!(1993:!672).!!In!fact,!this!occurred!during!the!study!as!
my!status!as!an!anthropologist!and!academic!was!viewed!by!a!number!of!participants!as!
problematic.!!Students!were!skeptical!about!my!motivation!and!how!I!might!represent!their!
individual!stories!as!well!as!the!ministry.!Due!to!these!complexities,!including!who!could!be!
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identified!within!a!particular,!category!working!“at!home”!is!an!inexact!and!unproductive!
label!(1993:!677).!More!importantly!such!a!label!may!actually!reinforce!unequal!power!
relations!and!place!scholars!from!non`western!or!other!minority!backgrounds!who!study!
their!own!communities!on!the!margins!of!the!discipline.!!This!can!also!foster!social!
pressure,!assuming!that!the!researcher!can!provide!a!unique!and!authentic!representation!
of!a!community!where!other!researchers!cannot.!!As!Smith!(2009)!suggested,!it!may!not!be!
helpful!to!simply!do!away!with!the!concept!as!it!has!become!a!framework!through!which!the!
researcher!addresses!and!analyzes!differences!and!similarities!with!those!they!study.!!!!
!

Other!scholars!refer!to!debates!surrounding!native!anthropology!through!the!

phrase!“anthropology!at!home”!(Peirano!1998).!!But!as!Ryang!(2005)!explained,!this!
category!often!places!“home”!as!Europe!and!the!West,!against!the!concept!of!Native!
anthropology!defined!through!the!ethnographer’s!origin.!!Because!of!the!implications!of!this!
latter!category!I!simply!use!Native!ethnography!to!describe!this!dissertation!research!as!my!
personal!background,!demographic!factors,!and!position!in!relation!to!evangelical!
community!put!me!into!a!similar!framework!as!Native!anthropologists.!
!

By!not!using!“anthropology!at!home”!I!hope!to!circumvent!a!complex!array!of!issues!

including!the!reproduction!of!the!West!as!home.!!It!is!important!to!recognize!that!even!those!
anthropologists!who!are!not!conducting!research!at!“home”!may!still!foster!enduring!social!
relationships,!ideals,!and!political!ties!which!result!in!similar!experiences!and!create!the!
same!set!of!concerns!as!Native!ethnography.!!Ortner!(2003)!provided!a!useful!summary!of!
this!topic!suggesting!the!researcher’s!position!at!home:!!“makes!the!work!both!easier!and!
more!difficult,!no!more!and!no!less!complex!than!standard!other`culture!fieldwork,!but!
certainly!differently!complex”!(17).!!
!

Because!of!the!long!term!connections!built!with!many!participants!in!this!study!I!am!

aware!of!how!the!intimacy!of!friendship!and!shared!experience!may!position!me!as!
anthropologist!conducting!research!at!home.!!While!I!do!not!self`identify!as!Christian!I!
remain!part!of!similar!communities,!demographics,!and!backgrounds.!!.!!I!am!also!influenced!
by!broader!social!and!cultural!norms!of!American!society,!including!discourses!and!
portrayals!of!evangelical!Christianity.!!Thus,!much!like!other!researchers,!I!am!attentive!to!
the!ways!in!which!this!shapes!my!relationship!with!evangelical!students!and!may!influence!
my!interpretations!and!analysis!of!data.!!It!was!clear!throughout!my!research!that!
participants!were!also!aware!of!this!complexity!and!in!time!we!learned!to!identify!cues,!
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were!careful!of!particular!subjects,!but!at!times!also!more!open!than!one!might!expect.!!For!
example,!there!were!times!when!we!were!both!aware!of,!and!possibly!concerned!with,!
boundaries!between!friendly!conversation!and!information!used!as!data.!!To!address!such!
concerns!I!clearly!explained!when!and!how!data!would!be!gathered!and!used!in!the!project.!!
Such!encounters!might!only!be!noted!through!a!personal!journal!which!would!not!become!
part!of!the!dissertation.!!Instead,!community!and!group!events!would!be!documented!
through!participant!observation!and!interviews!would!be!carried!out!with!clear!
expectations!and!guidelines!reflecting!appropriate!research!protocols.!!Inevitably,!a!critique!
of!this!research!could!include!the!unique!relationship!between!researcher!and!community!
but!I!argue!that!it!is!no!different!from!what!is!encountered!in!research!outside!of!one’s!
society.!!In!fact!it!may!very!well!make!positionality!and!power!a!more!salient!and!accessible!
feature!of!the!project!for!readers.!!!
!
!
!
!
!

2.5!Studying!Christianity!
!
Beyond!methodological!concerns!of!anthropology!at!home!is!the!difficulty!

associated!with!studying!Christianity.!!This!line!of!study!can!often!include!unique!and!highly!
personal!questions!from!fellow!anthropologists!that!open!the!door!to!topics!such!as!
religious!and!political!affiliation.!!In!some!cases!I!found!internal!need!to!demonstrate!my!
own!perspective!on!religion!and!spirituality!prior!to!discussing!the!research!topic!in!order!
to!address!questions!I!expected!to!surface!in!my!interaction!with!others.!!I!expect!such!
actions!are!partly!a!reflection!of!my!own!learned!socialization!process!as!an!anthropology!
student!and!thus!I!may!be!finding!a!problem!where!one!does!not!exist.!!In!the!process!I!may!
have!been!building!social,!ideological,!and!political!boundaries!between!myself!and!
informants.!!But,!it!was!clear!that!for!some!anthropologists!the!study!of!Christianity!in!
general!and!evangelicalism!in!the!United!States!did!not!fit!many!their!expectations!of!
anthropological!research.!!A!number!of!scholars!in!the!anthropology!of!Christianity!have!
addressed!this!issue!(Cannell!2006;!Harding!1991;!Howell!2007;!Robbins!2003).!!!Cannell!
(2006)!suggested!that!anthropology!holds!a!certain!nervousness!regarding!the!study!of!
Christianity,!which!stems!from!scholarly!ideals!of!secular!perspectives.!!Some!consider!
Christianity!to!espouse!the!antithesis!of!what!anthropology!stands!for,!but!I!argue!that!this!
nervousness!also!reflects!the!fact!that!anthropology!and!other!social!sciences!disciplines!
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may!be!more!closely!aligned!with!Christianity!than!previously!thought.!!The!very!
enlightenment!ideals!that!fostered!values!associated!with!liberal!arts!education!have!been!
tied!to!outcomes!of!the!Protestant!Reformation!(Hart!1991;!Weber!2001).!!!!!
!

While!I!strived!to!build!rapport,!trust,!and!partnerships!with!participants!my!status!

as!a!non`believer!sometimes!shaped!interactions!with!informants.!!Informal!conversations,!
participant!observation,!and!interviews!were!all!forums!in!which!I!was!gathering!
information!but!informants!were!also!learning!about!me.!!It!was!rare!that!I!did!not!receive!
questions!about!my!spirituality!and!views!on!Christianity.!!Often,!ministry!members!would!
wait!and!pose!questions!at!the!end!of!our!conversations.!!This!became!a!constant!reminder!
of!how!research!is!socially!constructed!through!agency!of!both!researcher!and!participant,!
by!context!and!time.!!My!experience!reinforces!the!methods!and!theory!applied!to!this!
project!emphasizing!the!complexity!of!culture,!positionality,!grounded!theory,!constructivist!
and!phenomenological!frameworks,!and!the!challenges!associated!with!positivist!
frameworks!when!working!with!the!realities!of!lived!experience.!!!!

!

!
!
!
2.6!Summary!
!
!

The!methodological!approach!that!directs!this!research!must!be!understood!in!the!

broader!context!of!positivism!and!qualitative!research!with!attention!to!both!drawbacks!
and!benefits.!!The!grounded!theory!and!phenomenological!emphasis!acknowledges!the!
complex!and!socially!constructed!nature!of!religious!beliefs!in!general,!but!also!spiritual!
relatedness!in!particular.!!While!positivist!approaches!are!useful,!many!are!unable!to!
account!for!the!lived!realities!which!make!truth!and!objectivity!difficult!to!attain.!!Data!
gathering!and!analysis!was!structured!with!attention!to!issues!of!validity!but!not!overly!
concerned!with!identifying!a!“truth.”!Instead,!emphasis!was!placed!on!describing!and!
uncovering!key!aspects!of!evangelical!Christian!identity!and!community!in!a!single!ministry!
at!a!specific!time.!!Nonetheless,!this!case!study!suggests!spiritual!relatedness!may!hold!
relevance!within!broader!evangelical!values,!beliefs,!and!practices!in!the!American!religious!
landscape!and!beyond!!When!reflecting!upon!methodological!approaches!there!are!unique!
hurdles!and!concerns!including!the!debate!regarding!anthropology!at!home!and!the!study!of!
Christianity!within!anthropology.!!This!dissertation!is!attentive!to!both!but!rather!than!
considering!such!topics!as!problems!that!might!undermine!the!project,!I!argue!that!each!
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offers!an!opportunity!for!deeper!analysis!and!engagement!with!subject!matter!explored!in!
the!following!chapters.!!!
!
!
!
!

!

!
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!

CHAPTER!3.!BECOMING!KIN:!THE!CONTEXT!OF!SPIRITUAL!RELATEDNESS!
!
!
!
To!fully!appreciate!how!spiritual!relatedness!surfaces!in!the!lives!of!evangelical!
students,!one!must!be!aware!of!the!evangelical!Christian!movement!and!its!historical!roots.!!
Many!of!the!same!features,!debates,!beliefs,!and!practices!that!define!evangelical!Christian!
identity!today!are!embedded!in!a!dynamic!historical!landscape.!!This!chapter!explores!a!
number!of!key!developments!in!the!movement,!the!emergence!of!the!parachurch!ministry!
as!a!key!component!of!evangelical!success,!the!role!evangelicalism!has!played!in!the!lives!of!
young!adults!on!the!university!campus,!and!finally!how!all!these!components!function!
within!a!broader!American!spiritual!marketplace.!!!
!
!
!
3.1!History!of!American!Evangelicalism:!Individualism!and!Relationalism!
!
!

American!evangelicalism!has!undergone!dramatic!changes!since!the!movement!first!

emerged!in!the!early!1900s.!!But,!it!would!be!inappropriate!to!consider!this!time!period!as!
the!beginning!of!the!evangelical!movement!in!the!United!States.!!While!the!evangelical!
movement!may!have!become!an!institutionalized,!organizational!force!in!American!life,!it!
surfaces!from!a!rather!complicated!past.!!!
!

Since!the!rise!of!the!National!Association!of!Evangelicals!(NAE)!during!the!1950s,!

the!movement!adapted!through!openness!to!the!changing!social!landscape!of!the!United!
States!and!found!a!niche!within!the!American!spiritual!marketplace!by!incorporating!both!
individualism!and!relational!ideologies!resulting!in!unique!and!appealing!subcultural!
identities.!!One!aspect!of!the!relational!ideology!of!evangelicalism!is!the!concept!of!God’s!
family3,!a!central!concern!of!this!dissertation.!!Today!evangelicalism!encompasses!a!diverse!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3

!This!includes!a!number!of!different!phrases!such!as!body!of!Christ,!church!family,!and!“brothers!and!
sisters!in!Christ,”!among!others.!!This!is!not!necessarily!a!phrase,!reference,!or!organizing!framework!
associated!with!evangelicalism!alone.!!But,!is!a!clear!component!of!how!evangelical!students!within!
the!ministry!describe!and!enact!Christian!community!and!identity.!!!
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array!of!beliefs!and!practices,!but!Mark!Shibley!provides!the!following!definition!of!
evangelicalism:!!!
(1)!have!had!a!born!again!(conversion)!experience!resulting!in!a!personal!
relationship!with!Jesus!Christ;!(2)!accepts!the!full!authority!of!the!Bible!in!matters!of!
faith!and!the!conduct!of!everyday!life;!and!(3)!are!committed!to!spreading!the!
gospel!by!bearing!public!witness!to!their!faith!(1998:!69).!!!
!
As!is!the!case!with!any!definition!of!a!subcultural!group,!the!realities!on!the!ground!are!
often!much!more!complex!than!any!definition!might!encompass.!!In!this!case!Shibley!
provides!general!practices!and!beliefs!that!might!reinforce!notions!of!individualism,!such!as!
a!personal!relationship!with!Jesus!Christ!and!the!importance!of!personal!responsibility!and!
accountability!through!the!authority!of!the!Bible.!!While!the!social!sciences!must!maintain!
categories!to!identify!and!analyze!social!groups,!it!is!clear!that!the!label!of!“evangelicalism”!
is!complex!and!debated.!!The!term!itself!refers!to!both!individuals!and!church,!a!way!of!
interpreting!the!bible,!beliefs,!and!a!movement!that!may!include!religious,!subcultural,!and!
political!dimensions.!!Furthermore,!one!must!determine!if!evangelicalism!is!simply!a!
Protestant!movement!or!personally!held!Christian!belief!that!extends!far!beyond!Protestant!
denominations.!!Mark!Noll!(1994)!stated:!“all!discussions!of!evangelicalism,!therefore,!are!
always!both!descriptions!of!the!way!things!really!are!as!well!as!efforts!within!our!own!
minds!to!provide!some!order!for!a!multi`!faceted,!complex!set!of!impulses!and!
organizations”!(8).!!
As!Simmons!(2009)!noted!in!research!exploring!the!intersections!of!faith!and!
environmentalism,!“In!short,!there!are!always!problems!when!referring!to!evangelicalism!as!
a!single!unified!entity.!It!might!be!better!to!speak!of!“evangelicalisms”!instead!of!
“evangelicalism”!as!such”!(41).!!For!the!purpose!of!this!dissertation!research!American!
evangelicalism!is!understood!as!reflecting!the!three!key!principles!outlined!above.!!What!
makes!this!example!unique!is!the!emphasis!on!living!a!relational!life.!!What!seem!to!be!clear!
markers!of!personalization!and!individualism!are!in!actuality!bound!up!in!ideas!of!
relationalism.!!The!ideals!of!relationalism!are!believed!to!be!embedded!in!biblical!principles!
and!reflect!central!tenets!of!“authentic”!Christianity.!!For!a!variety!of!reasons!evangelical!
students!bring!this!aspect!of!their!faith!to!foreground,!often!placing!individualistic!ideals!in!
the!background.!!!
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Kevin!Lawson!(2003),!included!the!relational!character!of!modern!evangelicalism!in!
his!own!definition!of!the!movement!as!he!explored!historical!stages!of!Christian!education!
in!the!United!States:!!!
An!emphasis!on!personal!and!corporate!spiritual!growth,!trans`!formation!into!the!
image!of!Jesus!Christ!in!character,!attitudes,!and!actions!as!the!Holy!Spirit!works!
within!people’s!lives.!Teachers!see!themselves!as!partners!with!the!Holy!Spirit!in!
promoting!spiritual!growth!that!is!exhibited!both!in!personal!piety!and!in!loving!and!
just!relationships!with!others!(438).!
!
Thus,!personal!growth!is!intimately!connected!to!building!relationships!with!others!and!the!
value!of!considering!Christianity!through!a!corporate!lens.!!The!value!placed!on!
evangelicalism!and!an!outwardly!focused!approach!to!Christianity!has!caused!a!great!deal!of!
attention!from!broader!society.!!I!argue!that!this!has!also!led!to!stability!in!membership!and!
allows!the!movement!to!maintain!its!appeal!in!the!context!of!modernity.!
!

!Contemporary!evangelicalism!is!characterized!by!what!sociologists!have!termed!

“religious!vitality,”!a!strong!commitment!to!spiritual!beliefs!and!practices!(Smith!1998).!!
While!many!mainline!denominations!and!traditional!religious!institutions!have!declined!or!
become!stagnant!in!the!latter!twentieth!century,!evangelicalism!has!thrived!with!
approximately!thirty!percent!of!the!American!population!holding!evangelical!beliefs!(Smith,!
Marsden!and!Hout!2010).!!This!chapter!outlines!the!broad!parameters!of!American!
evangelical!history!with!a!focus!on!how!the!movement!has!adapted!to!changing!
circumstances!and!how!both!individualism!and!relationalism!have!been!central!tenets!of!
the!evangelical!Christian!ideology.!!While!adaptability!and!change!are!characteristics!found!
within!any!religious!organization,!evangelical!Christianity!is!particularly!adept!at!meeting!
the!needs!of!spiritual!seekers!through!emphasizing!both!personal!choice!and!individualism!
alongside!spiritual!relatedness!and!relationalism.!!!
!

The!roots!of!evangelicalism!in!the!United!States!can!be!traced!to!the!“Great!

Awakening”!of!the!1700s.!!The!revivals!that!accompanied!this!religious!movement!brought!
distinction!between!the!colonies!and!the!Church!of!England.!!From!the!perspective!of!many!
colonists!the!church!upheld!a!rigid!traditional!structure!accompanied!by!dogmatism!and!
legalism,!while!the!revivals!focused!on!an!inner!spirituality!in!the!form!of!individual!
conversion!through!accepting!the!Holy!Spirit.!The!general!laity!became!responsible!for!their!
own!conversion!and!ultimately!salvation.!!In!many!ways!this!was!an!extension!of!key!ideals!
associated!with!the!Protestant!Reformation!that!many!scholars!date!to!the!publication!of!
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The!Ninety`Five!Theses!by!Martin!Luther!(1957).!!Generally,!those!later!to!be!named!
Protestants!critiqued!the!access!and!indulgences!of!Catholic!leadership!as!well!as!the!strong!
connections!between!political!and!religious!systems!throughout!Europe.!!Instead,!leaders!of!
the!reformation!sought!to!have!access!to!religious!knowledge!and!rituals!in!their!own!
language,!to!allow!priests!to!marry,!be!allowed!to!take!full!communion,!and!eliminate!ideas!
such!as!Purgatory.!!!
While!some!scholars!described!the!reformation!as!focused!on!individual!freedom!
and!salvation,!it!may!be!better!understood!as!a!challenge!to!religious!authority!and!
traditional!church!structures.!!Believers!were!not!walking!away!from!Christian!community!
for!a!personal!relationship!with!God,!instead!community!was!transforming!and!direct!
connections!to!God!became!an!additional!tenet!of!faith.!!Access!to!ritual!rites!including!full!
communion!were!significant!components!of!this!dissertation.!!The!symbolism!of!
communion!is!not!simply!about!recognition!of!Christ’s!sacrifice!for!evangelicals!it!is!about!
connecting!with!God!and!connecting!with!one!another!in!spiritual!kinship!(Horsfield!2011).!!
The!“Great!Awakening”!of!the!1700s!continued!to!reflect!key!evangelical!principles!with!
attention!given!to!individual!conversion,!intimacy!with!God,!and!the!construction!of!
Christian!community!at!an!accelerated!pace.!!
Charismatic!preachers!taught!new!believers!how!to!convert,!much!like!the!
discipleship!that!is!a!central!theme!of!evangelical!Christian!ministries.!!Mark!Noll!2001!
described!this!movement!as!a!turn!toward!a!“spirituality!of!the!heart,”!based!in!an!
emotional!connection!that!was!reinforced!through!the!stories!of!others!in!the!community!
then!transmitted!through!revivals!across!the!North!Atlantic!region.!!Christians!across!the!
region!were!aware!of!this!movement!and!while!individually!choosing!to!follow!Christ!in!a!
public!ritual!they!were!also!affirming!a!sense!of!solidarity!and!commitment!to!one!another!
and!to!fellow!believers.!Conversion!is!a!symbolic!expression!of!accepting!Jesus!Christ!but!
also!a!symbol!of!entering!a!new!community!which!for!consultants!in!this!study,!is!best!
defined!as!family.!!!
Noll!highlights!this!experience!through!a!well`known!evangelical!Christian!
theologian,!John!Wesley:!!!
It!was!Wednesday,!May!24,!1738,!“where!one!was!reading!Luther’s!preface!to!the!
Epistle!to!the!Romans.!!About!a!quarter!before!nine,!while!he!was!describing!the!
change!which!God!works!in!the!heart!through!faith!in!Christ,!I!felt!my!heart!
strangely!warmed.!!I!felt!I!did!trust!in!Christ,!Christ!alone!for!salvation;!and!an!
assurance!was!given!to!me!that!He!had!taken!away!my!sins,!even!mine,!and!saved!
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me!from!the!law!of!sin!and!death.”!Many!English`speaking!Protestants!followed!just!
as!closely!the!extraordinary!revival!at!Cambusland,!near!Glasgow!in!Scotland,!which!
began!in!February!1742!and!continued!for!several!months!(2001:!11).!!
!!!!
For!Wesley!this!was!not!an!intellectual!decision!to!choose!Biblical!teachings,!instead!it!was!
an!emotional!decision!from!his!heart.!!This!is!a!key!characteristic!of!early!revivals!and!
continues!to!define!what!it!means!to!be!Christian!in!the!contemporary!evangelical!
experience.!!For!many,!the!strong!emotional!response!also!acts!to!connect!people!through!
shared!intimate!experiences.!!As!many!participants!explained,!there!is!a!difference!between!
heart!knowledge!and!head!knowledge.!As!a!rule!believers!rely!on!heart!knowledge!to!
understand!and!convey!their!spiritual!beliefs!and!practices.!!Furthermore,!heart!knowledge!
requires!enactment!of!one’s!faith.!!Madsen!(2009)!explained!the!critique!that!many!
evangelical!Christians!hold!of!broader!Protestant!theologies,!“For!the!evangelical!Christians,!
however,!the!problem!was!not!so!much!a!religious!upbringing!that!was!too!un`reflexive!or!
too!parochial!as!one!that!was!based!on!tradition!rather!than!on!active!faith”!(1284).!!This!
same!theme!is!reiterated!by!students,!highlighting!the!transferability!of!historical!changes!
to!contemporary!social!environments!and!consistency!of!evangelical!Christian!ideals.!!Such!
ideals!did!not!simply!emerge!as!a!part!of!the!evangelical!movement!in!the!1900s.!!!
Consultants!in!this!study!suggested!that!heart!knowledge!and!experiential!faith!as!
demonstrated!in!the!Great!Awakenings!of!the!1700s,!are!direct!reflections!of!authentic!
Christian!faith!grounded!in!biblical!principles,!particularly!the!New!Testament!writing!of!
Paul.!!These!Christian!principles!are!brought!to!the!forefront!under!the!right!social!
conditions.!!To!be!clear,!the!evangelical!movement!of!the!1740s!fostered!democratic!
thought,!free!press,!and!the!sharing!of!information,!all!extensions!of!enlightenment!thinking.!!
Additionally,!many!within!the!evangelical!movement!and!some!scholars!argued!that!this!
helped!to!facilitate!the!American!Revolution!and!reinforced!the!need!for!broader!religious!
freedom!(Gordon`McCutchan!1981).!!Since!the!beginning,!American!evangelicalism!
emerged!as!an!outwardly!focused!movement!centered!on!social!and!cultural!change!as!well!
the!construction!of!an!intimate!sense!of!community.!
!

While!early!religious!revivals!in!America!may!have!had!a!strong!impact!on!society,!

these!were!also!reflections!of!broader!social!change.!!Gordon`McCutchan!suggested!that!one!
explanation!for!the!popularity!of!such!revivals!can!be!found!in!the!concept!of!social!anomie.!!
The!author!explained,!!“The!first!great!awakening!in!America!occurred!due!to!wrangling!
over!disputed!lands,!population!increase,!sectional!economic!rivalries!and!factional!conflict!
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between!churches!over!theology”!(1981:!312).!!He!considered!this!to!be!part!of!the!“social!
turmoil”!that!prompted!a!loss!of!trust!in!external!authority!and!greater!reliance!on!inner!
guidance!and!community—in!this!case!acceptance!of!the!Holy!Spirit.!!!Hart!(2002)!offered!a!
different!argument!suggesting!that!the!focus!of!the!revival!movements!was!to!bring!the!
gospel!to!the!masses!by!creating!a!sense!of!“crisis”!within!the!listener!and!promoting!an!
immediate!experience!of!God!as!the!solution!to!the!crisis.!!This!argument!reflects!broader!
findings!of!scholars!such!as!Susan!Harding!(1987)!who!suggested!that!the!born!again!
experience!is!grounded!in!language!and!the!distinction!between!the!witness!and!the!
listener.!She!argued,!“at!the!moment!of!salvation!listeners!become!speakers!of!the!gospel,”!
and!see!their!experience!in!terms!of!a!God!who!is!connected!intimately!to!their!lives,!
society,!and!history”!(167).!!What!these!authors!provide!is!a!well`rounded!understanding!of!
factors!that!influenced!the!Great!Awakening.!!Gordon`McCutchan!(1981)!portrayed!the!
spiritual!changes!and!ultimately!the!movement!as!a!response!to!social!conditions!while!Hart!
(2002)!considered!the!power!and!authority!of!religious!leaders!facilitating!change.!!
Ultimately!this!combination!of!social!and!structural!forces!along!with!the!interaction!of!
witnessing!constructed!and!evoked!the!need!for!inner!spirituality!that!also!connected!
believers!in!a!new!and!dynamic!way.!!In!the!end!the!popularity!of!this!movement!allowed!
evangelicalism!to!gain!acceptance!within!a!rapidly!changing!American!culture.!!Hart!
explained:!!!
The!revivals!of!the!1730s!and!1740s!proved!so!dramatic!and!powerful!that!
evangelicalism!emerged!as!virtually!a!new!form!of!Protestantism,!one!centered!in!
the!experience!and!affairs!of!the!individual!believer!as!opposed!to!the!teaching!and!
worship!of!the!church!(2002:!8).!!!
!
Again,!we!are!able!to!identify!both!the!individualistic!and!relational!tendencies!of!the!
evangelical!movement.!!!
!

American!evangelicalism!continued!to!build!upon!these!trends!in!the!coming!

decades!and!became!a!key!feature!of!public!life!implicated!in!cultural!shifts!and!societal!
trends.!!Gordon`McCutchan!(1981)!framed!this!topic!as!the!“irony!of!evangelicalism”!
because!while!the!movement!focused!on!psychological!and!community!needs!it!also!opened!
the!door!to!enlightenment!ideals!and!eventually!secularism.!!Secularism!was!later!
considered!by!some!social!science!theorists!to!decrease!the!influence!of!evangelical!
Christians!over!societal!institutions!like!the!American!educational!system.!!Hart!explained:!!
“Herein!lies!the!irony!of!evangelical!history—charismatic!religious!forms!emerging!to!meet!
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psychological!needs!born!of!social!dislocation!have!become,!in!a!few!short!steps,!themselves!
agencies!for!vastly!accelerating!the!pace!of!social!change”!(1981:!310).!!Hart!continued!
reflecting!on!the!relationship!between!evangelicalism!and!enlightenment!thought!
highlighting!two!areas!of!overlap:!“First,!by!demanding!visible!evidence!of!conversion!for!
faith!to!be!genuine….Second,!by!assuming!that!ordinary!Christians!could!understand!the!
bible!as!well!the!learned,!evangelicals!embraced!the!democratic!understanding!inherent!in!
the!Enlightenment”!(2002:!10).!!Thus!evangelicals!were!employing!an!empirical!perspective!
to!understand!the!place!of!the!sacred!in!their!lives,!validating!beliefs!and!experiences!
through!visible!evidence.!!In!the!process!each!conversion!reaffirmed!the!beliefs!and!
practices!of!the!broader!community.!!!
As!we!will!discuss!in!later!chapters,!the!born!again!experience!becomes!an!
embodied!narrative!that!reinforces!connectedness!with!other!evangelical!Christians.!!It!is!
not!simply!a!personal!choice!and!is!not!simply!between!witness!and!believer,!but!it!is!a!
story!placed!on!public!display.!!In!addition,!requiring!such!public!display!has!clear!
connections!to!the!context!of!modernity!and!the!need!for!genuineness!in!this!new!social!
environment,!which!eventually!results!in!authenticity!becoming!a!key!concern!for!believers!
(Lindholm!2007).!!Beyond!reinforcing!empiricism,!and!fostering!new!expectations!
surrounding!authenticity,!Hart!highlights!how!the!movement!aligned!with!a!vision!of!an!
American!democratic!state!asserting!that!all!Christians!were!capable!of!interpreting!and!
understanding!the!Bible.!!The!laity!began!to!increase!power!and!control!over!spiritual!
beliefs!and!while!this!challenged!the!traditional!religious!institutions,!in!time!these!new!
ideals!would!become!institutionalized!as!definitive!characteristics!of!what!it!means!to!be!an!
evangelical!Christian.!!!
The!Second!Great!Awakening,!which!began!in!the!late!eighteenth!century!and!lasted!
until!the!middle!nineteenth!century,!exemplifies!the!societal!influence!of!evangelicalism.!!
This!revival!moved!from!educated!circles!of!the!Northeast!to!more!diverse!areas!across!the!
Midwest.!!The!movement!also!incorporated!individuals!from!a!variety!of!backgrounds!and!
experiences!into!leadership!positions,!reinforcing!the!challenge!to!authoritative!religious!
systems!that!did!not!allow!laity!to!take!on!leadership!roles.!!Membership!rates!increased!at!
twice!the!rate!of!population!growth!(Finke!and!Stark!1989).!!Characterized!by!fire!and!
brimstone!preaching,!this!passion!and!fervor!produced!a!number!of!new!denominations!
and!political!reforms.!!Reforms!included!the!temperance!movement,!women’s!rights!
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movement!and!the!abolition!movement!all!during!the!time!period!referred!to!as!antebellum!
America!(Young!2005).!!The!churches!that!benefited!most!from!the!Second!Awakening!were!
Methodists!and!Baptists!who!each!saw!rapid!increases!in!membership.!A!number!of!new!
denominations!were!also!formed!including!the!Seventh`day!Adventist!Church!and!the!
Church!of!Jesus!Christ!of!Latter`day!Saints!(Finke!and!Stark!1989).!!!
An!accepted!narrative!of!this!period!was!that!the!Second!Great!Awakening!emerged!
in!rural!settings!across!America!(Thomas!1988).!!Others!have!suggested!that!evangelicalism!
of!this!time!period!was!associated!with!urbanization!and!early!industrialization!(Blumin!
1976).!!Rogers!(2010)!analyzed!these!interpretations!with!quantitative!study!and!found!
that!both!are!reconcilable.!There!was!appeal!in!urban!centers!as!well!as!rural!settings!and!
defining!this!time!period!as!reflecting!masses!of!rural!communities!is!not!accurate.!!Early!
20th`century!scholarship!suggested!that!marginal!communities!of!“uncivilized”!frontier!
settlers!who!embodied!rugged!individualism!found!an!emphasis!on!personal!salvation!
appealing.!!!Social!scientists!found!individualism!to!be!a!key!tenet!of!evangelicalism!with!
little!attention!given!to!the!relational!aspects!of!revivals.!!Later!studies!had!more!nuanced!
interpretations!connecting!evangelical!ideals!to!personal!traits!that!were!consistent!with!
the!demands!of!early!industrial!capitalism!and!working!class!ideology!(Murphy!1992;!
Sutton!1998).!!But!like!previous!examples,!such!interpretations!quickly!resemble!simplistic!
analyses!of!earlier!theorists!such!as!Max!Weber!who!considered!Protestant!Christianity!to!
open!the!door!to!capitalism!and!consumerism!through!emphasis!on!personal!salvation.!!
What!is!lacking!from!these!interpretations!is!an!awareness!of!the!outwardly,!and!
relationally,!focused!evangelicalism.!!Elisha!(2008)!provided!insight!into!how!contemporary!
evangelical!practices!and!beliefs!reflect!strong!focus!on!providing!service!to!others!through!
relational!ideology!grounded!partly!in!historical!shifts!of!the!Great!Awakenings.!!!
!

!!Evangelicalism!became!an!increasingly!stable!and!institutionalized!movement!in!

America!during!the!early!1800s,!but!schisms!began!to!occur!over!social!issues.!!Most!
notably,!slavery!and!the!ensuing!civil!war!caused!regional!rifts.!!Northern!evangelicals!
fought!to!end!slavery!and!create!a!unified!nation!with!Christian!values!as!the!reflection!of!
God’s!will.!!In!the!south,!evangelicals!defended!slavery!as!a!right!bestowed!through!the!Bible!
(Woodberry!and!Smith!1998).!!This!is!an!idea!that!still!has!some!support!among!those!on!
the!conservative!margins!of!the!evangelical!movement!today.!!At!the!core!of!this!issue!was!a!
battle!over!social!values.!!Christians!believed!that!the!U.S.!was!founded!on!moral!principles!
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aligned!with!Christian!religious!teachings.!!The!north!wanted!to!unite!the!nation!while!the!
south!wanted!to!divide!but!both!claimed!an!American!Christian!heritage.!Marsden!
explained:!!!
American!civilization,!while!never!“Christian”!in!the!strict!sense,!was!held!together!
in!part!by!a!shared!set!of!values!that!had!a!large!Protestant!component.!!Children!
were!taught!from!an!early!age!to!play!by!the!rules,!and!virtually!everyone!knew!the!
Ten!Commandments,!the!value!of!work,!and!the!idea!that!virtue!should!be!rewarded!
(1991:!10)!
!
Unpacking!Marsden’s!description!we!find!deeper!connections!including!the!influence!of!
Christianity!on!morals!and!behaviors!as!well!as!facilitating!the!market!capitalism!that!would!
eventually!come!to!define!the!U.S.!economic!system.!!The!well`known!work!of!Max!Weber!
(2001)!was!the!first!to!analyze!this!connection.!!He!considered!the!“Protestant!Ethic,”!which!
he!argued!was!focused!on!this!world,!the!here!and!now,!and!material!wealth!as!a!reflection!
of!God’s!will.!!After!the!reformation,!Protestant!converts!did!not!have!an!institutionalized!
clergy!to!communicate!and!secure!believers’!salvation.!!Thus,!believers!turned!to!other!
areas!of!life!as!evidence!of!their!standing!with!God!and!one’s!work!and!material!wealth!
became!indicators!of!positive!position.!!!
!

While!the!values!conveyed!by!Marsden!became!embedded!in!societal!norms,!over!

time,!the!influence!of!evangelicalism!began!to!erode,!particularly!during!the!early!1900s.!!
Thus,!when!Christian!Smith!(1998)!discussed!the!sense!of!displaced!heritage!that!
contemporary!evangelicals!hold,!evangelicals!can!begin!to!understand!their!position!based!
on!this!historically!accurate!but!at!times!romanticized!past.!!Smith!suggested!this!is!an!
important!identity!theme!for!many!evangelicals!because!they!have!become!marginalized!
and!disconnected!from!their!past!which!believers!consider!to!be!integral!in!the!
development!of!American!society!and!nationalism.!!Today,!the!feelings!of!disconnect!help!to!
unify!the!movement!and!affirm!identity!(Smith!1998).!!Likewise,!evangelical!students!who!
participated!in!this!study!felt!disconnected!from,!and!misunderstood!by,!the!broader!
campus!community.!!Feelings!of!marginalization!become!a!form!of!distinction!that!
reinforces!“authentic”!Christian!life!and!fosters!spiritual!kinship!between!believers!through!
shared!struggles.!!!!
According!to!scholars,!modernity!and!the!shift!toward!scientific!principles,!religious!
pluralism,!and!democracy!during!the!late!1800s!began!to!erode!Christianity’s!influence!on!
society,!particularly!social!institutions!(Bruce!2002).!!This!social!context!resulted!in!the!
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modernist`fundamentalist!split!(Woodberry!and!Smith!1998).!!A!key!event!during!this!time!
period!was!Charles!Darwin’s!publication,!The$Origin$of$Species,!which!called!into!question!
the!fundamental!beliefs!of!evangelicals:!the!inerrancy!of!the!Bible.!!Marsden!described!the!
impact,!“When!this!cornerstone!began!to!be!shaken,!major!adjustments!in!the!evangelical!
edifice!had!to!be!made!from!top!to!bottom”!(1991:!13).!!Regional!variations!between!the!
north!and!south!had!caused!schisms,!but!now!an!intellectual!debate!caused!dramatic!shifts.!!
Modernists!adapted!to!the!changing!intellectual!framework!while!Fundamentalists!
interpreted!Modernists’!change!as!accommodations!to!secular!forces.!!Woodberry!and!
Smith!explained!the!situation:!!
Modernists!attempted!to!update!Christianity!to!match!their!view!of!science.!!They!
denied!biblical!miracles!and!argued!that!God!manifests!himself!through!the!social!
evolution!of!society.!!Conservatives!resisted!these!changes.!!These!latent!tensions!
erupted!to!the!surface!after!World!War!I!in!what!came!to!be!called!the!
fundamentalist/modernist!split!(1998:!27).!!
!!
Thus,!science!and!progress!were!evidence!of!God’s!will!for!modernists!and!associated!with!
secular!forces!by!fundamentalists.!!Fundamentalists!emphasized!pessimism!regarding!the!
direction!of!society!and!this!perspective!became!conceptualized!as!“dispensational!
millennialism.”!!Dispensational!millennialism!considered!modernity!and!“progress”!as!
resulting!in!negative!consequences!including!moral!decline!and!societal!crisis.!!The!
behaviors!and!activities!that!fundamentalists!did!not!agree!with!became!reflections!of!God’s!
unhappiness!and!eventually!God!would!return!to!set!a!new!path!for!society!(Marsden!
1991).!!!
!

While!internal!rifts!were!beginning!to!demarcate!new!theological!boundaries,!

evangelicals!were!determining!how!to!adapt!to!changes!associated!with!modernity.!!The!
increase!in!immigration!and!urbanization!and!the!emphasis!on!democracy!and!pluralism,!
opened!the!door!to!a!range!of!new!religious!movements!in!the!United!States.!!Previously,!
Protestant!traditions!had!been!expanding!membership!through!popular!revivals!but!now!
other!religious!traditions!including!Buddhism,!Judaism,!and!Catholicism!began!to!gain!
acceptance!among!the!broader!population.!!Marsden!explains:!“So!while!between!1860`
1900!the!major!protestant!churches!tripled!in!members!(from!five!million!to!sixteen!
million)!the!Catholic!membership!quadrupled!(from!three!million!to!twelve!million)”!(1991:!
14).!!The!result!was!a!more!pluralistic!society!with!increasing!competition!for!members,!a!
time!period!that!some!scholars!consider!to!be!the!beginning!of!the!spiritual!marketplace,!
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which!ultimately!fostered!increased!separation!of!fundamentalists!from!mainstream!
society.!!!Kenneth!Collins!describes!that!state!of!affairs:!!!
Beyond!this,!the!American!Protestant!empire,!composed!largely!of!evangelicals,!was!
challenged!intellectually!by!both!Darwinism!and!German!higher!criticism,!and!its!
cultural!predominance!was!now!threatened!by!new!waves!of!immigration!that!
brought!increasing!numbers!of!Catholics!and!Jews!to!American!shores!during!the!
latter!part!of!the!nineteenth!century!(2005:!35).!!!
!
It!is!important!to!recognize!the!impact!of!these!changes,!particularly!in!how!we!define!and!
understand!contemporary!movements!within!the!protestant!tradition.!!For!some,!the!
campus!ministry!at!the!center!of!this!study!reflects!bible`believing!conservatives!who!may!
be!best!understood!as!fundamentalists.!!But,!in!this!dissertation,!I!consider!such!labels!to!be!
inaccurate.!!Instead,!the!ministry!is!situated!in!an!ambiguous!area!within!the!Protestant!
religious!landscape!because!as!a!parachurch!ministry,!what!holds!believers!together!are!
broad!based!beliefs!in!a!personal!relationship!with!God!and!the!importance!of!witnessing!to!
others.!!The!ministry!is!not!defined!by!strict!theological!teachings!and!this!allows!the!
movement!to!flourish.!!The!ministry!is!best!understood!as!simply!an!evangelical!Christian!
organization!with!a!variety!of!believers!from!liberal!to!conservative.!!As!we!will!see,!this!is!
the!type!of!parachurch!structure!that!is!not!constrained!by!strict!denominational!or!
theological!orientations.!This!allows!believers!to!incorporate!ideas!such!as!God’s!family!into!
their!own!lives!in!unique!and!individual!ways.!!!
!

Nonetheless,!fundamentalists!during!the!early!1900s!saw!societal!changes!as!

challenges!to!their!spiritual!beliefs.!!They!defended!their!position!through!various!outlets!
from!public!displays!to!the!creation!of!alternative!institutions.!!Collins!defined!the!
fundamentalism!of!this!time!period!through!the!following!criteria:!!!
Militancy,!that!is,!aggressive!opposition!to!liberal!theology;!(2)!social!ambivalence,!
in!terms!of!rejecting!the!social!gospel!but!at!the!same!time!wanting!greater!social!
power!and!influence!in!order!to!reform!the!nation;!(3)!sectarianism,!in!other!words,!
separating!from!both!the!doctrinally!heterodox!as!well!as!those!who!associate!with!
them;!and!(4)!the!doctrine!of!verbal!inerrancy!as!a!bulwark!against!acids!of!
modernity!(2005:!36).!!
!!
Fundamentalists!disagreed!with!modernists!“deification”!of!history,!modernists!viewed!
history!and!societal!changes,!including!new!scientific!knowledge,!as!part!of!God’s!plan.!!This!
approach!has!become!embedded!in!the!contemporary!evangelical!movement.!Often,!people!
from!outside!the!evangelical!movement!cannot!understand!how!believers!reconcile!
accepted!knowledge!of!the!age!of!the!world,!or!human!evolution!with!the!absolute!truth!of!
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the!bible.!!But,!according!to!believers!this!is!not!a!major!problem!because!God!is!still!
ultimately!behind!this!new!knowledge.!These!new!perspectives!and!the!new!knowledge!
cannot!disprove!God’s!role!in!the!process.!!Modernists!also!utilized!the!same!approach!
regarding!beliefs,!placing!personal!experience!as!validation;!the!subjective!nature!of!
spiritual!experience!was!beyond!the!realm!of!scientific!validation.!!In!other!words,!one!is!
unable!to!disprove!or!challenge!personal!experience,!particularly!that!of!an!intimate!
relationship!with!God!which!now!a!central!characteristic!of!the!evangelical!movement.!!But,!
is!it!equally!important!to!note!that!consultants!emphasized!that!a!personal!relationship!with!
God!cannot!be!maintained!without!fellow!believers.!It!is!at!once!personal!and!subjective!as!
well!as!a!communal!and!objective!reality.!!!
Fundamentalists!continued!to!maintain!a!strong!sense!of!identity!through!
separation!and!distinction.!!Woodberry!and!Smith!discussed!one!public!display!of!
fundamentalism,!written!by!conservative!scholars!to!fight!the!“acids!of!modernity.”$$The!
manuscript!The$Fundamentals$of$Christian$Religion!claimed!absolute!truth!and!suggested!
that!those!who!did!not!believe!in!fundamentalism!were!not!practicing!authentic!Christianity!
(1998).!!These!monographs!reinforced!the!term!“fundamentalism”!as!a!label!for!the!
extremely!conservative!separatist!approach!within!the!evangelical!subculture!of!the!early!
1900s.!!There!is!no!doubt!that!this!term!also!has!a!broader!history!within!academia!and!is!
part!of!ongoing!debates.!For!the!purpose!of!this!research!my!focus!is!on!how!it!has!been!
used!historically!in!the!context!of!U.S.!religious!landscape.!
!

Christian!fundamentalists!continued!to!challenge!perceived!forces!of!modernity,!but!

broader!portrayals!of!fundamentalists!in!the!media!began!to!create!an!image!of!the!
movement!as!backwards!and!against!progress.!!The!Scopes!Trial!offers!a!useful!example!of!
how!this!played!out.!!The!state!of!Tennessee!had!passed!a!set!of!laws!called!the!Butler!Act!
which!forbade!evolution!from!being!taught!in!public!classrooms.!!John!Scopes!was!accused!
of!violating!the!act!but!in!actuality!this!trial!was!staged!as!he!was!not!even!sure!that!he!had!
actually!taught!about!evolution!in!the!classroom.!!Instead!he!simply!incriminated!himself!so!
there!could!be!a!defendant!in!the!case.!!In!due!course,!he!was!found!guilty!and!fined!$100!
but!the!verdict!was!later!overturned!on!a!technical!legal!issue.!!Marsden!described!the!
impact!of!the!trial,!“Although!the!outcome!of!the!trial!was!indecisive!and!the!law!stood,!the!
rural!setting!and!the!press’s!caricatures!of!fundamentalists!as!rubes!and!hicks!discredited!
fundamentalism!and!made!it!difficult!to!pursue!further!the!serious!aspects!of!the!
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movement”!(1991:!60).!!While!this!was!the!general!outcome!it!is!important!to!acknowledge!
that!fundamentalism!continued!to!have!influence!through!local!revivals!and!a!loose!
institutional!network!that!would!later!expand!and!increase!in!membership!to!include!well!
known!organizations!such!as!the!Moral!Majority!(Harding!2000).!!!
!

Fundamentalists!began!to!create!a!network!of!Bible!colleges,!which!provided!an!

institutional!framework!to!teach!the!young!and!maintain!community!and!identity.!!Hart!
described!the!significance!of!such!endeavors,!“As!offbeat!as!their!understanding!of!the!Bible!
was,!the!book’s!divine!characters!and!its!teaching!about!creation!and!Christ’s!second!
coming!gave!evangelicals!a!sense!of!identity,!intellectual!unity,!and!common!purpose”!
(2002:!47).!!Thus,!fundamentalists’!commitment!to!the!Bible!as!inerrant!truth!became!both!
a!core!reason!for!their!marginalization!in!American!society!and!the!basis!for!a!strong!sense!
of!solidarity!with!other!evangelicals.!!According!to!Hart,!“Between!1918`1945!evangelicals!
founded!seventy!new!Bible!schools”!(2002:!47).!!The!fundamentalist!movement,!while!
having!internal!schisms,!was!also!expanding!and!developing!an!institutional!infrastructure!
across!the!United!States.!!!
!

In!time!this!divide!began!to!deepen,!as!many!within!the!movement!were!

uncomfortable!with!the!anti`intellectual!framework.!!These!individuals!began!to!
differentiate!themselves!from!the!more!conservative,!militant!position!through!openness!to!
mainstream!society.!!They!became!known!as!the!“neo`evangelical”!movement!and!later!
simply!“evangelicals”!(Woodberry!and!Smith!1998).!!Marsden!(1991)!suggested!that!many!
within!the!fundamentalist!tradition!were!not!truly!separate!from!mainstream!society!but!
were!focused!on!winning!hearts!for!God.!!Thus,!when!the!National!Association!of!
Evangelicals!(NAE)!was!created!in!1942,!evangelical!membership!rates!grew.!!The!focus!of!
the!NAE!was!to!break!with!dispensationalists!and!engage!American!society.!!One!of!the!most!
prominent!leaders!of!the!movement!was!Billy!Graham.!!In!comparison!to!fundamentalists!
he!embodied!unique!characteristics!of!the!evangelical!movement,!which!included!a!
willingness!to!work!with!other!religious!communities,!denominations,!and!traditions!to!
build!coalitions!around!specific!goals.!!Thus,!pluralism!was!not!viewed!as!a!problem!or!
hurdle!but!rather!as!an!opportunity.!!Collins!implied!that!the!NAE!was!able!to!separate!itself!
from!fundamentalism!that!was!stripping!away!militancy,!rejecting!the!social!gospel!and!
sectarianism.!!He!expressed!how!these!changes!impacted!the!contemporary!movement:!!
“Today!the!NAE!is!burgeoning!voluntary!association!of!individuals,!denominations,!
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churches,!schools,!and!organizations!and!is!comprised!of!over!forty!thousand!congregations!
from!approximately!fifty!member!denominations”!(2005:!38).!!This!national!organization!
provided!a!sense!of!unity!among!the!broad!and!diverse!evangelical!landscape.!!Contrary!to!
popular!images!of!evangelicals!reflecting!conservative`republican!southern!Baptists,!at!the!
core!of!the!NAE!is!an!acceptance!of!theological!differences.!!The!NAE!became!the!public!
image!of!American!evangelicalism!surfacing!out!of!a!complex!history.!!!
!

Christian!Smith!has!carried!out!the!largest!research!projects!on!evangelicalism!to!

date!and!has!found!that!the!movement!continues!to!thrive!because!of!a!willingness!to!
embrace!mainstream!society,!while!at!the!same!time!differentiating!itself!through!a!distinct!
identity.!!In!essence,!Smith!sees!pluralism!as!offering!an!opportunity!for!evangelicalism!to!
define!itself!against!others!which!results!in!an!affirmation!of!beliefs!and!practices!based!on!
tension!with!mainstream!society.!!Evangelicalism!is!adapts!to!pluralism!and!modernity,!
Smith!wrote:!!!
The!American!evangelical!movement,!by!contrast,!has!been!relatively!successful!
because!it!has!managed!to!formulate!and!sustain!a!religious!strategy!that!maintains!
both!high!tension!with!and!high!integration!into!mainstream!American!society!
simultaneously.!!Evangelical!sensibilities!allow!neither!complete!disengagement!
from!nor!total!assimilation!into!the!dominant!culture.!!This!provokes!a!situation!of!
sustained!dissonance,!if!not!outright!conflict,!between!evangelical!believer!and!the!
non`evangelical!world!with!which!they`with!tension`engage.!!And!this!fosters!
religious!vitality!(1998:!150).!
!!!
In!this!dissertation!it!is!the!same!tension!that!allows!spiritual!kinship!to!be!such!an!
appealing!alternative!to!understanding!one’s!social!relationships!with!fellow!believers!in!
comparison!to!non`believers.!!The!family!of!God!provides!a!framework!through!which!
evangelical!students!are!able!to!understand!their!differences!with!non`Christians.!!Believers!
are!part!of!God’s!family!and!non`believers!have!this!option!available!to!them!but!they!must!
actively!choose!it!and!the!students!are!tasked!with!providing!this!opportunity!in!concrete!
terms!through!witnessing.!!According!to!Smith,!a!majority!of!evangelical!Christians!embrace!
pluralism.!!He!argued,!“For!every!one!evangelical!opposed!to!religious!pluralism,!there!were!
about!five!other!evangelicals!who!voiced!and!strong!commitment!to!freedom!of!choice!and!
toleration!of!diversity”!(2000:!64).!!The!evangelical!movement!has!been!able!to!thrive!in!
modernity!partly!through!this!acceptance!of!diversity,!but!a!key!component!of!identity!is!to!
delineate!differences!with!others.!One!avenue!through!which!evangelical!students!create!
this!distinction!is!God’s!Family!and!ensuing!spiritual!relatedness.!!More!importantly,!
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spiritual!kinship!becomes!an!embodied!critique!of!many!characteristics!associated!with!
secular!modernity!on!college!campuses.!According!to!students,!the!individualism,!selfish!
desires,!and!relativism!promoted!within!the!campus!community!can!be!challenged,!not!
simply!by!belief!in!a!higher!power,!moral!standards,!or!witnessing!but!in!the!construction!of!
a!spiritual!family!and!a!relational!worldview.!!Beyond!the!construction!of!spiritual!family!is!
a!patchwork!of!alternatives!that!further!enhance!such!distinctions!and!include!music,!
movies,!and!literature!as!well!as!evangelical!vacation!spots,!bible!conferences,!and!youth!
organizations!among!others!(Hart!2002).!!!
!

While!the!above!components!highlight!identity!markers,!Hart!(2002)!suggested!the!

main!force!behind!evangelical!identity!has!been!the!family.!!Hart!described!this!connection:!!!!
Evangelical!piety!was!premised!on!the!conviction!that!conversion!transformed!a!
person!so!thoroughly!that!he!or!she!would!no!longer!engage!in!unholy!or!worldly!
activity.!!Parents!were!thus!encouraged!not!simply!to!read!the!bible,!pray,!and!
attend!worship!services!with!their!children,!aside!from!listening!to!Christian!radio!
broadcasts!or!subscribing!to!evangelical!magazines;!they!also!knew!to!avoid!certain!
behaviors!(2002:!73).!!!
!
Thus,!the!beliefs!and!practices!of!evangelicalism!translated!into!action!based!on!a!morally!
directed!path!best!reinforced!through!parent`child!relationships!within!the!household.!!This!
speaks!to!the!importance!of!family!as!a!construct!within!the!evangelical!movement!and!has!
fostered!a!unique!frame!of!reference!in!broader!society!creating!an!imagined!Christian!
identity!that!places!family!above!all!else.!!But,!as!we!will!see!in!the!next!chapter!it!is!not!so!
simple,!while!family!is!important,!often!relationships!with!God!and!fellow!believers!take!
precedent!over!family!connections,!particularly!when!family!members!are!not!Christian.!!!
!

Evangelical!worldviews,!focused!on!an!experiential!spirituality,!have!fostered!an!

engaged!political!sub`population.!!Noll!(2001)!provided!an!example!of!two!major!issues!that!
have!caused!evangelicals!to!become!politically!active.!!The!first!was!abortion!rights,!as!
rendered!by!Roe$vs.$Wade$and!the!second!was!the!movement!of!prayer!out!of!the!school!of!
system.!!These!decisions!by!the!Supreme!Court!challenged!“Christian!morality!“causing!
some!to!become!apolitical!and!others!to!maintain!hard!line!stances!against!what!they!
perceived!as!injustices!and!overreaching!by!the!judicial!branch.!!Much!of!the!dialogue!
regarding!political!issues!reinforces!Christian!tenets!of!personal!responsibility,!choice,!and!
accountability.!Using!the!above!examples!to!highlight!individualism!is!problematic!because!
as!Smith!(2000)!suggested,!evangelicals!are!highly!aware!of!the!social!nature!of!choice!and!
the!role!of!institutional!structures!in!constraining!such!choice.!!Evangelical!Christians!are!
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not!simply!preaching!dogma!of!individualism!but!incorporating!relational!understandings!
of!how!the!individual!fits!within!family,!community!as!well!as!political!processes!and!legal!
decisions.!(Bielo!2007;!Elisha!2008;!Thomas`Chipumuro!2011).!!!
!

Marsden!(1991)!provided!such!an!interpretation!on!the!role!of!individualism!in!

evangelical!Christianity.!!He!stated:!!!
One!of!the!striking!features!of!much!of!evangelicalism!is!its!general!disregard!for!the!
institutional!church.!!Except!at!the!congregational!level,!the!organized!church!plays!
a!relatively!minor!role!in!the!movement.!!Even!the!local!congregation,!while!
extremely!important!for!fellowship!purposes,!is!often!regarded!as!a!convenience!to!
the!individual.!!Ultimately,!individuals!are!sovereign!and!can!join!or!leave!churches!
as!they!please!(81).!
!
As!Marsden!highlighted,!many!scholars!who!study!evangelical!Christianity!describe!a!
similar!sense!of!community!built!on!the!idea!that!the!church!is!simply!a!tool!for!spiritual!
growth!and!ultimately!unnecessary!as!all!that!matters!is!one’s!relationship!with!God!(Roof!
1999).!!But,!as!I!will!argue!throughout!this!dissertation,!challenging!the!role!of!church!as!an!
institution!is!much!different!than!challenging!the!importance!of!living!a!relational!life.!!In!
fact!a!key!component!of!the!evangelical!belief!system!is!to!understand!that!one!cannot!reach!
full!potential!when!walking!with!God!without!others.!!It!may!be!accurate!to!suggest!that!as!
broader!American!society!is!embedded!in!the!construction!and!results!of!modernity!the!
primary!attention!has!been!given!to!individualism,!choice,!seeking!mentality!of!those!
consuming!religious!products!in!the!context!of!a!spiritual!marketplace.!!But!once!believers!
enter!community!and!begin!to!unpack!the!depth!of!belief!that!exists!in!evangelical!circles!
the!individualism!that!may!have!been!part!of!the!appeal!when!entering!a!relationship!with!
God!gives!way!to!core!value!of!relationalism.!!!!
For!students!who!participated!in!this!research!project!the!intersections!of!
individualism,!relationalism,!and!modernity!are!key!aspects!of!their!stories.!!While!many!
believers!conveyed!the!importance!of!inner!spirituality!and!personal!choice!in!conversion!
they!also!saw!themselves!as!part!of!a!deep!local!community,!for!some!family,!and!a!global!
family!of!God!that!will!in!the!afterlife!take!away!divisions!and!allow!all!Christians!to!see!one!
another!as!fellow!humans!(Brock!2011;!Campbell!2007;!Glanville!2009;!Nessan!2012;!
Thomas`Chipumuro!2011;).!!While!it!is!clear!that!individualism!is!a!component!of!Christian!
identity!I!suggest!that!we!make!room!for!an!alternative!feature,!at!times!a!more!prominent!
feature,!of!evangelical!relationalism.!!To!better!understand!why!and!how!relationalism!is!
brought!to!the!foreground!of!students’!spirituality!we!must!explore!key!features!of!believers!
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experiences!including!the!spiritual!marketplace,!parachurch!ministries,!and!young!adult!
spirituality!in!the!United!States.!!!!!
!
!
!
3.2!Spiritual!Marketplace,!Parachurch!Ministries,!and!Young!Adult!Spirituality!
!
To!appreciate!the!role!of!parachurch!ministries!in!the!United!States!it!is!useful!to!
first!discuss!how!researchers!characterize!the!cultural!landscape.!!Wade!Clark!Roof!offered!
an!interesting!analysis!of!religion!in!the!United!States!emphasizing!cultural!shifts!that!have!
emanated!from!post`WWII!generations.!!Roof!(1999)!suggested!that!spiritual!practices!in!
the!United!States!have!been!in!a!process!of!significant!transformation!during!the!last!fifty!
years.!!For!Roof!the!“Baby!Boom”!generation!has!been!instrumental!in!these!changes,!but!
there!is!evidence!that!younger!generations,!including!emerging!adults,!are!taking!a!similar!
approach!to!spirituality!(Arnett!2002).!!One!significant!change!has!been!the!shift!from!a!
focus!on!traditional!religion!to!a!focus!on!a!personalized,!“spiritual!quest,”!or!“seeking`
oriented”!spirituality.!!Wuthnow!commented!on!this!cultural!shift:!!
Seeking`oriented!spirituality!requires!individuals!to!negotiate!their!own!
understandings!and!experiences!of!the!sacred.!!It!has!become!increasingly!common!
because!it!provides!freedom!to!maneuver!among!the!uncertainties!of!contemporary!
life!and!capitalizes!on!the!availability!of!a!wide!variety!of!sources!for!piecing!
together!idiosyncratic!conceptions!of!spirituality!(1998:168).!
!
Wuthnow,!suggested!that!“seeking”!may!result!in!a!“transient”!experience!without!depth,!
because!individuals!are!constantly!moving!between,!and!integrating!new!spiritual!beliefs.!!
Thus,!they!are!unable!to!engage!in!a!thorough!exploration!of!a!specific!spiritual!orientation.!!!
Nonetheless,!seeking!is!a!common!characteristic!of!spirituality!in!American!culture!
(1998:168).!!Wuthnow!(2005)!identified!the!phenomenon!of!“spiritual!shopping”!where!
religious!seekers!assess,!pick,!and!choose!from!a!vast!array!of!religious!options.!!
Wade!Clark!Roof,!has!identified!this!trend!and!characterized!the!social!context!as!a!
spiritual!marketplace.!!As!part!of!a!transformation!based!in!the!Baby!Boom!generation,!
contemporary!Americans!emphasize!choice,!a!reflection!of!a!consumer!mentality,!and,!to!
meet!this!new!emphasis,!religious!suppliers!have!provided!a!broad!range!of!alternatives!
(Roof!1999).!!In!order!for!suppliers!to!succeed!within!the!spiritual!market,!they!must!meet!
the!needs!of!consumers.!!This!results!in!a!continual!negotiation!between!consumers,!who!
hold!a!kind!of!“buying!power,”!and!suppliers!who!develop!and!hold!a!degree!of!control!over!
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spiritual!products.!!In!this!context!spiritual!products!offer!consumers!meaning,!purpose,!
stability,!community,!identities!as!well!as!individual!freedom!and!belonging.!!!!
!

Considering!the!American!religious!landscape!through!the!lens!of!a!marketplace!has!

been!evident!in!a!variety!of!publications.!!In!fact!the!earliest!secularization!theories!of!Peter!
Berger!(1967)!suggests!that!in!a!marketplace!of!competing!religious!systems,!pluralism!as!
an!outcome!of!modernity,!will!undermine!belief!plausibility!structures!and!result!in!a!
decrease!in!religious!participation!and!vitality.!!But!this!has!not!been!the!case!in!the!United!
States.!Alternative!theories!built!on!the!economies!model!and!spiritual!marketplace!
framework!have!become!more!prominent.!!!
!

In!the!1970s!sociologist!Dean!Kelley!developed!the!strictness!hypothesis!that!

argued!that!conservative!congregations!thrive!when!they!demand!strict!adherence!to!faith.!!
Kelley!(1972)!surmised!that!strict!churches,!including!Methodists!and!Mormons,!would!
demand!and!inspire!a!high!level!of!commitment!from!members.!!Iannaccone!(1992)!refined!
this!strict!church!thesis!by!suggesting!that!the!“costs”!of!membership!increased!
participation!because!“free!riders”!who!attempt!to!enjoy!benefits!are!eliminated!by!personal!
choice!or!by!the!group.!!!
!

Building!on!the!work!of!Iannaccone,!others!began!to!emphasize!rational!choice!

theories!in!the!1980s.!!Finke!and!Stark!(2000)!included!extensive!statistical!data!to!explain!
American!religious!history!through!supply`side!economics.!!The!most!successful!religious!
suppliers!respond!to!the!changing!needs!of!the!masses!in!a!given!market.!!According!to!the!
authors,!religious!monopolies!become!stagnant,!and!the!most!successful!religious!firms!
adapt!to!the!dynamic!social!environments!in!which!they!exist.!!Finke!and!Stark!explained:!!!
Religious!economies!are!like!commercial!economies!in!that!they!consist!of!a!market!
made!up!of!a!set!of!current!and!potential!customers!and!a!set!of!firms!seeking!to!
serve!that!market.!!The!fate!of!these!firms!will!depend!upon!(1)!aspects!of!their!
organizational!structure,!(2)!their!sales!representatives,!(3)!their!products,!and!(4)!
their!marketing!techniques.!!Translated!into!more!churchly!language,!the!relative!
successes!of!religious!bodies!will!depend!upon!their!polity!and!local!congregations,!
their!clergy,!their!religious!doctrines,!and!their!evangelization!techniques!(2005:!9).!!!
!
The!religious!economy!model!envisions!a!complex!market!that!exists!within!a!deregulated!
environment!where!success!is!determined!by!the!ability!to!innovate!and!meet!the!changing!
needs!of!consumers.!!Stephen!Warner!(1993)!critically!evaluated!this!model!and!provided!
important!suggestions!regarding!how!researchers!could!move!forward!in!a!more!
productive!fashion.!!Warner!outlines!five!key!propositions!that!focus!on!dynamic!religious!
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faith!including!the!thread!of!individualism!considered!to!define!a!variety!of!religious!
traditions.!!He!suggested!that!researchers!view!producers!and!consumers!as!fostering!
meaningful!choices!and!actions,!not!simply!as!deceptive!or!through!shrewd!cost!benefit!
analysis.!!!
!

!

It!should!be!noted!that!the!marketplace!model!has!been!applied!to!a!variety!of!social!

and!cultural!contexts!in!different!forms.!!Chesnut!(2003,!2005)!explored!competition!
between!Pentecostalism,!charismatic!Catholicism,!and!African!religious!diasporas!in!Latin!
America.!!Gill!(2004)!studied!Roman!Catholicism!in!Latin!America!specifically,!while!
anthropologist!Raquel!Romberg!(2003)!analyzes!connections!between!Puerto!Rican!
witchcraft!and!Catholicism!to!highlight!how!the!variety!of!combinations!impact!market!
shares.!!Others!have!examined!particular!market!niches!such!as!Introvigne!(2005)!who!
studied!societies!perceived!to!possess!religious!monopolies!including!Turkey!and!other!
Islamic!countries.!He!found!that!such!marketplaces!are!quite!similar!to!Western!religious!
systems.!!Many!researchers!seek!to!evaluate!the!applicability!of!the!economies!model!in!
explaining!religious!vitality,!but!at!times!fail!to!take!into!consideration!the!dynamic!nature!
of!communities!and!individuals!who!participate!in!such!studies.!!!
Such!theories!have!a!number!of!drawbacks,!particularly!the!lack!of!historical!and!
cultural!context!when!exploring!religious!communities.!!But,!the!strength!of!these!theories!
is!that!when!combined!it!offers!an!image!of!the!broader!context!in!which!American!
evangelical!students!operate.!!Whether!the!spiritual!marketplace!and!economies!models!can!
predict!causal!relationships!between!pluralism!and!religious!vitality!is!not!a!concern!of!this!
dissertation.!!But,!I!do!use!the!spiritual!marketplace!framework!to!contextualize!the!
experiences!of!consultants!as!an!outcome!of!modernity.!!At!the!very!least!I!am!confident!
that!such!values!and!ideals!associated!with!spiritual!marketplace!theories!can!be!found!in!
American!society!but!not!necessarily!beyond.!
In!some!ways!the!spiritual!marketplace!model!exemplifies!the!role!of!parachurch!
ministries!in!college!students!lives.!It!is!a!place!to!develop!community!and!identity!while!in!
college,!but!then!students!move!on.!!Students!in!this!study,!while!seeking,!are!not!
necessarily!open!to!a!variety!of!beliefs!and!practices.!!Many!come!from!Christian!homes!and!
are!simply!taking!personal!responsibility!for!the!spirituality!they!already!know.!!
Nonetheless!as!part!of!broader!cultural!and!social!norms!this!is!an!important!feature!of!
one’s!spiritual!story.!!The!time!of!seeking!and!determining!for!his!or!herself!whether!to!
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remain!Christian.!!It!is!this!process!of!self`reflection!and!accountability!that!reflects!not!
simply!sincerity!but!authenticity!within!many!evangelical!Christian!communities.!!While!
seeking!may!be!emphasized,!consultants!in!this!study!connect!with!relational!spirituality.!!
They!incorporate!aspects!of!Christian!beliefs!and!practices!that!fit!this!relational!worldview.!!
Thus,!we!must!be!careful!of!suggesting!that!seeking!is!equated!with!subjectivity!or!
personalization!because!believers!may!in!actuality!be!searching!for!a!relational!religious!
community!and!willing!to!let!go!of!individualistic!tendencies.!!!!
!

Arnett!(2002)!suggested!that!emerging!adults!are!defined!by!an!intense!sense!of!

individualism!and!personalization.!!Arnett!(2002)!described!the!complexities!of!emerging!
adulthood!in!the!United!States.!!He!considered!this!a!time!of!exploring!diverse!possibilities!
and!the!development!of!an!identity!beyond!ones!previous!social!relationships,!often!away!
from!previous!family.!!He!argued!that!“the!focus!during!emerging!adulthood!tends!to!be!on!
self`development!and!self`sufficiency”!as!well!as!“becoming!independent”!(453`4).!!
Additionally,!some!suggest!that!emerging!adults!are!coming!of!age!in!an!especially!
individualistic!period!of!American!society!(Arnett!2004).!The!results!of!Arnett!suggest!that!
“seeking`oriented”!spirituality!is!continuing!in!younger!generations.!!Parachurch!ministries!
are!in!a!position!to!offer!a!flexible!and!personalized!religious!experience!for!young!adults.!!
This!results!in!not!simply!an!individualistic!form!of!spiritual!practice!but!often!in!providing!
a!relational!worldview!for!students!with!a!strong!sense!of!community!and!connectedness!in!
order!to!meet!the!needs!of!students!who!are!entering!a!complex!and!often!undefined!period!
of!life.!!This!relational!emphasis!becomes!the!cornerstone!of!distinction!for!believers!with!
the!broader!campus!environment.!!Remaining!flexible!and!offering!alternative!forms!of!
spiritual!practices,!beliefs,!and!social!environments!are!central!to!structure!and!function!of!
parachurch!ministries.!!I!argue!that!today!we!may!be!observing!a!broader!shift!with!
believers!combining!individual!choice!with!a!desire!to!live!a!relational!life.!!This!tension!
may!be!key!to!understanding!how!Christian!identity!is!maintained!and!affirmed.!Combining!
individualistic!and!relational!aspects!of!spirituality!provides!a!spectrum!of!options!to!
believers,!which!may!be!appealing!in!the!context!of!the!American!spiritual!marketplace.!!!
Protestant!congregations!tend!to!have!a!non`traditional!structure!with!local!
democratic!oversight!in!the!form!of!denominational!councils.!!This!allows!for!freedom!and!
innovation,!but!fostering!unity!can!difficult.!!Nonetheless,!because!laity!hold!power!
congregations!often!have!higher!levels!of!participation!(Buckser!2008).!Leaders!are!often!

!
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not!part!of!seminary,!but!instead!come!from!within!the!group.!!Parachurches!continue!to!
expand!on!the!above!characteristics!with!more!emphasis!upon!individualism,!less!
denominationalism,!less!oversight,!and!increased!emphasis!on!laity.!!John!Turner!(2006)!
explained!a!few!of!the!distinctions!between!parachurch!ministries,!also!referred!to!as!
special!interest!groups!(Wuthnow!1998).!!A!key!characteristics!is!that!these!organizations!
are!“transdenominational”!or!often!“nondenominational.”!!Instead!of!being!defined!through!
a!specific!theological!orientation!these!groups!work!alongside,!and!with,!any!number!of!
evangelical!denominations.!!This!is!important!because!it!provides!parachurches!with!a!large!
degree!of!freedom,!thus!important!environment!through!which!we!can!better!understand!
the!diversity!of!Christian!beliefs!and!practices.!!They!are!connected!to!congregations!but!not!
supervised!by!them.!!Furthermore,!parachurches!often!create!an!environment!that!is!open!
to!a!number!of!different!theological!beliefs!but!remain!a!community!of!evangelical!
Christians!by!holding!on!to!a!few!core!Christian!concepts.!!This!may!include!emphasis!on!a!
personal!relationship!with!God,!sharing!the!gospel,!and!in!this!study,!spiritual!kinship.!!
These!core!ideas!become!the!essence!of!identity!for!members!involved!in!parachurch!
ministries.!!Roof!(1999)!explained:!!!
These!churches!are!skillful!with!small!groups,!creating!a!“church!of!options”!and!
offering!a!range!of!programs!and!ministries!large!in!response!to!a!culture!of!choice!
and!the!wish!to!participate!in!hands`on!activities.!!Groups!and!fellowship!
opportunities!are!organized!largely!on!the!basis!of!experience,!life`situations,!and!
interests.!!Efforts!at!playing!down!conformity!and!offering!options!for!people!to!
“create”!their!own!religious!styles!within!some!boundaries!are!intentional!(95).!!
!
This!type!of!a!structure!allows!ministries!to!focus!on!evangelism!and!discipleship,!and!other!
activities!that!facilitate!community!and!connectedness!rather!than!dogmatic!teaching!of!a!
specific!denominational!theology.!!!
!

Because!of!this!structure!parachurch!ministries!can!quickly!alter!policies!and!

strategies!within!a!changing!social!environment,!whereas!churches!take!more!time!because!
of!their!oversight!and!bureaucracies.!!Turner!(2006)!described!how!Campus!Crusade!for!
Christ!parachurch!ministry!went!from!outreach!volunteers!wearing!suits!and!a!teaching`
oriented!outreach!on!college!campuses!in!the!1950s!and!1960s!to!wearing!shorts!and!t`
shirts,!building!relationships!first!and!then!having!“conversations”!about!spirituality.!!This!
was!an!adaptation!to!changing!times.!College!students!were!no!longer!interested!in!being!
told!about!the!Bible!and!they!wanted!a!more!personalized!and!experiential!spirituality.!!
While!many!parachurch!ministries!focus!on!evangelism,!others!do!not.!!For!example,!James!
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Dobson’s!organization!Focus!on!the!Family,!or!Pat!Robertson’s!Christian!Broadcasting!
network!and!700!Club,!are!parachurch!ministries!which!receives!over!$400!million!per!year!
(Turner!2006).!!While!I!would!not!place!The!Body!of!Christ!ministry!in!the!same!category!
because!they!are!not!overtly!political,!these!groups!do!develop!coalitions!and!leaders!often!
sit!on!various!boards,!working!together!to!promote!evangelical!ideals!in!society.!!
Nonetheless,!leadership!at!the!national!level!of!the!ministry!have!received!!criticism!from!
these!same!organizations!when!partnering!with!Catholic!groups!on!international!
evangelism!projects!and!for!not!denouncing!charismatic!Christianity.!!Thus,!parachurch!
ministries!often!thrive!within!U.S.!spiritual!marketplace!but!also!foster!divisions!and!
conflict!as!they!redefine!Christian!identity!and!community!around!specific!mission!and!
goals.!!!
The!differences!between!parachurches!and!churches!are!not!clear.!Generally,!
parachurches!are!oriented!toward!“seekers”!with!a!non`traditional!framework!that!can!
quickly!be!adapted!and!does!not!rely!on!specific!denominational!theology.!!Parachurches!
play!a!significant!role!in!directing!the!evangelical!movement!because!of!their!ability!to!bring!
together!individuals!and!churches!with!various!beliefs!and!practices!for!specific!purposes.!!
Parachurches!might!be!looked!at!as!funnel!for!churches!and!an!organization!that!reaches!
out!to!new!generations!within!changing!social!and!cultural!contexts!while!helping!to!
maintain!evangelical!membership.!!Their!ideological!systems!tend!to!be!more!open!and!
adaptable,!but!they!hold!basic!tenets!of!their!belief!systems.!!Within!evangelical!Christianity!
this!revolves!around!conversion,!evangelism,!a!personal!relationship!with!God,!and!the!
Bible!as!God’s!word.!!In!this!study!such!parameters!include!emphasis!on!living!a!relational!
life!to!be!an!“authentic!Christian.”!!According!to!Geertz!(1964)!ideology!involves!the!
“establishment!and!defense!of!patterns!of!beliefs!and!values”!(71`2).!!It!may!be!affirmed!
through!ritual,!act!as!a!method!of!reform,!and!build!solidarity.!!Some!movements!seek!to!
restore!ways!of!life!that!have!been!eroded!by!contemporary!society!(Wuthnow!1980).!!This!
may!fit!well!within!our!understanding!of!evangelical!Christianity!in!the!United!States,!as!
Smith!(1998)!described!the!sense!of!displaced!heritage!that!many!evangelicals!feel.!!
According!to!Smith’s!study,!many!evangelical!Christians!believe!that!the!U.S.!culture!has!
moved!away!from!its!Protestant!roots.!!Likewise,!students!in!the!current!study!consider!
their!ideals!and!values!to!be!in!direct!conflict!with!the!broader!campus!culture,!specifically!
the!individualizing!features!of!secular!modernity.!!!
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Ideology!is!continually!negotiated!within!parachurch!ministries!as!laity!play!a!
significant!function!in!the!continued!success!of!the!organization.!!In!the!parachurch!
ministries,!ideologies!are!diverse!and!held!together!through!special!interests,!and!at!times!
are!seen!as!reforming,!accommodating,!or!challenging!modernity.!!These!are!not!separate!
approaches!but!interconnected!and!help!to!develop!patterns!of!beliefs!and!values!that!can!
be!maintained!under!a!variety!of!circumstances.!!In!this!way!ideology!helps!to!maintain!
group!identity!and!social!cohesion.!!These!core!characteristics!become!the!grounds!to!
activate!adherents,!to!generate!cooperation,!and!influence!campus,!society,!and!the!world.!!!!!!
Beyond!this,!members!are!given!ample!freedom!in!interpreting!and!developing!their!
spirituality.!!They!may!not!necessarily!fall!in!line!when!called!upon!to!act.!!Nonetheless,!
Body!of!Christ!may!offer!a!unique!approach!to!spirituality!which!is!highly!structured!and!
simple.!!This!may!be!based!on!the!fact!that!evangelism!is!a!priority!of!the!parachurch.!!Thus,!
they!want!to!efficiently!disciple!and!send!students!out!on!missionary!work.!!To!meet!these!
goals!it!is!necessary!to!foster!strong!connections!between!believers,!particularly!when!
entering!new!environments!during!missionary!work.!!Thus,!relationalism!and!notions!of!
spiritual!relatedness!and!the!family!of!God!are!important!subcultural!resource!tools!for!
building!intimate!connections.!!Before!intimate!connections!are!built!students!are!aware!of,!
and!many!appreciate!the!value!of!building!a!family!of!God.!!!
Members!of!Body!of!Christ!are!not!antagonistic!toward!the!university!but!do!tend!to!
have!an!oppositional!attitude.!!For!instance,!believers!described!a!number!of!problems!
associated!with!campus!including!individualism,!selfishness,!relativism,!morality,!sexuality,!
technology,!and!science.!!But,!as!Smith!1998!found,!evangelical!communities!often!don’t!
take!up!a!fight!against!a!campus!but!instead!work!through!one`on`one!interaction..!!As!Hart!
(2002)!explained,!evangelicalism!since!the!1940s!has!moved!toward!the!center!after!
fostering!distinction!with!fundamentalism.!!While!the!movement!has!shifted!toward!the!
center,!believers!are!still!not!comfortable!with!aspects!of!mainstream!culture.!!This!includes!
the!use!of!secular!mass!media!to!facilitate!ministry!goals.!!The!organization!has!its!own!
publication!arm!and!disseminates!hundreds!of!pamphlets!and!books!for!members.!!This!
becomes!an!important!way!to!identify!new!members!and!promote!their!message.!!In!this!
way!the!Body!of!Christ!ideology!is!connected!to!business!models,!and!reflects!a!capitalistic!
approach!to!spirituality—it!is!rational,!systematic,!easily!replicated,!structured,!and!relies!
on!efficient!use!of!time!and!money.!!Fostering!a!sense!of!community!through!spiritual!
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kinship!meets!the!needs!of!young!adults!who!are!entering!college!campuses!with!
perceptions!of!an!antagonistic!environment!toward!beliefs,!perpetuated!by!secular!
modernity.!
!
!
!

!
3.3!Summary!

!
American!evangelicalism!is!grounded!in!a!long!and!complex!history!that!includes!
dynamic!shifts!within!the!movement.!!Evangelical!Christianity!as!defined!today!is!not!
necessarily!a!new!Protestant!Christianity,!instead!it!is!continuous!reflection!of!past!
Christian!ideals!evidenced!in!the!first!Great!Awakenings!of!the!1700s.!!Throughout!this!
history,!themes!of!individualism!and!relationalism!can!be!found.!!Nonetheless,!many!
previous!and!present!studies!fail!to!acknowledge!relational!aspects!of!the!Christian!faith.!!
This!dissertation!provides!an!alternative!lens!through!which!one!can!identify!the!value!
placed!on!living!a!relational!life!in!one!evangelical!parachurch!ministry.!!To!appreciate!the!
context!in!which!consultants!and!the!ministry!exists!I!use!the!spiritual!marketplace!
framework!(Finke!and!Stark!2000;!Roof!1999;!Warner!2005;!Wuthnow!1998).!!While!the!
parachurch!ministry!may!be!understood!as!a!religious!supplier!in!the!context!of!a!spiritual!
marketplace,!this!study!is!better!represented!through!individual!consumers!who!work!with!
spiritual!products,!ideologies,!and!actions!to!bring!more!applicable!aspects!of!their!faith!to!
the!foreground.!!Evangelical!students!are!in!an!important!part!of!their!lives!as!young!adults!
where!one!is!expected!to!take!responsibility!of!his!or!her!faith!but!in!this!study!the!vast!
majority!ministry!members!come!from!Christian!backgrounds!and!remain!in!the!Christian!
faith,!albeit!in!slightly!different!form.!!A!key!change!for!students!is!giving!more!time!and!
commitment!to!building!relationships!with!others!through!an!outwardly!focused!
spirituality!that!challenges!individualism!and!forces!believers!to!identify!what!matters!the!
most!as!they!live!their!faith.!!The!foundations!of!spiritual!kinship!are!built!through!Christian!
and!non`Christian!relationships,!biological!family!discourses,!and!biblical!interpretations!of!
Christian!family.!!!!
!
!
!
!
!
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CHAPTER!4.!BECOMING!KIN:!THE!FOUNDATIONS!OF!SPIRITUAL!RELATEDNESS!
!
!
!
Spiritual!kinship!among!evangelical!Christians!emerges!out!of!a!particular!context.!!
One!that!may!be!best!described!through!the!concept!of!modernity!where!emphasis!is!placed!
on!individual!choice!as!well!as!a!degree!of!freedom!when!interpreting!and!applying!sacred!
texts!to!everyday!life.!!In!the!U.S.!this!is!often!described!as!reflecting!notions!of!
individualism.!!The!personalization!and!reflective!spirituality!highlighted!by!Roof!(1999)!
through!the!framework!of!the!spiritual!marketplace!demonstrates!this!perspective.!!But,!for!
evangelical!students,!the!heightened!sense!of!individualism!and!inward!focus!results!in!the!
problem!of!selfishness!and!the!notion!that!the!campus!culture!can!actually!push!people!
away!from!one!another,!rather!than!bring!people!together.!!Students!who!participated!in!
this!study!consider!living!a!relational!life!to!be!a!key!foundation!in!their!biblical!worldview.!!
To!be!an!“authentic”!Christian!one!must!live!not!just!for!one’s!self,!but!for!others.!!In!this!
chapter!we!describe!broader!cultural!discourses!surrounding!kinship!and!biblical!concepts!
that!inform!how!students!define!and!explain!spiritual!relatedness.!!!
!
!
!
4.1!The!Meaning!of!Family!
!
As!noted!in!previous!chapters,!defining!family!across!the!world!is!a!difficult!task.!!
This!is!further!complicated!by!the!cultural!bias!and!assumptions!that!researchers!may!hold!
when!engaging!in!kinship!analysis.!!Contemporary!studies!demonstrate!the!socially!
constructed!nature!of!kinship!and!help!us!to!understand!how!individuals!and!communities!
are!remapping!kinship!in!unique!ways!that!challenge!long!held!assumptions!about!the!
centrality!of!biology!(Carsten!1997;!Modell!1994;!Strathern!1992;!Weesmantel!1995;!
Weston!1991).!!Nonetheless,!others!suggest!that!while!new!forms!of!kinship!are!produced,!
these!new!forms!are!often!modeled!on!existing!labels!and!cultural!ideals!(Shapiro!2010).!!
Thus,!to!fully!appreciate!how!spiritual!relatedness!is!constructed!in!a!campus!ministry!we!
must!explore!believers’!notions!of!what!it!means!to!be!family.!!!
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Learned!ideas!about!family!are!central!to!how!students!foster!connectedness!and!
define!their!most!intimate!relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!As!noted!by!Thomas`
Chipumuro!(2011)!evangelical!Christians!may!not!simply!determine!they!want!to!be!family!
in!an!instance.!!Instead,!there!are!a!number!of!factors!at!play,!and!believers!learn!in!time!to!
see!one!another!as!family!based!on!relational!frameworks.!!In!the!cultural!imagination!of!
American!society!many!describe!a!stable!and!positive!nuclear!family!as!an!ideal!to!be!
achieved!in!one’s!individual!life.!!As!John!Gillis!(1997)!argued,!this!is!best!understood!as!a!
myth,!a!product!to!cope!with!extensive!social!change!and!instability,!used!to!give!the!illusion!
of!a!continuous!and!stable!past.!As!Carsten!(2004)!suggested,!when!incorporating!a!
comparative!study!of!relatedness:!“we!might!recall!that!the!image!of!the!stable!and!
unchanging!Western!nuclear!family!that!provided!a!buttress!against!an!inhospitable!world!
was!just!that!–!an!image!that!only!very!briefly!and!partially!ever!conformed!to!reality”!(26).!!
Westerhoff!(1983)!reinforced!this!point!in!his!analysis!of!church!and!the!family!in!
religious!education.!!He!explained!that!the!fall!of!the!family!in!evangelical!Christian!
discourse!is!problematic!because!there!was!never!a!harmonious!and!stable!family!
environment.!!He!goes!on!to!suggest!that!family!is!not!normative!nor!essential.!!As!a!
Christian!he!demonstrated!broader!theological!perspectives:!!“a!nuclear!family!may!be!
comprised!of!Christians!but!it!can!never!be!an!adequate!configuration!for!Christian!life.”!
Westerhoff!suggests!that!a!church!community!can!fill!this!role.!!Thus,!in!evangelical!circles,!
as!well!as!broader!American!society,!there!is!a!keen!awareness!that!family!is!not!simply!
biological!and!that!family!is!not!stable!in!the!past!nor!today.!For!some,!Christian!community!
can!fulfill!the!meaning!of!family!in!believers’!lives.!!!Nonetheless,!many!consultants!
reference!symbols,!meanings,!and!experiences!associated!with!cultural!discourse!
surrounding!the!nuclear!family.!!Thus,!this!becomes!one!important!tool!in!the!construction!
of!spiritual!relatedness.!!!
!
!
!
4.1.1!Immediate!Family!
!!
Throughout!my!conversations!with!members!of!the!campus!ministry!it!was!clear!
that!many!had!a!difficult!time!explaining!their!relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!The!
ambiguous!status!of!such!relationships!seems!to!be!fostered!by!a!sense!that!one!should!
place!immediate!family!above!other!relationships.!!But,!over!time!students!opened!up!about!
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the!realities!of!their!everyday!lives!as!young!adults!and!often!emphasized!that!relationships!
with!fellow!believers!were!actually!deeper!than!those!they!held!with!their!immediate!
family.!!Ron!explains!the!value!of!each!in!his!life:!!!
I!consider!my!family!very!significant!getting!back!to!that,!my!immediate!family,!my!
biological!family,!it’s!pretty!important!to!me!and!pretty!important!to!a!lot!of!people.!
But,!also!it!is!pretty!important!to!have!family!of!believers!too.!I!think!actually!
essential!to!your!walk!or!relationship!with!Christ.!Just!as!essential!as!your!family!
and!growing!up!and!being!there!for!each!other.!
!
Notice!how!Ron!emphasizes!the!importance!of!family!across!a!spectrum!of!believers!and!in!
society.!!This!reflects!the!broader!evangelical!Christian!notions!of!family!values.!!Many!
students!consider!family!to!be!the!foundation!of!society!brought!into!being!by!God.!!Thus,!
the!vast!majority!of!students!interviewed!often!began!with!some!form!of!praise!or!concern!
over!the!family!in!broader!society!and!how!important!it!is!to!facilitate!such!relationships.!!
Stokes!and!Regnerus!(2008)!noted!this!feature!in!multiple!studies!of!intergenerational!
parent`child!relationships.!!“Religious!institutions!promote!the!belief!that!positive!family!
relationships!are!desirable,!provide!numerous!activities!and!resources!to!encourage!
positive!familial!interaction,!and!often!facilitate!closure!of!social!ties!which,!in!turn,!
promotes!strong!parent–child!relationships”!(156).!!!
Religion!serves!as!a!powerful!mechanism!of!social!control,!fosters!trust,!caring!and!
sacrifice,!along!with!deep!commitment!to!next!generation!of!believers.!!!But!Mahoney!
(2005)!suggested!that!even!within!families!that!share!religious!beliefs,!different!levels!of!
salience!and!attendance!may!exacerbate!parent`child!grievances.!!While!generally!one!finds!
strong!familial!relationships!within!evangelical!Christian!households,!it!can!also!be!an!
environment!where!rather!minor!differences!result!in!extensive!problems!in!relationships!
(Wilcox!1998,!2004).!!Thus!spiritual!kinship!may!serve!an!important!function!for!some!
believers!and!provide!a!home!away!from!home.!!The!campus!parachurch!ministry!embodies!
familial!relationships!that!one!can!turn!to!for!spiritual!guidance!and!community.!!While!
“immediate”!family!is!important,!Ron!places!the!family!of!believers!on!the!same!level!but!for!
different!reasons.!!He!states!that!family!is!there!for!you!as!one!“becomes!an!adult”!while!
one’s!spiritual!family!is!necessary!for!facilitating!“your!walk!with!Christ”!after!actively!
choosing!to!remain!a!Christian,!often!through!born`again!experience.!!This!should!not!be!
misconstrued!as!a!selfish!need!for!others,!as!we!will!discuss!in!later!chapters,!this!surfaces!
from!a!relational!worldview!where!believers!are!responsible!and!accountable!to!one!
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another!as!“brothers!and!sisters!in!Christ.”!!Wade!offers!another!example!of!how!students!
view!familial!frameworks!but!through!biblical!reference:!!!
Look!at!Paul!in!new!testament!he!refers!to!people!as!brother!and!sisters!and!that!
kind!of!picture!for!the!church!for!what!it!looks!like!to!grow!relationally!with!each!
other!as!part!of!God's!family.!I!think!that!is!a!very!appropriate!frame!or!lens!to!look!
at!Christian!community!as!a!family.!Not!to!negate!biological!family,!not!like!a!big!get!
rid!of!the!personal!family!and!say!we!are!all!a!big!family!it!doesn't!negate!that!God!
has!given!us!the!sphere!of!family!husband!wife!children!as!very!important!but!there!
is!also!the!level!of!the!church!which!is!another!aspect!of!community!so!it!doesn't!
negate!the!nuclear!family!but!we!are!all!part!of!God's!family!and!church.!
!
Many!students!held!similar!views!which!struck!a!balance,!not!placing!one!sense!of!
community!over!the!other!but!instead!considering!each!“family”!to!be!key!for!developing!a!
well`rounded!sense!of!identity!as!a!Christian.!!Shwarz!(2010)!suggested!that!spiritual!
relatedness!is!best!understood!as!an!additional!layer!in!one!dynamic!social!network!and!is!
not!there!to!replace!of!undermine!ordinary!family.!Wade!further!articulates!this!idea:!!!
I!think!family!refers!to!and!defines!a!group!of!people!who!are!united!by!a!common!
relationship!that!can't!be!disbanded.!In!the!sense!it!is!not,!is!not,!a!contractual!
relationship!it!is!covenantal!relationship.!I!think!do!you!think!the!biological!family!is!
a!part!of!how!God!designed!humanity!to!live,!in!the!sense!you!know!if!you!look!at!
Plato’s!Republic,!kids!here,!women!here,!men!here.!I!would!say!you!know!a!society!
like!that!call!it!their!cultural!definition!of!family.!!
!
In!many!cases!students’!immediate!family!overlapped!with!their!spiritual!family.!!The!
majority!of!students!came!to!college!already!born`again!Christians!who!were!seeking!a!
Christian!community!to!help!maintain!and!build!on!their!values!and!beliefs.!!Devon!
describes!the!important!role!of!his!family,!particularly!his!father!who!was!a!pastor,!in!his!
spiritual!development.!!!
I!have!seen!him!make!choices!about!how!we!lived!our!lives!was!really!directed!by!
God,!he!was!the!number!one!priority.!Scripture!was!a!huge!part!of!growing!up,!I!was!
about!5!until!I!left!the!home!at!18,!my!dad!read!scripture!with!us!every!night!we!
missed!less!than!a!dozen!nights!in!that!period!of!13!years.!So!that!was!huge,!I!feel!
like!a!lot!of,!that!is!what!makes!my!background!atypical!is!that!a!lot!of!people!come!
from!Christian!backgrounds!but!my!parents!really,!really!lived!it!out!in!a!really!
distinct!way.!!
!
For!Devon,!immediate!family!and!spiritual!family!are!one!in!the!same.!!His!father!integrated!
God!into!their!daily!lives!on!a!regular!basis!and!this!made!Devon!feel!quite!confident!about!
his!understanding!of!Christianity.!!More!importantly!this!also!becomes!a!marker!of!
distinction!and!authenticity!for!Devon!as!he!feels!that!his!experience!is!not!typical.!!His!
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family!lived!Christianity!in!a!way!that!other!Christian!families!do!not.!!During!our!
conversations,!Devon!did!not!convey!this!as!though!he!was!special,!or!more!of!a!Christian,!
because!of!his!families’!experience.!!His!point!was!simply!that!it!put!him!in!a!different!place!
than!other!Christians!who!were!less!intentional!about!incorporating!Christian!beliefs!into!
their!everyday!lives.!!For!Devon!notions!of!family!include!support!and!love!but!living!a!life!
guided!by!God!helps!to!reinforce!family!bonds.!
That!was!really!huge!that!we!were,!we!were!expected!to!live!to!a!certain!standard!of!
excellence!while!we!were!in!our!parents’!home!because!of!who!we!were!as!a!family,!
not!because!of!who!we!were!in!any!kind!of!church!community.!We!were!expected!to!
basically!live!our!faith!out,!not!to!be!perfect,!I!don't!know!how!to!put!that!but!there!
was!an!expectation!that!we!would!either!be!following!God!under!their!household!or!
we!wouldn’t!be!helped!to!rebel!against!God.!Even!though!we!would!know!that!the!
love!wouldn't!change!but!there!was!definitely!that!aspect!of!it.!
!
This!excerpt!highlights!the!complex!intersection!of!faith!and!family!for!some!evangelical!
students.!!Devon!emphasizes!the!fact!that!one!should!meet!particular!standards!within!the!
family!not!because!of!a!church!community!but!because!of!his!genealogy.!!Again,!the!notion!
of!“living!our!faith”!is!reinforced!but!on!the!other!hand!it!is!clear!that!if!one!actively!moves!
away!from!God,!family!members!will!not!facilitate!such!behaviors.!!Devon!then!turn!to!the!
fact!that!the!“love”!felt!for!one!another!as!family!would!not!change!if!he!turned!away!from!
God.!!A!number!of!researchers!have!acknowledged!this!feature!of!Christian!practices!and!
beliefs,!that!there!is!an!expectation!one!must!choose!God!over!family!if!conflicts!emerge!
(Frankiel!2003).!!!
April!reiterates!this!point!but!emphasizes!that!this!love!should!be!mutual,!not!
simply!felt!by!one!individual!but!not!the!other:!!“Yeah,!I!guess!there!aren’t!really!degrees!of!
unconditional!love!but!you!just!love!them!unconditionally!regardless!of!whatever!wrongs!or!
transgressions!they!might!perform!because!you!just!love!them.!So!in!that!sense,!yeah,!family!
for!me!means!just!mutual!and!reciprocal!unconditional!love.”!A!key!characteristic!of!family!
for!Devon!and!other!believers!is!unconditional!love.!!!!Throughout!my!conversations!with!
students!I!heard!that!family!bonds!and!connectedness!change!depending!on!whether!one!
follows!a!Christian!path.!!While!the!love!will!remain,!other!elements!of!support!such!as!
financial!or!emotional!stability!may!not.!!This!further!demonstrates!the!high!value!placed!on!
Christian!family!as!the!foundation!for!a!stable!life!in!U.S.!society!for!many!evangelical!
Christians,!including!heightening!concerns!over!the!loss!of!“traditional”!family!(Smith!
1998).!!!
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Joe!reiterates!the!importance!of!love!when!defining!family!but!extends!his!reflection!
to!include!personal!choice.!!
Yeah,!it’s!one!of!those!terms!I!think!when!I!call!basically!with!my!family,!obviously!to!
some!extent!um!it’s!the!people!you!make!the!choice!to!act!out!of!love!for,!not!it!is!
another!one!of!those!terms!if!you!talk!with!Christians!there!is!a!lot!of!confusion!
about!what!love!is,!in!my!terms!love!is!a!conscious!decision!of!the!will!to!act!in!
someone’s!best!interest!not!just!emotional!but!the!people!in!your!family!are!the!
people!that!you!love!and!willing!sort!of!way.!Without!condition!it!doesn't!really!
matter!what!they!are!doing!at!the!moment!you!love!them!and!there!is!a!connection!
there,!even!within!my!own!family!there!is!that!blood!relationship.!
!
Here!Joe!offers!similar!analysis!emphasizing!that!family!is!not!simply!about!biology!but!it!is!
about!who!you!choose!to!“act!out!of!love!for.”!!He!goes!on!to!explain!that!he!considers!love!
to!be!a!conscious!decision!to!act!in!someone’s!best!interest!and!without!condition.!!Such!
examples!highlight!how!forms!of!Christian!connectedness!reflect!“relatedness”!(Carsten!
2011).!!Other!participants!offered!similar!insights,!most!often!this!included!a!discussion!of!
agape!love,!grounded!in!biblical!descriptions!of!God’s!self`sacrificing!love!for!humanity.!!
This!became!an!essential!feature!of!how!Christians!view!their!relationship!with!God!and!
with!fellow!believers.!!As!noted!in!a!number!of!biblical!verses,!the!love!enacted!by!
Christians!became!a!defining!characteristic!that!distinguished!believers!from!other!
communities!and!is!included!in!the!first!two!commandments!(Matthew!22:37`40).!!Joe!
explains!that!such!love!fosters!immediate!connections!but!then!ends!with!a!reference!to!his!
“blood”!relationships.!!We!can!observe!how!notions!of!biological!family!are!interweaved!
with!spiritual!family!in!the!minds!of!consultants.!!He!continues:!!!
What!I!am!talking!about!is!people!who!are!family!even!in!the!more!significant!sense!
perhaps!there!is!a!unity!and!background!there!is!a!commonality!of!background,!kind!
of!lineage!even!in!spiritual!sense!such!as!aspect!as!I!was!talking!about!brother!you!
are!family!partially!because!we!have!same!lineage!there!is!a!unity!there.!
!
In!this!case!“blood”!holds!a!deeper!meaning!for!Joe,!used!as!a!symbol!to!explain!shared!
commonalities.!!This!is!an!excellent!example!of!how!students!may!pull!on!broader!cultural!
constructs!to!explain!spiritual!relatedness!with!fellow!believers.!!He!considers!common!
backgrounds!to!be!a!feature!of!what!it!means!to!be!family.!In!one!framework!this!may!be!
considered!“blood,”!that!is,!relationships!that!reflect!shared!“lineage”!and!foster!“unity.”!!
Previous!kinship!studies!have!addressed!the!dynamic!symbolism!that!blood!embodies!
within!American!cultural!constructs!(Cannell!2005,!2013;!Carsten!2011;!Schneider!1984).!!
In!a!few!cases,!I!suggest!that!participants!are!naturalizing!sacred!relationships!by!
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connecting!this!form!of!sociality!to!biological!kinship!through!such!references.!!In!other!
examples!participants!may!simply!be!pulling!on!known!kinship!frameworks!to!explain!
spiritual!relationships.!!As!we!will!see!in!later!chapters!these!same!ideas!surface!when!
participants!reflect!upon!their!spiritual!family,!but!the!lineage!and!unity!takes!different!
forms!defined!by!biblical!narratives!of!genealogy!and!connections!made!through!Holy!Spirit,!
considered!to!be!embodied!by!“authentic”!Christians!across!the!world.!!!

!

Through!the!examples!highlighted!above!we!can!begin!to!unpack!features!of!family!
for!consultants,!including!an!emphasis!on!choice.!!As!Devon!explained,!family!is!often!
considered!to!be!those!who!you!act!upon!out!of!“unconditional!love.”!!In!addition,!family!
includes!support,!shared!lineage,!and!unity.!!An!overlapping!layer!for!evangelical!students!is!
the!conviction!that!the!family!unit!is!a!reflection!of!God’s!plan!and!the!foundation!of!a!stable!
society.!!For!Joe!and!others,!“blood”!offers!only!one!way!to!think!about!family!and!
relationships!with!God.!Fellow!believers!are!another!form!of!family.!!Some!students!offered!
specific!examples!of!what!you!do!for!family!including!those!you!“cry!with,”!“pray!for,”!and!
ask!God!to!“intervene!on!their!behalf.”!!Joe!includes!those!who!are!“selfless”!towards!one!
another.!!!
I!guess!I!see!family!as!a!like!you!are!in!it!for!every!ones!benefit,!it!is!very!selfless!
group!of!people.!Like!you!do!things!that!you!don't!do!just!to!make!someone!happy.!I!
think!that!happens!in!a!lot!of!families!someone!has!to!do!the!dishes!you!don't!really!
want!to!but!you!know!by!doing!that!you!are!helping!your!mom!out!and!she!is!going!
to!feel!good!about!that.!
!
To!be!selfless!is!a!broad!characteristic!that!extends!beyond!family,!but!in!the!minds!of!many!
evangelical!Christians!this!is!a!key!feature!not!only!of!family!relationships!but!is!central!to!
living!a!Christian!life!(Stokes!and!Regnerus!2008).!!This!may!include!ideas!about!
selflessness!but!also!love!and!intentionally!helping!others.!!As!noted!by!Elisha!(2008)!
service!to!others!is!a!key!feature!of!Christian!identity.!!In!addition!a!number!of!students!
emphasized!that!family!members!should!have!a!deep!understanding!of!who!you!are!and!
what!is!happening!in!your!life.!!!
I!guess!just!having!people!who!have!your!back!is!a!good!way!to!say!what!family!is!
for!one!for!people!to!have!your!back!they!have!to!know!who!you!really!are,!you!have!
to!talk!about!things!that!are!inside!of!you!rather!than!superficial!things!like!sports!or!
politics!that!kind!of!stuff.!It!has!to!be!stuff!that!you!are!dealing!with!emotionally!in!
life!and!you!have!to!know!the!same!about!the!other!person!what!they!are!dealing!
with!emotionally!(Wade).!
!
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!Wade!addresses!a!feature!of!family!that,!for!many!students,!becomes!a!distinction!between!
their!immediate!family!and!spiritual!family.!!Ideally,!one’s!immediate!family!should!know!
“who!you!really!are.”!!A!number!of!students!describe!such!relationships!through!terms!such!
as!being!“vulnerable”!or!“open.”!!But,!a!number!of!young!adults!in!this!study!felt!that!their!
immediate!family!did!not!meet!this!criteria!and!thus!turned!to!fellow!believers!with!whom!
they!could!share!intimate!details!of!their!lives.!!For!these!students,!their!relationships!with!
fellow!believers!better!reflected!their!ideal!notions!of!family.!!It!is!important!to!note,!that!
this!is!not!a!phenomenon!unique!to!Christian!students.!!Many!young!adults,!particularly!
during!their!college!experience!may!feel!distant!from!their!immediate!family!and!turn!to!
other!relationships!to!fill!their!needs.!!Noack!and!Buhl!(2004)!identified!this!trend!in!their!
analysis!of!parent`child!intimacy!during!young!adulthood!in!Germany!and!the!United!States.!!
In!the!United!States!this!is!a!time!period!often!associated!with!increased!independence!and!
can!result!in!the!creation!of!new!and!dynamic!social!networks.!!
Wade!helps!us!to!better!understand!the!broader!evangelical!worldview!regarding!
community.!!!
I!think!God,!the!kind!of!spheres!that!God!has!designed!are!the!family.!You!know!
husband!wife!children!growing!together!and!relating!together,!next!sphere!is!
church,!the!church!body!growing!and!working!and!influencing!together,!ultimately!
those!two!should!be!the!standard.!Not!a!segregation!of!people!into!age!groups,!or!
into!gender!groups.! !
!
At!the!most!intimate!level!family!includes!relating!but!also!“growing!together.”!!Many!
students!emphasized!that!family!is!about!a!process.!!One!is!held!together!through!such!
bonds!but!must!adapt!and!learn!how!to!maintain!and!develop!relationships.!!Beyond!the!
basic!unit!of!family!is!the!“church!body.”!!While!this!term!may!seem!to!be!a!simple!reflection!
of!religious!community,!for!many!evangelical!Christians!it!holds!deeper!meaning!through!
biblical!metaphors!and!meanings!associated!with!the!body!of!Christ.!Wade!includes!the!
broader!Christian!ideal!that!such!family!units!should!not!segregate!but!unify!members.!!
Rather!than!seeing!himself!as!a!separate!individual,!Wade!sees!his!identity!as!well!as!his!
actions!as!connected!to,!and!reflections!of,!his!social!relationships.!Brock!(2011)!suggested!
that!an!ideal!Christian!community!as!defined!by!the!body!of!Christ!is!inclusive!because!it!
requires!acknowledgement!of!unique!gifts!but!is!maintained!through!connectedness!of!
believers!as!each!individual!contributes!to!the!broader!whole.!!This!framework!is!perceived!
by!many!Christians!to!nullify!the!need!to!identify!individuals!along!demographic!variables!
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as!this!would!be!counterproductive!to!inclusiveness.!The!appeal!of!spiritual!equality!
becomes!a!key!reason!for!choosing!relatedness.!An!ideal!which!may!again!run!counter!to!the!
broader!social!environment!in!which!believers!exist.!!!!!
As!one!participant!notes,!to!appreciate!the!idea!of!God’s!family!one!must!understand!
the!sacrifice!of!Christ!and!that!one!is!changed!through!accepting!the!Holy!Spirit.!!Christians!
are!connected!by!the!Holy!Spirit!and!consider!themselves!to!naturally!become!“brothers!
and!sisters!in!Christ.”!!The!body!of!Christ!is!formed!through!this!process.!!Each!one!holds!an!
individual!relationship!with!God,!but!all!are!connected!through!the!Spirit.!!This!is!an!
excellent!example!of!the!relational!ideology!that!informs!spiritual!kinship.!!This!ideology!
helps!students!to!explain!immediate!family,!but!also!helps!to!explain!why!students!consider!
their!relationships!with!fellow!believers!to!be!spiritual!family.!The!emphasis!on!“traditional!
family”!and!“family!values”!in!evangelical!Christian!circles!does!not!negate!other!forms!of!
sociality!(Thomas`Chipumuro!2011).!!Because!of!this!unique!connection!of!not!only!shared!
belief!but!an!ultimate!reality!of!God’s!family!one’s!relationships!with!fellow!believers!are!
often!quite!different!from!other!relationships!in!his!or!her!life.!!!
!
!
!
4.1.2!Biological!Family!and!Spiritual!Kinship!
!
In!order!to!communicate!the!concept!of!spiritual!family!many!students!referenced!
similarities!or!distinctions!between!biological!relationships!and!their!relationships!with!
fellow!believers.!!Participants!utilize!learned!cultural!constructions!of!kinship!and!apply!
these!notions!to!Christian!community.!!As!Shapiro!(2010)!noted,!this!provides!benefits!for!
both!conceptual!frameworks!as!the!natural,!biological!aspects!of!life,!become!associated!
with!the!spiritual!realm!and!spiritual!family!becomes!legitimized!through!naturalizing!such!
relationships.!!A!number!of!studies!have!highlighted!this!phenomenon,!whose!forms!of!
relatedness!may!actually!reflect!fictive!kinship!grounded!in!known!cultural!constructs!
defined!by!biological!connectedness!(Helmig!1997;!Kuper!1999;!Scheffler!1972,!2001;!
Shapiro!1982,!2008).!!In!this!study!connections!between!biological!family!constructs!and!
spiritual!kinship!are!dynamic!and!fluid.!!For!some,!biological!family!is!paramount!and!holds!
no!similarity!with!spiritual!family.!!For!others,!these!two!different!forms!of!relationships!are!
best!understood!as!different!layers!and!spheres!that!both!offer!support.!Yet!for!some,!
spiritual!family!is!more!significant!and!fosters!deeper!relationships!than!biological!family.!!
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We!explore!this!complexity!through!a!more!in`depth!discussion!of!believers;!experiences!to!
illustrate!what!leads!them!to!determine!the!place!and!significance!of!spiritual!family!in!their!
lives.!!!
When!asked!about!similarities!or!differences!between!biological!family!and!spiritual!
family!a!number!of!students!began!by!discussing!extended!family.!!For!these!students!few!
connected!with!extended!family!on!a!regular!basis,!nor!did!they!feel!that!such!relationships!
fit!their!ideal!of!how!a!family!should!function.!!Devon!explains:!!!
I!don't!know!if!that!really,!there!is!probably!a!lot!of!better!ways!that!could!look!but!
that!is!the!bedrock!because!there!is!a!caring!that!takes!place!in!family!that!is!actually!
closer!to!relationships!that!I!have!with!people!who!I!am!not!blood!related!too.!They!
are!actually!family!in!that!sense!in!a!more!significant!way!then!most!of!my!blood!
relatives.!I!would!say!that!I!have!one!maybe!two!cousins!that!I!am!relatively!close!
too.!I!have!tons!of!big!family!both!sides.!They!are!family!in!blood!sense!but!they!are!
not!as!much!family!in!the!deeper!sense!as!some!people!who!have!common!spiritual!
heritage!with!common!direction!and!you!know!it!doesn't!really!matter!if!one!of!
those!people!ceases!to!have!common!direction!that!bond!can!deteriorate!but!you!
still!are!looking!out!for!them!and!your!interests!is!still!for!them!as!the!kind!of!people!
you!are!fighting!for.!
!
This!excerpt!illustrates!distinctions!made!between!blood!relatives!and!spiritual!kinship.!!In!
this!case!those!who!are!extended!family!do!not!hold!the!same!intimacy!with!Devon!as!other!
believers!within!the!ministry.!!For!him,!being!a!blood!relative!is!not!the!defining!
characteristic!of!family.!!Instead!he!emphasizes!the!common!spiritual!heritage!and!direction!
that!fosters!deep!relationships.!This!is!a!reflection!of!broader!trends!which!seem!to!reflect!
increasing!distance!from!extended!family!members!with!the!rise!of!industrialization,!
capitalism,!competition,!and!individualism!in!the!United!States.!Thus,!it!is!not!surprising!to!
find!college!students!with!few!connections!to!extended!family.!!Furthermore,!as!a!
comparative!tool!this!is!useful!way!for!participants!to!explain!distinctions!between!spiritual!
family!and!biological!kin.!!For!Devon,!and!many!other!students,!relationships!with!fellow!
believers!are!deeper!than!relationships!with!extended!family.!This!allows!participants!to!
make!a!rational!transition!from!considering!believers!as!friends!to!family!when!reinforced!
by!biblical!ideals!of!the!body!of!Christ.!!!!
A!key!question!for!me!during!this!study!was!the!salience!of!such!relationships.!!
College!students!are!often!in!a!transition!period!in!their!lives!and!may!move!quickly!
between!different!friendships,!acquaintances,!and!in!this!case!spiritual!family.!!But,!as!
Devon!suggests,!many!participants!describe!such!relationships!as!enduring!for!not!only!life,!
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but!eternity.!!One!student!conveyed!the!general!idea!of!“timeless”!relationships.!!The!Holy!
Spirit!becomes!the!connective!force!between!Christians,!not!only!today!but!to!the!past!and!
future.!!Once!an!individual!is!born`again!they!will!be!a!part!of!the!body!of!Christ,!God’s!
family,!both!in!the!physical!and!spiritual!realm.!!Devon,!also!highlights!the!reality!that!such!
relationships!can!deteriorate!over!time!but!as!part!of!the!broader!evangelical!Christian!
worldview!individuals!remain!connected!through!God,!a!personal!relationship!with!Christ,!
and!the!Holy!Spirit.!!!
I!continued!my!conversation!with!Devon!and!he!offered!a!number!of!more!personal!
examples!to!reiterate!his!point.!!This!includes!the!fact!that!he!did!not!maintain!a!close!
relationship!with!his!biological!brother.!!The!type!of!relationship!he!had!envisioned!with!his!
brother!actually!existed!with!a!fellow!Christian.!!Devon!explains:!!!
During!my!high!school!years!I!can!say!this!without!injustice!that!my!little!brother!
was!probably!the!world’s!biggest!jerk.!But!my!friend!Adam!was!certainly!more!in!
line!with!what!you!would!think!of!between!brothers,!certainly!a!more!healthy!an!
functioning!relationship!and!even!a!stronger!relationship!in!some!sense!then!my!
relationship!with!my!brother!in!a!blood!sense.!
!
This!is!another!example!of!how!students!pull!on!prevailing!cultural!narratives!surrounding!
the!ideal!relationship!that!should!exist!between!the!biological!family.!!Such!references!are!
then!applied!to!how!Devon!views!and!describes!his!relationship!with!other!Christians.!!In!
this!case!stability,!positive!experiences,!and!overall!health!of!such!relationships!are!
important.!!But!as!noted!in!the!introductory!section!of!this!chapter,!the!reality!is!that!
biological!families!rarely!meet!such!criteria!(Westerhoff!1983).!!To!be!clear!Devon!
considered!his!biological!family!to!foster!a!stable!environment,!particularly!how!his!parents!
modeled!Christian!values!and!fostered!strong!ethics!in!his!own!life.!!
Several!students!described!their!biological!family!in!positive!light,!but!subtly!
conveyed!that!something!was!missing!in!their!relationships.!!Again,!in!these!cases!students!
were!not!somehow!blaming!or!shunning!family!members,!but!were!simply!recognizing!that!
the!depth!created!with!other!Christian!peers!and!mentors!provided!stronger!spiritual!
component!central!feature!of!their!sense!of!identity.!!Jamie!explains!that!there!is!just!
something!different!about!one’s!relationships!with!peers!in!comparison!to!parents.!!!
I!would!say!I!am!close!with!my!family!but!I!would!say!the!way!they!are!different!is!
with!peers!I!can,!like,!talk!about!where!I!am!at!spiritually!with!them.!I!like!
throughout!high!school!we!had!a!youth!group!I!knew!people!my!age!that!believed!in!
God!and!stuff.!That!was!actually!a!big!part!of!me!pursuing!God!more!I!mean!I!never!
had!a!really!close!Christian!friend!until!my!junior!year.!So!for!me!it!was!really!cool!to!
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come!to!college!and!meet!so!many!people!my!age,!in!my!peer!group,!that!like!
believed!what!I!did!and!had!a!passion!for!it!and!wanted!to!and!desired!to!get!to!
know!God!more!and!follow!him.!So!that!was!really!cool!for!me!to!see!I!saw!it!in!my!
parents!but!they!are!my!parents!you!know!not!like!people!your!age.!
!
First,!Jamie!reinforces!the!value!of!biological!family!and!how!her!parents!modeled!Christian!
values!but!that!this!was!not!the!same!as!being!able!to!share!one’s!beliefs!with!peers!his!or!
her!own!age.!!Second,!a!key!theme!for!many!students!is!the!fact!that!their!spirituality!grows!
and!is!strengthened!during!college.!!This!excerpt!offers!insight!into!how!the!college!
experience!can!foster!one’s!spiritual!identity.!!Jamie!was!able!to!meet!peers,!for!the!first!
time,!who!held!a!passion!for!God.!!It!is!not!surprising!that!she!considered!those!close!fellow!
believers!at!college!to!be!family.!!Like!many!other!consultants,!imagined!expectations!of!
biological!family!did!not!materialize!in!relationships!with!immediate!family.!!Thus,!spiritual!
family!becomes!an!appealing!alternative!form!of!sociality!through!which!such!expectations!
are!met.!!!
When!discussing!this!topic!with!Joe!he!emphasized!that!his!parents!and!siblings!did!
not!“share”!much!about!their!lives!with!one!another!while!he!was!growing!up.!!In!fact,!when!
he!returned!home!during!break!engaging!with!his!parents!can!be!a!“draining,”!experience.!!
He!has!in`depth!conversations!about!his!life!and!God!but!because!the!foundation!had!not!
been!set!early!in!his!life!such!topics!feel!“awkward.”!!When!asked!about!how!biological!
family!compares!to!that!of!other!Christians!he!states:!!!
In!some!respects!they!are!deeper!I!would!say.!Just!because!I!guess!my!parents!don't!
know!who!I!really!am!in!college!they!know!who!I!was!in!high!school.!Just!like!the!
activities!that!I!am!involved!in!I!have!got!a!different!life!in!college!so!it!is!hard!for!
me.!Probably!another!reason!is!like!I!am!not!the!type!of!person!who!tells!people!
everything!about!my!life!I!have!to!be!asked,!If!it!is!really!important!I!will!but!I!
usually!try!to!like!minimize!what!I!am!doing!and!don't!feel!the!need!to!like!share!it!
so!part!of!it!is!my!fault!actually!that!my!relationship!with!my!parents!isn't!as!
authentic!as!the!ones!with!my!peers.!!
!
!Joe!explains!that!he!tends!to!not!share!the!details!of!his!life!and!that!this!contributes!to!a!
lack!of!connection!with!his!parents.!!His!relationships!with!other!Christians!are!“deeper”!
and!more!“authentic”!because!he!is!pushed!to!share!more!intimate!details!of!his!life.!!As!
described!by!Lindholm!(2007),!authenticity!is!an!important!feature!of!life!in!modernity.!!I!
suggest!that!such!discourse!is!connected!to!broader!concerns!over!perceived!instability!of!
biological!family!within!students’!lives.!!Parachurch!ministries!are!in!a!unique!position!to!
meet!the!relational!needs!of!consultants!and!actively!foster!such!connections.!!The!small!
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bible!study!group!is!one!such!outlet!that!facilitates!highly!personal!sharing!between!
Christian!students!entering!the!college!campus.!These!students!are!away!from!biological!
family!for!an!extended!period!of!time,!often!for!the!first!time!in!their!lives!and!may!feel!
disconnect!from!immediate!family.!!Connecting!with!fellow!Christians!in!this!environment!
facilitates!such!relationships!but!in!the!case!of!many!students,!seems!to!highlight!what!may!
be!missing!from!their!relationships!with!biological!family.!!Likewise,!as!young!adults,!
emphasis!is!placed!on!creating!autonomy!from!family.!!Nonetheless,!as!Rayna!Rapp!states:!
“Autonomy!means!escaping!your!childhood!family!to!become!an!adult!with!your!own!
nuclear!family.!But!of!course,!autonomy!is!illusive![sic]”!(1978:!91).!While!students!may!
seek!to!foster!autonomy,!many!still!rely!on!family!and!other!close!kin!as!a!source!of!support.!!
Much!like!examples!from!Carsten!(2011)!individuals!who!are!not!biologically!related!are!
able!to!build!connectedness!in!dynamic!social!environments!to!fill!this!need.!!
Not!only!was!Joe!able!to!quickly!meet!fellow!Christians!through!campus!ministry!
and!build!those!relationships!through!bible!studies.!!His!relationship!with!his!sister!changed!
quite!dramatically!during!the!course!of!their!college!experience.!!Both!attended!the!
university!and!were!involved!in!the!same!parachurch!ministry.!!Joe!describes!their!
relationship!as!“superficial”!before!entering!college,!but!that!changed!after!participating!in!a!
summer!mission!trip!together.!!!
She!is!involved!in!ministry!as!well!but!we!both!went!on!mission!trip!together!last!
summer!and!I!would!say!before!we!experienced!that!trip!together!our!relationships!
was!superficial.!She!is!two!years!younger!than!me!and!before!high!school!I!think!we!
hung!out!a!lot!and!we!were!so!close!in!age!we!were!kind!of!buddy`buddy.!But!for!
some!reason!in!high!school!maybe!just!because!we!were!at!that!stage!or!something!
you!didn't!really!want!to!have!anything!to!do!with!each!other.!We!didn't!share!a!lot!
of!stuff!that!was!going!on!in!our!lives!or!even!for!me!girls!that!I!liked!I!didn't!really!
share!that!with!here!she!didn't!really!share!guys!that!she!liked,!or!stuff!like!that!
authentic!relationships.!But!after!we!went!on!that!mission!trip!together!and!I!would!
say!after!that!she!had!decided!that!God!would!be!a!higher!priority!in!her!life!and!I!
think!that!also!because!of!that!experience!that!we!had!together!our!relationship!is!
very!authentic!now.!
!
What!one!learns!from!Joe!and!other!evangelical!students!is!that!“authenticity”!is!a!defining!
factor!when!determining!how!to!categorize!relationships!in!their!lives.!!Anthropologists!
have!noted!the!value!placed!upon!blood!relationships!and!how!such!codes!and!meaning!are!
embedded!in!societal!systems!(Carsten!2004;!Schneider!1984).!!But,!in!this!case!and!many!
others!that!were!a!part!of!this!study,!biological!relationships!are!not!necessarily!viewed!as!
being!paramount,!nor!the!best!reflections!of!ideal!familial!relationships.!!Instead!the!
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“sharing”!of!one’s!personal!life!and!the!“sharing”!of!experiences,!particularly!struggles!such!
as!mission!trips!framed!in!reference!to!one’s!personal!relationship!with!God!are!key!guides!
of!“authenticity.”!Thus,!it!was!not!until!Joe!and!his!sister!were!in!an!environment!that!
promoted!such!ideals!that!they!were!able!to!build!an!“authentic”!familial!relationship!with!
faith!in!the!foreground!rather!than!background.!!!!
Jamie!has!a!difficult!time!connecting!with!her!younger!brother,!partly!because!he!is!
in!a!different!place!spiritually.!!In!this!case!such!differences!can!foster!a!disconnect!between!
biological!family!who!place!higher!value!on!spiritual!beliefs!then!others.!!!
I!feel!close!with!my!brother,!I!love!hanging!out!with!him!but!I!feel!like!there!is!an!
element!of,!a!deeper!component!that!is!lacking!from!most!of!our!conversations!I!
wish!that!like!we!and!I!don't!even!no!really!where!he!is!spiritually.!He,!knows,!he!
grew!up!and!knows!a!lot!about!God!and!bible!but!it!is!not!it!is!part!of!his!life!and!
yeah!he!goes!to!church!every!Sunday!but!I!don't!think!it!is!central!to!his!life!it!is!not!
what!he!thinks!about!or!spend!much!time!on.!His!main!priorities!are!music!and!
drumming!and!friends.!I!wish!that!we!did!talk!about!God!more!I!would!really!like!to!
have!more!conversations!like!that!with!him!but!I!think!as!he!gets!older!I!mean!he!is!
a!teenage!boy.!
!
At!this!point!her!brother!simply!has!different!priorities!but!a!number!of!students!shared!
examples!where!such!disconnects!continued!over!time!and!eventually!created!hurdles!in!
relationships!with!biological!family.!!!!!
Wade!makes!distinctions!between!spiritual!and!biological!family,!including!useful!
analysis!regarding!the!dynamic!nature!of!Christian!community.!!!
Yeah!I!have!deep!friendships!and!others!that!hang!out!with!interact!with!there.!I!
couldn’t!say!yeah!its!one!big!family!together!it!is!more!fluid!than!that!people!coming!
in!and!out!and!relationships!that!are!growing!and!shrinking!but!at!its!best!the!
people!I!do!have!a!deep!level!with!there!are!relationships!there!that!would!be!
comparable,!or!modeled!as!kind!of!relationships!you!would!have!in!a!family,!that!
kind!of!depth,!sharing,!trust,!mutual!service!and!love!with!each!other,!faithfulness!in!
a!certain!sense!that!you!would!have!with!brother,!sister,!or!even!parents.!
!
The!fluidity!of!Christian!relationships!is!an!important!feature!of!spiritual!kinship.!!On!the!
surface!this!might!negate!the!very!use!of!such!terminology!to!describe!relationships.!!But,!
one!must!apply!the!underlying!cultural!logic!that!informs!the!evangelical!worldview.!!The!
fluidity,!members!coming!in!and!out!of!a!Christian!community,!does!not!change!the!fact!that!
such!relationships!are!eternal!through!God,!nor!does!it!change!the!fact!that!while!in!such!
relationships!believers!are!enacting!spiritual!relatedness!in!a!variety!of!ways.!!As!we!will!
see,!the!simple!observation!that!one!is!an!authentic!Christian,!according!to!students,!opens!
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the!door!for!deeper!relationships.!!In!addition!Wade!views!biological!family!as!a!model!for!
spiritual!relationships!and!each!shares!particular!traits!such!as!“depth,!sharing,!trust,!
mutual!service,!love,!and!faithfulness.”!!I!argue!that!because!evangelical!Christian!students!
model!relationships!on!biological!family,!both!types!of!relationships!are!mutually!
reinforced,!holding!a!similar!level!of!importance!in!the!lives!of!students!who!choose!to!
consider!fellow!believers!as!family.!!
The!connections!between!biological!family!and!spiritual!family!are!complex,!but!it!is!
clear!that!often!students!model!their!relationships!with!fellow!believers!on!broader!cultural!
norms.!!Comparing!and!contrasting!such!relationships!helps!students!to!articulate!the!depth!
of!spiritual!kinship.!!In!some!cases,!spiritual!family!may!play!a!more!important!role!then!
biological!family!but!generally!the!evangelical!Christian!perspective!values!both.!!Each!are!
necessary!to!be!a!well`rounded!individual!and!grow!spiritually.!!Inevitably,!according!to!
students,!the!nuclear!family!and!spiritual!family!provide!a!multilayered!and!interconnected!
set!of!relationships!not!constructed!by!humans!but!built!by!God!to!foster!stability!in!
individuals’!lives!and!society.!!!
!
!
!
4.1.3!Christian!and!Non`Christian!Relationships!
!
During!our!conversations!the!distinctions!made!between!“authentic”!Christians!and!
non`Christians!were!highlighted!by!students!in!a!number!of!different!forms.!!As!Smith!
(1998)!suggested,!the!recognition!of!relevant!out`groups!can!help!facilitate!identity!as!one!
is!able!to!contrast!his!or!her!beliefs!with!others.!!Members!of!the!ministry!view!such!
relationships!through!a!spiritual!reality!of!those!that!are!saved!and!not!saved,!who!have!
accepted!the!reality!of!God’s!family!and!those!who!have!not.!!As!one!student!explained!“this!
probably!sounds!weird”!to!believe!in!a!personal!relationship!with!God!and!becoming!part!of!
a!“global”!Christian!family!but!it!is!our!“truth.”!!Through!this!shared!vision!of!ultimate!
reality!students!are!able!to!build!intimate!relationships!with!fellow!believers!in!forms!that!
are!not!attainable!with!non`Christians.!!!
Joe!describes!the!relationships!that!he!holds!with!other!men!in!the!ministry.!!Like!
other!accounts,!“authenticity”!is!his!key!concern.!!He!considers!his!relationships!with!fellow!
Christians!to!be!built!upon!spiritual!growth,!a!defining!aspect!of!his!life.!!!
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I!guess!it!just!boils!down!to!my!deepest!relationships!with!guys!in!particular!with!
the!ministry!are!all!authentic.!I!think!it!is!just!because!my!faith!in!God!is!a!really!high!
priority!in!my!life!so!that!is!something!that!I!really!enjoy!talking!to!people!about!and!
helping!to!get!better!at,!helping!other!people!get!better!at.!So!even!if!I!have!really!
good!friendship!some!of!my!best!friends!don't!believe!in!God!or!if!they!do!it!is!not!a!
priority!in!their!lives.!It!just,!it!can!never!get!to!that!level!we!can!always!talk!about!
things!that!are!going!on!in!life!but!we!can!never!talk!about!how!God!is!incorporated!
into!it.!
!
Not!only!does!Joe!describe!the!value!of!having!close!connections!with!other!Christians,!he!
also!describes!the!struggles!that!one!may!face!when!connecting!with!non`Christians.!!A!key!
theme!throughout!my!conversations!with!evangelical!students!is!that!they!have!friends!
outside!of!the!Christian!community!but!that!those!relationships!simply!cannot!reach!the!
same!depth!as!their!relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!This!distinction!becomes!
embedded!within!narratives!across!the!ministry!and!reinforces!differences!while!affirming!
identity!and!in!turn!fosters!spiritual!kinship.!!As!we!will!explore!in!the!following!chapters,!
shared!experience!in!a!variety!of!social!settings!constitutes!Christian!community.!!!!!
The!difference!between!Christian!and!non`Christian!relationships!is!understood!
within!a!broad!frame!of!reference,!including!heaven!and!hell!as!well!as!those!that!are!saved!
and!not!saved.!!Joe!continues:!!!
I!love!hanging!out!with!them![non`Christian!friends]!and!I!trust!them.!At!the!same!
time!like!there!is!a!part!of!me!that!because!God!is!a!part!of!my!life!and!I!have!a!belief!
that!there!is!a!heaven!and!hell!there!is!a!part!of!me!that!is!sad!to!know!that!they!
could!potentially!not!be!in!heaven!with!me!someday.!So!part!of!me!tries!to!like,!I!am!
definitely!conscious!of!and!try!to!help!them!get!closer!to!God!but!I!kind!of!do!it!in!
subtle!ways.!But,!honestly!it!makes!me!want!to!be!their!friend!even!more!than!to!not!
be!their!friend!because!they!are!not!a!Christian.!I!want!to!be!there!for!them!even!
more.!
!
Like!many!other!Christian!students!Joe!considers!his!relationships!with!non`Christians!to!be!
compassionate.!!He!is!comfortable!with!his!peers!and!emphasizes!that!he!trusts!them.!!In!
this!way!he!is!downplaying!the!broader!stereotype!often!applied!to!evangelical!Christians!of!
being!judgmental.!!In!my!conversation!with!Joe!and!others!it!was!clear!that!concern!for!non`
Christians!is!genuine!and!sincere,!but!students!are!often!quite!concerned!and!unsure!about!
how!to!engage!their!friends!on!the!topic!of!religion.!!Notice!Joe!explains!that!he!tries!to!bring!
friends!close!to!God!in!subtle!ways.!!Often!this!is!simply!by!modeling!Christian!values!and!
appropriate!behaviors!in!the!hope!that!the!Holy!Spirit!will!work!in!others.!!Contrary!to!
widely!held!assumptions!about!conservative!Protestant!traditions!many!take!a!similar!
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approach!through!one`on`one!relationships!(Smith!1998).!!Not!judging!non`Christians,!or!
trying!to!force!change!in!their!lives,!rather!by!building!friendships!first!so!they!can!“be!there!
for!them.”!!But,!as!Joe!explains!in!the!first!excerpt,!relationships!with!peers!will!not!reach!
the!same!level!of!intimacy!as!his!relationships!with!other!members!of!the!ministry!and!the!
broader!family!of!God.!!!
Don!reinforces!this!theme!explaining!that!he!is!“not!really!looking!for!a!non`
Christian!to!be!in!my!deepest!friendships.”!!During!our!conversation!he!felt!that!when!one!is!
exposing!his!or!her!heart!to!others!there!is!a!level!of!trust!needed.!!Underlying!such!
reflection!is!the!implicit!notions!that!such!trust!cannot!be!achieved!with!non`Christians.!!
Much!like!Joe,!he!understands!this!distinction!through!the!spiritual!reality!of!heaven!and!
hell.!!!
I!think!it!has!a!lot!to!do!with!the!way!I!interact!with!non`Christians,!as!well.!From!my!
perspective,!someone!who!doesn't!have!relationship!with!Christ!is!going!to!spend!
eternity!separate!from!God!in!hell.!There's!a!certain!urgency!there,!I!would!say,!
because!this!life,!in!comparison,!is!really!short!and!small.!
!
Thus,!for!Don!and!others,!the!goal!of!connecting!with!non`Christians!is!partly!to!build!
unique!and!fruitful!relationships!but!such!relationships!are!defined!by!an!ultimate!reality!
and!he!wants!to!help!non`Christians!to!become!part!of!God’s!family.!As!he!noted!in!our!
discussion!it!is!“hard!to!be!real!with!non`Christians!because!they!don’t!look!at!the!world!in!
the!same!way!you!do,!you!don’t!have!the!same!values.!!What!advice!would!they!give!you?”!!
Don’s!point!was!that!when!he!is!struggling!and!needs!guidance!he!turns!to!fellow!Christians.!!
If!he!turned!to!non`Christians!there!is!a!sense!that!they!would!not!offer!appropriate!
guidance!or!understand!his!struggles.!!This!idea!surfaced!throughout!my!discussion!with!
students.!!It!was!clear!that!distinctions!in!value!systems!was!an!area!of!very!real!concern!
and!made!it!difficult!to!build!trust.!!From!the!perspective!of!evangelical!students,!they!have!
worked!hard!to!grow!in!their!walk!with!God!and!incorporate!Christian!values!into!their!life!
but!they!are!also!tempted!by!sin.!!For!many!it!only!takes!one!minor!mistake,!or!listening!to!
someone!who!does!not!share!their!values!to!negatively!impact!their!relationship!with!God.!!!!
While!concern!over!non`Christian!advice!and!actions!were!in!the!back!of!many!
students’!minds!as!they!built!relationships,!many!felt!that!this!should!not!stifle!connections!
with!peers.!!In!comparison!to!other!interviews!Don!did!offer!a!more!nuanced!analysis!of!the!
situation,!feeling!that!it!is!inappropriate!for!Christians!to!“shelter”!with!fellow!believers.!!He!
explains:!!!
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I!do!think!that!it!is!unhealthy!to!always!live!with!Christians!all!the!time.!For!one!
reason,!we're!not!really!fulfilling!the!call!of!the!great!commission!which!is!to!seek!
out!non`Christians!and!share!the!gospel!with!them,!share!light!with!them,!love!with!
them.!I!think!it!can!be!really!counter`productive!if!the!only!people!you!know!are!
Christians!and!they!go!to!church.!It's!just!not!wise,!not!healthy.!
!
For!Don,!one!is!unable!to!live!a!relational!life,!build!community,!and!share!the!gospel!
without!engaging!non`Christians.!!It!is!clear!that!he!also!places!a!value!on!having!diverse!
connections.!!That!one!should!be!aware!of!other!perspectives!and!beliefs!and!that!this!can!
actually!have!benefits!for!one’s!spirituality.!!He!explains!that!“if!you’re!not!challenging!what!
you!believe,!you’re!probably!scared!that!it’s!not!true.!!If!you’re!going!to!believe!in!
something,!believe!it.”!!He!went!on!confidently!highlighting!the!fact!that!he!took!courses!
that!he!knew!would!challenge!his!beliefs,!such!as!a!class!on!indigenous!belief!systems.!!The!
result!is!that!he!can!now!“better!defend”!his!beliefs.!!Another!characteristic!of!students’!
relationships!with!non`Christians!is!the!idea!that!one!can!learn!about!his!or!her!spirituality!
as!well!as!one’s!relationship!with!God!from!such!encounters.!!Evangelical!students!do!not!
expect!antagonism!nor!promote!it!in!their!one`on`one!conversations,!but!for!them!God!can!
work!in!subtle!ways!which!may!include!working!through!difficult!topics!and!experiences!
with!non`Christians.!Thus,!connections!with!fellow!believers!may!actually!be!reinforced!
through!encounters!with!non`Christians,!deepening!Christian!relatedness.!!!!
While!Don!addresses!how!those!relationships!can!help!facilitate!one’s!spirituality,!
Wade!sees!an!intrinsic!value!in!such!relationships!in!that!all!Christians!are!called!to!
“pursue”!deep!relationships!with!non`Christians.!!He!explains:!!
So!yeah!I!don't!have!deep!close!friendships!in!my!own!life!with!non`believers!and!I!
don't!think!that!is!universal,!I!think!that!there!should!be!a!level!of!relationship!with!
people!from!different!background!but!partly,!partly!my!own!background!my!own!
character!I!haven't!tended!to!fall!into!those!kind!of!circles!as!well.!So!there!is!not!as!
much!drawing!me!together!and!calling!up!those!people!naturally!um.!It!is!harder!to!
get!that!depth!with!someone!who!doesn't!share!your!worldview!but!I!think!we!are!
called!to!pursue!that!depth!of!relationships!with!others!and!I!am!guilty!of!not!
pursuing!that.!
!
As!part!of!the!honors!program!at!the!university,!Wade!was!involved!in!dynamic!classrooms,!
smaller!in!size,!with!deeper!discussions!and!analysis!then!some!of!his!peers.!!Before!offering!
the!above!comments!he!reflected!on!one!class!where!the!topics!fostered!deep!relationships!
with!peers!during!the!course!of!one!semester.!!But!for!him,!this!was!still!problematic!
because!the!relationships!were!not!maintained!after!the!class.!!Thus,!he!sees!the!value!of!
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those!friendships!outside!of!Christian!community.!!He!takes!his!reflection!a!step!further!
emphasizing!that!the!lack!of!connection!with!non`Christian!peers!is!partly!his!fault,!but!that!
it!can!be!difficult!because!they!do!not!“share!worldviews.”!!Wade’s!experience!and!
description!of!encounters!with!peers!can!be!situated!within!broader!changes!in!American!
society.!!!
As!noted!by!Robert!Putnam!(2000)!changes!in!American!society!led!to!shifts!in!the!
nature!of!social!relationships.!!Facilitated!by!technology,!privacy,!fear,!individualism,!
economic,!and!political!conditions!individuals!were!not!seeking!out!community.!!In!many!
cases!one!did!not!know!his!or!her!neighbors!but!held!deep!relationships!with!close!circle!of!
family!and!friends.!!As!Lindholm!(2007)!suggested!such!changes!also!fostered!an!increased!
need!to!evaluate!those!who!may!be!a!part!of!one’s!inner!circle!to!determine!authenticity.!!
The!experiences!of!Don!and!Wade!reflects!unstable!social!relationships!outside!of!the!
Christian!community!while!also!highlighting!how!church!family!can!foster!community!in!the!
context!of!modernity.!!Each!struggles!to!seek!out!and!build!intimate!relationships!with!non`
Christians,!friends!and!neighbors,!nonetheless!both!have!built!intimate!connections!with!
fellow!Christians.!One!is!able!to!observe!how!individuals!are!impacted!by!modernity,!yet!
identify!ways!in!which!they!can!transcend!such!challenges!to!social!relationships.!!!Recently!
Putnam!and!Sander!(2010)!revisited!this!topic!and!found!a!positive!shift!for!young!adults!
post!September!11th,!2001.!!According!to!the!authors,!this!generation!is!more!engaged!and!
connected,!actively!participating!in!the!construction!of!community!through!a!variety!of!
avenues.!!In!the!case!of!consultants!in!this!project,!religion!and!spiritual!kinship!provides!
such!an!outlet.!!!
An!important!feature!of!the!campus!ministry!is!to!create!opportunities!for!members!
to!be!involved!in!social!activities!and!build!relationships.!!For!Zach,!having!these!
opportunities!fosters!stability!and!outlets!for!Christian!community.!!!
At![our!weekly!meeting]!there’s!just!different!interactions!that!occur!and!the!
afterwards!if!we’re!all!gathered!there!we!might!as!well!go!hang!out!and!do!
something!while!we!have!time.!The!Christian!community!is!just!very!important.!
Looking!at!I!guess!roommates!there’s!just!a!lot!of!good!connections!that!I’ve!made!
there!and!there’s!just!a!deeper!understanding!of!where!each!of!us!is!at.!
!
Zach’s!roommates!are!also!Christians!who!are!a!part!of!the!ministry.!!He!is!able!to!not!only!
interact!with!other!members!during!the!week,!but!often!the!ministry!proactively!connects!
Christian!students!in!need!of!housing.!!This!further!facilitates!Christian!connections,!while!
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highlighting!differences!with!non`Christians!in!the!minds!of!students.!!It!was!clear!that!
students!most!likely!to!consider!Christian!and!non`Christian!relationships!as!similar!in!
depth!were!those!that!lived!in!dynamic!environments,!particularly!sororities!or!fraternities.!!!
A!number!of!students!who!worked!used!their!connections!with!co`workers!to!
explain!differences!between!Christian!and!non`Christian!relationships.!!Zach!works!as!a!
bouncer!at!a!local!bar!and!often!finds!this!environment!challenging!because!of!stereotypes!
surrounding!Christianity.!!He!is!close!with!co`workers!but!has!to!address!topics!and!issues!
that!would!not!surface!with!fellow!Christians.!!!
I!have!deep!connections!with!the!people!who!work!at![the!bar]!but!at!the!same!time!
they!don’t!know!me!as!well.!I!feel!like!they!see!some!part!of!me!but!they!kind!of!…!I!
guess!a!lot!of!times!there’s!…!part!of!it!is!just!from!not!understanding!what!
Christianity!is!really!but!I!got!used!to!being!that!“virgin!guy”!or!the!person!“who!
doesn’t!get!drunk”!sort!of!like!…!they’ve!kind!of!put!that!stereotype!on!me!still!even!
though!they!know!me!differently.!Yeah,!it!was!just!a!deeper!connection!I!feel!coming!
out!especially!like!in![the!campus!ministry].!
!
In!this!case!he!spends!a!large!amount!of!time!with!co`workers!both!at!work!and!social!
activities.!!They!are!aware!of!his!beliefs,!but!still!do!not!fully!understand!Christianity.!!In!our!
conversations!he!explained!that!he!has!to!pick!and!choose!when!to!engage!in!such!
conversations!and!that!it!can!be!“tiring.”!!The!core!of!Zach’s!point!is!that!those!non`
Christians!he!associates!with!do!not!understand!Christianity!and!in!turn!do!not!understand!
him.!!It!would!be!difficult!to!build!intimate!relationships!with!his!peers!because!of!
misconceptions!and!like!previous!consultants,!he!felt!the!“trust”!at!the!cornerstone!of!
spiritual!kinship!could!not!be!attained.!!!
Other!students!wanted!to!ensure!that!I!was!not!left!with!the!wrong!impression!
regarding!non`Christian!relationships.!!A!few!emphasized!that!while!they!may!have!deeper!
and!more!trusting!relationships!with!Christians!that!does!not!translate!into!“not!liking”!non`
believers.!!I!expect!this!type!of!response!in!students’!narratives!reflects!their!continued!
concern!over!the!image!of!Christianity!portrayed!in!interviews.!!April!explains:!!!
There’s!definitely!a!sense!of!mutual!I!guess!almost!respect!and!sympathy!and!
empathy!both!at!the!same!time.!When!I!know!somebody!is!a!Christian,!right!from!
there,!I!have!a!greater!affinity!for!that!person,!which!I!suppose!necessitates!the!
reciprocal!thought!of!me!not!liking!non`!Christians!as!much,!which!I!don’t!think!is!
necessarily!true!in!my!sense!or!in!the!way!I!perceive!it.!My!friends!who!are!
Christians!are!definitely!more!integral!parts!of!who!I!am,!in!that!I!can!talk!to!my!
Christian!friends!in!ways!and!about!things!I!can’t!talk!to!non`believers!about.!A!lot!of!
times!they!just!simply!don’t!understand!a!lot!of!things.!Even!if!you!were!to!explain!
to!them,!unless!they!were!really!a!believing!Christian,!a!lot!of!things!they!really!don’t!
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understand.!I!just!generally!relate!a!lot!better!with!Christians!than!with!non`
Christians.!
!
I!argue!that!the!“greater!affinity”!for!other!Christians!is!not!simply!about!shared!beliefs!but!
about!“authentic”!Christianity!and!living!a!relational!life.!!Those!friends!who!are!Christian!
are!more!“integral”!in!her!life!because!they!“understand”!her.!!This!point!of!not!being!
understood!becomes!more!important!in!later!chapters!as!many!of!the!interviewees!felt!they!
were!accepted!but!misunderstood!on!the!college!campus.!!Feeling!misunderstood,!whether!
real!or!simply!perceived!impacts!how!students!engage!with!others.!!A!key!theme!is!not!
simply!different!beliefs!but!an!inability!to!trust!and!share!intimate!details!of!one’s!life!with!
non`Christians!and!concerns!about!being!“misunderstood.”!!I!expect!this!result!in!more!
students!drawing!on!evangelical!relational!ideals!and!notions!of!family!within!the!campus!
context!than!in!other!social!contexts.!!!
April!and!other!students!often!use!the!term!friendship,!but!in!many!of!my!
conversations!it!was!clear!that!the!term!friendship!is!simply!a!default!label.!!When!further!
explaining!her!connection!with!other!Christians!April!uses!different!terminology.!!!
It’s!like!you!really!just!do!kind!of!consider!them!more!than!just!friends.!You’re!like!
brothers!and!sisters.!There!is!sort!of!a!deeper!relationship!than!just!friendship!
because!I’m!friends!with!non`!believers.!I’m!good!friends!with!a!lot!of!non`believers.!
I!think!actually!a!peculiar!amount!of!non`believers.!I!have!really,!really!good!
friendships!an!even!fewer!select!of!those!but!I!still!can’t!really!connect!with!them!on!
the!same!level,!at!least!pertaining!to!spiritual!and!religious!topics!that!I!can!with!
other!Christians.!
!
This!comment!surfaced!as!April!reflected!on!what!differences!may!exist!between!those!in!
her!social!networks.!!She!determines!that!her!relationships!with!fellow!believers!are!more!
than!friends,!in!fact!terms!such!as!“brothers!and!sisters”!may!best!represent!those!
connections.!!This!is!further!facilitated!by!the!fact!that!such!relationships!are!deeper!than!
friends!because!April!considers!non`Christians!to!be!“good”!friends.!!!The!struggle!that!some!
participants!face!in!defining!their!Christian!relationships!may!stem!from!the!fact!that!
broader!cultural!notions,!labels,!and!categories!do!not!necessarily!best!represent!their!
feelings!towards!one!another.!!Lebner!(2012)!explained!the!general!notion!of!friendship!in!
Western!culture!“This!distinction!should!be!seen!as!a!conceptual!by`product!of!the!Western!
friendship!ideal!in!any!case!–!a!private,!disinterested,!sentimental!relationship!between!
equal!individuals!–!which!developed!with!the!emergence!of!contractual!commerce!(502).”!!
Lebner!continues,!identifying!the!challenges!posed!by!the!concept!of!friendships!to!
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Christians!themselves:!!!
The!ethnography!suggests!that!taking!this!seriously!has!the!capacity!to!grasp!both!
politics!and!friendship!anew,!if!studied!in!light!of!the!lament!that!unlike!friendship!
with!the!divine!all!human!friendships!are!ultimately!flawed,!false,!insincere,!and!
even!practically!impossible!in!the!time!of!politics!and!otherwise!(503).!!!
!
There!is!a!clear!sense!from!April!and!other!consultants!that!“friendship”!reflects!instability,!
change,!and!could!be!insincere,!which!does!not!do!justice!to!the!most!intimate!relationships!
developed!within!God’s!family.!!!
At!times,!students!conveyed!a!sense!of!stress!when!I!posed!additional!questions!
regarding!spiritual!kinship,!as!though!they!did!not!have!the!appropriate!words.!!Some!were!
concerned!that!they!may!devalue!biological!family!by!using!similar!terminology,!others!felt!
friendships!did!not!do!justice!to!the!depth!of!their!Christian!relationships.!!Ultimately,!in!
many!cases!kinship!labels!and!references!to!biblical!notions!of!God’s!family!and!shared!
mission!help!students!to!situate!their!relationships!in!broader!Christian!notions!of!
community.!!Jamie!conveys!the!value!of!being!a!member!of!the!campus!ministry!and!
suggests!that!this!fosters!additional!layers!of!depth!within!her!Christian!network.!!!
I!do!have!close!friends!who!are!not!Christians!but!it!is!a!little!bit!different!I!would!
say.!But!even!comparing!friendships!with!just!believers!in!general!and!friendships!in!
[the!ministry].!Some!of!the!difference!is!that!we,!like!within![the!ministry],!there!is!a!
common!vision,!goals!that!they!set!forth.!We!all!kind!of!have!those!in!our!minds!so!
that!is!kind!of!a!cool,!like!I!said!different!students!pursue!God!in!their!own!ways!and!
you!have!passions!and!goals!but!we!are!unified!by!the!same!vision!of!reaching!
students!on!campus.!That!is!kind!of!cool.!
!
Other!students!note!similar!feelings,!that!the!shared!vision!and!goals!that!members!are!
working!towards!during!their!college!experience!foster!deeper!connections.!!Such!depth!
regarding!mission!work!and!participation!in!campus!ministries!is!difficult!to!achieve!with!
non`Christian!peers.!!The!act!of!placing!oneself!in!vulnerable!positions!through!mission!
work!reinforces!ties!between!believers.!!!
Finally,!students!often!incorporated!a!more!nuanced!understanding!of!what!it!
means!to!be!Christian!in!order!to!illustrate!who!they!may!consider!to!be!spiritual!family!and!
how!relationships!compare!with!non`Christians.!!Cassandra!explains:!!!
I!feel!a!deeper!connection,!more!at!ease,!an!affinity,!probably!more!free!to!just!be!
me.!I!think,!also,!knowing!that!they!know!Christ.!I!say!it!really!depends.!If!someone!
just!says,!"I'm!a!Christian,"!I!don't!know!that!they!have!a!live!Bible!relationship.!It's!
almost!like!I!could!tell!if!someone!is!just!like,!"Oh!yes,!I'm!a!Christian.!I!go!to!church,"!
but!it!hasn't!impacted!their!life!really.!I!wouldn't!just!say!any!Christian;!I'd!totally!
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feel!at!ease!with!anyone!who!says!they're!Christian.!Someone!who!I!know!and!
experience!as!having!a!decent!Bible,!living!faith;!there's!a!deep!connection!there.!I!
trust!and!feel!safe!with!them.!There!are!also,!I!think!...!I!have!really!good!friends!that!
aren't!believers.!It's!sad,!but!I!don't!trust!myself!to!them!as!much.!In!the!deepest!
parts!of!me!and!the!parts!that!I'm!really!vulnerable!about!I!don't!trust!as!much,!
which!might!sound!horrible.!
!
In!this!case!deep!Christian!relationships!are!fostered!through!appropriate!beliefs!and!
practices!that!incorporate!an!experiential!or!“living”!faith!that!is!central!to!many!teachings!
within!the!evangelical!movement.!!This!furthers!Protestant!notions!of!decentralizing!
authority!and!placing!emphasis!on!believers’!relationships!with!God.!!In!one!form!or!
another!one!should!feel!compelled!to!actively!live!out!their!faith,!often!through!sharing!the!
gospel!and!a!personal!relationship!with!God!with!an!awareness!of!key!biblical!principles.!!
Thus,!for!Cassandra!and!other!students,!there!is!a!distinction!between!Christians!and!what!
some!interviewees!term!“authentic”!Christians.!!This!will!be!addressed!further!in!later!
chapters,!nonetheless!many!evangelical!students!feel!that!Christians!who!are!not!living!an!
“authentic”!life!are!responsible!for!misunderstandings!and!stereotypes!circulating!in!
broader!society.!!Cassandra!ends!by!being!quite!explicit!about!her!concerns!with!non`
Christians,!stating!that!she!“does!not!trust!herself.”!!To!be!clear!she!does!not!place!mistrust!
with!non`Christians!but!rather!with!the!environment!that!may!facilitate!bad!personal!
choices.!!She!recognizes!that!this!may!sound!politically!incorrect!but!her!clarity!reinforces!
that!trust!is!a!key!concern!for!Christians!when!building!intimate!relationships.!!The!reality!is!
that!evangelical!students!generally!trust!non`Christians!but!that!trust!is!constrained!and!
only!goes!so!far.!!!
Generally,!evangelical!students!seek!to!follow!an!outwardly!focused!relational!ideal!
that!includes!sharing!the!gospel!and!building!relationships!with!non`Christians.!However,!
for!a!variety!of!reasons!there!are!constraints!placed!upon!the!level!of!intimacy!they!can!
achieve!with!non`Christian!peers.!!This!may!include!feeling!misunderstood,!a!lack!of!shared!
worldviews,!and!trust.!!Evangelical!students!often!recognize!the!value!of!building!broad!and!
diverse!social!networks!but!do!not!necessarily!follow!through.!!The!vast!majority!have!
“friends”!who!are!not!Christian!but!those!who!are!included!in!this!category!are!viewed!
much!differently!than!fellow!believers.!!Through!student!narratives!we!learn!that!the!
distinction!between!Christian!and!non`Christian!relationships!fosters!an!increase!in!
solidarity!and!spiritual!kinship!for!those!students!that!view!Christian!community!through!
such!a!framework.!!As!young!adults,!away!from!immediate!family!often!for!the!first!time,!
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building!a!network!of!support!is!important.!!Because!of!the!limits!placed!upon!non`Christian!
relationships,!believers!may!look!within!the!Christian!community!for!deeper,!more!intimate!
connections!that!can!provide!such!support.!
!
!
!
4.2!The!Biblical!Basis!of!Spiritual!Relatedness!
!
Beyond!the!social!construction!of!family!and!the!variety!of!meanings!attached!to!it!
through!broader!cultural!notions!of!kinship,!biology,!friendships,!as!well!as!Christian!and!
non`Christian!relationships,!student!narratives!include!a!variety!of!biblical!notions!
surrounding!Christian!community!and!spiritual!family.!Because!of!the!prominent!role!that!
the!bible!plays!within!evangelical!communities!and!the!fact!that!believers!consider!the!bible!
to!be!“the!living!word!of!God,”!verses!and!concepts!that!define!spiritual!family!guide!
evangelical!students’!actions.!!!Bielo!(2011b)!explained!the!significance!of!the!bible!in!
evangelical!Christians!lives:!!!
As!Evangelicals!go!about!interpreting!the!Bible,!they!do!so!with!this!presupposition:!
the!Bible!is!absolutely!authoritative!and!eternally!true.!These!tropes!are!used!
rhetorically!by!Evangelicals,!but!they!are!not!strictly!rhetoric.!Scripture!prevails!
over!any!other!source!of!knowledge!and!instruction!in!all!matters,!from!the!practical!
to!the!moral!and!spiritual.!As!a!result,!the!Bible!is!unparalleled!in!power,!influence,!
and!wisdom;!wholly!unique,!revered!and!read!unlike!any!other!text.!The!notion!that!
something—a!text,!an!event,!an!experience—can!trump!the!Bible!as!a!source!of!
guidance!is!unthinkable!in!the!Evangelical!imagination!(634).!
!
As!students!suggest,!the!bible!must!be!contextualized,!but!even!when!verses!may!be!
metaphor!there!is!still!an!ideal!underlying!such!communication!that!informs!believers’!lives.!!
We!will!explore!a!number!of!complex!concepts!connected!to!the!notion!of!spiritual!family.!!
Depending!on!the!believer,!each!may!be!interpreted!in!a!distinct!manner!and!be!
incorporated!into!their!beliefs!to!differing!levels.!!Nonetheless,!themes!of!spiritual!family!
are!understood!by!believers!to!hold!important!meaning!in!the!construction!of!community.!!!!!
Most!often!students!included!some!discussion!of!the!body!of!Christ!as!framework!
for!communicating!Christian!community,!the!role!of!the!Holy!Spirit!in!building!Christian!
connections,!and!the!value!of!kinship!terminology!whether!metaphor!or!reality.!!While!
students!incorporated!these!ideas!they!often!expressed!a!lack!of!knowledge!regarding!
deeper!meanings.!!This!is!partly!a!reflection!of!the!fact!that!the!body!of!Christ!is!a!dynamic!
and!complex!reference!in!the!Bible!that!theologians!interpret!in!a!variety!of!ways,!thus!it!is!
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not!appropriate!to!expect!young!adults!to!feel!confident!in!such!meanings.!!But,!the!other!
component!is!that!evangelical!Christianity!often!emphasizes!“heart”!knowledge!and!
experiential!faith!over!“head”!knowledge!and!intellectual!endeavors!surrounding!the!Bible.!!
For!many!students!it!is!enough!to!know!that!you!are!part!of!God’s!family,!even!if!you!are!
unable!to!articulate!its!biblical!basis.!!Thus,!in!this!section!we!not!only!explore!students’!
narratives!but!also!include!theologians’!interpretations!to!highlight!the!relational!notions!of!
the!Bible!that!students!seek!to!enact!in!their!daily!lives.!!A!key!feature!of!the!evangelical!
worldview!is!the!inerrancy!of!the!bible,!thus!it!is!imperative!to!ground!such!Christian!
community!and!spiritual!kinship!with!biblical!references.!Bielo!(2009)!described!these!
dynamic!connections!between!bible!studies!and!American!evangelical!identity.!!Bible!
studies!are!not!simply!a!site!for!learning!about!the!bible!and!personal!spiritual!growth!but!a!
complex!negotiation!and!construction!of!evangelical!Christian!culture.!!One!is!unable!to!fully!
appreciate!Christian!community!without!acknowledging!the!significant!role!of!biblical!
principles!and!meanings!in!the!construction!of!Christian!identity.!!!
!
!
!
4.2.1!Body!of!Christ!
!
When!asked!about!the!Biblical!basis!of!God’s!family!many!students!began!by!
referring!to!the!idea!of!being!“brothers!and!sisters!in!Christ.”!!This!idea!highlights!the!value!
of!lateral!kinship!connections!created!through!shared!connection!of!a!personal!relationship!
with!God.!!Ron!explains:!!!
I!would!describe!those!guys!as!brothers!or!sisters.!Like!under!Jesus!Christ,!I!would!
say!this!is!my!brother!in!Christ,!my!sister!in!Christ.!As!this!family!system!we!are!all!
friends!and!there!to!build!each!other!up!and!encourage!each!other!and!plan!with!
each,!worship!with!each!other.!So!as!a!description!of!that!like!what!we!were!talking!
about!family!of!believers!just!sums!it!up.!
!
Ron!addresses!both!the!linear!relationship!with!God!and!lateral!relationship!with!fellow!
believers.!!This!provides!a!useful!starting!point!for!imagining!how!spiritual!kinship!is!
mapped!in!believers’!minds.!!Collard!and!Kashmeri!(2011)!explored!the!complexities!
surrounding!the!adoption!of!frozen!embryos!and!finds!the!development!of!siblingship!may!
in!some!contexts!be!more!important!than!descent.!!While!this!is!quite!different!from!seeking!
out!biologically!related!embryos!for!adoption!it!is!clear!that!emphasis!within!the!family!of!
God!is!placed!on!the!construction!of!lateral!connections.!!This!is!partly!a!reflection!of!the!
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fact!“brothers!and!sisters”!are!created!through!one’s!connection!with!God.!!But!beyond!this!
basic!connection!is!a!deeper!understanding!of!how!God’s!family,!or!Christian!community,!is!
constructed.!!To!illustrate!these!interconnections!Ron!turns!to!the!body!of!Christ.!!!
I!think!there!is!kind!of,!there!is!an!idea!within!Christianity!of!the!body!of!Christ,!or!
family!of!Christ.!You!definitely!feel!that!but!sometimes!a!lot!of!those!people,!kind!of!
like!your!cousins.!In!my!family!it!is!like!my!cousins!you!love!them!but!you!are!not!
necessarily!really!close!to!them!or!know!what!is!going!on!in!their!lives.!So!there!is!
that!element!there!are!a!lot!of!people!like!that!and!even!within![the!ministry]!here!
for!example!there!are!people!I!am!on!good!terms!with!I!am!happy!to!see!them!and!
cool!to!talk!with!them!or!hang!out!but!for!me!those!close!relationships!are!much!
narrower!band!of!people.!
!
This!excerpt!highlights!one!basic!principle!surrounding!the!body!of!Christ,!it!includes!
“authentic”!Christians.!!Thus,!believers!acknowledge!a!global!reality!that!does!not!allow!
them!to!be!intimately!tied!to!all!those!who!are!a!part!of!the!family.!!Instead,!as!Ron!states,!he!
holds!close!relationships!with!a!“narrow!band!of!people.”!!!This!narrow!band!does!not!
necessarily!include!those!that!he!likens!to!cousins,!often!this!does!not!include!a!large!
number!of!evangelical!students!within!the!campus!ministry.!!Nonetheless,!simply!because!
Ron!and!other!evangelical!students!do!not!recognize!all!“authentic”!Christians!as!close`knit!
family!does!not!undermine!this!spiritual!reality.!!!
!

For!Ron,!and!others,!all!are!connected!and!important!components!of!the!kinship!

structure.!!He!goes!on!to!provide!a!number!of!metaphors.!!!
A!cell!is!an!individual!cell!and!as!an!individual!if!something!goes!wrong!a!cell!
becomes!cancerous!it!can!cells!can!individual!die!or!they!can!have!serious!problems!
that!affect!the!rest!of!the!body.!At!the!same!time!it!would!be!foolish!to!talk!about!any!
cell!in!your!body!as!an!autonomous!unit.!There!is!definitely!it!is!part!of!the!body!and!
what!goes!on!in!the!body!effects!it!and!it!has!a!duty!and!responsibility!within!the!
body!to!function!a!certain!way!so!that!is!the!way!I!picture!it.!I!am!a!cell,!it!is!not!very!
fond!as!thinking!I!am!a!grandiose!autonomous!unit!but!at!the!same!time!if!I!am!a!cell!
I!have!a!responsibility!not!to!be!cancer,!or!whatever.!So!I!think!you!definitely!have!
both.!I!think!people!start!focusing!upon!one!aspect!they!lose!the!picture,!you!can’t!
treat!a!cell!in!the!human!body!as!a!free!acting!agent!and!understand!what!is!going!
on.!
!
In!academia!one!might!refer!to!systems!theory!to!better!understand!the!interconnections!of!
believers.!!As!Ron!suggests,!many!students!viewed!themselves!as!being!a!functioning!part!of!
the!broader!whole,!responsible!and!accountable!to!living!an!“authentic”!Christian!life!in!
order!to!not!upset!the!system.!!This!imagery!represents!the!body!of!Christ!as!broad,!
complex,!and!interdependent!system!of!connections.!!As!Ron!notes,!he!has!personal!
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responsibilities!as!a!“cell”!but!his!actions!affect!others.!!This!is!an!excellent!example!of!how!
both!individualism!and!relational!ideals!are!embedded!in!such!notions.!!Ron!is!both!
inwardly!and!outwardly!focused.!As!Brock!(2011)!noted!in!analysis!of!the!writings!of!
Apostle!Paul,!the!body!of!Christ!is!described!through!individual!organs!speaking!to!each!
other.!!This!reinforces!the!idea!of!being!an!individual!yet!tied!closely!to!the!actions!of!fellow!
believers!who!seek!to!model!Christ.!!Hanson!(2005),!in!a!presidential!address!to!the!
Evangelical!Lutheran!Church!of!America,!stated:!“the!unity!of!the!Church!as!the!Body!of!
Christ!is!not!a!goal!to!be!attained,!but!a!fact!to!be!recognized.!According!to!this!image,!the!
mission!of!the!Church!is!not!to!achieve!unity,!but!to!act!as!the!unified!body!it!is”!(132).!!
Thus,!much!like!Ron’s!interpretation,!the!body!of!Christ!provides!a!framework!for!
connections!but!also!collective!action.!!!
Many!students!reiterated!a!similar!framework!to!describe!Christian!community.!!
Don!uses!the!body!as!a!metaphor!but!in!a!slightly!different!way.!!!
Body!of!Christ,!at!least,!what!we're!taught!usually!refers!to!church!and!the!way!it!
works.!Basically,!we're!not!all!eyes,!we're!not!all!noses,!we're!not!all!ears!but!we've!
been!given!different!gifts.!We!can!work!together!as!a!really!good!team!because!
we've!got!all!different!gifts.!Body!of!Christ!tends!to!be!the!reference!to!that,!church!
family.!I!think,!the!role!of!the!church!family!is!huge.!
!
Don!highlights!specific!physical!aspects!of!the!body!such!as!eyes,!noses,!and!ears.!!Each!one!
serves!an!important!purpose!and!is!part!of!the!broader!whole.!!He!equates!this!to!each!
believer!having!different!gifts.!!When!the!language!of!“gifts”!is!used!by!evangelical!Christians!
this!often!includes!a!recognition!that!such!gifts!are!provided!by!God,!in!many!cases!unique!
to!the!individual!believers.!!When!gifts!associated!with!individual!believers!are!combined!it!
fosters!a!greater!good.!!Brock!(2011)!reiterated!this!point:!“The!body!of!Christ!is$a!circulator!
of!divine!gifts,!and!if!there!is!such!a!body!it!is!because!each!member!serves!in!a!temporally!
extended!manner!the!giving!of!the!Trinitarian!God!to!the!church!via!each!member”!(360).!!
Thus,!not!only!does!the!body!function!to!build!connections!but!it!reinforces!more!complex!
understandings!of!God!through!individual!believers!who!share!gifts!bestowed!by!God.!!
Those!individuals!become!part!of!a!team,!for!students!this!team!is!designed!by!God.!!In!our!
conversations,!Don!included!different!labels!from!team,!friends,!and!community!but!often!
ended!with!“church!family.”!!In!this!case!he!sees!the!body!of!Christ,!as!referenced!by!the!
apostle!Paul,!as!“church!family.”!!!
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A!number!of!students!used!the!body!of!Christ!as!a!way!to!distinguish!between!
“authentic”!Christians!and!other!believers.!!For!example,!Zach!emphasizes!that!one!must!be!
aware!that!if!the!body!of!Christ!stands!for!the!church,!Christian!community,!and/or!God’s!
family!that!some!believers!simply!go!to!church!but!do!not!live!out!their!faith.!!!
I!think!the!Body!of!Christ!is!believers.!It!can!be!the!church!but!it’s!not!always!the!
church.!There’s!a!lot!of!people!that!go!to!church!that!aren’t!authentic!Christians!and!
so!they’d!probably!still!be!a!part!of!the!Body!of!Christ!but!the!central!part!of!the!
body!of!Christ!is!like!authentic!believers.!I!think!there’s!a!service!that!comes!from!
that!like!just!people!that!are!actively!pursuing!God!and!…!the!relationship!with!God!
and!other!people!as!well!just!kind!of!trying!to!share!that!love.!
!
Again,!Zach!provides!a!slightly!different!mapping!of!Christian!connections!defining!a!core!of!
authenticity!surrounded!by!other!believers!who!are!still!saved,!part!of!the!family!of!God!but!
not!living!an!outwardly!focused!and!experiential!faith.!!Beyond!these!spheres!are!those!who!
are!not!saved!and!not!part!of!the!body!of!Christ.!!Hanson!(2005)!provided!insight!into!this!
complex!aspect!of!Christian!identity.!!!
We!are!the!Body!of!Christ.!As!Dietrich!Bonhoeffer!reminds!us,!the!unity!of!the!
Church!as!the!Body!of!Christ!is!not!a!goal!to!be!attained,!but!a!fact!to!be!recognized.!
According!to!this!image,!the!mission!of!the!Church!is!not!to!achieve!unity,!but!to!act!
as!the!unified!body!it!is!(132).!
!
Thus,!much!like!Zach,!the!excerpt!reinforces!two!key!ideas!which!ground!evangelical!
Christians!understanding!of!church!family.!!For!members!of!the!ministry,!the!body!of!Christ!
is!a!fact!to!be!recognized,!incorporated!into!one’s!life!in!a!variety!of!ways,!with!the!goal!of!
such!connectedness!to!act!together!in!order!to!share!the!gospel!with!the!world.!!This!
acknowledges!the!body!of!Christ!as!a!connective!force!but!not!fostering!conformity.!!Instead!
individual!believers!are!organs!with!different!gifts,!perspectives,!which!are!needed!in!order!
for!the!family!of!God!to!function.!!
!

This!frame!of!reference!can!often!result!in!emphasizing!distinctions!between!

believers.!!Nonetheless!Johnson!(2009)!suggested!that!if!interpreted!appropriately!the!body!
of!Christ!is!a!symbol!that!fosters!“radical”!new!forms!of!multigendered!identity.!!Johnson!
argues!that!meanings!attached!to!the!body!of!Christ!historically!were!misused!to!“oppress,!
marginalize,!and!exclude!women”!(2009:!211).!!While!Zach!is!not!referring!to!women!he!is!
using!the!identity!marker!of!authentic!Christian!faith!to!include!and!in!turn!exclude!others.!!
It!is!important!to!note!the!same!underlying!theme!is!often!reinforced!throughout!this!
dissertation.!!While!the!body!of!Christ!can!foster!connectedness!between!believers!who!
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share!similar!Christian!worldviews!it!is!also!a!tool!that!can!be!used!to!reinforce!divisions.!!
But,!this!is!not!surprising!as!Carsten!(2004)!explained,!relatedness!is!about!the!ways!
individuals!and!communities!construct!similarities!as!well!as!differences.!!!
!

Many!students!simply!consider!the!body!of!Christ!to!be!“the!church,”!or!Christian!

community!without!much!thought!given!to!deeper!connections!and!relatedness!that!may!be!
explained!through!this!ideal.!!April!offers!the!following!thoughts:!!!
When!I!think!of!the!body!of!Christ!I!think!of!the!encompassing!Christian!community!
of!believers.!In!respect!to!the!bible,!the!body!of!Christ!is!considered!to!be!the!church.!
The!church!is!Christ’s!body.!Then!when!you!become!a!believer!you!are!incorporated!
into!the!community!of!believers,!the!body!of!Christ.!I!guess!the!immediate!idea!that!
comes!to!my!mind!when!I!think!of!body!of!Christ!is!community!again.!
!
In!addition!to!ideas!about!community,!the!body!of!Christ!also!reiterates!for!some!
evangelical!students,!the!physical!sacrifice!carried!out!by!Jesus.!!!
I’d!say!the!body!of!Christ!would!be!the!church,!like!the!church!body!that!people!who!
all!believe!what!Christ!did![00:20:00]!for!them,!and!they!accepted!His!sacrifice!so!
that!they!may!have!eternal!life!and!go!to!heaven.!They!accepted!the!body!of!Christ,!
they!accepted!Christ’s!body!and!His!payment!and!death!for!them.!Now!they!follow!
him!in!His!way.!They!call!the!New!Testament!the!way.!Yeah,!I’d!say!the!church!and!
people!who!follow!Christ!are!the!body!of!Christ.!
!
Notice!two!unique!but!interconnected!biblical!ideas.!!In!this!case!Jen!refers!to!the!church!
body!and!those!who!have!“accepted!his!sacrifice,”!as!well!as!Christ’s!body,!which!was!
sacrificed!so!that!believers!could!be!saved.!!Then!she!returns!to!the!idea!of!community.!!This!
highlights!different!threads!surrounding!interpretations!of!the!body!of!Christ!by!Christian!
theologians.!!!
!

To!appreciate!the!physical!and!transcendent!nature!of!the!body!of!Christ,!one!must!

acknowledge!the!significant!role!of!the!Eucharist!in!Christian!belief!systems.!!Also!known!as!
Holy!Communion!or!Lord’s!Supper!this!is!symbolism!fostered!by!Jesus!Christ!giving!his!
disciples!bread!and!wine!during!the!Passover!meal!when!Jesus!commanded!“do!this!in!
memory!of!me,”!!the!bread!as!“my!body,”!and!the!wine!as!“my!blood.”!!Johnson!(2009)!
offered!an!insightful!analysis!of!how!Christian!identity!is!connected!to!the!Eucharist.!!For!
Johnson,!one!learns!of!the!dynamic!and!ambiguous!nature!of!the!body!of!Christ.!!“The!logic!
of!the!Eucharist!(and!figured!through!all!the!displacements!of!Christ’s!body)!is!such!that!
Christ’s!Body!is!both!male!and!it!is!bread;!it!is!both!here!and!it!is!there,!at!the!same!time”!
(2009:!220).!!Likewise,!the!resurrection!provides!additional!examples!of!such!ambiguity:!!
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Jesus’!resurrection!body!passes!through!walls!and!disappears.!The!reports!of!Jesus’!
misidentification!(even!by!those!who!were!close!to!him!during!his!life)!may!indicate!
that!he!occupied!different!bodily!forms!as!well.!And!yet,!this!resurrection!body!is!
also!tangible!and!can!eat!(Johnson!2009:!220).!
!
Thus,!as!noted!by!April,!many!Christians!consider!the!body!of!Christ!to!represent!the!
dynamic!nature!of!Jesus!as!well!as!Christian!community.!!The!body!of!Christ!is!grounded!in!
biology!through!the!body!of!Jesus!of!Nazareth!but!moves!beyond!the!biological!to!
ambiguous!statuses!which!may!include!all!of!nature.!!Believers!commune!and!embody!
Christ!through!the!breaking!of!bread!and!drinking!of!wine,!and!as!we!will!see!indwelling!of!
the!Holy!Spirit.!!More!importantly!the!body!of!Christ!also!includes!Christian!notions!of!
community!and!connectedness.!!As!Johnson!suggested,!“Therefore,!insofar!as!to!be!human!is!
to!be!embodied,!to!refer!to!oneself!and!one’s!community!together!as!the!Body!of!Christ!is!a!
meaningful!way!of!expressing!one’s!Christian!identity”!(2009:!226).!!Furthermore,!one!is!
able!to!build!both!a!vertical!relationship!with!God!through!redemptive!work!of!Jesus!
sacrificing!his!body!and!lateral!connections!through!the!body!of!Christ.!!Moulaison!(2007)!
suggested!that!the!process!of!socialization!into!the!body!of!Christ!is!facilitated!by!specific!
enactments!including!rituals!outlined!above!as!well!as!sharing!of!possessions,!sharing!the!
gospel,!and!service!to!neighbors.!!He!analyzes!the!body!of!Christ!and!Christian!identity!
through!Bourdieu’s!habitus!and!argues!that!the!result!of!such!socialization!is!the!creation!of!
a!particular!Christian!body!at!odds!with!other!bodies!within!society.!!Essentially,!the!nature!
of!such!beliefs,!practices,!and!meanings!associated!with!both!the!physical!and!transcendent!
reality!of!the!body!of!Christ!fosters!a!unique!view!of!the!world.!!In!our!case,!unique!ways!of!
thinking!and!enacting!community.!!Moulaison!(2007)!stated:!!!
For!Christians,!although!they!may!be!shaped!by!other!forms!of!life,!or!fields$as!
Bourdieu!calls!them,!the!particularity!of!the!Christian!shaping!will!often!create!
bodies!which!are!manifestly!at!odds!with!other!bodies!within!the!dominant!culture!
(26).!
!
As!we!will!see,!students!do!not!simply!believe!in!the!body!of!Christ!as!a!form!of!Christian!
community!but!enact!and!embody!this!spiritual!kinship!in!their!everyday!lives.!!Such!
enactments!become!one!channel!through!which!evangelical!Christian!students!affirm!
unique!identities!within!the!campus!context.!!!
Wade!reinforces!the!complexity!of!the!body!of!Christ,!highlighting!how!it!connects!
God!to!the!physical!world!and!the!body!itself.!!Following!theological!ideas!outlined!above,!as!
well!as!the!trinity!and!sacrifice!of!Jesus!Christ!who!took!on!physical!form!in!order!to!provide!
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humans!with!an!outlet!to!commune!with!God.!!For!Wade!and!others!the!body!of!Christ!is!
associated!with!sacrifice!and!resurrection,!more!importantly!he!suggests!that!his!
perspective!has!changed!over!time!and!he!now!places!a!higher!value!on!appreciating!the!
physical!world!not!simply!the!spiritual!world!as!both!are!reflections!of!God.!!!
I!have!been!doing!a!lot!of!research!looking!at!the!importance!of!the!physical!in!our!
lives!I!think!our!modern!Christianity!has!bought!into!dualism!it!is!actually!spiritual!
world!that!is!important!not!the!physical!this!shows!up!in!environmental!ethics!
where!Christians!worldviews!are!fairly!negatively!viewed!the!worlds!going!to!burn!
so!let’s!just!drill!it!and!cut!it!down!while!we!have!the!chance!very!anti`physical!so!
lately!my!faith!and!worldview!has!been!deepening!and!researching!importance!of!
being!embodied.!God!created!us!as!physical!beings!and!Christ!took!on!physical!body!
through!incarnation!and!was!ascended!as!physical!person!still!has!his!physical!
nature!but!the!new!man!that!we!are!going!to!take!on!when!we!are!resurrected.!
!
For!Wade!the!physical!body!important!within!Christianity!as!demonstrated!by!Christ’s!
resurrection.!!For!him,!and!other!evangelical!students,!they!feel!that!being!anti`physical!or!
anti`material!is!highly!problematic.!!He!connects!this!to!political!discussion!surrounding!the!
environment!and!feels!that!Christians!should!be!attentive!to!the!value!of!the!physical!world!
and!interpretation!could!change!how!one!views!issues!such!as!climate!change!through!
Christian!ethic.!!Song!(2007)!argued!that!proper!Christian!theological!accounts!connect!
human!bodies!to!the!resurrection!body!of!Christ.!!Furthermore!Song!states:!!!
Again,!Christians!will!reject!any!attitudes!or!practices!that!treat!the!body!as!
indefinitely!plastic,!or!that!regard!the!body!as!something!to!be!separated!from!and!
opposed!to!the!self!(418).!
!
This!example!highlights!the!complexity!of!the!body!of!Christ!as!well!as!the!diversity!of!views!
held!by!evangelical!students.!!At!its!core,!the!body!of!Christ!is!not!simply!about!Christian!
community!but!underlying!values!that!emphasize!the!need!for!a!relational!worldview!that!
includes!connections!between!believers!and!the!natural!world.!!In!addition,!the!physical!
body!is!a!site!of!spiritual,!moral,!and!communal!significance.!!Several!students!did!not!view!
their!spirituality!or!ideas!about!church!or!community!through!the!body!of!Christ!language.!!
In!fact!some!simply!stated!that!they!would!not!use!such!a!term.!!Nonetheless!all!are!aware!
of!it!and!understand!what!other!evangelical!Christians!mean!when!they!associated!it!with!
God’s!family.!!In!this!way,!it!is!a!subcultural!resource!tool!to!be!used!to!ground!spiritual!
kinship!in!biblical!principles.!!!!
!
!
!
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4.2.2!Holy!Spirit!
!
In!addition!to!notions!of!the!body!of!Christ!as!a!biblical!reference!for!spiritual!family,!
the!belief!in!the!Holy!Spirit!is!a!central!connective!force!in!the!creation!of!spiritual!family.!!
Nessan!(2012)!suggested!that!“By!means!of!preaching,!the!Holy!Spirit!enlivens!the!Word!of!
God!and!forms!the!members!into!the!body!of!Christ”!(45).!!The!Holy!Spirit!is!a!significant!
connective!force!within!evangelical!Christian!circles.!!It!bonds!individual!believers!to!God!
while!fostering!community!and!the!body!of!Christ.!!!Jacob!(2009)!described!how!symbolic!
substance!and!process!of!transplants!can!be!a!unique!and!dynamic!way!to!build!relatedness!
across!the!globe.!Cohen!(2001)!discussed!transplant!relatedness!which!fosters!connections!
between!friends,!coworkers,!anonymous!suppliers!and!recipients!as!well!as!strangers.!Jacob!
(2009)!stated!“Bodies!far!from!the!family!tree!of!those!in!need!of!a!kidney!thus!became!
available!and!compatible”!(97).!While!this!idea!of!substance!is!often!applied!to!material!
objects,!bodily!fluids,!and!actions!surrounding!the!household,!I!argue!that!the!Holy!Spirit,!
for!many!evangelical!Christians,!is!best!understood!as!substance!believed!to!literally!reside!
within!one’s!body.!!It!is!not!simply!symbolic,!but!guides!and!directs!students’!actions!and!
helps!foster!more!intimate!relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!Like!transplant!relatedness,!
the!Holy!Spirit!builds!spiritual!kinship!between!individuals!who!are!not!biologically!related!
and!extends!such!relationships!across!the!globe!through!shared!substance.!!
!

It!is!not!surprising!to!find!connections!between!substance!and!kinship!within!

Christian!traditions.!!Cannel!(2005)!described!how!Western!tradition!constructs!both!
physical!and!spiritual!strands!of!descent,!each!reinforcing!the!other.!!Cannel!explained:!!!
In!its!mysterious!play!on!the!trope!of!descent,!it!highlights!the!way!in!which!the!
entire!Western!tradition!actually!constructs!both!spiritual!and!physical!
transmission!as,!in!the!last!analysis,!supporting!metaphors!for!each!other.!“Blood”!
alone!is!only!a!partial!language!for!continuity!in!this!tradition.!Even!the!
transmission!of!kingship!can!be!interrupted!by!divine!will.!Conversely!the!spiritual!
inheritance!of!Christ!is!communicated!through!analogies!“drawn”!with!the!
transmission!of!bodily!substance!(2005:!350)!
!
Cannel!highlighted!a!feature!of!Christian!tradition!that!is!central!to!biblical!ideals!
surrounding!spiritual!kinship:!that!transmission!of!bodily!substance!that!takes!a!variety!of!
forms!is!a!connective!force!holding!symbolism!but!also!resulting!in!changes!in!the!natural!
world.!!Like!the!Eucharist,!the!Holy!Spirit!is!such!a!substance,!not!physical!but!clearly!felt!by!
evangelical!students.!
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It!is!important!to!note!that!the!Holy!Spirit!encompasses!much!more!than!spiritual!
relationships,!it!also!defines!Christian!ideas!about!agency!and!values.!!Don!illustrates!this!
belief:!!!!
There's!something!called!the!fruit!of!the!Spirit!which!is!love,!peace,!patience,!joy,!
self`control,!all!those.!I!think!a!lot!of!how!you're!living!is!defined!by!how!you!think!
those!come!out!of!your!life.!Basically,!am!I!loving!because!it's!good!for!me?!Can!I!love!
my!friends,!my!family!or!can!I!love!my!enemy?!That!professor!who!gave!me!that!for!
whatever,!can!I!love!them!still?!Is!that!coming!from!my!own!strength!or!is!that!just!a!
fruit!out!of!the!relationship!that!I!have!with!Jesus!and!His!handiwork!in!my!life?!!I!
would!say!that!if!you're!living!authentically,!those!fruits!are!going!to!be!in!your!life!
and!it's!going!to!be!real.!
!
According!to!students,!if!one!has!accepted!Christ!into!their!heart!then!he!or!she!becomes!
“in`dwelled”!with!spirit.!!The!Holy!Spirit!then!guides!the!decisions!and!actions!of!the!
believer,!but!as!Don!points!out,!this!can!be!difficult!to!assess!and!is!best!understood!by!faith.!!
One!must!be!attentive!to!the!spirit!but!is!ultimately!responsible!for!making!appropriate!
decisions.!!Thus,!the!Holy!Spirit!creates!a!situation!where!one!has!agency!but!should!be!
submitting!to!God’s!plan!with!the!Holy!Spirit!as!his!or!her!guide.!!In!addition!the!spirit!
fosters!particular!Christian!values!including!those!listed!by!Don!such!as!love,!peace,!
patience,!joy,!and!kindness.!!If!one!is!submitting!to!the!Holy!Spirit!these!values!will!be!
modeled!in!interactions!with!others.!Cassandra!offers!additional!insight!into!the!biblical!
notions!of!the!Holy!Spirit:!!!
Throughout!the!Old!Testament!you!see!that!idea!of!the!Holy!Spirit.![Inaudible!
00:52:01]!for!a!little!bit,!or!come!upon!them,!influence!them,!but!then!in!Ezekiel,!
prophet,!Book!of!Ezekiel,!there's!a!verse!that!I!just!love.!God's!talking,!and!He's!like,!
"A!time!will!come!when!I!will!give!you!a!new!heart.!I!will!remove!your!heart!of!stone!
and!give!you!a!heart!of!flesh,!like!a!tender!heart.!I'll!put!my!spirit!within!you!and!
cause!you!to!be!able!to!walk!in!my!way!and!obey!my!statutes."!Then!you!see!Christ!
come!on!the!scene,!and!he!says!the!same!thing.!He's!like,!"I!live!this!life,!but!if!I!stuck!
around!here,!you'd!still!be!pretty!miserable,!like!I'm!leaving!and!sending!you!my!
spirit!to!live!within!you."!That's!where!intimacy!comes.!Living!the!Christian!life!is!
not!about!trying!real!hard!to!be!good!and!to!do!all!these!right!steps;!it's!just!letting!
the!spirit!of!God!live.!
!
For!Cassandra!and!others!the!Holy!Spirit!embodies!the!essence!of!what!it!means!to!be!
Christian.!!There!is!a!level!of!authenticity!in!submitting!to!the!spirit!and!striving!to!let!the!
“spirit!of!God!live.”!!For!evangelical!students!the!Holy!Spirit!reflects!Christ’s!spirit!within!the!
believers’!body!and!fosters!intimacy!with!God!and!intimacy!with!fellow!believers!through!
sharing!the!spirit.!Dousset!(2005)!described!a!domino!effect!that!occurs!within!some!
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classificatory!kinship!relationships!when!a!relational!triangle!is!created,!such!as!the!
Christian!Trinity.!!Dousset!explained!that!when!two!individuals!trace!relationships!toward!a!
third!person!the!remaining!relationships!collapse!and!oneness!is!created.!!The!Holy!Spirit!
and!a!relationship!with!God!often!work!in!the!same!way.!!Believers!share!a!connection!with!
God!and!thus!are!connected!to!one!another.!!Believers!are!one!through!the!Holy!Spirit!and!
body!of!Christ,!yet!also!maintain!unique!identities.!!Cassandra!continues:!!!
The!whole!idea!of!the!spirit!of!God,!the!actual!spirit!of!God,!living!within!me!and!
living!within!another!person!that's!in!Christ!and!asking!Him!to!come!into!control,!I!
think!that's!a!really!unifying!thing!that's!not!tangible!or!easily!explained!or!scientific!
or!testable,!but!I!think!we!share!the!same!spirit!in!us.!I!think!another!fascinating!
thing!is!when!we!do!that,!God!doesn't!ask!us!to!erase!our!identity!or!become!this!
anonymous!blob.!
!
As!noted!in!this!excerpt!many!Christians!consider!the!spirit!to!be!a!“unifying!force”!that!
naturally!brings!individual!believers!together!and!allows!each!one!to!connect!with!another!
if!the!believer!is!willing!to!follow!the!spirit.!!At!a!deeper!level!of!analysis,!Cassandra!
reinforces!the!value!of!individualism!in!her!comments.!!She!does!not!simply!see!the!spirit!as!
erasing!differences!and!causing!all!individuals!to!embody!God,!but!each!one!remains!
individually!unique!and!can!maintain!his!or!her!identity.!!Agency,!choosing!to!be!guided!by!
God,!is!dependent!upon!each!individual!believer,!encompassing!both!relationalism!and!
individualism.!!!
While!the!Holy!Spirit!is!dynamic!and!includes!a!variety!of!meanings,!values,!and!
beliefs!it!is!also!central!to!the!construction!of!community!and!building!bonds!of!spiritual!
kinship.!!Zach!highlights!this!point:!!“Yeah!that’s!like!…!comes!from!just!being!part!of!the!
body!of!Christ.!Once!Jesus!fills!our!hearts!and!we’re!full!of!the!Holy!Spirit!and!so!there!is!a!
connection!there.!It’s!all!kind!of!one!part!of!the!bigger!picture.”!!Once!one!receives!the!spirit!
he!or!she!is!connected!to!other!believers!in!a!new!way.!!For!Zach!this!helps!him!to!
understand!the!broader!mapping!of!the!body!of!Christ!and!the!global!Christian!community.!!!
While!the!spirit!may!naturally!foster!a!connection!between!Christians,!April!feels!
that!each!believer!must!be!open!to!building!relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!A!key!
theme!throughout!my!conversations!and!observation!is!that!building!spiritual!family!takes!
time.!!It!is!a!process!that!may!or!may!not!result!in!strong,!intimate,!connections.!!
Nonetheless,!the!opportunity!exists!for!such!relationships!to!flourish!if!one!is!willing!to!be!
guided!by!the!spirit!and!ultimately!this!is!the!type!of!relationship!between!believers!that!
God!hopes!to!foster.!!April!explains:!!!
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I!think!the!Holy!Spirit!can!do!whatever!he!wants!really.!If!it’s!in!his!desire!to!make!
for!him!some!sort!of!connection!between!two!people!I!think!it’ll!probably!be!done!in!
one!way!or!another;!that!is!if!one!person!as!a!person!he’s!trying!to!lead!is!willing!to!
follow!I!suppose.!I!guess!in!more!general!terms!concerning!the!Holy!Spirit,!I!would!
apply!the!same!idea!to!the!Holy!Spirit!in!every!other!circumstance!that!requires!a!
sort!of!one’s!own!volition!to!follow!before!the!Holy!Spirit!would!really!have!any!
affect.!They!have!to!be!open!to!it.!That’s!sort!of!the!whole!idea!too!I!suppose.!
!
The!reality!for!April!and!others,!is!that!while!spiritual!family!is!available!to!all!“authentic”!
Christians!some!may!actively!choose!to!not!foster!those!relationships.!!But,!participants!in!
this!study!generally!felt!that!they!should!strive!to!create!these!connections.!!!
A!number!of!students!described!situations!where!they!were!able!to!determine!that!a!
peer!was!Christian!simply!by!the!way!they!carried!themselves!and!interacted!with!others.!!
This!is!important!for!building!connections!and!a!sense!of!relatedness.!!Thus,!the!spirit!is!
embodied!and!translates!into!physical!enactments!that!students!learn!to!identify!in!order!to!
connect!with!fellow!believers.!!Jen!describes!this!process:!!!
If!you!were!talking!to!somebody!and!neither!of!you!came!outright!and!said,!“Oh!
yeah,!I’m!a!Christian.”!You!get!to!talking!to!them!just!a!little!bit,!little!bit!of!
interaction,!and!there’s!a!spark!in!the!other!person.!You!can!just!tell!they’re!filled!
with!the!Holy!Spirit.!Plus!when!you’re!talking!to!them!it’s!like!a!way.!It’s!just!
something!in!that!conversation.!You!can!just!tell!that!person![inaudible!00:23:13]!
more!than!likely!a!good!Christian.!!
!
I!found!this!to!be!an!interesting!topic!of!discussion,!particularly!the!idea!that!the!Holy!Spirit!
is!not!simply!an!internal!state!or!sense!of!consciousness,!which!is!how!it!is!often!understood!
in!broader!society,!but!that!the!spirit!can!essentially!be!a!communication!tool!between!
Christians.!!Brock!(2011)!suggested!that!gifts!of!the!Holy!Spirit!do!not!take!form!on!their!
own,!but!are!routed!through!individuals.!!Brock!stated:!“Although!it!is!clear!that!the!telos!of!
each!gift!is!what!is!helpful!to!the!body!as!a!whole,!the!Spirit’s!gifts!are!always!routed!
through!individual!gifts!to!individual!persons,!and!are!never!a!mere!‘atmosphere’”!(2011:!
359).!!Thus,!many!evangelical!Christian!students!seek!to!identify!authentic!Christians!who!
act!in!accordance!with!fruits!of!the!spirit.!!This!becomes!a!bridge!through!which!more!
intimate!spiritual!kinship!bonds!are!developed.!!Jen!continues:!!!
Yeah,!it’s!God’s!spirit!and!your!spirit!into!God’s!spirit!and!then!it!comes!inside!you,!
intertwines!with!yours!to!help!you!out,!help!you!through!this!life.!We’re!all!called!to!
try!to!be!more!Christ`like!in!our!walk!with!God,!and!the!Holy!Spirit’s!our!helper!to!
do!that.!It’s!like!our!communication!tool,!our!inner!check!in!our!body,!in!our!soul.!
!
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As!Jen!explains,!the!spirit!is!an!“inner!check”!but!as!highlighted!above!also!results!in!
external!behaviors!that!can!allow!believers!to!connect!with!one!another!in!environments!
where!they!would!otherwise!not!know!their!peers!are!Christian.!!Jen!uses!the!song!Amazing!
Grace!to!illustrate!her!point:!!!
Yeah,!it!opens!up!your!eyes!to!discern!things!of!the!world,!I!guess,!yeah.!You!know!
the!song!“Amazing!Grace,”!it!said!like,!“I!was!blind!and!now!I!see.”!Before!that!
person!had!the!Holy!Spirit,!they!were!blind!to!the!world!and!the!misconceptions!
that!you!may!have,!and!then!once!you’re!filled!with!the!Holy!Spirit!when!you!accept!
Christ!in!your!heart,!now!you!can!see.!You’ve!had!…!A!couple!times!this!year!I’ve!
been!at!Bible!study,!and!you!have!that!one!guy!say!that!he!accepted!Christ!and!then!
in!his!room,!the!next!day,!the!next!morning!he!came!on!campus!and!he!wasn’t!just!
seeing!people.!He!was!seeing!their!souls!when!he’s!walking!around.!He!could!see!…!
He!wasn’t!just!seeing!their!physical!bodies.!He!was!like!kind!of!could!see!them.!I!
believe!him.!It!lets!you!see!life!as!not!being!so!superficial.!
!
The!most!important!idea!conveyed!in!her!comments!for!the!purpose!of!this!study!is!the!
notion!that!one!may!be!able!to!see!spiritual!reality!and!“seeing!others!souls.”!!One!might!
easily!disregard!such!statements!as!invalid,!or!lacking!empirical!evidence.!!I!am!not!
interested!in!judging!the!reality!of!such!notions,!but!rather!how!these!examples!and!
experiences,!when!combined!with!broader!biblical!ideas!of!the!Holy!Spirit!and!socialization!
into!God’s!family,!can!foster!spiritual!relatedness.!!Seeing!the!world!through!the!Holy!Spirit!
could!conceivably!cause!one!to!re`organize!social!relationships!and!engage!with!fellow!
believers!on!a!deeper!level.!!One!is!not!simply!connecting!with!a!fellow!believer!but!
connections!are!being!made!between!souls!of!individuals!through!the!spirit.!!!
Not!only!does!the!spirit!foster!connections!in!environments!where!one!may!not!be!
aware!of!who!is!Christian,!but!for!many!students!the!spirit!can!create!immediate!depth!with!
fellow!believers.!!Wade!describes!how!this!occurred!during!a!summer!mission!trip!he!took!
with!the!campus!ministry.!!!
I!am!connected!with!believers!all!across!the!world!because!of!the!spirit.!I!have!the!
chance!to!go!to!the!Dominican!Republic!last!summer!it!was!through![the!ministry]!
and!the!believers!we!met!down!there,!you!know,!they!were!like!family!you!could!
say.!Even!though!we!hadn't!met!before!I!don't!know!all!about!their!lives!but!they!
immediately!welcomed!us!as!people!serving!God!and!they!were!there!to!serve!God!
and!we!were!all!coming!together!to!serve!that!purpose.!We!all!prayed!together,!eat!
together,!so!yeah!they!were!my!brothers!and!sisters!in!Christ.!
!
In!this!case!the!spirit!builds!global!community!and!facilitates!connections!between!
individuals!who!had!not!met!before!sharing!the!gospel!in!a!new!place.!!What!was!important!
is!that!they!shared!a!similar!purpose!and!came!to!know!one!another!more!intimately!in!the!
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process.!!By!the!end!Wade!describes!these!new!Christian!relationships!as!family,!“brothers!
and!sisters!in!Christ.”!!Without!the!spirit!working!in!their!lives!such!feelings!of!“being!
family,”!might!not!surface.!!For!many!evangelical!students!the!Holy!Spirit!sets!the!stage!for!
intimate!connections.!!Wade!notes!that!simply!having!shared!interests,!such!as!both!being!in!
a!fraternity,!is!not!enough.!!What!really!matters!is!spiritual!beliefs!because!this!“is!your!
whole!life.”!!Thus,!while!some!may!analyze!these!examples!and!suggest!that!the!same!type!
of!bonds!can!be!fostered!in!many!different!circumstances,!I!argue!that!is!not!an!accurate!
assessment!for!students!who!participated!in!this!study.!!What!matters!is!a!shared!
understanding!of!beliefs!and!spiritual!kinship!that!allow!this!level!of!depth!in!their!personal!
relationships.!!Hanson!(2005)!explained,!from!a!Christian!perspective:!!“By!the!power!of!the!
Holy!Spirit,!we!seek!to!become!(i.e.,!to!grow!together!as)!the!community!we!already!are!in!
Christ!for!the!sake!of!God’s!mission!in!the!world”!(132).!In!this!passage!a!general!image!of!
spiritual!kinship!is!framed!through!biblical!principles.!!The!Holy!Spirit!as!a!key!force!that!
allows!individuals!to!grow!together!in!the!body!of!Christ!with!a!shared!purpose!to!spread!
the!gospel!across!the!globe.!!!
It!is!important!to!note!that!the!spirit!not!only!connects!believers!with!God!and!one!
another,!but!can!also!extend!such!ties!into!the!past!through!the!bible.!!Evangelical!Christians!
overwhelmingly!consider!the!bible!to!be!“God’s!word”!as!communicated!by!humans!through!
the!Holy!Spirit.!!In!this!way!the!Holy!Spirit!can!foster!timeless!spiritual!bonds.!!In!bible!
studies!this!was!reaffirmed!by!students!and!staff!by!taking!stories!and!verses!to!gain!a!
glimpse!into!the!lives!of!apostles!then!connecting!apostles’!experiences!to!students’!
everyday!lives.!!!Students!learn!to!see!themselves!as!connected!to!past!Christians!through!
the!bible,!and!ultimately!connected!to!the!Holy!Spirit.!!Wade!explains:!!“Good!question,!I!
think!that!the!Bible!is!God's!word!that!has!been!written!through!the!Holy!Spirit!through!
various!authors!and!preserved!for!us.!I!like!the!word!naturally,!it!is!read!in!the!way!that!God!
designed!it!to!be!read!it!is!authoritative!and!true.”!!When!asked!about!how!Christian!
connections!are!developed,!Wade!offered!additional!insight!into!the!role!of!the!Holy!Spirit.!!!
When!someone!accepts!Christ!as!their!savior,!God!gives!them!the!Holy!Spirit,!and!I!
think!having!that!in!each!person,!each!believer!has!the!Holy!Spirit!in!them.!That!
God's!love!comes!through!that!and!it!unites!all!of!us.!It!also!makes!that!common!
bond!just!like!a!bond!of!spirit!as!opposed!to!blood.!Yeah,!so!love,!trust,!and!time!
spent!together.!
!
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For!Wade!not!only!does!one!need!love,!trust,!and!time!as!highlighted!earlier!when!students!
describe!meanings!of!family,!but!what!connects!Christians!is!a!common!bond!created!by!the!
Holy!Spirit.!!More!importantly!he!contrasts!the!spirit!bond!with!that!of!blood.!!This!excerpt!
reinforces!the!fact!that!some!believers!consider!the!Holy!Spirit!to!work!in!a!similar!fashion!
as!substance,!such!as!blood,!within!kinship!literature.!!Evangelical!students!themselves!
associate!blood!and!spirit!as!connective!forces.!!But,!one!must!be!aware!that!this!substance!
is!not!an!entity!on!its!own!but!representation!of!Christ!(Vosloo!2006).!One!might!ask,!how!
can!evangelical!students!speak!of!connections!with!other!Christians!across!the!world?!!
Bauman!(1992)!stated!“the!sociality!of!the!postmodern!community!does!not!require!
sociability.!!Its!togetherness!does!not!require!interaction”!(198).!!The!answer!may!simply!be!
that!it!is!unnecessary!for!evangelical!Christians!to!meet!other!believers!from!across!the!
globe!to!consider!them!kin.!!Instead!it!is!understood!through!God’s!plan!that!authentic!
Christians!are!connected!in!spiritual!kinship!through!the!Holy!Spirit!and!in!the!process!
become!part!of!the!body!of!Christ.!!!
!
!
!
4.2.3!Kinship!Labels!
!
It!is!well!known!that!Christianity,!along!with!other!religious!traditions,!historically!
utilized!kinship!terminology!to!facilitate!solidarity!and!a!sense!of!community.!!To!
understand!meaning,!this!terminology!must!be!placed!within!its!appropriate!context.!!!
Generally,!such!biblical!terms!reflect!Western!notions!of!kinship!with!Judeo`Christian!
preoccupation!of!blood!ties!and!genealogies!of!the!Old!Testament!become!challenged!and!
opened!to!new!ideas!which!reflect!the!socially!constructed!nature!of!family!relationships.!!In!
fact!a!number!of!historians!have!suggested!that!the!New!Testament,!at!times,!undermines!
the!notions!of!traditional!families!placing!spiritual!family!and!God!above!all!else!(Frankiel!
2003).!!A!variety!of!terms!are!included!in!students’!biblical!understanding!of!their!
relationship!with!God!and!fellow!Christians.!!We!explore!those!labels!that!surface!with!
students!and!extend!this!analysis!to!theological!discourse!to!provide!a!well`rounded!
understanding!of!how!cultural!kinship!terminology!and!labels!naturalize!spiritual!
relationships.!!!!
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Ron!explains!that!he!considers!those!men!with!whom!he!is!closest,!who!he!sees!at!
bible!study!and!weekly!ministry!activities,!as!“brothers.”!!He!clarifies!that!this!is!not!simply!
a!label!but!reflects!the!real!and!intimate!connection!that!they!have!with!one!another.!!!
I!see!a!really!marked!difference!between!the!kinds!of!relationships!that!last!and!
those!that!you!can!kind!of!have!or!not!have!and!it’s!not!that!the!people!are!bad!
people,!or!whatever!it’s!just!that!there!is!a!deeper!connection!with!those!guys!a!
mentioned!more.!I!definitely!would!call!them!brothers!and!not!even!just!in!talking!to!
them!or!what!not,!your!my!brother,!and!identify!them!with!that!name.!It!is!cool!to!
have!that.!
!
Another!label!used!by!Ron!is!that!of!“cousins,”!he!considers!those!within!the!ministry!that!
he!may!not!be!as!close!with!but!who!are!still!part!of!the!family!of!God.!!Joe!refers!to!the!bible!
and!the!New!Testament!as!an!example!of!God’s!family!including!the!fact!that!members!are!
“brothers!and!sisters!in!Christ.”!Don!includes!“second!dads!and!second!moms”!in!his!
description!of!spiritual!family.!!This!stems!from!the!mentoring!relationships!built!in!
discipleship!which!will!be!explored!further!in!later!chapters.!!While!there!are!a!number!of!
kinship!labels!and!categories!used,!many!connect!with!biblical!notions!of!students’!
relationships.!!Zach!explains!by!comparing!his!biological!father!to!his!relationship!with!God.!!!
Something!I’ve!always!dealt!with!was!like!my!own!dad!and!we!just!don’t!have!a!deep!
connection!there.!Just!to!my!relationship!with!God!that!…!my!relationship!with!my!
dad!has!kind!of!affected!my!relationship!with!God!in!how!I!viewed!him.!I!kind!of!put!
him!in!that!same!box!with!just!kind!of!being!distant!and!not!wanting!to!be!as!
involved!in!my!life.!That’s!why!I!was!just!I’ll!do!this!on!my!own!that!I!carried!it!over!
to!Christianity!where!I’ll!do!these!works!to!earn!things!but!that’s!not!how!God!
interacts!with!us.!He!loves!us!unconditionally,!he!is!the!perfect!father!and!so!that’s!
something!I!was!still!learning!just!how!to!view!God!as!an!actual!authentic!Father!
and!not!putting!him!in!the!box!of!my!understanding.!
!
!
“God!the!Father”!is!a!notion!embedded!throughout!Christian!traditions.!!This!phrase!is!used!
in!worship!services,!bible!studies,!hymns,!prayers,!as!well!as!many!other!rituals.!!But!here,!
such!labels!imbue!deeper!and!highly!personal!meanings.!!This!is!the!type!of!kinship!
reference!found!in!evangelical!Christian!communities!that!place!emphasis!on!a!personal!
relationship!with!God!and!intimacy!with!the!divine!(Luhrmann!2012).!!As!communicated!
through!the!bible!and!throughout!Zach’s!spiritual!experience,!he!views!God!as!his!father!and!
has!a!personal!relationship!built!upon!that!framework.!!But,!the!reference!point!is!not!only!
biblical!expectations!but!also!personal!experience!and!the!cultural!kinship!structure!he!has!
learned!as!part!of!broader!American!society.!!Thus,!he!compares!his!relationship!with!God!
to!his!relationship!with!his!biological!father.!!Zach!comes!to!the!realization!through!
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discipleship,!prayer,!and!bible!studies!that!God!is!much!different.!!He!is!perfect!and!loves!
“unconditionally”!a!key!ideal!of!ordinary!family!for!interviewees.!!Zach!works!to!not!place!
God!in!the!same!box!as!his!biological!father!but!has!few!other!reference!points!for!this!
relationship.!!!
To!understand!broader!connections!Zach!turns!to!biblical!notions!of!“adoption.”!!He!
offers!an!intriguing!metaphor!that!he!has!learned!while!taking!an!Early!Christianity!course,!
being!“grafted”!onto!God’s!lineage.!!!
I!think!adoption!is!a!big!part!of!that.!I’m!actually!in!a!…!like!an!early!Christianity!
class!right!now!and!so!we’re!talking!about!being!grafted!onto!the!line!of!God’s!
people.!I!see!that!adoption!is!part!of!that.!I’ve!been!brought!in!even!though!I!don’t!
have!any!family!history!of!being!part!of!the!Christian!lineage!or!anything!but!I’m!a!
part!of!the!family.!!
!
The!notion!of!a!Christian!lineage!is!an!important!feature!of!biblical!accounts,!particularly!in!
the!Old!Testament!but!reinforced!in!a!more!dynamic!way!with!New!Testament!notions!of!
the!family!of!God.!!Ephesians!offers!one!such!example:!!“Having!predestinated!us!unto!the!
adoption!of!children!by!Jesus!Christ!to!himself,!according!to!the!good!pleasure!of!his!will.!!
To!the!praise!of!the!glory!of!his!grace,!wherein!he!hath!made!us!accepted!in!the!beloved”!(1:!
5`6).!!Zach!knows!that!he!does!not!have!a!family!history!that!directly!connects!him!with!a!
biblical!past.!!But!that!acknowledgement!is!a!reflection!of!blood!ties.!!The!concept!of!
adoption!allows!him!to!open!new!forms!of!connectedness!that!are!not!dependent!on!blood,!
but!that!result!in!the!same!spiritual!reality!of!being!part!of!the!family!of!God.!!Through!
adoption!he!becomes!“grafted!onto!the!line!of!God’s!people,”!an!idea!reinforced!throughout!
the!bible.!Grafting!in!this!sense!is!the!connecting!of!two!separate!entities!so!that!they!may!
join!and!become!one.!!This!example!highlights!the!diversity!of!ways!in!which!students!
incorporate!notions!of!kinship!to!reinforce!spiritual!family.!!Wade,!follows!the!framework!of!
adoption!to!its!logical!conclusion:!!!
So!part!of!salvation,!part!of!being!justified!by!Christ!on!the!cross!is!the!concept!of!
adoption.!We!are!adopted!as!sons!and!daughters!into!God's!family!that!is!the!
terminology!that!biblical!authors!use!in!New!Testament!to!describe!this!relationship!
with!God.!When!God!sees!you!as!righteous!because!of!Christ's!sacrifice!you!are!no!
longer!a!slave!but!a!son,!son!of!God.!So!as!a!son!or!daughter!of!God!that!means!you!
are!then!a!brother!and!sister!of!others!who!are!sons!and!daughters!of!God!and!the!
scripture!uses!that!kind!of!speech!all!the!time!brothers,!sisters,!love!each!other.!
!
All!of!the!students!interviewed!were!aware!of!biblical!kinship!references.!!Generally!they!
would!reference!New!Testament!accounts,!this!is!partly!because!only!in!the!New!Testament!
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are!broad!symbolic!kinship!references!utilized!to!foster!Christian!community!rather!than!
genealogical!blood!ties!of!Old!Testament.!!Howell!(2009)!noted!the!lack!of!research!
conducted!on!adoption!within!anthropology.!!Howell!stated:!!“As!a!social!practice,!adoption!
goes!to!the!heart!of!what!we!take!to!be!kinship.!And!yet,!with!some!notable!exceptions!(see!
below),!it!has!until!recently!received!surprisingly!little!sustained!theoretical!attention”!
(150).!!While!the!author!did!not!necessarily!have!metaphorical!biblical!discourse!in!mind!I!
argue!that!the!example!of!evangelical!students!and!the!family!of!God!offers!insight!into!the!
complexity!of!adoption!discourse.!!Howell!(2009)!argued:!!!
Adoption!both!challenges!and!confirms!explicit!and!implicit!notions!about!
relatedness!and!sociality.!As!a!marked!social!practice,!adoption!is!meaningless!
without!some!form!of!a!biological!model!for!kinship!as!reference.!But!it!is!a!two`way!
semantic!process.!Adoption!pro`!vides!meaning!to!the!biological,!and!at!the!same!
time,!the!“made”!relationship!limits!the!meaning!of!the!“natural”!relationship!(152).!!!
!
Within!notions!of!Christian!spiritual!kinship,!adoption!into!God’s!family!is!understood!
through!a!cultural!lens!and!thus!is!built!upon!natural!relationships.!!While!one!may!suggest!
that!this!is!simply!metaphorical,!students!consider!adoption!to!be!a!spiritual!reality.!!As!
born`again!Christians,!Christ!openly!accepts!each!individual!without!judgment.!!Largen!
(2012)!explained:!!!
The!language!of!adoption—the!creating!of!a!new!family!through!ties!of!faith!and!
love,!thereby!superseding!ties!of!blood—quickly!became!an!important!way!of!
speaking!about!the!experience!of!being!welcomed!by!God!into!God’s!eternal!family!
as!beloved!sons!and!daughters.!This!new!family!is!created!by!God,!without!any!prior!
action!required!on!behalf!of!the!individual,!and!the!bonds!of!this!new!family!are!
indissoluble,!lasting!even!beyond!death!(286).!
!
For!many!students!this!type!of!agape!love!is!exactly!what!is!needed!in!broader!society!and!
has!implications!for!other!forms!of!adoption!within!American!culture.!!!!
Wade!feels!that!within!this!framework!there!is!much!more!for!Christians!to!learn.!!
For!Wade,!and!other!students,!adoption!is!built!on!breaking!down!distinctions!and!creating!
a!welcoming!and!loving!environment!for!those!who!are!in!need!of!stable!relationships.!!He!
explains:!!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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I!think!it!is!also!interesting!to!think!biologically!as!the!concept!of!adoption,!we!are!
all!adopted!into!God's!family!the!trickle`down!effect!of!that!is!immense!for!what!the!
church!should!be!doing!as!far!as!not!just!biological!family!but!focus!on!adopting!and!
bringing!children!who!don't!have!the!opportunity!to!live!or!even!to!grow!up!in!a!
good!environment!in!foster!care,!into!a!family.!Inviting!someone!consciously!into!a!
covenant!relationship!of!unconditional!love.!I!think!that!is!something!that!needs!to!
be!developed!within!Christianity!and!the!church!realizing!that!we!are!all!adopted!is!
part!of!understanding!importance!of!inviting!foreigner!into!that!relationship.!
!
For!Wade,!when!Christians!recognize!that!their!salvation!is!partly!a!result!of!being!adopted!
by!God!into!Christian!family,!one!must!look!at!caring!for!others!in!need!in!a!much!different!
light.!!Students!often!seek!to!live!a!God`centered!life!and!thus!want!to!reflect!God’s!desires.!!
Thus,!the!language!of!adoption!found!in!the!bible!should!be!translated!into!their!own!lives!
where!appropriate.!!This!may!include!foster!care!and!the!adoption!of!children!as!a!
“covenant,”!which!Wade!considers!to!include!unconditional!love.!!!This!example!illustrates!
the!value!of!understanding!spiritual!kinship.!!This!is!not!simply!about!a!symbolic!connection!
with!a!supernatural!force,!but!can!at!times!inform!key!decisions!and!help!to!explain!how!
evangelical!Christians!see!the!world.!!In!this!case!spiritual!kinship!helps!us!to!better!
understand!meanings!surrounding!adoption.!!Many!Christians!see!such!relationships!as!
reflections!of!the!spiritual!relationships!that!have!been!built!by!God.!!Finally,!I!suggest!that!
this!may!be!a!reflection!of!changing!trends!in!the!next!generation!of!evangelical!Christians.!!
A!trend!that!includes!a!more!open!definition!of!family!and!marriage,!focused!on!social!
activism!and!outreach,!rather!than!defending!normative!structures.!!!
That!is!something!that!has!been!modeled!by!God,!that!we!are!called!to!do!so!in!that!
respect!we!tend!to!be!a!little!infatuated!with!traditional!conservative!values!of!
family!this,!family!that,!and!not!be!focused!on!inviting!those!who!don't!have!that!
relationship,!who!do!come!from!difficult!backgrounds,!who!experience!terrible!
family!situations!to!invite!those!people!into!our!families!to!widen!that!invitation.!My!
biological!family!goes!home!after!church!we!do!not!necessarily!associate!with!
anyone!who!is!rough!around!the!edges!but!inviting!those!individual!into!that!
environment!I!think!we!could!grow!in!that!area.!
!
This!is!a!rather!progressive!thought!on!the!part!of!Wade!and!helps!us!to!break!down!
assumptions!and!stereotypes!surrounding!evangelical!communities.!!He!is!concerned!with!
the!continual!discussion!of!so!called!“conservative!family!values,”!and!would!like!to!widen!
invitation!to!others!and!gain!broader!experiences!with!those!from!diverse!backgrounds.!!He!
considers!this!to!better!reflect!“authentic”!Christian!faith!than!the!politics!of!family!values.!!
Largen!(2012)!reiterated!this!point,!emphasizing!that!adoption!as!defined!by!the!bible!
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requires!authentic!Christians!to!open!their!doors!to!others!and!see!family!as!extending!far!
beyond!biology.!!!
A!Christian!understanding!of!adoption!emphasizes!that!family!resemblance!is!about!
much!more!than!similar!noses!or!shared!hair!color.!Far!more!important!are!the!
ways!in!which!families!inculcate!habits,!and!shape!one’s!view!of!the!world!and!one’s!
engagement!with!others.!These!things,!which!really!get!to!the!heart!of!human!
identity,!are!taught!both!at!home!and!in!communities!of!faith;!and!it!is!through!these!
“habits!of!the!heart”!that!adopted!children!are!conformed!not!only!to!their!parents,!
but!also!to!Christ.!That!is!the!resemblance!that!really!matters!(290).!
!
In!addition!to!notions!of!siblings,!God!as!father,!and!adoption!is!the!idea!of!marriage.!!When!
students!are!asked!about!their!personal!relationship!with!God!many!use!the!metaphor!of!
marriage.!!Most!often!this!reference!falls!along!gendered!lines!with!women!utilizing!the!
marriage!metaphor!more!regularly!then!men.!!Cassandra!explains!how!marriage!is!used!in!
the!bible!to!illustrate!her!connection!with!God!and!fellow!Christians.!!!
You!probably!heard!or!read!a!little!bit,!Christ!and!the!church,!the!people!that!have!
accepted!Him,!are!like!Christ!and!a!bride,!and!that!He!wants!that![inaudible!
00:54:37]!and!he!uses!marriage!and!sex!as!a!picture!of!that.!In!the!Old!Testament!of!
two!becoming!one.!That!same!idea!within!our!spirit!of!the!spirit!of!God!and!our!own!
spirit!becoming!one.!
!
Marriage,!as!described!by!Cassandra,!is!a!tool!to!symbolize!the!relationship!between!Christ!
and!the!church,!or!body!of!Christ.!!When!one!enters!marriage!an!underlying!idea!for!some!
Christians!is!that!two!become!one.!!In!addition!within!many!Christian!communities!there!
remains!clear!boundaries!in!marriage,!particularly!along!gendered!lines!including!proper!
roles!and!expectations!of!women!and!men!(Gallagher!and!Smith!1999).!!Nonetheless,!
Cassandra!considers!this!a!melding!of!two,!much!like!the!spirit!and!individual!believers.!!I!
asked!if!she!could!provide!more!specific!examples!of!how!marriage!is!portrayed!in!the!bible.!!
She!includes!the!following!story:!!
Hosea!goes,!and!he!marries!Gomer,!has!these!children![inaudible!00:57:31]!In!it!he!
talks!about!returning,!to!the!people!to!return!to!their!husbands,!to!return!to!their!
first!love.!He!talks!about,!he's!like,!"I!gave!you!all!these!things.!I!gave!you!clothing!
and!food,!and!then!you!went!out,!and!you!said,!'I!have!provided!all!this!for!myself.!I!
have!gained!this!for!myself.'!Then!you!sold!those!things!to!lesser!lovers!who!would!
take!advantage!of!you!and!who!just!use!and!abuse!you.!This!whole!time!I'm!waiting!
to!show!my!love!and!my!faithfulness!to!you,!and!you!refuse!to!come!to!me."!Then!it!
goes,!"Therefore!I!will!put!thorns!and!hedges!in!your!path!if!you!run!after!these!
lesser!lovers!and!run!after!these!things!that!won't!fulfill!and!satisfy!you!until!you!
recognize!and!realize!what!I!have!to!offer!you!and!return!to!me,!and!I'll!have!mercy!
on!you,!and!I'll!clothe!you,!and!I'll!take!you!back."!That's!kind!of!a!marriage!analogy.!!
!
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According!to!theological!interpretations!of!this!passage!it!reflects!God’s!relationship!with!
Israel.!!!Hosea!is!asked!to!marry!Gomer!who!is!considered!an!adulteress,!he!marries!her!and!
she!sleeps!with!another!man!yet!Gomer!is!asked!to!take!her!back!and!he!does.!!In!the!same!
way,!humans!are!sinful!and!fail!to!recognize!the!truth!of!God!and!believe!in!him.!!This!is!
described!as!individuals!taking!“lesser”!lovers!rather!than!God.4!!Thus,!for!Cassandra!and!
other!evangelical!students!this!story!highlights!the!symbolism!of!marriage!between!
believers!and!God!in!a!covenant!relationship!of!love.!!The!intimacy!and!connectedness!
Cassandra!feels!in!her!relationship!with!God!is!reinforced!through!known!cultural!kinship!
terminology!as!well!as!biblical!stories.!!!
!

The!notion!of!marriage!is!a!central!feature!of!biblical!discourse.!!This!may!include!

Christ!as!bridegroom!(Matthew!9:15;!Mark!2:19!and!Luke!5:34)!and!the!church!as!bride!
(Ephesians!5;!2!Corinthians!11).!!Both!reinforce!spiritual!kinship!through!the!creation!of!
spiritual!bonds.!!The!importance!of!marriage!as!a!spiritual!sacrament!has!been!a!central!
concern!of!Protestant!Christians,!particularly!in!American!society.!!Over!time,!marriage!has!
come!to!be!considered!a!civil!contract!rather!than!a!sacrament.!!As!Cannell!(2013)!
suggested,!Americans!had!come!to!see!links!between!monogamous!marriage!and!
democratic!governance!leaving!little!room!for!alternative!forms!of!marriage!such!as!
Mormon!polygamy.!!But,!it!is!important!to!note!that!Protestantism!has!played!a!role!in!the!
shift!to!more!objectified!and!in!turn!secular!forms!of!both!kinship!and!religion,!historically!
placing!a!high!value!on!individual!autonomy!and!personal!rights.!!!Inevitably,!for!evangelical!
Christian!students!a!high!value!is!placed!on!the!importance!of!marriage!in!the!material!
world!and!its!usefulness!in!explaining!intimacy!with!God,!as!well!as!the!spiritual!reality!of!
the!love!and!commitment!offered!by!Christ.!!!!
Whether!marriage,!siblings,!father,!cousins,!lineage,!or!adoption,!students!use!
kinship!terminology!to!describe!their!relationship!with!God!and!with!fellow!believers!as!
understood!through!a!biblical!frame!of!reference!and!reinforced!by!Christian!theologians.!!
The!meanings!and!interpretations!can!be!quite!distinct,!but!the!goal!as!conveyed!by!
students!is!to!illustrate!the!intimate!bonds!shared!within!God’s!family.!!Penn!(2002)!
explored!the!early!Christian!kiss!as!ritual!marker!of!spiritual!family.!!For!the!author,!such!
ritual!performances,!particularly!in!public,!helped!to!distinguish!Christians!from!non`
Christians.!!Penn!stated:!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

4!Book!of!Hosea!chapters!1`14!describe!the!broader!context!of!this!story.!!!
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These!works!have!come!to!a!consensus,!of!sorts,!that!early!Christian!writers!used!
familial!rhetoric!and!fictive!kinship!terms!(e.g.,!“brothers!and!sisters!in!Christ”)!to!
strengthen!the!cohesion!of!early!Christian!groups!(2002:!153).!
!
I!suggest!that!the!importance!of!kinship!terminology!continues!today!and!is!particularly!
useful!in!the!context!of!modernity!where!evangelical!Christian!students!feel!that!community!
has!given!way!to!individualism.!!I!argue!that!students!view!one!another!through!the!broader!
kinship!structures!of!American!society,!but!apply!kinship!labels!in!unique!ways,!informed!
by!biblical!accounts,!resulting!in!what!is!best!understood!as!spiritual!relatedness.!!As!we!
will!see,!not!only!do!students!talk!about!spiritual!kinship!but!they!seek!to!enact!it!in!their!
everyday!lives,!much!like!the!ritual!performance!of!early!Christians,!spiritual!kinship!
becomes!a!marker!of!identity!and!distinction.!!!!
!
!
!
4.3!Summary!
!
Spiritual!relatedness!is!informed!by!a!number!of!different!frameworks,!references,!
and!cultural!notions.!!Evangelical!students!bring!broader!cultural!ideas!of!what!it!means!to!
be!family!when!entering!the!campus!ministry.!!In!some!cases!they!already!strive!for!the!
relational!ideal!of!God’s!family,!in!other!cases!they!are!learning!about!this!notion!of!
Christian!community,!and!some!simply!do!not!incorporate!it!into!their!lives.!!Nonetheless,!
they!are!all!aware!of!this!idea!partly!because!it!is!mapped!upon!societal!kinship!patterns!
and!meanings!associated!with!cultural!family!structures.!!This!includes!characteristics!of!
love,!sharing,!support,!selflessness,!sacrifice,!and!authenticity!among!others.!!One!is!able!to!
better!understand!how!students!view!their!relationships!with!fellow!believers!through!
comparisons!made!between!spiritual!family!and!biological!family.!!In!fact,!a!number!of!
students!consider!their!spiritual!family!to!provide!deeper!connections!and!relationships!
than!their!biological!family.!!Distinctions!between!Christians!and!non`Christian!peers!show!
the!significance!of!trust!in!building!spiritual!kinship!and!the!way!shared!beliefs!and!values!
foster!an!immediate!sense!of!relatedness.!!Biblical!stories,!values,!and!ideals!provide!
another!reference!point!for!students.!!Through!themes!of!the!body!of!Christ,!Holy!Spirit,!and!
the!use!of!kinship!terminology!as!metaphor,!students!learn!to!envision!God’s!family!in!a!
global!framework!from!local!intimate!relationships!to!long!distance!connectedness!created!
by!shared!indwelling!of!the!spirit.!!While!not!all!ideas!highlighted!in!this!chapter!are!utilized!
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by!students!to!explain!their!relationships!with!fellow!believers,!all!are!aware!of!such!
discourse.!!Next!we!combine!these!foundational!ideas!with!the!discourse!of!authenticity!to!
better!understand!the!complexity!and!centrality!of!spiritual!relatedness!in!believers’!lives.!!!
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CHAPTER!5.!BECOMING!KIN:!LIVING!RELATIONAL!LIVES!

!
!
The!foundations!of!spiritual!relatedness!provide!a!dynamic!subcultural!resource!
tool!that!surfaces!in!diverse!forms!within!students’!lives.!!Students!are!aware!of!the!broad!
and!accepted!principle!within!evangelical!communities!of!God’s!family,!as!demonstrated!by!
the!body!of!Christ,!Holy!Spirit,!and!biblical!kinship!terminology.!!These!foundations!are!
reinforced!by!discourses!and!meanings!surrounding!cultural!constructs!of!family!through!
non`Christian!relationships!and!familial!kinship!ties.!!!This!is!not!simply!symbolic,!in!many!
cases!this!sociality!is!considered!to!be!a!lived!reality!for!“authentic”!Christians!who!seek!to!
enact!the!relational!worldview!at!the!core!of!Christian!values,!according!to!students.!!This!
chapter!explores!how!students!describe!and!enact!spiritual!relatedness!and!the!role!of!
“authenticity”!in!shaping!those!actions.!!We!find!a!community!of!believers!whose!identities!
as!Christians!are!largely!defined!by!their!ability!to!live!an!authentic!and!relational!life.!
!
!
!
5.1!Why!Spiritual!Relatedness!
!
!

For!many!students!building!spiritual!family!is!considered!to!be!an!ideal!that!all!

Christians!should!strive!for,!but!may!not!achieve.!!The!construction!of!family!is!part!of!an!
ongoing!process!and!reflects!the!ultimate!reality!of!living!as!“brothers!and!sisters!in!Christ.”!
The!purpose!is!to!have!a!Christian!family!not!just!today!but!in!the!afterlife!where,!according!
to!many!evangelical!students,!worldly!social!structures!and!forms!of!community!will!be!
disbanded!in!light!of!the!perfected!state!of!heaven.!!There!are!a!variety!of!themes!that!help!
us!to!understand!the!value!of!building!intimate!connections!with!fellow!Christians.!!Many!of!
these!ideas!overlap!with!students’!interpretations!of!what!it!means!to!be!Christian,!which!is!
also!a!key!concern!of!current!anthropology!of!Christianity!literature.!!Garriott!and!O’Neill!
(2008)!argued!that!anthropologists!should!not!be!so!worried!about!the!problems!posed!by!
Christianity!to!anthropology,!instead!we!should!direct!attention!to!the!problems!
Christianity!poses!to!Christians!themselves.!!Garriott!and!O’Neill!suggested!anthropologists!
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use!a!dialogical!approach!understanding!the!variety!of!ways!in!which!Christians!perceive!
and!enact!Christian!beliefs!and!practices.!!Garriott!and!O’Neill!noted!that!“when,!where!and!
how!Christians!talk!about!who!is!a!Christian!and!suggest!comparative!potential!of!themes!
that!emerge!through!such!debate”!(2008:!388).!!Keane!reinforced!this!idea!by!stating!that!
“most!Christians!surely!claim!some!form!of!commonality,!even!if!only!far!enough!to!assert!
that!others!have!got!it!wrong!and!should!know!better”!(2007:!40).!!As!Carsten!suggested,!
the!construction!of!similarities!and!differences!is!central!to!the!concept!of!relatedness.!!
While!many!believers!consider!spiritual!kinship!to!be!a!reflection!of!biblical!ideals,!the!
result!is!defining!boundaries!of!inclusion!and!exclusion.!For!evangelical!Christian!students!
who!participated!in!this!study,!spiritual!relatedness!and!living!a!relational!life!is!considered!
central!to!“authentic”!Christian!faith.!!!
!

As!previously!noted,!the!cultural!construction!of!“authenticity”!is!interpreted!to!be!

the!result!of!broader!social!and!cultural!transformations!related!to!modernity.!!Lindholm!
(2007)!considered!authenticity!to!emerge!from!sincerity.!!As!Keane!(2007)!explained,!
sincerity!is!a!central!component!of!modern!Protestant!Christianity.!!Lindholm!(2007)!
suggested!that!with!the!decline!of!the!feudal!system!one’s!position!within!society!and!
relationships!between!individuals!became!uncertain.!!With!the!rise!of!modernity,!including!
such!features!as!urbanization,!social!mobility,!inequality,!competition,!and!individualism!
one!could!quite!easily!become!alienated,!deceitful,!and!lose!purpose!(Lindholm!2007).!In!
this!changing!social!environment,!sincerity!becomes!more!important!as!individuals!are!
disconnected!from!previous!formalized!social!structures.!!Increasing!pluralism!and!
recognition!of!diverse!social!and!cultural!practices!throughout!the!world,!as!demonstrated!
through!colonial!expansion,!foster!anxiety.!!In!turn!individuals!and!communities!held!
heightened!concerns!over!“cultural!and!personal!authenticity”!(Lindholm!2007).!!This!
continues!in!a!variety!of!forms!today!throughout!the!world.!!In!the!case!of!evangelical!
Christian!students!there!is!a!clear!need!to!determine!whether!the!“essence!and!appearance!
are!one”!and!to!ensure!individual!believers!are!not!“fake,!unreal,!or!false.”!Throughout!my!
conversations!a!discourse!of!authenticity!emerged!and!a!key!component!of!this!discourse!
was!the!need!to!live!a!relational!life.!!Perceived!by!evangelical!Christian!students!to!embody!
features!of!modernity,!including!individualism,!loss!of!community,!and!inequality,!the!
parachurch!ministry!provides!an!avenue!through!which!Christian!identity,!community,!and!
spiritual!relatedness!flourish.!!!
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5.1.1!Authenticity!
!
For!students,!“authenticity”!includes!a!wide!variety!of!values,!beliefs,!and!practices.!!
A!key!theme!that!is!embedded!within!this!notion!is!the!importance!of!living!a!relational!life.!!
This!extends!from!basic!evangelical!principles!grounded!in!an!engaged!orthodoxy!that!
places!a!high!value!on!sharing!the!gospel!and!building!strong,!supportive,!social!networks.!!
Thus,!many!of!the!themes!that!emerge!in!my!conversations!with!students!regarding!
“authenticity”!revolve!around!connections!with!others,!both!Christian!and!non`Christians.!!
It!is!not!a!surprise!that!the!campus!ministry!plays!an!important!role!in!fostering!these!
connections,!often!creating!the!social!outlets!needed!to!encourage!relationships.!!!
For!participants,!a!personal!relationship!with!God!is!central!to!living!a!relational!life.!
Believers!learn!to!understand!and!experience!the!supernatural!in!intimate!and!personalized!
forms.!These!often!extend!beyond!one`on`one!interactions!such!as!prayer!to!community!
endeavors!to!worship!and!mission!work.!!Through!interactions!with!one!another!believers!
learn!more!about!the!dynamic!nature!of!God.!Lurhmann!(2012)!explored!the!complexity!of!
a!personal!relationship!with!God!through!an!ethnography!of!Vineyard!Fellowship,!a!national!
charismatic!evangelical!organization.!!A!key!question!for!Lurhmann!was!how!individual!
believers!learn!to!build!an!intimate!relationship!with!a!supernatural!force!that!cannot!be!
seen.!!Lurhmann!used!the!concept!of!absorption,!which!simply!means!the!ability!for!one!to!
turn!attention!away!from!senses!of!the!material!world!to!the!imagination.!!Absorption!is!
carried!out!through!a!number!of!practices,!including!prayer.!!Lurhmann!stated,!“It!seemed!
to!me!that!prayer!was!an!absorption!practice,!and!prayer!training!was!really!training!in!the!
skill!of!absorption”!(2012:!202).!!Over!time,!absorption!becomes!an!avenue!through!which!
believers!transcend!the!material!world!and!learn!to!identify!God,!providing!unique!
opportunities!to!build!a!personal!relationship!with!a!supernatural!force.!!!
While!the!parachurch!ministry!at!the!heart!of!this!dissertation!is!not!charismatic,!
believers!work!from!the!same!reference!point.!!For!evangelical!students,!a!personal!
relationship!with!God!reflects!authentic!Christian!faith,!but!more!importantly!this!
relationship!is!not!confined!to!the!individual!believer.!!A!personal!relationship!with!God!
fosters!connectedness!between!believers!and!helps!us!to!understand!evangelical!Christian!
agency.!!Zach!explains:!!!
!
!
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There’s!a!lot!of!people!that!have!that!culture!kind!of!like!they!do!it!because!their!
family!is!doing!it!but!I!think!the!authentic!Christianity!is!where!each!person!has!to!
make!their!own!decision.!It’s!not!something!that!you!can!just!kind!of!come!along!
with,!you!got!to!…!you!have!to!actively!pursue!a!relationship!with!God.!I!think!the!
authenticity!…!I!think!without!authenticity!you!don’t!feel!like!it’s!…!it’s!just!lip!
service!at!that!point.!
!
Zach!offers!insight!into!the!interconnections!between!a!personal!relationship!with!God,!the!
need!for!experiential!faith,!authenticity,!and!an!expectation!that!one!takes!personal!
responsibility!for!his!or!her!faith.!!According!to!evangelical!students,!one!should!address,!
often!through!testimony,!how!entering!a!relationship!with!God!has!changed!his!or!her!life.!!
This!becomes!the!material!evidence!of!God’s!plan,!reinforces!the!intimate!nature!of!a!
personal!relationship!with!God,!but!also!rationalizes!the!process!as!the!structure!of!
testimony!is!learned!from!staff!and!fellow!believers.!Nonetheless,!a!key!feature!of!testimony!
is!transformation.!!A!number!of!anthropologists!have!recently!demonstrated!how!
Protestant!Christian!worldviews!may!expect,!and!require,!change!and!rupture—offering!a!
distinct!view!of!time!(Keane!2007;!Robbins!2004).!!While!attending!worship!services!it!was!
clear!that!students!integrated!this!rationalized!framework!for!sharing!testimony!and!
internalized!notions!of!rupture,!change,!and!transformation.!!This!weekly!ritual!functions!as!
a!way!to!reinforce!what!it!means!to!be!Christian!and!build!personal!connections!with!fellow!
believers!as!individuals!face!their!fears!and!share!personal!details!of!their!life,!their!
spirituality!with!fellow!Christians!and!see!one!another!through!shared!understanding!of!
transformation.!!Testimony!as!a!public!ritual!also!provides!an!excellent!outlet!through!
which!we!can!define!the!parameters!of!“authenticity”!and!what!it!means!to!be!Christian.!!!
Before!taking!personal!responsibility!for!one’s!spirituality!many!students!highlight!
their!struggles!with!Christianity,!often!this!includes!not!placing!their!spirituality!as!a!high!
priority!or!allowing!one’s!parents!to!define!their!beliefs.!!Ron!provides!one!such!example:!!!
When!I!was!seven!years!old!my!parents!came!up!to!me!and!asked!me,!we!think!it!is!
time!for!you!to!accept!Jesus!Christ!into!your!life!and!that!you!make!that!commitment!
to!him.!I!was!gung!ho!for!it,!alright!I!will!do!anything!to!please!mom!and!dad!so!I!
remember!asking!Jesus!into!my!heart!and!but!I!don't!remember!anything!
happening,!any!special!light!coming,!or!any!voice!saying!how!you!doing!Joe.!I!
remember!I!was!pretty!confused!I!went!back!and!talked!to!my!dad!said!I!didn't!hear!
anything!or!see!anything!pretty!confused.!He!explained!that!it!is!not!really!audible,!
or!visual,!it!is!just!that!you!know!that!it!is!making!that!commitment!that!Jesus!is!
having!control!over!your!life.!
!
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During!our!conversation,!Ron!reiterated!that!many!Christians!have!a!similar!experience!
when!parents!require!children!to!accept!Jesus!Christ!at!a!young!age.!!He!feels!this!is!
“important”!and!“okay,”!but!that!at!some!point!later!in!life!each!believer!needs!to!make!a!
choice!to!recommit!to!God!on!his!or!her!own!terms,!away!from!parents.!!The!result!of!such!a!
decision!should!be!that!you!live!a!“God`centered”!life.!!But!as!Ron!admits!in!our!discussion!
he!did!not!follow!through!after!entering!a!relationship!with!God!at!age!seven.!!He!describes!
himself!as!a!“troublemaker”!who!only!cared!about!“himself.”!!He!recognizes!that!to!be!
Christian!one!must!live!a!relational!life,!not!only!develop!his!own!spirituality,!but!connect!
with!and!help!others,!rather!than!focusing!upon!selfish!desires.!!But!this!changed!as!he!
entered!high!school!and!attended!a!Bible!camp.!!He!began!to!ask!deeper!questions!and!at!
that!point!made!a!“solid!commitment!to!God,”!asking!Jesus!Christ!to!indwell!in!his!heart.!!He!
states:!“That!was!really!the!turning!point!for!my!life!I!could!feel!that!there!was!this!spiritual!
side!the!spirit!was!in!me.”!Ron!illustrates!the!ideal!of!transformation,!life!before!and!after!
recommitting!to!God.!!!
Ron’s!testimony!addresses!a!number!of!themes!surrounding!authenticity.!!One!is!
personal!accountability!to!God!and!self!through!committing!to!God!as!an!adult.!!Another!is!
taking!responsibility!for!one’s!spirituality!which!is!slightly!different.!!For!many!students!this!
theme!demonstrates!holding!a!Christian!worldview!and!belief!system!that!is!determined!by!
you,!rather!than!parents!or!other!family!members.!!This!is!important!and!has!clear!
implications!for!spiritual!relatedness.!!The!process!of!coming!to!God!through!a!born`again!
experience!can!foster!a!sense!of!disconnect!from!ones!cultural!family.!!It!is!not!a!
requirement,!but!the!autonomy!created!may!cause!individual!believers!to!find!spiritual!
support!networks!in!other!social!relationships!such!as!fellow!believers,!as!they!move!away!
or!are!separated!from!family.!!Another!theme!highlighted!by!Ron!is!Christian!agency!and!the!
value!placed!on!submitting!to!God.!!In!this!case!he!describes!“making!the!commitment!that!
Jesus!is!having!control!over!your!life.”!!For!many!evangelical!students,!notions!of!Christian!
agency!are!complex!and!difficult!to!apply!in!their!everyday!lives.!!This!includes!actively!
choosing!to!submit!to!God!and!be!guided!by!the!Holy!Spirit.!!Students!express!that!one!must!
commit!to!this!each!day!and!strive!to!remain!consciously!aware!of!whether!he!or!she!is!
allowing!God!to!guide!one’s!life,!but!this!is!not!simple.!!Andy!describes!his!decision!to!be!
guided!by!God:!!!
!
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So!I!just!came!to!the!conclusion!that!if!he!was!who!he!said!he!was!then!I!was!going!
to!follow!him!and!there!is!nothing!I!can!do!then!just!surrender.!It!was!at!that!point!
where!I!really!started!my!life!for!God!and!just!had!quite!a!sense!of!freedom!after!that!
knowing!that!I!was!in!God's!hands!he!had!control!of!my!life!and!where!I!was!going!
and!just!finding!fulfillment!in!that.!
!
In!his!testimony,!Andy!explained!the!various!turns!that!his!life!had!taken.!!He!had!not!ended!
up!where!he!expected!and!struggled!because!he!maintained!control!over!his!life.!!He!tried!to!
go!in!his!own!direction!rather!than!be!guided!by!God!and!fellow!believers.!!In!the!end!he!
realized!that!surrendering!to!God!results!in!a!sense!of!freedom.!!Jen!demonstrates!a!similar!
perspective:!!!
I’d!say,!literally,!I!can!control!what!I!do,!but!as!far!as!God’s!plan!goes!I!don’t!have!any!
control!because!whenever!I!try!to!take!my!plan!into!my!own!hands,!I!just!screw!it!all!
up,!and!I’m![hurting!00:08:14].!I’m!a!human.!I’m!imperfect,!so!when!I!try!to!take!
things!on!my!own,!it’s!not!going!to!be!good.!
!
Nonetheless,!many!participants!struggle!to!submit!to!God.!!Don!offers!the!following!
analogies:!!!
At!times,!it!can!be!scary.!You!may!have!heard!some!of!the!comment!analogies!that!
people!give.!If!you!watched!a!tight`roper!take!a!wheelbarrow!across!this!tight!rope!
and!that's!impressive.!If!you!put!a!sack!of!potatoes!in!there,!"Oh!wow!"!Do!you!
believe!that!I!could!do!it?!You!could!say!yes!but!then!true!faith!comes!and!you'd!get!
in!a!wheelbarrow.!Or!the!rock`climbing!analogy,!you!have!faith!in!the!rope!when!
you!let!go!of!the!wall!and!you're!just!on!the!rope.!
!
In!the!end,!for!the!majority!of!participants,!agency!is!about!faith.!!One!must!submit!to!God,!
be!guided!by!the!Holy!Spirit!and!do!so!even!when!it!is!difficult!to!give!up!control.!!But,!
authenticity!enters!with!the!awareness!to!understand!that!humans!are!not!perfect.!!One!will!
not!always!make!the!correct!choice!but!as!one!students!explained:!“stray!from!God’s!path!to!
varying!degrees!on!a!continuum.”!!This!is!because,!as!Zach!explains,!God!provides!humans!
with!individual!agency.!
There’s!still!…!I!have!to!make!the!decisions!and!each!decision!I!make!I!have!to!
decide!if!I!want!to!…!a!lot!of!times!if!I!want!to!pursue!God!or!if!I!want!to!pursue!other!
worldly!things!and!then!even!if!it’s!a!decision!that!…!like!two!things!like!do!I!go!
serve!God!here!or!do!I!go!serve!God!here!where!both!of!them!are!good!decisions!and!
there’s!still!having!to!decide!even!where!it!would!be!the!best!to!go.!There’s!still!that!
complete!freedom!of!choice!In!my!mind!like!I!don’t!want!to!think!I’m!living!a!life!that!
is!predestined.!I!like!the!grace!of!it!and!God!gives!us!the!freedom!to!choose.!
!
Thus,!one!must!actively!choose!to!allow!God!to!guide!everyday!decisions.!!A!number!of!
participants!described!waking!up!each!day!and!praying!for!God’s!guidance.!!It!is!clear!that!
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believers!must!include!reflexive!awareness!to!demonstrate!authentic!faith.!!The!struggle!of!
faith!and!agency!is!a!key!problem!for!Christians!and!speaks!to!a!central!feature!of!Christian!
identity.!!In!addition,!it!is!through!this!struggle!and!its!connection!to!authentic!faith!that!
spiritual!relatedness!is!built.!!!!!
Elisha!(2008)!explored!Christian!notions!of!agency!and!described!basic!tenets!
through!the!following:!!!
Subjectivity!that!conceptions!of!faith!help!produce!is!one!where!status!of!individual!
agency!is!diminished!ideally!renounced!in!submission!to!divine.!Human!are!
corruptible!incapable!of!moral!significance!without!biblical!or!spiritual!revelation!
(62).!
!
But,!Elisha!also!emphasized!that!one!should!not!consider!Christian!subjectivity!to!be!
defined!only!by!interior!states!and!individual!submission!to!God.!He!stated:!“There!is!
individualism,!intersubjectivity,!personal!revelation!but!also!agency!of!God!and!guidance!of!
like!minded!Christians”!(2008:!62).!!!Other!anthropologists!have!tackled!the!complexity!of!
Protestant!Christian!agency.!!Keane!(2007)!summarized!Calvinist!agency!in!Sumba!as!
emphasizing!that!each!individual!is!accountable!for!their!relationship!with!God!(Keane!
2007).!Semiotic!forms!of!sincerity!hold!ideas!about!agency!together.!!Furthermore,!this!
emphasis,!guided!by!the!Protestant!Reformation,!is!key!to!Keane’s!broader!analysis—that!
such!ideas!about!divine!and!human!agency!guided!contemporary!moral!narratives!of!
modernity.!!A!key!point!for!Keane!is!that!“agency”!as!a!concept!is!defined!by!historical!and!
material!conditions.!!To!interpret!interlocutors’!notions!of!agency,!anthropologists!must!be!
attentive!to!unique!conditions,!ideas!and!enactment!of!agency!changes!over!time.!!!Brock!
(2011),!in!an!analysis!of!Paul’s!writings!on!the!body!of!Christ,!demonstrated!a!Christian!
perspective!on!agency.!!Brock!argued!that!allowing!one!individual!to!consider!their!agency!
above!other!believers!within!the!body!of!Christ!would!represent!the!“abandonment!of!
reality.”!The!breadth!of!body!with!individual!agencies!provide!a!combined!effort!to!foster!
Christian!community!and!mission.!!Again,!God!provides!different!individuals!with!gifts!and!a!
plan!for!his!or!her!life.!!If!one!allows!God!to!guide!his!or!her!actions!then!the!result!will!be!
and!increased!interconnectedness!between!believers!where!believers!contribute!to!broader!
goals!in!community!without!losing!individual!identity.!Thus,!a!more!accurate!interpretation!
of!Christian!agency!gives!attention!to!both!individualistic!and!relational!components.!!!!
Such!examples!of!agency!and!the!struggles!believers!face!in!submitting!to!God!may!
on!the!surface!seem!about!individuals.!However,!we!must!also!recognize!that!this!form!of!
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agency!is!grounded!in!a!relational!worldview.!!Believers!are!actively!choosing!to!allow!a!
supernatural!force!to!guide!their!actions.!More!importantly,!this!creates!an!environment!
where!individual!believers!become!dependent!upon!other!Christians!for!accountability!and!
guidance!regarding!God’s!plan!for!his!or!her!life.!!Thus,!Christian!agency!is!not!simply!about!
an!interior!state!but!about!fellow!believers,!and!in!the!process!spiritual!relatedness!is!
developed.!!Elisha!(2008)!explained,!“Christian!subject!individuality!is!defined!not!entirely!
by!interior!essence!but!also!by!linkages!to!people,!ideas,!forces,!things!that!hold!him!or!her!
directly!accountable!to!absolute!truth”!(59).!!
Ron!connects!accountability!to!biblical!verses!that!include!“God!sharpening!men!like!
iron”!from!Proverbs:!“As!iron!sharpens!iron,!one!man!sharpens!another.”!!Ron!feels!that!
accountability!is!not!simply!about!one’s!relationship!with!God!but!should!be!held!between!
fellow!believers.!!He!describes!his!relationships!with!fellow!bible!study!participants!and!
how!they!are!willing!to!“call!one!another!out,”!when!not!following!God.!!Thus,!what!may!be!
viewed!from!the!outside!as!individualistic!notions!of!personal!responsibility,!can!be!more!
accurately!understood!through!a!relational!lens.!!Ron!explains:!!!
I!think!that!happens!more!like!sometimes!in!large!groups!there!are!only!one!or!two!
people!that!will!talk!and!you!sometimes!feel!uncomfortable!to!share!something!but!
in!a!small!group!or!one!on!one!setting!it!can!be!pretty!uncomfortable!I!have!been!
confronted!with!stuff!about!my!life!that!where!fellow!guys!say!this!isn't!right,!really!
not!what!God!wants.!That!can!be!pretty!uncomfortable,!but!there!is!also!guys!that!
are!willing!to!man!up!and!just!say!something!because!I!care!for!you!I!am!going!to!say!
this.!That!can!be!uncomfortable!sometimes,!well!most!of!the!time!if!somebody!does!
that.!But!it!is!also!a!necessary!thing,!if!nobody!would!step!up!to!do!that!it!could!get!
out!of!hand,!or!could!go!south.!
!
Ron!considers!small!groups!of!“best!buddies”!and!“accountability!partners”!the!most!
intimate!parts!of!spiritual!kinship,!which!broadens!to!“the!scope!of!people!you!hang!out!
with,”!and!then!those!you!are!affiliated!with!or!do!not!know.!!But,!not!only!does!the!excerpt!
demonstrate!the!relational!aspects!of!accountability,!but!it!also!highlights!the!value!of!small!
groups.!!The!campus!ministry!considers!small!group!activities!to!be!an!important!
opportunity!for!spiritual!growth!and!a!way!for!students!to!build!personal!relationships.!
Emphasis!on!personal!responsibility!holds!clear!implications!for!familial!
relationships.!!Many!students!offered!explicit!examples!of!how!their!spiritual!growth!and!
the!need!for!personal!accountability!separated!them!from!their!immediate!family.!!Jamie’s!
testimony!illustrates!this!aspect!of!authenticity.!!She!grew!up!in!a!Christian!household!
where!her!family!prayed!and!read!the!bible!on!a!regular!basis.!!In!addition!they!spent!the!
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month!of!December!reading!verses,!singing!songs,!and!talking!about!God!as!time!moved!
toward!Christmas.!!Jamie!accepted!Christ!when!she!was!young,!approximately!seven.!!She!
says,!“I!don't!remember!praying,!I!asked!God!into!my!heart!but!I!don't!remember!how!old!I!
was!at!the!time.!And!so!for!a!while!after!that!there!wasn’t!ever!a!time!that!I!didn't!believe!
God!was!real,!but!I!didn't!really!think!about!him!very!much!for!most!of!growing!up!well!
from!elementary!ages.”!Like!other!evangelical!students,!at!such!a!young!age!many!do!not!
give!much!attention!to!spiritual!matters.!!Nonetheless,!this!becomes!more!important!as!she!
grows!older.!!Within!evangelical!communities!there!is!often!an!expectation!that!one!should!
mature!in!their!faith!through!adolescence!and!young!adulthood.!!!
Jamie’s!spirituality!begins!to!undergo!changes!once!she!enters!junior!high.!!She!
explains!that!she!starts!to!meet!other!Christians!and!wants!to!get!to!know!God!and!that!her!
friends!helped!her!to!move!in!a!positive!direction!in!her!walk!with!God.!!She!explains:!!!
So!I!started!reading!the!bible!on!my!own,!praying!on!my!own,!instead!of!just!with!
my!family.!So!from!about!like!junior!high!on!I!would!say!I!started!having!my!own!
relationship!with!God!separate!from!what!my!family!did!and!I!would!say!that!just!
even!since!I!have!come!to!college!has!gotten!to!be!more!of!my!own!thing!apart!from!
my!family.!
!
Notice,!the!clarity!regarding!personal!responsibility!and!separation!from!the!spirituality!of!
her!family.!!For!Jamie!and!other!students!spiritual!growth!and!change!often!includes!
disconnect!from!their!immediate!families.!!In!Jamie’s!narrative!she!also!addresses!
transformation!of!her!parent’s!spirituality.!!Her!father!worked!a!high!number!of!hours!each!
week!and!was!unable!to!“invest”!in!their!family!and!could!not!meet!the!standards!he!set!for!
himself.!!Her!dad!became!more!grounded!in!his!faith!and!created!a!stronger!relationship!
with!her!mother.!!Jamie!describes!their!transformation:!!!
Yeah,!I!would!say!at!that!point!recognizing!that!they!need!God!in!their!lives!came!to!
find!that!at!different!times.!They!prayed!to!ask!god!into!their!lives!and!entered!into!a!
relationship!with!him!as!opposed!to!just!going!along!believing!or!not!believing!that!
he!exists.!
!
Jamie’s!parents!embodied!the!type!of!Christian!beliefs!and!practices!that!evangelical!
Christian!students!find!problematic.!!They!followed!“rules,”!had!“head!knowledge”!but!did!
not!hold!a!personal!relationship!with!God.!!In!addition,!holding!a!personal!relationship!with!
God!fostered!deeper!connections!with!others.!!!
Jamie!has!grown!her!faith,!partly!because!she!has!been!able!take!control!of!her!
relationship!with!God!away!from!her!family.!!!
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I!live!in!a!sorority!it!is!totally!up!to!me!rather!I!go!to!church,!read!the!bible,!pray!and!
whether!I!am!around!people!who!do!that!or!not.!So!I!would!say!that!is!one!thing!I!
feel!like!I!have!gotten!closer!to!God!because!I!am!the!one!making!the!choice!to!do!
that!I!am!committing!my!time!to!do!that,!rather!than!being!something!that!my!family!
does.!I!would!say!that!I!have!gotten!a!lot!more!comfortable!talking!about!it!with!
people,!talking!about!what!I!believe!and!bringing!that!up!in!conversations,!more!
than!high!school.!
!
In!addition,!her!college!experience!helped!her!to!live!an!“authentic”!Christian!life!in!sharing!
her!faith.!!Many!students!convey!a!similar!struggle!in!their!testimony.!They!value!and!
believe!in!sharing!the!gospel!in!a!variety!of!different!ways!and!feel!that!this!is!directed!by!
God.!!Nonetheless,!it!can!be!difficult!and!highlighting!ones’!confidence!in!witnessing!through!
testimony!is!a!powerful!symbolic!tool!for!those!who!may!working!through!similar!struggles.!!
This!allows!for!deeper!connections!based!on!shared!experiences!of!struggle.!!Learning!to!
share!one’s!faith!becomes!an!important!identity!marker!of!authenticity!and!reinforces!the!
value!of!living!a!relational!life.!!To!share,!one!must!be!concerned!with!and!connect!to!others.!!
Emily,!in!her!public!testimony!at!a!weekly!worship!activity!describes!her!transformation!
towards!a!relational!life:!!!
I!went!from!being!completely!focused!on!myself!to!being!aware!of!others!and!got!to!
share!the!gospel!with!other!people!which!I!had!never!done!before!really!and!went!
from!being!worried!about!every!little!thing!to!realizing!that!if!I!seek!after!God!and!
his!kingdom!first!that!God!will!take!care!of!everything!else.!
!
Underlying!many!of!the!changes!that!occur!with!students!as!demonstrated!by!testimony!is!
an!explicit!shift!toward!focusing!more!on!others!and!less!on!selfish!desires.!!Such!ideas!
demonstrate!the!salience!of!this!relational!vision!for!Christianity!and!contribute!to!living!an!
authentic!Christian!life.!!!
Devon!illustrates!another!key!feature!of!authenticity!for!students!and!makes!a!clear!
distinction!between!“head”!knowledge!and!“heart”!knowledge!as!it!pertains!to!faith.!!Devon!
grew!up!in!an!immediate!family!who!were!all!Christians!and!recalls!attending!Sunday!
service!every!week.!!Like!many!other!students!he!felt!that!his!extended!family!would!
identify!as!Christian,!but!they!did!not!have!the!same!level!of!influence!on!his!life!as!
immediate!family.!!Like!Ron,!his!realization!of!God!comes!during!a!Bible!camp!where!the!
teacher!explains!that!if!you!believe!in!Jesus!Christ!you!can!go!to!heaven!and!be!saved!from!
your!sins.!!Devon!states:!“So!at!that!point!in!my!life!I!was!like!well!my!parents!believe!it!so!
does!my!extended!family!and!I!want!to!go!to!heaven!so!I!said!yes.!That!is!when!I!accepted!
Jesus!into!my!heart.”!!As!others,!he!clearly!highlights!the!role!of!his!parents!in!shaping!his!
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choice.!!This!is!the!point!where!Devon!begins!tracing!his!commitment!to!Christianity,!but!
not!necessarily!to!living!an!“authentic”!Christian!life.!!!
For!Devon!and!others,!“head”!knowledge!is!important!but!higher!value!is!placed!
upon!“heart”!knowledge.!!He!explains!how!this!stifled!his!spiritual!growth:!!!
Before!college!I!guess!I!had!a!lot!of!head!knowledge!and!what!God!was!and!just!like!
when!you!grow!up!going!to!church!every!week!you!learn!a!lot!about!the!bible!and!all!
the!different!books!that!were!written,!the!stories.!You!learn!a!lot!of!concepts!like,!or!
I!guess!good!ways!to!live!your!life,!not!lying,!not!cheating.!Like!good!things!you!
should!do!so!I!had!a!lot!of!head!knowledge!but!one!thing!the!Christian!church!
emphasizes!is!having!a!relationship!with!God!and!I!would!say!before!college!my!
relationships!with!God!did!not!go!anywhere.!It!was!just!kind!of!there!but!you!could!
compare!to!like!friends!that!you!see!once!a!year!sort!of!thing,!nothing!really!happens!
with!that!friendship.!
!
Thus,!he!learned!about!the!Bible!and!knew!Christian!concepts!as!an!intellectual!endeavor!
but!did!not!properly!enact!a!Christian!life,!nor!build!his!relationship!with!God.!!Both!are!key!
features!of!“authentic”!Christianity,!according!to!students.!!Devon!went!on!to!explain!how!
during!college!he!changed!and!focused!on!living!a!“relational”!life!with!God!and!with!fellow!
believers!by!connecting!with!others!through!“heart”!knowledge.!!!
So!really!like!until!college!it!had!always!kind!of!been!maybe!my!parents’!faith!that!I!
kind!of!adopted!and!so!college!for!me!was!a!unique!time!because!no!more!were!my!
parents!going!to!church!and!I!would!go!along!with!them.!It!was!kind!of!my!time!to!
decide,!do!I!want!to!make!God!a!priority!in!my!life,!or!not.!
!
As!a!young!adult,!much!of!his!spiritual!growth!was!dependent!upon!taking!personal!
responsibility!for!his!beliefs!and!making!God!a!priority!through!both!“head”!and!“heart”!
knowledge.!According!to!students,!heart!knowledge!is!a!prerequisite!for!building!Christian!
community!as!it!is!grounded!in!experiential!faith!that!applies!Christian!ideas!to!everyday!
life.!!In!turn!one!is!able!to!be!outwardly!focused!and!build!personal!relationships!with!fellow!
believers,!rather!than!being!inwardly!focused!on!theological!interpretations!and!debates.!
Donna,!summarizes!this!perspective!through!her!experience!during!a!summer!mission!trip:!!!
What!we!had!always!been!pushing!was!the!heart!behind!it,!not!the!actual!planning!
of!what!we!were!going!to!be!doing!but!the!actual!heart!of!sharing!with!people.!This!
one!week!we!came!and!people!were!just!…!I!don’t!know!it!was!kind!of,!they!were!all!
about!the!details,!all!about!the!planning!but!not!really!about!the!heart!and!it!was!
kind!of!discouraging.!We!took!that!next!week!and!we!just!kind!of!prayed.!The!next!
Sunday!that!we!met!up!it!was!180°!turnaround!and!they!were!excited!about!it.!They!
were!excited!about!the!heart!for!sharing!and!not!the!planning!of!the!details.!Things!
like!that!over!the!summer!was!just!really!neat.!
!
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For!Donna,!and!other!participants,!heart!knowledge!is!built!upon!experiential!faith!that!
places!building!connections!with!others!at!the!foundation!of!Christianity.!!Throughout!our!
discussion!Donna!struggled!with!Christians!who!emphasized!details,!rules,!and!foster!a!
“works`based”!Christian!faith.!!When!too!much!attention!is!given!to!structure,!details,!and!in!
this!case!planning!and!strategy,!one!“loses”!the!heart!for!sharing.!!According!to!students,!the!
heart!for!sharing!is!associated!with!the!guidance!of!the!Holy!Spirit.!!This!symbolism!is!
connected!to!broader!Western!culture.!!When!describing!kinship!ties,!blood,!and!in!
particular!the!heart,!is!associated!with!“the!essence”!of!an!individual!(Sharp!2006).!!In!
addition,!it!is!linked!to!emotions!as!well!as!sustaining!life!(Alberti!2010).!!It!is!not!surprising!
that!the!heart!is!the!place!where!“authentic”!faith!resides!for!participants!and!that!it!also!
fosters!connections!with!Christians!and!non`Christians!by!affirming!sincere!intentions!to!
get!to!know!others,!not!simply!plan!and!strategize!for!Christian!missions.!!This!notion!is!not!
new!and!the!distinction!between!head!and!heart!knowledge!is!evidenced!since!the!mid`
1800s!and!the!revivals!of!John!Wesley.!!Nonetheless,!focus!on!the!heart!both!literally!and!
figuratively!embodies!authentic!Christian!faith!in!evangelical!communities.!!!!
For!other!students,!the!idea!of!“head”!knowledge!is!equated!with!rules!and!a!works!
based!salvation,!which!becomes!a!clear!distinction!between!what!students!consider!to!be!
“authentic”!faith!and!broader!Christian!practices.!!A!large!number!of!students!see!these!
differences!as!being!reflections!of!historical!breaks!with!Catholicism.!!When!asked!about!
incorrect!Christian!practices,!works!based!faith!and!its!association!with!Catholicism!is!a!
learned!marker!of!identity.!!Zach’s!testimony!demonstrates!this!theme.!!His!father!often!
talked!about!Christianity!but!through!the!lens!of!moral!standards!and!that!one!should!
follow!“good”!behaviors!because!“God’s!watching.”!!At!the!time!Zach!felt!that!this!did!not!
matter!because!there!was!not!a!God.!!During!Junior!High!he!describes!himself!as!being!
selfish!and!inwardly!focused,!“set!on!proving!myself”!to!others!through!academic!
achievements.!!He!wanted!to!“achieve!my!own!glory”!without!God!or!other!people.!!In!fact,!
Zach’s!experience!is!quite!different!from!other!members!of!the!ministry.!!In!high!school!he!
actively!challenged!Christian!students,!describing!such!encounters!as!“prosecuting!
Christians.”!!He!prided!himself!on!asking!very!specific!questions!of!Christian!students!that!
could!challenge!their!faith.!!Zach!states:!“I!prided!myself!on!getting!people!to!turn!away!
from!God.”!!!
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During!high!school!Zach’s!friends!began!turning!to!drugs!and!he!sought!to!be!a!part!
of!the!group,!but!his!friends!would!not!let!him.!!According!to!Zach!his!friends!knew!that!he!
had!“too!much!going!for!him.”!!This!is!the!point!where!testimony!affirms!the!power!of!God.!!
During!our!conversation!he!reflected!on!the!fact!that!“misery!loves!company”!and!that!he!
wanted!to!do!drugs,!but!that!somehow!he!did!not!get!involved.!!The!point!was!that!it!was!
not!simply!his!decision,!but!part!of!a!broad!plan!that!could!only!be!understood!through!God.!!
Over!time!he!became!more!open!to!religion!and!gained!interest!in!“service”!friendships,!
working!to!help!those!in!need.!!He!was!invited!to!church!activities!by!a!friend!and!eventually!
found!himself!at!Creation!Festival,!what!he!describes!as!“God!Woodstock.”!!He!eventually!
asked!himself!how!he!ended!up!being!surrounded!by!thousands!of!Christians!in!a!remote!
location!in!the!Northwestern!United!States.!
Looking!back!at!all!the..!...what!I!thought!were!coincidences!but!kind!of!seeing!that!
they’re!…!I!would!say!divinely!inspired!just!God!making!all!steps.!You!understood!
being!in!class!with!that!girl!that!invited!me!and!just!talking!to!that!one!…!what!I!saw!
was!just!a!random!afternoon!kind!of!getting!connected!there.!The!youth!leader!was!
that!I!was!literally!just!glued!in!my!seat!just!thinking,!just!my!brain!was!going!
hundred!miles!an!hour.!She!sat!down!and!went!through!it!all!and!prayed!to!receive!
Christ!then!and!so!I!was!…!she!led!me!through!that!and!it’s!been!a!drastic!difference!
since!then.!I!did!two!more!years!of!high!school!I!got!really!involved!with!my!church!
and!youth!group!and!what!not.!It!was!just!a!really!small!church!but!just!a!close!
community.!It!was!really!loving!and!came!up!here.!!!
!
He!credits!campus!ministry!mentors!and!discipleship!with!opening!his!eyes!to!his!
selfishness!and!“obsession”!with!good!works.!His!works!no!longer!mattered,!all!that!
mattered!was!Jesus.!!“I!was!very!worked!based!salvation!and!wanted!to!earn!God’s!love!and!
grace.!!I!think!part!of!it!was!to!pay!restitution!for!my!previous!actions.”!Once!in!college,!he!
made!God!and!sharing!the!gospel!his!number!one!priority.!!Zach’s!testimony!offers!a!
powerful!narrative!from!non`believer!to!practicing!“authentic”!Christian!faith.!!His!story!
includes!themes!of!selfishness,!God’s!guidance,!and!distinctions!between!works!based!
theology!and!faith.!!For!Zach!and!others,!authenticity!means!that!one!should!not!seek!to!
achieve!salvation!through!works,!but!to!have!faith!in!God’s!sacrifice!and!build!a!relationship!
with!God!and!others.!!One!must!let!other!believers!speak!to!his!or!her!life,!knowing!that!the!
Holy!Spirit!may!speak!through!other!members!of!the!body!of!Christ.!!This!distinction!
reinforces!the!value!of!living!a!relational!life.!!Zach!explains:!
!
!
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Part!of!that!equation!is!“grace,”!at!times!we're!following!and!doing!the!rules!but!it!is!
difficult.!The!thing!that!always!helps!me!out!is!that!I!don't!really!think!of!it!as!a!
system!of!rules!or!regulations.!Not!really!so!much!into!religion!as!much!as!I!am!into!
grace!and!faith!and!relationship!with!Jesus.!So!I!would!say!there's!a!lot!of!not!
understanding!what!I!believe!because!I!don't!go!to!church!because!going!to!church!
is!what!I!should!do.!It's!about!grace!and!mercy!and!love!and!the!interrelationship!
with!Jesus!Christ.!
!
Students!also!expressed!their!ideas!about!authenticity!in!more!explicit!forms!during!
our!conversations.!!When!students!brought!up!the!term!“authentic”!I!followed!up!with!
additional!questions!asking!interviewees!to!clarify!what!they!mean!by!this!concept.!!For!the!
majority!of!students,!authentic!Christianity!includes!basic!beliefs!such!as!an!acceptance!of!
absolute!truth.!!Devon!communicates!this!point!but!recognizes!the!following:!!“I!should!
never!be!prideful!that!I!am!right!and!other!people!are!wrong!because!what!the!bible!teaches!
is!I!deserved!hell!and!Jesus!came!not!because!I!was!good,!but!Jesus!came!and!saved!me!
because!he!was!merciful.”!Thus,!not!only!should!one!accept!absolute!truth,!but!authentic!
Christians!do!not!judge!others!because!one!must!be!aware!that!he!or!she!is!also!sinful!and!
not!at!the!level!of!God,!who!is!the!only!entity!able!to!judge.!Zach!considers!love!to!be!the!
overriding!doctrine!of!authentic!Christianity:!!!
Jesus,!he’s!the!main!…!without!Christ!there’s!nothing!there.!The!essence!of!
Christians!is!we’re!supposed!to!know!we’re!Christians!by!love!and!so!just!the!love!
for!other!people!and!then!all!of!this!flows!from!God’s!love!for!us.!I!would!say!love!is!
kind!of!the!overriding!doctrine.!
!
Notice,!love!is!not!simply!an!emotion!or!shared!in!intimate!relationships,!it!is!
doctrine.!!For!participants,!whether!Christians!or!non`Christians,!loving!others!is!a!principle!
of!their!faith.!!Furthermore,!love!is!not!simply!held!by!a!single!individual!but!is!a!conduit!
that!connects!believers!to!God!and!to!one!another,!much!like!the!role!of!the!Holy!Spirit!from!
the!previous!chapter.!!This!a!key!foundational!principle!of!spiritual!relatedness!as!well.!
Rapp!(1978)!considered!normative!characteristics!of!family!in!American!society!to!include!
loving,!sharing,!and!protecting.!!Schneider!(1984)!noted!that!love!is!considered!to!be!an!
“enduring,!diffuse!solidarity.”!!But,!these!are!ideals!and!expectations!regarding!how!one!
should!act!toward!family,!not!necessarily!reality.!!Nonetheless,!I!suggest!that!emphasis!on!
love!within!students’!narratives!demonstrates!a!feature!of!spiritual!relatedness!which!is!
informed!by!normative!kinship!structures!and!meanings.!!
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In!many!examples,!when!students!were!asked!about!authenticity!their!examples!
correlated!with!characteristics!of!Christian!life!that!foster!spiritual!relatedness!through!
love.!!Don!explains:!!!
There's!something!called!the!fruit!of!the!Spirit!which!is!love,!peace,!patience,!joy,!
self`control,!all!those.!I!think!a!lot!of!how!you're!living!is!defined!by!how!you!think!
those!come!out!of!your!life.!Basically,!am!I!loving!because!it's!good!for!me?!Can!I!love!
my!friends,!my!family!or!can!I!love!my!enemy?!
!
One!must!be!able!to!love!others,!because!according!to!evangelical!students!Christ!loves!all.!!
To!be!an!authentic!Christian!one!must!strive!to!model!love!to!fellow!believers!and!non`
Christians.!!Pinnok!(2004),!a!professor!of!Christian!theology!and!an!evangelical,!explained!
love!as!it!relates!to!the!trinity,!Holy!Spirit,!and!Christian!community.!!!
The!Spirit!is!the!uniting!love!of!the!trinity,!the!power!of!com`!munity!in!diversity,!of!
mutual!love!and!friendship,!so!that!when!we!pray,!there!already!exists!an!intimacy!
and!communion!into!which!we!are!invited,!the!most!wonderful!thing!we!can!
experience,!God!himself,!the!creative!and!life`giving,!saving!and!redeeming!God.!The!
trinity!is!the!community!of!perfect!love!and!shows!the!structure!of!perfect!
community.!Trinity!is!the!paradigm!for!human!community;!a!community!of!persons,!
a!relational!ontology,!not!a!solitary!being!but!a!communion!of!love!(8).!
!
The!author!succinctly!demonstrated!how!many!evangelical!Christian!students!perceive!and!
incorporate!notions!of!love!into!their!spiritual!lives.!!At!its!core,!love!is!an!extension!of!God!
and!reflects!perfect!community!and!the!necessity!of!living!a!relational!life.!This!love!can!be!
felt!not!only!between!believers!but!is!central!to!one’s!personal!relationship!with!God.!!!!!
Often!students!describe!the!love!that!they!feel!from!God.!!!
That,!it's!hard!to!explain,!it!sounds!really!cheesy,!but!I!really!felt!like!I!just!fell!in!
love.!Then!I!couldn't!not!talk!about!Him!because!I!felt!like!I!saw!Him!everywhere,!
and!saw!little!things!that!He!...!that!were!real!personal,!that!He!was!just!speaking!to!
me!to!say,!"I!love!you,!I!adore!you,!I!created!you!specifically!the!way!you!are,!you!
don't!have!to!do!a!thing,!you!can't!do!a!thing!to!earn!it."!I!don't!think!we!experience!
that!very!often!in!human!love,!even!with!our!spouses.!We!can!be!pretty!conditional.!
!
Love!was!not!simply!given!by!Cassandra!to!God,!but!reciprocated!and!reinforced!by!the!
experiences!she!encountered.!!This!love!is!distinct!in!that!it!is!unconditional,!thus!Christians!
are!called!to!foster!the!same!kind!of!love!in!their!own!relationships.!Cassandra!
acknowledges!that!such!love!is!difficult!to!maintain!in!human!relationships!and!equates!it!to!
familial!relationships,!including!spouses.!Many!participants!considered!love!to!be!an!
important!feature!of!their!immediate!family!relationships,!but!one!can!understand!how!the!
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possibility!of!unconditional!love!from!God!and!fellow!believers!might!offer!deeper!forms!of!
relatedness!than!immediate!family.!!
Brock!(2011)!considered!this!to!be!a!key!feature!of!Christian!community!reflected!in!
biblical!teachings.!!He!argued!that!every!member!of!the!church!body!should!be!viewed!as!
“an!active!giver!or!conduit!of!divine!love”!and!this!should!not!be!related!to!one’s!
“physiological!or!intellectual!deficiencies.”!!The!language!used!by!Brock!reiterates!love!as!a!
connective!force!within!Protestant!Christian!worldviews.!!Brock!is!speaking!as!a!theologian!
about!how!to!foster!inclusion,!particularly!for!those!on!the!margins!of!society.!!He!states:!
“Again!it!is!easy!to!imagine!that!the!intellectually!disabled!in!a!community!may!be!the!first!
to!register!the!distress!or!spiritual!state!of!those!around!them,!and!in!doing!so!enliven!the!
whole!body’s!empathetic!connectivity!(364).!!The!author!is!describing!how!Christians!can!
foster!scriptural!ideals!of!inclusive!community,!offering!an!alternative!to!secular!
inclusiveness.!!One!must!rely!on!spiritual,!rather!than!worldly,!categories!of!social!
hierarchies!to!enact!such!connectedness.!!
It!learns!this!receptivity!by!relinquishing!and!refusing!to!reintroduce!the!ordering!of!
social!hierarchies!learned!in!the!world!and!does!so!through!the!empathetic!practices!
of!caring!for!one!another.!This!will!certainly!include!working!to!compensate!for!
people’s!physical!and!intellectual!challenges!(Brock!2011:367).!
!
For!Brock!those!with!disabilities!are!in!a!unique!position!to!share!gifts!of!God!and!should!be!
brought!into!community!rather!than!left!at!the!margins.!!The!foundation!of!such!
inclusiveness!is!love!and!empathy.!!Fostering!a!sense!of!inclusiveness!like!this!is!difficult!to!
do!as!it!means!that!one!must!not!be!concerned!with!his!or!her!own!selfish!desires.!!!
Cassandra!continues:!!!
I!just!was!overwhelmed!with!joy,!just!bursting.!Then!I!was!like,!"I!really!want!to!tell!
people!about!Christ.!I!want!them!to!be!able!to!experience!this!love."!I!want!them!to!
experience!this!freedom!and!this!joy!and!this!peace!that!comes!with!knowing!that!
you're!just!loved!regardless.!
!
If!one!follows!authentic!Christianity!he!or!she!has!the!opportunity!to!foster!similar!
experiences.!!Her!passion!and!sense!of!happiness!came!through!during!our!conversation.!!It!
was!clear!that!Cassandra!was!in!a!positive!place!with!her!faith!and!in!her!relationship!with!
God.!!But!like!others,!this!is!not!only!about!her!personal!walk!with!Christ,!but!sharing!those!
intense!feelings!with!others!through!building!relationships!and!bringing!others!into!a!
relationship!with!God.!!Ron!offers!another!metaphor!to!explain!the!love!that!he!feels!for!
God:!!!
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God,!obviously,!is!all!powerful!and!could!do!whatever!He!wanted.!I!can!be!His!robot!
and!go!around!do!a!perfect!life!in!His!power!because!He!just!told!me!to!and!I'll!go!do!
it.!He's!a!gentleman!and!He!wants!more,!true!love.!A!love!that!like!if!you!do!
something!simple!with!your!dog,!you!let!your!dog!go!and!it!comes!back.!That!kind!of!
thing!in!a!relationship.!You're!not!always!holding!on!to!the!other!person,!"I!don't!
want!you!to!leave,!don't!you!leave."!But!it's!"I!can!trust!that!person!and!that!person,!
loves!me!and!comes!back,"!that!kind!of!thing?!
!
Beyond!the!fact!that!this!love!is!not!conditional!and!fosters!deep!feelings!that!spark!a!need!
to!share!the!gospel!with!others,!it!is!also!a!love!that!does!not!constrain!individual!choice.!!
For!Ron,!spiritual!love!includes!the!ability!to!let!go,!knowing!that!others!will!return.!!This!
fits!closely!with!students’!notions!of!faith!but!offers!an!alternative!reference!point!to!build!
intimacy!with!God.!!Often!students!relied!on!this!notion!of!love!that!at!times!they!had!turned!
away!from,!knowing!that!they!would!be!forgiven!and!welcomed!to!be!part!of!“God’s!family.”!!!
Evangelical!students!also!consider!an!individuals’!views!of!the!bible!to!be!integral!
parts!of!Christian!identity.!!The!Bible,!for!many!students,!is!divinely!inspired!by!God!and!is!a!
tool!by!which!God!speaks!to!believers!and!is!applicable!to!their!lives.!!Beyond!that!there!is!
ample!debate!surrounding!literalism,!history,!and!metaphorical!interpretations.!!Don!
explains:!!!
It's!divinely!written.!It's!revealed!to!men!to!be!written!down.!I!view!it!as!literal.!Like!
it!said,!if!this!thing!happened,!it!happened.!It's!also!applicable!to!my!life.!Even!in!the!
Old!Testament!where!it's!mostly!autobiography!type!reading.!You!can!get!a!lot!of!the!
choices!these!people!made,!what!they!did!and!how!God!interacted!with!them.!
!
!
He!considers!the!Bible!to!be!literal,!which!is!but!one!interpretation!within!the!campus!
ministry.!!Nonetheless,!he!describes!it!as!divinely!written!and!applicable!to!his!life.!!Wade!
offers!a!slightly!different!perspective:!!!
I!think!that!the!Bible!is!God's!word!that!has!been!written!through!the!Holy!Spirit!
through!various!authors!and!preserved!for!us.!I!like!the!word!naturally,!it!is!read!in!
the!way!that!God!designed!it!to!be!read!it!is!authoritative!and!true.!Sometimes!I!
avoid!taking!it!literally,!there!are!parts!of!the!scripture!that!were!not!meant!to!be!
taken!literally!so!we!want!to!take!them!naturally!when!presented!as!history,!history,!
when!presented!as!poetry,!poetry.!
!
For!Wade,!the!Bible!is!divinely!inspired!but!scripture!must!be!contextualized.!!Lawson!
(2010),!a!professor!of!Christian!Education!at!Biola!University,!demonstrated!the!strong!
emphasis!placed!on!the!Bible!within!evangelical!ministries.!He!argued!that!evangelical!
education!shifted!from!marginalization!to!revitalization!by!the!end!of!the!century.!As!he!
looks!forward!Lawson!states:!!!
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Because!of!our!view!of!the!authority!of!Scripture!as!God’s!revelation!to!us,!we!
emphasize!Bible!study,!but!this!can!quickly!degenerate!to!contentment!with!
knowing!the!content!of!the!Scripture!instead!of!being!transformed!by!it.!Teaching!
can!become!transmissive!indoctrination,!with!Scripture!memorization!being!
rewarded!for!potential!future!use,!but!understanding!and!responding!to!the!living!
Word!today!strangely!overlooked!(2010:!450).!
!
For!Lawson,!and!other!evangelical!Christians,!the!bible!speaks!to!individual!believers!and!
should!not!be!a!tool!for!indoctrination,!or!misused!by!those!in!positions!of!power.!!While!
many!scholars!may!consider!the!bible!to!play!a!significant!role!in!all!Christian!traditions!this!
is!not!necessarily!an!accurate!assessment.!!Engelke!(2007)!explored!the!role!of!the!bible!in!
the!Friday!Masowe!Church!in!Zimbabwe.!!He!demonstrated!how!believers!shun!the!bible!for!
the!“Word!of!God!live!and!direct!from!the!Holy!Spirit”!(3).!!Furthermore,!he!eloquently!
explained!the!need!to!understand!the!diverse!roles!that!the!sacred!text!plays!within!
different!Christian!communities.!!Connecting!the!Bible!to!authentic!Christian!faith!is!but!
only!one!approach.!!!!!!
Nonetheless,!many!students!noted!their!ability!to!connect!with!the!past!through!the!
Bible!as!well!as!God.!Thus!the!Bible!is!a!relational!resource!not!simply!a!book!to!be!read!by!
individual!believers.!God!is!able!to!speak!into!students’!lives!through!the!“living”!sacred!text.!!
This!is!a!key!theme!grounded!in!the!Protestant!Reformation,!as!Martin!Luther!once!wrote,!
“[Printing]!is!the!ultimate!gift!of!God!and!the!greatest!one.!!Indeed,!by!means!of!it!God!wants!
to!spread!word!of!the!cause!of!the!true!religion!to!all!the!earth,!to!the!extremities!of!the!
world!(Gilmont!2003).!!Thus,!God!becomes!sanctified!in!the!material!world!and!the!material!
text!becomes!a!sacred!resource!for!believers!across!the!world.!!As!discussed!later!in!the!
chapter,!biblical!interpretations!and!analysis!brings!believers!together.!!Often!small!in!size,!
group!bible!studies!foster!a!deepening!of!faith,!vulnerability,!and!shared!experience—all!
central!to!the!creation!of!spiritual!relatedness.!!!
Beyond!the!bible,!students!feel!that!one!must!believe!in!the!power!of!prayer.!!In!her!
public!testimony!during!worship!services,!Donna!described!the!importance!of!prayer!on!a!
daily!level!when!living!a!Christian!life.!!She!joked!that!many!Christians!pray!as!ritual!and!do!
not!experience!prayer!and!the!connection!this!makes!with!God.!!Donna!then!turns!to!the!
“fact”!that!prayer!works:!!!
Then!just!to!continue!to!see!prayer!work.!I!mean!God!…!like!you!pray!for!something!
throughout!the!semester!and!he!answers!it.!I’ve!been!praying!for!opportunities!to!
share!the!gospel!in!my!classroom!and!a!couple!of!days!ago!I!got!the!opportunity!to!
incorporate!the!gospel!into!a!class!presentation!to!a!class!of!thirty.!!
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Such!examples!are!not!coincidences!in!the!lives!believers,!this!is!God!answering!prayer.!!One!
must!be!willing!to!identify!God’s!interventions!in!their!lives!in!order!to!appreciate!prayer.!!
In!this!case!Donna!prayed!for!specific!outcomes,!seeking!to!share!the!gospel!in!the!
classroom!and!an!opportunity!emerged.!!Not!only!that,!but!she!explained!in!our!
conversation!that!this!was!a!class!where!she!had!already!“connected”!with!students!and!
thus!the!message!was!more!powerful.!!For!Donna,!God!was!using!her!to!give!the!
opportunity!of!relationship!with!God!to!her!peers.!!!
!

When!asked!about!prayer,!Ryan!used!the!example!of!his!grandfather!to!illustrate!its!

importance!to!Christian!faith.!!His!grandfather,!who!was!considered!by!Ryan!to!be!quite!
young,!had!undergone!a!number!of!health!problems!and!was!diagnosed!with!cancer.!!!He!
had!lived!cancer!free!for!some!time!but!it!returned.!!Ryan!continues:!!!
One!of!my!prayers!that!I!started!saying!was!basically!for!God!to!cure!him!of!this!
cancer!if!that!was!his!will,!and!if!not!to!take!him!quickly.!Just!kind!of!through!that,!
through!his!treatments!and!the!doctors!and!people!working!with!him,!and!through!
the!power!of!prayer!helped!a!lot!too.!He!no!longer!has!cancer.!It's!been!six!months.!
!
He!is!aware!that!there!were!a!number!of!different!factors!that!led!to!the!positive!outcome!
for!his!grandfather!but!prayer!and!God!were!significant.!!Participants!reiterated!the!idea!
that!one!must!“practice!what!they!preach”!in!order!to!be!authentic!Christians.!One!way!to!
demonstrate!authenticity!is!through!sharing!such!experiences.!!Ryan!allows!others!to!see!
how!prayer!and!faith!have!impacted!his!life.!!Sharing!such!examples!of!prayer!is!a!key!
feature!of!the!ministry,!testimony!reinforces!the!role!of!God!in!believers’!lives!and!builds!a!
foundation!through!which!authenticity!can!be!assessed.!!!
Others!find!authenticity!in!being!compassionate.!!In!our!conversations,!students!
generally!included!examples!of!how!they!interact!with!non`Christians!and!the!importance!of!
not!being!judgmental,!to!show!compassion!to!those!who!may!be!different.!!This!is!grounded!
in!the!compassion!and!sacrifice!that!Jesus!offers!believers!through!death!and!resurrection.!!
Wade!explains:!!!
So!when!I!go!Thursday!night!I!am!not!going!to!just!learning!something!from!the!
speaker!it!is!good!reminder!but!is!nothing!that!is!new!for!me!but!I!am!going!to!reach!
out!to!other!people,!love!other!students!make!my!goal!to!serve!others!not!that!I!am!
going!to!get!some!deep!growth!out!of!it.!Although!I!think!when!you!give!that!up!and!
pour!into!others!you!end!up!going!through!that!as!well.!
!
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Compassion!includes!connecting!with!other!people!and!serving!them,!without!an!
expectation!of!reciprocity.!!As!Wade!notes,!one!should!engage!in!such!activities!with!the!
hope!that!he!or!she!will!be!rewarded!with!spiritual!growth!as!this!would!fall!under!the!
category!of!“works”!that!many!students!find!problematic.!!Instead!such!encounters!should!
be!genuine!sacrifice!and!giving!to!others.!!As!Keane!(2007)!described!in!his!analysis!of!
Calvinism,!sincerity!of!actions!is!a!central!component!of!the!Protestant!worldview.!!!
As!Jessie!explains,!compassion!is!often!fostered!between!believers.!!When!sharing!
her!public!testimony!she!references!her!encounter!with!a!member!of!the!ministry!who!was!
very!thoughtful!and!caring.!!!
I!filled!out!a!contact!card!when!I!was!here!and!within!the!next!week,!I!got!a!call!from!
member!inviting!me!to!coffee,!like!I!hear![the!ministry]!is!quite!famous!for!and!that!
was!what!he!had!said,!and!they!started!to!ask!me!about!my!faith.!For!the!first!time,!I!
actually!shared!it!with!them!and![inaudible!00:02:31]!because!no!one!had!actually!
cared!what!I!believed!before.!I!had!been!asked!all!the!time!whether!I!believed!in!God!
or!not!but!nobody!really!wanted!to!know!about!my!faith.!
!
In!this!case!authentic!Christianity!includes!having!a!vested!interest!in!others’!lives,!listening!
to!fellow!believers!and!reflecting!compassion.!!Shuman!(2003),!in!his!book!entitled!The$
Body$of$Compassion,$argued!that!Christians!may!benefit!from!understanding!bioethics!
through!the!lens!of!the!body!of!Christ.!!He!suggested!that!one’s!physical!body!does!not!
simply!belong!to!the!individual!but!to!the!community!of!believers!and!God!as!the!body!of!
Christ.!!How!believers!care!for!the!body!can!be!a!model!for!how!individuals!care!for!one!
another.!!The!title!of!the!book!represents!the!value!placed!upon!compassion!in!many!
Christian!traditions.!!Vosloo!(2006)!stated!that!“Such!an!understanding!of!the!
compassionate,!and!one!can!also!add!sanctified,!body!calls!for!an!ethos!of!vulnerable!
(inter)dependence.!!This!requires!respect!for!the!so`called!weaker!members!of!the!body”!
(33).!Vosloo!argued!that!perceived!weaknesses!are!not!so!in!the!body!of!Christ!as!each!
believers!brings!important!gifts!that!further!support!the!body.!!But,!in!the!process!he!also!
identifies!an!important!feature!of!compassion,!the!connective!nature.!!When!enacted,!
believers!become!vulnerable!and!dependent!upon!one!another.!!!!
Devon!further!illustrates!the!role!of!compassion!in!his!life!through!sharing!the!
gospel:!!!
What!we!do!in!a!way!is!we’re!compassionate!and!we!enter!into!people’s!pain!and!get!
dirty!instead!of!sitting!from!balcony!pontificating!to!masses!about!how!they!need!
help!and!should!be!more!like!us.!Instead!we!are!going!in!and!doing!the!dirty!work,!I!
just!think!there!is!power!in!that.!!
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In!this!case!authentic!Christians!should!not!be!caught!up!in!how!others!perceive!them,!or!
stand!as!examples!of!what!others!should!be!or!how!others!should!act.!!Instead!one!should!
be!compassionate!and!engage!others!through!sharing!the!gospel!and!build!“genuine”!
personal!relationships.!!According!to!participants,!compassion!requires!that!one!share!the!
gospel!but!it!must!be!completed!through!a!sincere!approach!with!the!intention!of!building!
and!maintaining!relationships!with!those!encounters.!!!
A!number!of!students!explained!authenticity!by!comparing!beliefs!and!practices!to!
other!religious!systems.!!The!churches!and!denominations!that!were!most!often!highlighted!
included!Catholicism,!Mormonism,!and!Pentecostal!or!Charismatic!communities.!!Their!
concerns!over!both!general!beliefs!and!specific!practices!help!to!illustrate!what!students!
consider!to!be!the!essence!of!Christianity.!!A!few!of!these!features!have!already!been!
addressed.!!Students’!key!concern!regarding!Catholicism!is!that!they!describe!Catholic!
beliefs!as!being!“works!based.”!!Jen!explains:!!!
Because!people!have!a!…!people!from!the!outside!of!the!pen!can!have!a!skewed!view!
of!who!Christians!really!are,!like!they!think!that!we’re!just!kind!of!what!…!the!
Catholic!faith!is!made![inaudible!00:05:47]!works,!like!shame!based.!Confession,!you!
have!to!abide!by!these!rules.!If!you!don’t,!you’re!going!to!hell.!Authentic!means!you!
can!be!the!person.!You!can!still!be!a!loving!person!and!have!fun,!and![00:06:00]!
there’s!more!redemptive!aspects!to!it.!It’s!just!more!of!a!personal!walk,!a!personal!
relationship!that!other!people!can’t!judge,!because!it’s!your!own!authentic!
relationship!with!God.!
!
For!Jen,!not!only!is!a!works!based!theology!incorrect,!but!she!considers!the!framework!of!
confession!to!be!“shame!based.”!!One!is!pushed!by!others!to!feel!guilt!about!their!actions!not!
because!of!God!through!the!Holy!Spirit!but!because!of!religious!leaders.!!Jen!feels!that!these!
issues!should!be!between!believers!and!God,!not!religious!leaders!unless!believers!request!
their!intervention.!!!
Other!students!consider!Catholicism!to!be!problematic,!but!for!different!reasons.!!
Jamie,!offers!additional!insight.!!“But!they!didn't!have,!I!think!for!most!of!them!Catholicism!
is!a!cultural!thing,!like!holidays.!Lots!of!them!don't!go!to!church!that!much!but!it!is!part!of!
their!culture,!decorations!whatever.!But!they!don't!have!that!personal!relationship!with!God!
and!that!is!the!thing!that!is!so!beautiful.”!Thus,!Jamie!uses!“othering”!language!of!“them”!to!
distance!herself!from!such!practices.!!She!also!implicitly!suggests!that!Catholicism!may!lack!
substance!because!superficial!or!“cultural”!practices!take!precedent!over!more!important!
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features!of!faith!such!as!a!“personal!relationship!with!God.”!!Sociologist!Christian!Smith!
(1998),!in!his!large`scale!study!of!American!evangelicalism,!explained!that!while!such!
contrasts!may!be!viewed!as!problematic!by!outsiders!it!serves!an!important!function!within!
evangelical!communities.!!In!fact,!Smith!argued!that!the!ability!to!identify!relevant!out`
groups!and!maintain!an!“embattled”!position!is!central!to!the!continued!success!of!
evangelicalism.!!For!evangelical!students,!a!relationship!with!God!is!the!foundation!of!
“authentic”!faith!and!if!one!perceives!other!religious!communities!to!not!emphasize!this!
relationship!then!it!is!difficult!for!evangelical!students!to!consider!that!faith!to!represent!
Christianity.!!According!to!students,!to!be!Christian!one!must!incorporate!beliefs!into!
everyday!life,!not!simply!attend!weekly!services.!!While!participants!may!not!have!an!
accurate!image!of!Catholicism,!it!is!the!image!they!hold!nonetheless,!and!includes!a!complex!
history!tied!to!the!Protestant!Reformation.!!!!
Students!also!struggle!with!Pentecostal!and!Charismatic!practices.!!In!many!
conversations!interviewees!offered!a!balanced!perspective!suggesting!that!healing,!
speaking!in!tongues,!and!gifts!from!the!spirit!are!possible!but!that!it!is!difficult!to!discern!
between!God’s!gifts!and!desires!of!individual!believers.!!Thus,!charismatic!Christianity!is!
more!likely!to!be!misused!by!those!in!positions!of!power!to!control!membership.!!Ron!
explains:!!!
A!big!difference!between!organizations!like!there!is!a!conservative!side!and!
charismatic!side!but!this!charismatic!is!a!little!more,!maybe!a!little!more!like!hands!
in!the!air,!touching!and!healing,!and!the!way!we!were!raised!I!don't!want!to!say!
super!conservative!but!it!was!on!the!conservative!side!and!that!has!a!very!strange!
take!to!us.!I!believe!that!God!can!heal!but!I!also!believe!that!a!lot!of!that!can!be!
misused!in!a!lot!of!ways!to!grab!attention,!ya!know,!to!gather!more!people!in!as!
attention!grabbers.!
!
He!describes!distinctions!between!more!conservative!approaches!to!Protestant!Christianity!
and!feels!that!Charismatic!practices!are!more!dynamic,!involved,!and!rely!heavily!on!
interpretation.!!This!is!problematic!from!a!conservative!evangelical!perspective!because!one!
should!remain!in!control!of!his!or!her!mind!and!body.!!While,!it!may!be!God!that!is!directing!
believers!there!is!also!an!opportunity!for!“darker”!forces!to!access!individuals.!!!
Joe!provides!an!interesting!analogy!and!critical!insight!into!different!Christian!
practices.!!Rather!than!defining!what!is!“authentic,”!and!correct,!he!suggests!that!all!are!
slightly!different!approaches!to!the!same!broad!beliefs.!!!
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Like!charismatic!groups,!like!the!classic!example!is!during!singing!fellowship!they!
will!raise!hands,!dance!and!get!really!into!it.!When!you!compare!that!to!like!a!
catholic!service!they!are!very!proper!and!very!structured!it’s!like!singing!from!a!
book!all!the!notes!are!there.!I!would!feel,!I!wouldn’t!feel!uncomfortable!in!those!
situations!I!think!I!would!prefer!one!over!the!other,!but!I!don't!know!I!kind!of!see!it!
as!like,!if!you!could!put!like!Christianity!and!like!if!you!could!put!like!I!am!trying!to!
figure!this!out!say!Christianity!is!music!and!there!are!different!like!genres!of!music,!
it!is!all!music!but!there!are!different!ways!to!express!how!the!music!is!so!but!I!for!
me,!I!just!because!of!my!background!I!grew!up!in!a!nondenominational!churches!
and!they!are!usually!evangelistic!churches!that!there!priority!is!like!doing!service!
acts!for!people!who!are!less!fortunate!and!providing!people!with!opportunities!to!
hear!about!god!and!talk!about!spiritual!things.!
!
Here!Joe!is!describing!basic!church!structure!and!worship!service!which!does!not!give!
attention!to!the!more!intricate!differences!of!importance!to!many!students.!!Nonetheless,!he!
is!not!judging!or!seeking!to!place!his!beliefs!above!others.!Instead!he!offers!common!ground!
through!metaphors!of!music!and!genres!to!show!how!each!belief!system!is!still!part!of!the!
same!category.!!!
While!Joe!seeks!to!foster!a!more!all`encompassing!image!of!Christianity,!April!sees!
this!approach!as!problematic.!!For!her,!and!a!number!of!other!students,!this!gives!the!false!
impression!of!an!“equivalent,”!much!like!the!relativism!that!students!struggle!with!on!
campus!as!part!of!secular!modernity.!!Instead!she!feels!that!“authentic”!Christians!should!
clearly!state!that!other!communities!do!not!fit!within!a!narrowly!defined!absolute!truth.!!!
Then!I!think!of!basically!whatever!religious!statistics!in!one!might!have!come!across!
where!Christians!are!grouped!together!with!Mormons!and!Catholics!that!yeah,!
they’ll!tell!you!they’re!Christians!but!man,!I!really!sincerely!don’t!regard!Mormons!
and!even!Catholics!really!to!really!have!a!full!understanding!of!Christianity.!!
!
Notice!that!April!connects!this!problem!with!statistics.!!In!many!cases!students!felt!that!the!
labels!placed!on!Christians,!particularly!evangelical!Christians,!were!not!accurate!reflections!
of!their!faith.!!In!this!case!the!problem!is!that!some!lump!together!Mormonism!and!
Catholicism!under!Christianity!which!according!to!April!is!wrong.!!Neither!reflects!
“authentic”!Christian!faith.!!Moulaison!(2007),!in!an!analysis!of!the!body!of!Christ,!
emphasized!the!socialization!process!believers!go!through!in!order!to!see!themselves!as!a!
global!community!or!a!family!of!God.!!The!author!noted!the!following:!!!
For!Christians,!although!they!may!be!shaped!by!other!forms!of!life,!or!fields$as!
Bourdieu!calls!them,!the!particularity!of!the!Christian!shaping!will!often!create!
bodies!which!are!manifestly!at!odds!with!other!bodies!within!the!dominant!culture!
(352).!
!
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Thus,!for!April!and!other!participants,!drawing!distinctions!with!other!religious!bodies!may!
simply!be!an!outcome!of!conforming!to!the!body!of!Christ.!!!
Of!all!the!faiths!identified!by!students,!Mormonism!was!the!most!publicly!ridiculed!
tradition.!!Often!students!would!begin!with!the!fact!that!they!have!Mormon!friends,!but!
would!then!critique!the!faith.!!I!observed!this!not!only!in!small!groups,!one`on`one!
conversations,!and!bible!studies!but!in!weekly!worship!service!and!retreats.!!It!was!clear!
that!concerns!regarding!Mormonism!were!not!just!reflections!of!student!members!but!were!
evident!with!staff!as!well.!!I!argue!that!Mormonism!with!its!rather!unique!structure,!biblical!
interpretations,!and!strong!mission!oriented!faith!with!a!high!rate!of!membership!growth!
worries!evangelical!Christians.!!As!another!outwardly!focused!tradition!that!seeks!to!share!
the!gospel!and!“change!hearts!for!God,”!many!evangelical!students!struggle!because!they!
feel!that!key!tenets!of!the!Mormon!faith!are!wrong.!!Nonetheless,!Mormonism!is!growing!at!
a!fast!pace.!!Cassandra!highlights!the!appeal!of!Mormonism:!!!
They're!just!like,!"Oh,!you!do!X,!Y,!and!Z,!you!earn!your!way!to!whatever!level!of!
heaven.!Oh,!I!can!do!things!and!accomplish!things!you!achieve.”!That!was!much!
more!appealing!than!a!shady,!grey!relationship.!A!relationship!is!not!black!and!
white,!and!it's!not,!"Do!these!steps."!I!was!drawn!to!that,!and!then!I!felt!like!a!lot!of!
Mormons!that!I!saw!and!knew!we're!really!into!what!they!believe.!Clean`cut!and!
focused!on!family!life.!I!was!really!drawn!to!all!of!that,!but!thankfully,!God!wouldn't!
let!me!just!go!towards!that.!
!
Cassandra!was!very!detail!oriented!and!as!a!young!adult!wanted!to!“check!off!boxes”!related!
to!her!faith!which!made!Mormonism!appealing.!!In!addition,!a!key!feature!of!Mormon!faith!
that!evangelical!students!would!like!to!incorporate!into!their!own!communities!is!the!high!
value!placed!on!family.!!Many!students!detailed!their!experiences!with!members!of!the!
Mormon!faith!who!always!helped!one!another!and!valued!community.!I!argue!that!
underlying!such!descriptions!is!a!disenchantment!with!the!individualism!of!modernity,!
making!spiritual!relatedness!an!appealing!form!of!sociality.!Over!time!Cassandra!learned!
that!while!the!Mormon!faith!seems!similar!to!“authentic”!Christianity!on!the!surface,!there!
are!very!different!meanings!attached!to!beliefs.!!She!explains:!!!
It!felt!like,!even!though!they!used!similar!words,!their!meaning!were!really!different.!
The!idea!of!grace!was!kind!of!cheapened,!I!felt!like.!Grace!is!grace.!You!can't!earn!it,!
but!yet!there's!all!these!things!you!have!to!do!to!earn!your!way!to!God!or!to!
perfection!or!whatever.!Then!when!they!hit!salvation,!it's!like!...!something!doesn't!
strike!me!right!when!I!had!to!pick!my!husband!to!be!invited!into!heaven.!A!couple!of!
those!things,!and!that!they!can't![inaudible!00:18:02]!No,!that's!different!than!the!
God!I!know.!
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Thus,!in!this!case!we!return!to!authentic!beliefs!surrounding!grace,!salvation,!and!the!
“works!based”!faith.!!Cassandra!feels!that!Mormonism!“cheapens”!grace,!partly!because!the!
possibility!of!hierarchical!structure!to!heaven.!!The!idea!that!one!fellow!believer!will!be!
treated!differently!than!another!does!not!align!with!her!perspective!on!salvation,!based!on!
evangelical!biblical!interpretations.!!Furthermore,!the!idea!that!one’s!salvation!might!be!
dependent!upon!others,!in!this!case!being!married!and!having!children!is!an!area!of!concern!
for!Cassandra.!!This!also!challenges!broader!notions!of!the!body!of!Christ.!!While!each!one!is!
a!part!of!the!body!and!connected!they!maintain!unique!identities!and!roles!as!defined!by!
God.!!Individual!believers!are!not!one!in!the!same,!nor!succumbed!by!other!members!of!the!
body.!!Other!students!highlighted!the!“secrecy”!of!Mormonism,!historical!mistreatment!of!
minority!groups,!and!gender!inequality!when!explaining!why!Mormonism!does!not!fit!
“authentic”!Christian!faith.!!!
Cannell!(2013)!highlighted!distinctions!between!Mormonism!and!broader!
Protestant!worldviews!regarding!faith,!beliefs,!and!specifically!the!centrality!of!kinship.!!
This!included!notions!of!time,!preexistence,!sealing,!and!fertility.!!Cannell!contextualized!
and!offered!deeper!understanding!of!why!such!emphasis!is!placed!on!family!within!
Mormonism!which!includes!unique!views!regarding!time!as!well!as!the!material!conditions!
of!the!afterlife.!!!As!highlighted!by!Cassandra,!many!students!value!the!relational!worldview!
emphasized!in!Mormonism.!!Often!students!considered!this!to!be!a!feature!of!the!faith!that!
could!easily!translate!into!their!own!spiritual!lives,!which!they!seek!to!replicate!in!different!
forms.!!It!is!telling!that!even!when!clear!distinctions,!and!at!times!animosity,!are!displayed!
by!participants,!individuals!take!time!to!explain!a!positive!relational!aspect!of!the!Mormon!
faith.!!I!suggest!that!such!examples!reinforce!the!importance!of!relationalism!in!evangelical!
students’!lives,!but!also!the!challenges!believers!encounter!when!enacting!relational!ideals.!
Wade!helps!to!summarize!a!number!of!different!points!to!consider!as!one!thinks!
about!how!evangelical!students!define!“authentic”!Christian!faith.!!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Practically!what!that!looks!like!for!me!is!spending!time!in!God's!word!on!a!daily!
basis,!growing!and!understanding!who!he!is!and!how!he!has!designed!me.!Like!in!
college!I!am!learning!about!“walking”!this!term!that![Jeremy]!has!brought!up!to!you!
he!introduced!me!too,!“walking!in!the!spirit.”!Well!what!does!that!mean!but!being!
daily!in!tune!with!what!the!Holy!Spirit!is!calling!you!too!and!moving!you!to!do!in!life.!
In!my!course!of!college!that!translates!into!taking!Sabbath!on!Sunday.!!I!usually!take!
a!couple!hours!by!myself!to!pray!and!just!read!a!book!out!of!the!bible!it!is!just!one!
sitting!and!spend!time!with!God!and!developing!that!relationship!like!you!would!
with...!you!know....!husband!or!wife!or!child!or!anyone!else!it!is!very!much!relational!
model!in!my!life!like!I!would!have!a!relationship!with!you!and!friends!you!poor!time!
into!it!you!do!things!together!you!talk!together.!I!look!at!the!same!way!at!my!
relationship!with!God.!
!
First!it!is!important!to!build!a!personal!relationship!with!God!through!prayer,!the!Bible,!and!
the!Holy!Spirit.!But!all!are!dependent!on!others.!Second,!one!should!strive!to!surrender!to!
God!and!in!the!process!demonstrate!personal!responsibility!for!one’s!faith.!A!paradox!of!the!
Christian!faith!is!how!agency!is!embedded!within!notions!of!allowing!one’s!self!to!be!guided!
by!another.!!This!holds!true!in!a!number!of!different!settings!and!demonstrates!how!
relationality!exists!within!even!the!most!basic!of!Christian!principles.!!Third,!one!must!be!
intentional!about!living!an!“authentic”!life!on!a!daily!basis!as!this!is!the!experiential!aspect!
of!participants’!spirituality.!!It!cannot!simply!be!about!“head”!knowledge!but!must!include!
“heart”!knowledge.!Heart!knowledge!signifies!an!appreciation!for!how!God!speaks!into!
believers’!lives,!as!well!as!modeling!love!and!compassion!toward!others.!!Heart!knowledge!
is!a!connective!force!that!allows!believers!to!build!relationships!with!others.!Finally,!
through!distinctions!with!relevant!out`groups,!Christian!identity!and!in!turn!authenticity,!is!
defined.!!Such!distinctions!serve!an!important!purpose!of!bringing!believers!together!and!
reinforcing!shared!beliefs.!!A!variety!of!characteristics!may!be!included!in!the!discourse!
surrounding!“authentic”!Christianity,!but!for!participants,!at!its!core!is!a!relational!view!of!
the!world.!The!relatedness!that!is!fostered!in!such!contexts!is!more!than!friendship.!!It!is!not!
simply!disinterested,!insincere,!and!sentimental!connections!of!Western!cultural!constructs!
(Silver!1990).!!Instead!such!relationships!are!defined!by!the!divine!and!part!of!a!sacred!
sociality!that!is!“real”!and!that!is!authentic.!!There!are!a!number!of!reasons!that!evangelical!
students!incorporate!the!concept!of!spiritual!relatedness!into!their!lives,!one!is!to!
demonstrate!authenticity.!!!
!
!
!
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5.1.2!Equality!
!
Beyond!actively!choosing!to!live!an!authentic!life,!students!also!see!spiritual!
relatedness!as!fostering!equality!between!believers.!!Using!language!that!includes!the!body!
of!Christ!and!the!Holy!Spirit,!a!number!of!students!describe!how!other!aspects!of!identity!
become!less!important!as!they!see!one!another!as!“brothers!and!sisters”!in!Christ.!!This!can!
take!place!in!local!interactions!at!Bible!Studies!as!well!as!international!mission!work!and!
attendance!at!conferences!with!believers!from!around!the!world.!There!is!also!a!broader!
discourse!among!theologians!that!highlights!this!same!theme,!particularly!in!how!it!can!be!
applied!to!those!less!fortunate!or!on!the!margins!of!society.!!While!students!represent!how!
this!plays!out!in!daily!life,!theologians!represent!the!structural!level!by!critically!thinking!
about!the!most!accurate!representation!of!the!Christian!faith.!!Each!offers!additional!levels!
of!analysis!to!better!understand!the!salience!of!this!theme!within!Christianity.!!!
When!Devon!was!asked!about!the!importance!of!building!relationships!with!fellow!
believers!his!comments!include!a!reflection!upon!how!he!is!able!to!forget!labels!and!see!
others!as!embodying!God!and!“oneness”!with!him!as!Christian.!!Johnson!(2002)!in!her!
analysis!of!the!“apocalyptic”!values!demonstrated!by!the!writing!of!Paul!in!the!New!
Testament!argued!that!the!discourse!of!kinship!and!commitments!to!God!may!undermine!
traditional!notions!of!family.!!In!the!process,!believers!identify!with!Christ!and!the!family!of!
God,!as!“one.”!!Johnson!explained:!!!
The!religious,!social,!and!gender!distinctions!among!people!are!not!sins!to!be!
repentant!of,!or!inequalities!to!be!replaced!by!human!equity.!Instead,!in!Christ!there!
is!a!“newly!created!unity”!that!is!“so!fundamentally!and!irreducibly!identified!with!
Christ!himself”!that!Christians!are!“not!one!thing,”!they!are!one!person.!
!
From!this!perspective!social!identities!are!constructed!by!humans!and!rather!than!striving!
to!alleviate!social!inequalities!believers!should!follow!Christian!cultural!logic!of!applying!
spiritual!family!above!all!else.!!!
The!“unity”!created!by!Christ!fosters!a!“oneness”!between!believers!that!naturally!
fosters!equality.!!Devon!demonstrates!how!this!idea!is!illustrated!in!one’s!everyday!
encounters:!!!
!
!
!
!
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Getting!to!interact!with!people!on!staff!regionally!or!people!I!don't!rub!shoulders!
with!or!know!you!sit!down!and!talk!to!them!about!what!is!important!about!the!
kingdom.!You!can!just!tell!what!people!believe!in!and!doesn't!even!have!to!be!the!
same!age!group.!I!was!talking!to!one!person!on!staff!her!name!was![Evelyn]!it!
doesn't!matter!that!she!has!children!who!are!my!age!and!just!in!talking!about!
getting!to!see!there!is!a!oneness!and!spirit!even!across!the!age!barrier.!!!
!
With!shared!belief!and!mission,!as!one!lives!an!“authentic”!Christian!faith!he!or!she!is!able!to!
meet!fellow!Christians!wherever!they!are!in!their!lives.!!In!this!example!Devon!meets!
someone!that!he!might!normally!struggle!to!connect!with,!but!because!they!have!similar!
visions!about!the!“kingdom!of!God,”!it!fosters!relatedness.!!The!fact!that!she!was!much!older!
than!he!was!is!not!a!problem.!When!viewing!others!as!members!of!the!family!of!God!many!
students!emphasized!that!there!is!a!“oneness”!fostered!through!the!Holy!Spirit.!!This!is!how!
students!first!recognize!others,!not!by!age,!but!by!faith!and!spirit.!!I!argue!that!this!is!not!
about!belief!but!a!deeper!understanding!that!all!are!part!of!God’s!family!and!deserve!to!be!
treated!as!equals.!!This!was!an!encounter!facilitated!by!the!campus!ministry!as!part!of!a!
regional!event.!!Often!there!are!goals!set!for!such!events,!but!also!ample!time!is!provided!for!
fellowship.!!!
Thomas`Chipumuro!(2011)!in!her!extensive!ethnographic!study!of!a!black!Atlantic!
church!community!in!Atlanta!Georgia!described!similar!observations!regarding!spiritual!
identification!and!kinship!as!a!way!to!build!allegiances!across!a!broad!spectrum!of!believers.!!
Thomas`Chipumuro!stated:!!!
By!affirming!the!primary!significance!of!spiritual!identifications!over!various!forms!
of!social!difference,!Powell!worked!with!various!religious!constituencies!in!the!
South!and!endorsed!the!religious!aspirations!of!Southern!religious!leaders!that!
differed!from!his!own.!At!first!glance,!emphasizing!a!born!again!identity!(and!an!
accompanying!understanding!of!universal!spiritual!kinship)!over!identities!of!origin!
appears!to!facilitate!the!production!of!broad!religious!outlooks!and!allegiances!
(2011:69).!
!
The!community!included!migrant!members!with!transnational!connections.!!Much!like!the!
campus!evangelical!ministry,!believers!see!themselves!as!part!of!a!universal!kinship!system.!!
Rather!than!emphasizing!national!origin!identities!believers!adhere!to!spiritual!identities!
and!in!the!process!foster!solidarity!and!community.!!I!argue!that!while!the!campus!ministry!
may!not!share!the!same!transnational!ties,!believers!come!from!a!variety!of!backgrounds!
and!spiritual!kinship!functions!in!a!similar!way!to!break!down!differences!within!the!
community!but!also!to!foster!connections!and!facilitate!ministry!goals!of!sharing!the!gospel.!!!!
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Similar!experiences!were!described!by!those!who!met!others!abroad,!often!when!
participating!in!mission!trips.!Like!the!encounter!between!staff!members,!mission!trips!are!
facilitated!by!the!ministry.!!Throughout!the!year!there!are!local,!regional,!national,!and!
international!opportunities!that!are!part!of!a!broader!organizational!structure.!!Staff!and!
student!leaders!work!hard!to!foster!students’!confidence!in!sharing!and!guide!those!who!
wish!to!participate!in!short!spring!break!trips!as!well!as!long!summer!trips.!!Don!has!
engaged!with!others!from!different!cultural!backgrounds!and!describes!the!similarity!he!
shares!with!them,!even!though!they!may!have!unique!traditions!and!languages.!!!
Yeah.!I've!had!the!opportunity!to!go!abroad!with![the!ministry].!I've!been!to!Nigeria!
and!Costa!Rica.!Costa!Rica!a!couple!of!times!and!Crow!Agency!Montana.!There's!
something!unique!and!neat!about!being!with!believers!that!their!second!language!is!
English!or!their!culture!is!very!different.!Yet,!to!know!that!they!know!the!same!God!
and!that!they!have!the!same!relationship!and!the!same!love!and!grace!in!their!life!
and!they're!dealing!with!the!same!types!of!struggles!with!them!and!depending!on!
their!different!culture.!
!
Note!that!this!excerpt!not!only!reiterates!a!shared!connection!with!believers!Don!has!never!
met!before,!but!it!also!reiterates!aspects!of!authentic!Christian!faith!such!as!love!and!grace.!!
Through!these!descriptions!Don!is!building!relatedness.!!The!worldly!characteristics!of!
one’s!culture!and!language,!which!do!reflect!inequality,!are!less!important!than!the!spiritual!
reality!of!being!part!of!the!family!of!God.!!Largen!(2012)!explained!how!the!language!of!the!
Apostle!Paul!fosters!a!sense!of!family!that!is!not!defined!by!one’s!struggles!or!challenges:!!
Paul!has!gifted!to!the!whole!church!with!this!metaphor!is!a!compelling!way!of!seeing!
oneself!as!an!everlasting,!beloved!child!of!God,!welcomed!into!God’s!family!with!
open!arms—!regardless!of!one’s!imperfections,!mistakes,!and!sin!(287).!
!
Nonetheless,!the!idea!of!shared!struggle,!“mistakes,”!and!“imperfections”!are!a!significant!
theme!in!students’!lives.!!In!fact,!personal!and!social!challenges!faced!in!the!campus!
environment!prove!to!be!a!valuable!tool!in!fostering!connectedness!with!believers.!!Often!
students’!describe!a!connection!with!others!that!they!could!not!explain.!!Don!continues:!!!
I!don't!really!know!exactly!how!all!that!plays!out!but!you!definitely!come!to!know.!
When!you're!with!someone!who's!walking!in!the!Lord!and!has!a!relationship!with!
the!Lord,!you!can!always!know.!Especially!in!another!country,!it's!extremely!
refreshing!to!walk!into!a!room!and!just!know!...!it's!hard!to!explain.!
!
I!argue!that!this!type!of!spiritual!relatedness!is!a!reflection!of!shared!experience!and!often!
struggle.!!When!entering!the!mission!field,!in!this!case!Costa!Rica,!one!looks!at!fellow!
believers!in!a!different!way.!!Aspects!of!identity!that!might!normally!foster!division!such!as!
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culture!and!language!have!less!significance!because!believers!need!a!support!network!in!
these!new!contexts.!!But,!in!this!study!it!is!important!to!recognize!that!evangelical!Christians!
enter!such!contexts!with!a!shared!understanding!of!God’s!family.!!While!they!may!not!have!
acted!upon!such!notions!before,!they!can!now!pull!on!learned!frameworks!to!build!intimacy!
with!fellow!believers!from!a!variety!of!backgrounds!and!experiences.!!!We!can!now!begin!to!
see!how!the!foundations!of!spiritual!relatedness!highlighted!in!the!previous!chapter!create!a!
reference!point!for!specific!contexts!and!encounters.!Don!and!Devon!are!not!describing!an!
imagined,!or!fictive!kinship,!but!instead!a!very!real!encounter!of!intimacy!with!believers!
from!across!the!globe!that!impacted!their!lives.!!!
When!describing!global!diversity!many!students!highlighted!China!as!a!country!that!
actively!persecutes!Christians.!!For!students!who!know!other!Christians!in!this!context!they!
describe!a!deep!sense!of!connectedness!and!introspection.!!Zach!describes!the!connection!
he!feels!with!a!fellow!believer.!
I!think!there!is!definitely!that!connection!there!because!we!both!maybe!have!
common!experiences!even!though!…!like!the!way!he!lives!it!out!is!very!different!just!
being!in!a!communist!country!so!you!can’t!be!as!open!about!it!but!just!still!see!he’s!
very!open.!He’s!more!…!I!think!at!the!time!even!more!authentic!than!we!can!be!as!
Americans.!We!get!used!to!the!comfort!and!he!doesn’t!have!that.!That!comfort!is!like!
just!so!sure!of!who!God!is!and!how!he!is!in!his!life!that!he!wants!other!people!to!
know!that!as!well.!Actually!it’s!really!cool!to!see!that!connection!there!even!through!
that!it!just!challenges!me!why!can’t!I!talk!to!my!neighbor,!my!friend!that!I’ve!known!
for!a!long!time?!I!don’t!have!to!worry!about!the!communist!regime!putting!me!in!
prison!for!what!I!believe,!I’m!free!to!let!it!out!and!yet!still!I!worry!about!sharing!with!
friends.!
!
In!this!example!Zach!associates!his!life!with!struggles!but!recognizes!that!it!must!be!more!
difficult!to!live!in!a!“communist”!state.!!Nonetheless!his!friend!models!a!more!authentic!
representation!of!the!Christian!faith!than!he!does.!!This!forces!Zach!to!question!why!he!is!
unable!to!work!through!the!challenges!associated!with!sharing!the!gospel!when!he!is!in!a!
more!stable!environment.!!Thus,!intimacy!is!built!upon!a!shared!“authentic”!faith,!but!also!
on!the!recognition!of!struggles.!!Each!comes!from!a!different!social!and!cultural!background!
but!are!united!as!part!of!God’s!family.!!!
!

A!number!of!protestant!theologians!have!demonstrated!a!similar!feature!of!the!body!

of!Christ!in!breaking!down!differences!and!fostering!a!more!inclusive!environment.!!Often,!
connections!between!equality!and!the!body!of!Christ!are!described!as!a!framework!through!
which!Christians!can!engage!and!interact!in!the!world!and!to!see!what!they!share!rather!
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than!how!they!may!be!different.!!As!Glanville!(2009)!noted,!within!a!Christian!perspective,!
notions!of!equality!are!models!of!Jesus!who!did!not!associate!with!only!a!particular!social!
group.!!“Jesus!is!seen!as!moving!seamlessly!between!all!the!different!elements!of!society”!
(69).!!Brock!(2011)!explained!how!the!body!of!Christ!is!distinct!from!social!and!cultural!
hierarchies:!!!
It!learns!this!receptivity!by!relinquishing!and!refusing!to!reintroduce!the!ordering!of!
social!hierarchies!learned!in!the!world!and!does!so!through!the!empathetic!practices!
of!caring!for!one!another.!This!will!certainly!include!working!to!compensate!for!
people’s!physical!and!intellectual!challenges.!!(367)!
!
Brock!and!other!evangelical!Christians!consider!the!body!of!Christ!to!be!a!divinely!inspired!
community!where!individuals!that!might!be!marginalized!in!broader!society!are!brought!
into!empathetic!and!compassionate!relationships.!!In!this!way!individuals!are!not!identified!
by!their!physical!or!intellectual!differences!but!by!their!shared!spiritual!connection!and!gifts!
from!God.!!!
!

Spiritual!relatedness!and!the!body!of!Christ!as!an!avenue!for!spiritual!equality!

speaks!to!broader!debates!within!Christian!scholarship.!!Fiorenza!(2001),!a!professor!at!
Harvard!Divinity!School,!captured!one!interpretation!through!the!phrase!“discipleship!of!
equals,”!critiquing!discourses!that!have!connected!Jesus!and!Christianity!with!neocapitalist!
Western!culture.!!She!instead!emphasized!the!early!ministry!as!a!place!of!liberation!and!
opportunity!for!those!from!diverse!backgrounds,!challenging!patriarchal!systems!of!the!
time.!!This!aspect!of!early!Christian!faith!that!reinforce!cultural!constructs!of!inequality!are!
lost!after!the!writings!of!Paul.!!Elliot!(2003)!argued!that!such!interpretations!are!flawed!and!
do!not!rest!on!factual!accounts!but!rather!“inferences”!and!“assumptions.”!!He!stated:!!!
Jesus'!injunctions!to!his!followers!to!leave!home,!family,!possessions,!and!protection!
are!interpreted!as!an!implied!critique!and!rejection!of!the!conventional!patriarchal!
family!and!its!hierarchical,!male`dominated!kinship!structure.!This!supposed!
critique!of!the!conventional!patriarchal!family!structure,!in!turn,!is!then!assumed!by!
some!to!have!involved!a!repudiation!of!the!family!as!a!model!for!the!organization!for!
the!group!associated!with!Jesus!during!his!lifetime!because!the!conventional!family!
was!patriarchal!and!hierarchical!in!structure!and!hence!constituted!a!social!form!
diametrically!opposed!to!the!egalitarianism!that!Jesus!intended!to!establish.!
!
He!argued!that!biblical!accounts!call!for!“inclusion!and!oneness”!in!Christ!but!not!the!
rejection!of!biological!family,!or!equality.!!Elliot!suggested!that!there!is!no!language!or!
representation!of!equality!or!egalitarianism!as!key!features!of!the!Jesus!Movement!after!
Christ’s!death.!!Nonetheless,!Beavis!(2007),!using!anthropologist!Susan!Kent!(1999)!as!a!
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guide,!suggested!that!the!very!absence!of!such!language!may!actually!reinforce!Fiorenza’s!
argument.!!The!author!argued!that!“if!egalitarian!societies!did!not!exist!it!would!have!been!
difficult!to!express!or!describe!in!proto`Christian!communities”!(Beavis!2007:!33).!!!While!I!
am!not!interested!in!determining!the!validity!of!such!perspectives,!this!debate!highlights!
broader!concerns!over!the!degree!to!which!Christianity!fosters!equality!and!egalitarianism!
within!Christian!communities.!!For!students!striving!for!inclusiveness!and!a!sense!of!
equality!this!seems!to!serve!a!number!of!functions.!!One,!it!is!a!critique!of!the!strong!
emphasis!placed!upon!individualism!and!identity!markers!in!the!campus!context,!which!
many!participants!perceive!to!lack!spiritual!identity.!!Second,!emphasizing!unity!and!
equality!allows!believers!to!easily!navigate!complex!social!issues!of!broader!society!without!
conflict.!!And,!third,!it!acts!as!a!critique!of!modernity!and!breaks!down!stereotypes!and!
assumptions!about!Christians!who!are!often!viewed!as!promoting!divisiveness.!!Believers!
can!now!direct!outsiders!to!the!fact!that!they!strive!for!egalitarian!ideals,!while!also!
asserting!absolute!truth.!!
!
!
!
5.1.3!Meeting!Students!Needs!
!
While!students!described!the!need!to!build!spiritual!relatedness!because!of!
authenticity!and!inclusiveness,!others!simply!felt!that!creating!connections!offered!specific!
characteristics!of!quality!social!relationships.!!This!includes!deep,!honest,!safe,!supportive,!
unbreakable!and!unconditional!bonds.!!Such!characteristics!are!an!ideal!that!students!hold!
for!their!social!relationships,!including!immediate!family,!but!many!felt!that!this!was!
impossible!to!achieve!with!non`believers,!as!highlighted!in!the!previous!chapter.!!It!is!not!
always!easy!with!fellow!Christians!but!students!describe!their!relationships!with!fellow!
believers!through!these!themes.!!Often!such!themes!compliment!broader!aspects!of!spiritual!
kinship!associated!with!living!an!“authentic”!Christian!life.!!!
Often!students!described!the!value!of!holding!deep!relationships!with!peers.!!As!Joe!
explains,!depth!is!a!key!feature!of!his!relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!!
So!even!if!I!have!really!good!friendship!some!of!my!best!friends!don't!believe!in!God!
or!if!they!do!it!is!not!a!priority!in!their!lives.!It!just,!it!can!never!get!to!that!level!we!
can!always!talk!about!things!that!are!going!on!in!life!but!we!can!never!talk!about!
how!God!is!incorporated!into!it.!
!
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For!Joe!and!other!students!deep!relationships!must!include!God.!!Because!their!spirituality!
is!the!foundation!of!their!identities,!those!who!do!not!hold!a!personal!relationship!with!God!
are!unable!to!connect!in!the!same!way.!!Zach!describes!how!a!few!of!his!Christian!
roommates,!who!do!not!necessarily!hold!the!same!belief!in!an!intimate!relationship!with!
God,!are!more!difficult!to!connect!with!then!other!believers.!“I’ve!got!roommates!that!are!
kind!of!hold!their!cards!close!to!their!hearts.!I!have!to!kind!of!pry!to!get!stuff!out!of!them!but!
it’s!just!one!of!those!deeper!connections!that!come!from!just!knowing!each!other!more!
intimately.”!!His!point!is!that!there!are!other!Christians!in!the!campus!ministry!who!are!
more!like`minded!about!particular!aspects!of!Christian!beliefs!and!thus!can!foster!deeper!
relationships.!!According!to!Zach,!one!needs!depth!to!build!spiritual!relatedness,!and!he!
feels!that!humanity!in!general!benefits!from!such!meaningful!relationships.!!Thus,!this!is!not!
only!a!characteristic!of!spiritual!relatedness!but!a!need!that!is!met!by!his!connectedness!
with!fellow!believers.!!!
Others!consider!the!possibility!of!depth!to!be!dependent!upon!shared!worldviews.!!
In!any!relationship!one!may!find!differences!or!“barriers”!to!building!deep!connections.!!Jen!
feels!that!because!“authentic”!Christians!share!intimate!beliefs!about!a!personal!
relationship!with!God,!deep!relationships!can!be!one!result.!!!
There’s!always!something!to!talk!about.!It’s!like!you!already!broke!the!barrier!
because!you!have!these!intimate!things,!your!spiritual!walk.!They’re!kind!of!the!
same!for!the!most!part!because!you’re!both!Christians,!so!it’s!easy!to!break!those!
barriers!and!have!a!deeper!relationship!with!that!person.!
!
During!our!conversation!Jen!explained!that!everyone!needs!to!build!a!supportive!network!of!
“deep”!relationships.!!Implicit!in!this!response!is!the!idea!that!many!relationships!are!built!
on!superficial!connections!that!do!not!include!a!religious!or!spiritual!component.!!
Superficial!relationships!are!also!described!as!“surface”!level!by!participants,!including!
Brent:!!“I!feel!comfortable!talking!to!them!about!it,!which!would!be!a!deeper!...!that!is!
definitely!deeper!than!the!surface.”!!Again,!for!Brent,!this!is!essential!to!one’s!walk!with!God.!!
An!individual!must!be!surrounded!by!deep!connections!with!fellow!Christians.!!Lebner!
(2012)!explained!how!friendships!are!problematized!by!Christians!over!concerns!of!
presence.!!The!author!remarks!on!how!Western!constructs!of!friendship!often!include!
skepticism!and!concern!regarding!the!possible!negative!impact!others!may!have!on!their!
spirituality.!!Participants!seem!to!follow!this!general!pattern,!particularly!with!non`
Christian!friends.!!Furthermore,!such!skepticism!is!interpreted!to!be!a!result!of!modernity.!!
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Individuals!lack!a!strong!sense!of!community!and!are!concerned!with!the!sincerity!of!others!
(Lindholm!2007).!!!!!
Jamie!explains!how!building!relationships!with!fellow!believers!across!the!campus!
extends!her!social!network!outside!of!the!Greek!system!where!she!lives!in!a!sorority.!!
According!to!Jamie,!with!depth!comes!stronger!connections.!!As!you!get!to!know!more!
intimate!details!of!another!person’s!life!it!becomes!more!difficult!to!break!those!bonds.!!!
It!is!really!cool!because!instead!of!just!knowing!Greek!students!a!lot!of!people!in!
Greek!system!stay!in!those!circles!but!I!have!a!lot!of!good!friends!in!dorms!and!off!
campus.!But,!those!friendships!kind!of!give!life!to!my!spirit!too,!not!spiritual!
friendship!but!like!they!meet!me!on!the!same!level!spiritually,!we!have!an!
understanding!kind!of!that!like!brings!a!depth!and!a!strength!to!our!friendships!with!
those!who!are!believers.!
!
Thus,!for!Jamie!not!only!do!her!relationships!with!fellow!believers!meet!her!needs!by!
providing!spiritual!depth,!such!relationships!also!force!her!to!extend!her!social!network!
across!a!broader!spectrum!of!social!groups!and!residences.!!This!is!an!added!benefit!of!
considering!oneself!to!be!part!of!the!family!of!God.!!You!must!remain!aware!of!the!diversity!
of!individuals!who!are!part!of!this!extensive!community.!!!
Cassandra!not!only!feels!“immediate”!depth!with!other!Christians!she!also!feels!a!
sense!of!safety!with!fellow!believers.!!!
I!feel!an!immediate!connection!and!safeness!and!depth!and!understanding!with!
someone!who!I!know!is!really!pursuing!Christ.!A!bond!like!I've!known!you!forever.!I!
don't!know!why!that!is!or!if!that's!my!own!perception,!feeling!safe!with!someone!
who!is!like`minded.!I!know!I!can!share!deeper!parts!of!my!heart!with!someone!who!I!
have!a!relationship!with!that!walks!closely!with!God.!
!
Safety!is!an!important!feature!of!relationships!for!those!who!participated!in!this!study.!!
Because!believers!feel!that!they!face!unique!struggles!in!their!spiritual!walk!and!in!their!
social!encounters!on!campus!they!need!to!be!able!to!share!their!feelings.!!Many!describe!this!
as!being!“vulnerable”!and!is!necessary!for!fostering!spiritual!relatedness.!!If!you!are!unable!
to!feel!safe!and!vulnerable!than!those!relationships!do!not!reflect!ideals!of!“authentic”!
Christian!faith.!Bok!(2014)!described!how!evangelical!Christian!communities!create!
symbolic!filtering!through!the!weakening!and!strengthening!of!boundaries!with!relevant!
out`groups.!!Notions!of!depth!and!safety!symbolically!reinforce!distinctions!between!
believers!and!others.!!Spiritual!relatedness,!the!creation!of!similarities!and!differences!act!as!
symbolic!resource!tools!through!which!Christian!identity!and!community!is!affirmed.!!!
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Along!with!safety!is!the!theme!of!honesty.!!Students!continually!emphasized!that!
one!must!be!honest.!This!is!embedded!in!broader!Christian!ethics,!but!also!necessary!for!
living!a!relational!life.!!Students!often!describe!honesty!as!a!“need,”!that!is!to!say!that!one!
should!be!honest!with!others!but!this!must!be!reciprocated!as!well!to!facilitate!deeper!
relationships.!!Zach!explains:!!!
Quality!time!is!kind!of!my!main!thing.!Just!spending!time!together!but!with!that!
there’s!also!just!kind!of!connecting!at!a!deeper!level,!kind!of!a!heart!level!and!just!
being!open!and!honest!about!where!you’re!at!and!what!you’re!thinking.!!
!
This!short!excerpt!reinforces!key!features!of!students’!narratives!including!“depth,”!
“connecting,”!“heart,”!“open,”!and!“honest.”!!Such!features!are!important!in!many!
relationships!but!students!feel!these!are!a!necessity!with!fellow!believers.!!!
Don!highlights!another!important!feature,!“investing.”!!During!weekly!events,!staff!
continually!asked!members:!“what!are!you!investing!your!life!in?”!!A!term!many!may!
associate!with!material!conditions!is!used!here!as!a!form!of!spiritual!return.!!Investing!in!
others!often!surfaced!when!students!discussed!discipleship.!!This!conveys!a!much!different!
meaning!than!other!terms!used!to!describe!one’s!spiritual!relationships.!!In!this!case!
“investing”!suggests!an!eventual!reciprocation!or!result!will!come!from!one’s!actions.!!Staff!
and!students!both!emphasized!the!need!to!invest!in!God!and!invest!in!fellow!believers.!!One!
should!direct!their!energies!toward!helping!others!grow!spiritually!and!fostering!their!own!
relationship!with!God.!!In!doing!so!they!are!“strengthening”!God’s!family.!!Students!also!
used!the!term!“spiritual!currency,”!which!holds!much!more!value!than!material!currency.!!
Don!recalls!hearing!this!language!for!the!first!time!while!on!a!mission!trip!to!Costa!Rica,!it!is!
clear!this!was!a!powerful!reminder!of!how!to!prioritize!one’s!life.!!!
One!of!the!mentors!that!I!went!to!Costa!Rica!with!says!things!like!these,!"There's!
only!three!things!that!are!eternal,!God,!His!Word,!the!people."!If!you're!going!to!
invest!your!life!into!something,!you!might!as!well!invest!your!life!into!something!
that's!going!to!last!for!eternity.!That's!God,!His!Word!and!His!people.!
!
Notice!the!latter!point,!that!spending!time!with!and!building!relationships!with!God,!the!
Bible,!and!other!Christians!last!for!“eternity.”!!I!argue!that!this!is!a!key!feature!of!spiritual!
relatedness,!students!do!not!only!see!themselves!as!fellow!Christians!in!this!world!but!such!
relationships!extend!to!eternity.!!This!becomes!even!more!important!when!one!explores!the!
transformative!nature!of!Protestant!Christianity!(Robbins!2004;!2007).!!For!many!
evangelical!Christians,!heaven!is!not!a!place!that!will!replicate!the!social!environments!and!
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structures!of!this!world.!!Instead!it!will!be!perfected!by!God,!thus!for!many!this!includes!the!
broader!idea!of!God’s!family!will!be!one!as!explained!by!Paul!and!notions!of!the!body!of!
Christ.!!With!this!in!mind!relationships!with!fellow!believers!hold!a!much!deeper!meaning!
as!believers!are!building!bonds!with!those!with!whom!they!will!share!eternity!and!may!or!
may!not!include!immediate!family.!!!
Don!continues!using!this!language!when!describing!his!relationship!with!spiritual!
mentors:!!!
He's![inaudible!00:48:23]!as!it!is,!a!great!time!that!he!can!invest!in!me!and!teach!me!
a!lot!of!things.!I!really!view!a!lot!of!my!spiritual!growing!up,!my!family,!my!paternal!
parents!were!there.!They!were!huge!and!they!taught!me!a!lot!from!a!very!early!age.!
!
In!this!excerpt!Don!is!referring!to!a!staff!member!he!has!worked!with!while!in!college.!!They!
developed!a!very!close!relationship!through!discipleship.!!This!staff!member!invested!in!
Don!and!is!considered!to!reflect!the!same!relationships!Don!has!with!his!family!as!an!
adolescent.!!His!cultural!family!guided!him!at!an!early!age!and!now!members!of!his!spiritual!
family!are!mentors,!facilitating!his!spiritual!growth.!The!language!of!“investing”!in!others!
reinforces!spiritual!relatedness!by!tying!individual!believers!together!through!time!and!
commitment.!!You!have!not!simply!created!a!friendship!but!devoted!time,!energy,!and!
resources!toward!developing!the!spirituality!of!a!fellow!believer—often!with!implicit!
expectation!of!reciprocity.!!!
Noted!as!a!characteristic!of!authenticity!“love”!is!a!key!aspect!of!living!an!“authentic”!
life!and!building!relationships.!!This!theme!is!also!included!in!our!conversations!about!
meeting!the!needs!of!fellow!Christians,!as!love!is!a!central!need!and!a!reason!why!students!
choose!to!foster!spiritual!relatedness.!!Wade!reinforces!previous!comments!and!helps!us!to!
understand!that!unconditional!love!defines!Christian!relationships.!!!
I!think!it!is!important!because!it’s!at!the!worldview!level!it!is!how!we!are!designed!
to!live,!God!designed!us!to!be!people!of!community,!God!himself!exists!as!three!
people,!one!God.!Who!exists!in!this!personal!relationship!within!himself!for!eternity,!
a!constant!loving!relationship!between!father,!son!and!the!spirit.!God!manifests!
community!and!love!in!and!of!himself.!We!are!created!in!his!image!and!designed!to!
run!on!that!level!of!community!as!well.!It!is!just!an!integral!part!of!how!we!are!wired!
as!people.!
!
Notice!that!relational!love!is!not!something!that!individuals!simply!choose.!!Once!one!enters!
the!family!of!God!the!result!is!unconditional!love!because!this!is!how!the!Christian!
community!is!designed!by!God.!!Wade!provides!a!metaphor!to!demonstrate!the!significance!
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of!relational!love,!“It!is!just!an!integral!part!of!how!we!are!wired!as!people.”!!Wade!is!
building!spiritual!relatedness!much!like!other!examples!which!surface!in!broader!kinship!
literature,!by!naturalizing!non`biological!elements!of!relatedness!(Edwards!2009;!
Yagankisako!and!Delaney!1995).!!Jacobs!(2009)!demonstrated!how!gestational!mothers!
“strategically!naturalize!specific!connections!and!the!absence!of!connections!to!reinterpret!
what!is!natural!motherhood”!(117).!!Howell!(2009)!explained!how!a!similar!process!is!
evidenced!by!adoptive!parents:!!!
Adoptive!parents!seek!to!naturalize!the!relationship,!insisting!on!there!being!no!
difference!between!their!families!and!others!except!in!so!far!as!their!child!happens!
to!be!born!by!unknown!others!who!look!different!from!themselves.!(158)!
!
While!these!examples!are!not!identical!to!the!role!of!love!in!spiritual!relatedness,!Wade’s!
description!serves!a!similar!function.!!Authentic!Christian!relationships!include!
unconditional!love,!and!spiritual!relatedness!is!partly!grounded!in!this!shared!notion,!and!
being!hardwired!to!love!others!in!community!ideally!results!in!Christian!family.!!!!!
In!her!public!testimony!at!a!campus!worship!service,!Brenda!explains!the!
connection!between!God!and!other!Christians!through!relational!love.!!To!be!“satisfied”!in!a!
relationship,!whether!with!God,!or!others!Christians!one!must!have!“genuine!love.”!!!
I!also!feel!like!He's!producing!genuine!love!for!others!in!me.!I've!still!woken!up!and!
felt!like!going!right!back!to!bed!sometimes,!but!instead!of!saying,!“God!understands,”!
and!taking!the!easy!route,!I've!been!honest!with!God!about!my!weakness!and!
trusted!Him!to!provide!the!energy!and!love!I!need.!I've!been!able!to!experience!true!
satisfaction!in!a!relationship!with!Jesus.!Thank!you!guys!for!listening.!
!
Once!entering!a!relationship!with!God!Brenda!explained!that!she!had!become!more!
“connected”!and!“interested”!in!others!because!this!is!such!an!“important!part!of!Christian!
faith.”!!As!she!notes!in!the!excerpt,!she!feels!that!God!has!produced!this!love!for!others.!!
Again,!living!a!relational!life!is!a!necessity!embedded!in!notions!of!what!it!means!to!be!
Christian.!!It!is!natural!to!feel!a!connection!with!fellow!believers!because!that!level!of!
intimacy!is!modeled!and!designed!by!God.!!As!Andrade!(2005)!noted,!“God’s!Kingdom!is!
based!upon!love.!!With!love,!cultural!institutions,!such!as!kinship,!will!no!longer!be!needed”!
(6).!!In!this!case!such!institutions!may!be!replaced!by!other!forms!of!sociality!such!as!
spiritual!relatedness.!!!
For!the!majority!of!students!interviewed,!spiritual!relationships!should!result!in!
supportive!environments.!!Devon!explains:!!!
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But!it!is!also,!um,!it’s!the!kind!of!people!you!would!do!anything!for,!like!within!you!
know!the!parameters!of!that!foundation,!if!you!are!my!brother!or!my!sister!um!and!I!
would!die!for!you!kind!of!thing.!If!there!is!anything!I!can!do!to!help!or!be!there!for!
you!then!I!am!going!to!do!that!because!we!are!connected.!
!
It!is!clear!that!Devon!feels!a!strong!connection!to!fellow!believers,!if!he!considers!one!to!be!a!
brother!and!sister!in!Christ!he!is!willing!to!give!up!his!life.!!While!it!is!not!possible!to!attest!
to!the!integrity!of!such!comments!this!does!provide!a!good!example!of!the!ideals!
surrounding!spiritual!family.!!According!to!Devon!and!others,!one!should!be!willing!to!
sacrifice!for!those!in!the!family!of!God.!!Sacrifice!is!also!an!important!feature!of!broader!
Christian!discourse.!!When!participants!were!asked!to!discuss!their!spiritual!background,!
and!change!over!time,!many!acknowledged!the!sacrifice!of!Christ.!!Giving!his!life!so!that!all!
could!be!forgiven.!Uria!(2013),!in!an!ethnographic!study!of!a!Pentecostal!community!within!
the!Republic!of!Benin,!noted!the!following:!!
For!example,!Jesus!does!not!require!animal!sacrifices!or!food!offerings.!However,!he!
requires!a!“sacrifice!of!the!self”.!This!sacrifice!takes!place!in!the!form!of!fasting!and!
keeping!a!constant!life!of!prayer,!purity!and!obedience!to!God!by!following!the!
precepts!of!the!Bible!(78).!!!
!
Much!like!Pentecostal!approaches!outlined!above,!participants!see!the!very!essence!of!being!
Christian!as!a!choice!to!continually!sacrifice!for!Jesus!and!others,!modeling!the!actions!of!
Christ!on!the!cross.!!!
When!asked!about!what!it!means!to!be!spiritual!family,!Ryan!offers!the!following!
ideals.!!His!reflection!on!the!value!of!Christian!relationships!builds!on!previous!examples!to!
include!broader!notion!of!support.!!He!explains:!!!
I!think!it!needs!to!be!like!being!loving!of!different!members!within!your!family!
where!it!be!like!your!actual!family!or!your!spiritual!family!or!your!family!in!God.!
Support!is!a!big!issue.!Being!loving,!accepting!of!who!they!are!and!having!the!best!
intentions!for!them!and!like!sacrificing!for!them.!!
!
It!is!clear!that!Ryan!offers!a!dynamic!view!that!highlights!the!complexity!of!spiritual!
relatedness.!!Love,!good!intentions!and!sacrifice!are!considered!central!features!that!are!
exhibited!in!multiple!family!structures!that!exist!in!his!life.!!It!is!noteworthy!for!Ryan!as!he!
discussed!a!number!of!family!struggles!and!a!lack!of!stability!at!home,!stability!he!
eventually!finds!with!the!campus!ministry.!!Joe!continues:!!!
!
!
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Or!if!you!having!one!of!the!guys!in!our!hall!is!sometimes!something!happened!with!
family!or!your!parents!might!be!getting!a!divorce!you!know!stuff!happens.!!I!think!if!
you!have!an!authentic!friendship!with!someone!for!one!that!friend!is!going!to!ask!
you!about!it!and!be!interested!and!they!are!going!to!be!able!to!see!that!there!is!
something!wrong!with!you!and!two!you!are!going!to!trust!them!enough!to!share!that!
information!with!them!and!in!the!end!like!they!are!going!to!help!you!through!that.!I!
would!say!like!I!definitely!experienced!those!authentic!relationships!especially!with!
Christian!guys!that!I!have!met!through!the!campus!ministry!or!that!are!living!on!my!
hall!right!now.!That!has!been!a!really!fulfilling!part!of!my!college!experience!is!being!
able!to!have!those!guys!there!to!help!me!get!through!rough!patches!or!just!like!
interested!in!me.!
!
Particularly!for!young!adults,!there!can!be!a!tremendous!amount!of!change!and!challenges!
as!many!members!of!the!ministry!are!maintaining!their!Christian!identities!away!from!
cultural!family!for!the!first!time.!!For!Joe,!deep!Christian!relationships!are!defined!by!
sharing,!trust,!and!support.!!He!highlights!the!fact!that!he!has!found!a!group!of!fellow!
believers!in!the!ministry!and!in!his!residence!hall!who!embody!these!characteristics.!!He!is!
fulfilled!by!such!relationships!and!this!supportive!network!has!helped!him!work!through!
difficult!situations.!!For!Joe,!a!supportive!relationship!is!not!simply!an!aspect!of!all!
relationships!but!a!necessity!to!living!a!relational!life!with!other!Christians.!!!
A!number!of!students!utilized!metaphors!to!explain!the!connectedness!felt!with!
other!believers.!!Laurie!describes!Christian!relationships!through!the!metaphor!of!coals:!!!
I!think!it!was!an!analogy!in!church!back!home!a!long!time!ago!that!it's!better!for!you!
to!have!a!coal!with!other!coals.!It!remains!hotter!than!if!you!take!one!coal!out!of!it!
and!put!it!off!to!the!side,!it!gets!cold!pretty!quick.!I!would!definitely!say!that!it!is!
easier!for!me!to!grow!around!people!who!are!doing!the!same!thing!and!are!farther!
ahead!of!me!than!if!I!was!by!myself!trying!to!do!it!on!my!own.!
!
I!argue!that!the!idea!of!“coals”!symbolizes!the!relational!worldview!of!evangelical!students.!!
This!demonstrates!the!need!for!a!supportive!environment,!that!coals!produce!heat!together!
but!often!at!different!rates.!!There!are!individual!coals!but!each!functions!in!a!similar!
manner,!connected!by!warmth,!heat!and!fire!that!is!given!off!by!each.!!As!Laurie!notes,!if!one!
coal!is!pulled!from!the!fire!it!cools!off!rather!quickly!but!more!importantly!takes!away!
support!from!the!larger!fire.!!Like!a!single!coal!Laurie!is!able!to!grow!around!people!who!are!
moving!in!the!same!direction.!!She!is!able!to!contribute!to!the!broader!goals!of!the!
community!and!would!not!be!able!to!grow!in!her!own!spirituality!without!others.!!This!
reference!gives!continued!support!to!individual!agency!but!in!the!context!of!a!relational!
worldview.!!She!can!be!separated,!in!fact!many!students!describe!fellow!Christians!who!
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choose!to!separate!themselves!from!community!but!this!is!not!a!reflection!of!“authentic”!
Christian!life!and!this!undermines!the!design!of!God!and!fails!to!meet!the!needs!of!
individuals!and!communities.!!!
If!one!follows!“authentic”!Christian!faith!with!fellow!believers!and!meets!the!needs!
of!others!in!God’s!family!the!result!is!an!“unbreakable”!bond!that!lasts!for!“eternity”!with!
God!and!fellow!Christians.!!Wade!offers!the!following!insight!when!asked!about!God’s!
family:!!!
In!the!same!sense!I!think!that!is!a!large!part!of!what!defines!a!family!no!matter!what!
I!do!no!matter!how!bad!of!a!person!I!am!if!I!completely!disown!my!family!go!across!
the!world!away!from!my!parents!I!am!still!their!son.!I!am!still!a!member!of!the!
family!and!there!is!nothing!I!can!do!to!change!that.!I!can!disown!it,!I!can!run!away!
but!there!is!still!a!continuity!that!you!can't!break!and!I!think!you!see!that!same!thing!
in!family!in!a!spiritual!sense!in!God's!relationship!with!us!and!the!church!that!we!as!
people!who!are!saved!by!grace!in!Christ!there!is!a!covenant!and!a!commitment!and!a!
trust!there!that!is!not!breakable,!it!is!impenetrable.!
!
Much!like!previous!descriptions!of!God’s!family,!Wade!pulls!on!known!kinship!frameworks!
to!explain!his!relationship!with!God!and!fellow!believers.!!For!him!and!other!Christians,!
such!relationships!cannot!be!broken.!!Wade’s!point!was!in!reference!to!the!fact!that!many!
students!only!spend!a!few!years!with!the!campus!ministry!and!then!leave.!!I!asked!Wade!
whether!he!maintains!close!ties!with!fellow!Christians!after!they!leave!the!campus!and!he!
explains!those!intimate!relationships!through!the!same!terminology!as!his!relationship!with!
Christ!including!“covenant”!and!“commitment,”!and!ultimately!“unbreakable.”!!Thus!it!does!
not!matter!where!one!lives,!or!whether!they!are!in!continual!communication,!what!matters!
is!that!they!are!bound!by!God.!!!!
!!!
!
!
5.2!Enacting!Spiritual!Relatedness!
!
Thus!far!we!have!explored!why!students!actively!choose!to!live!a!relational!life!and!
define!their!relationships!with!fellow!believers!through!the!label!of!family.!!This!includes!
the!need!to!follow!“authentic”!Christian!faith,!which!is!dependent!upon!a!number!beliefs!
and!practices,!one!of!which!is!the!high!value!placed!on!connecting!with!God!and!other!
Christians.!!Many!students!and!scholars!consider!the!idea!of!spiritual!family!to!foster!a!
sense!of!equality!through!an!ultimate!spiritual!reality!of!God’s!family,!designed!by!God!to!be!
an!inclusive!environment.!!Others!see!spiritual!family!as!filling!important!needs!from!
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holding!deep,!loving,!trusting,!and!safe!relationships!to!supportive!and!unbreakable!
bonds—the!result!is!the!most!biblical!form!of!Christian!community.!!While!these!aspects!of!
spiritual!family!are!demonstrated!through!student!narratives!there!is!also!another!
important!avenue!for!the!creation!and!maintenance!of!spiritual!relationships,!including!
public!ritual!and!social!interactions.!We!now!move!beyond!discourse!of!authenticity!and!
spiritual!relatedness!to!performance.!!Significant!outlets!for!enacting!spiritual!relatedness!
include!baptism,!bible!studies,!discipleship,!and!mission!work.!!Together!these!activities!
provide!opportunities!for!participants!to!not!simply!talk!about!spiritual!family!but!to!
embody!it.!!!!!
!
!
!
5.2.1!Baptism!
!
While!attending!a!weekend!retreat!of!the!campus!ministry!I!was!able!to!observe!the!
power!of!baptism!and!how!this!public!display!of!accepting!God!into!one’s!heart!has!
implications!for!constructing!relatedness.!!It!was!a!warm!spring!day,!approximately!50!
members!of!the!ministry!gathered!a!few!miles!outside!the!local!university!town!for!a!
weekend!retreat.!!The!setting!was!a!campground!on!the!edge!of!forested!land!and!rolling!
farm!land.!!Staff!leaders!rang!a!bell!and!asked!attendees!to!gather!for!baptisms.!!
Approximately!ten!individuals!had!accepted!Christ!and!wanted!to!be!baptized!during!the!
retreat.!!Those!to!be!baptized!stood!in!line!while!everyone!else!circled!the!rather!simple!
steel!troughs!that!were!filled!with!water!and!would!be!used!to!submerge!the!bodies!of!
believers!as!a!symbolic!cleansing!ritual,!but!more!importantly!the!public!display!of!one’s!
adherence!to!Christian!faith,!identity,!and!community.!Baptism!itself!is!a!public!display,!
partly!to!show!others!that!you!have!accepted!Christ,!but!it!is!also!a!useful!tool!in!fostering!
solidarity.!For!many!evangelical!Christians!this!display!is!an!afterthought,!the!most!
important!component!of!their!faith!is!entering!a!personal!relationship!with!God!and!
accepting!the!Holy!Spirit,!often!through!prayer,!which!can!take!a!variety!of!forms.!!Thus,!
public!baptism!may!be!viewed!by!outsiders!as!holding!less!significance!within!evangelical!
circles,!but!in!reality!I!suggest!it!may!hold!more!significance,!partly!because!it!is!not!a!
necessity.!!Instead,!baptism!is!a!communal!activity!that!brings!believers!together!in!a!
supportive!environment!to!reinforce!the!uniqueness!of!their!relationship!with!God!and!with!
one!another.!!
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While!conducting!interviews!and!holding!conversations!with!participants!almost!all!
downplayed!baptism.!!As!noted!above!this!is!not!surprising!as!evangelical!Christians!often!
emphasize!“heart”!knowledge!and!minimize!aspects!of!religion!that!may!seem!ritualistic!or!
dogmatic.!!When!asked!specifically!about!entering!a!relationship!with!God!and!baptism,!
Ryan!offers!the!following:!!!
Just!through!my!investigation!that's!kind!of!when!I!decided!to!make!the!decision!
that!this!is!what!I!want!to!do.!Then!I!got!baptized!over!the!summer.!That's!kind!of!
my!spiritual!journey!up!to!now.!Every!day,!still!learning,!every!day!becoming!more!
convicted!or!learning!more!or!like!fighting!more!the!desire!to!want!to!be!involved!in!
something!like!that.!
!
Notice!that!the!decision!is!valued!over!baptism.!!At!the!time,!questions!regarding!spiritual!
relatedness!were!not!central!to!this!study!and!the!analysis!which!allowed!such!connections!
to!surface!came!too!late!for!follow!up!questions.!!Thus,!much!of!the!interview!data!and!
observation!notes!do!not!account!for!the!connections!addressed!by!evangelical!theologians.!!!
Nonetheless,!I!argue!that!baptism!is!not!simply!about!one’s!personal!relationship!
with!God!but!is!a!ritual!that!welcomes!new!believers!into!the!family!of!God.!!In!the!case!of!
this!campus!ministry!fellow!Christians!stood!intently!watching!each!student!emerge!from!
the!water.!!In!most!cases!those!submerged!raised!their!hands!toward!the!sky,!smiled,!and!
conveyed!a!strong!sense!of!joy.!!Those!encircling!the!activity!clapped,!whistled!and!showed!
their!support!for!those!who!completed!the!process.!!As!I!stood!next!to!believers!one!
individual!who!went!through!the!baptism!walked!over!to!her!friends!and!two!of!the!
ministry!members!said!“welcome”!smiling!and!hugging!those!who!went!through!the!
baptism.!!At!the!time!I!was!not!concerned!about!this!experience!as!my!attention!was!
focused!on!different!questions,!but!once!spiritual!family!became!a!clear!feature!of!students’!
lives!I!returned!to!my!notes.!!The!idea!of!welcoming!those!who!were!baptized!suggests!one!
that!they!were!not!part!of!the!Christian!community!before,!or!were!but!in!a!different!form,!
and!that!now!they!are!viewed!differently,!accepted!as!fellow!believers!as!part!of!God’s!
family.!
Historically,!connections!between!baptism!and!kinship!have!been!explored!in!
anthropology!through!godparenthood.!!!Ciappara!(2010)!described!how!spiritual!kinship!in!
Malta!could!be!used!to!reinforce!existing!kinship!networks!or!extend!such!networks!by!
bringing!unrelated!persons!into!the!kinship!system!as!godparents.!!Often!accepting!this!role!
included!bonds!with!the!child!but!also!with!parents.!!Godparents!were!tasked!with!offering!
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spiritual!guidance!and!mentorship.!!Anthropologists!often!considered!such!ties!to!be!
“fictive”!kinship.!!Nonetheless!such!relationships!include!godparents!being!responsible!for!
both!the!material!and!spiritual!welfare!of!children!if!parents!passed!away,!but!also!to!
contribute!to!the!child’s!well`being!as!he!or!she!grew!with!immediate!family.!!Thomas`
Chipumuro!(2011)!highlighted!the!extensive!literature!on!this!subject!and!in!her!study!she!
extended!our!understanding!of!how!spiritual!family!can!be!embodied!through!different!
activities!beyond!baptism.!!!
As!a!whole,!these!studies!have!examined!the!ways!in!which!in!which!the!kinship!
relationships!constituted!around!Catholic!baptism!and!confirmation!reveal!shared!
ideological!ideals!about!spiritual!rebirth!over!natural!birth.!Yet!such!work!has!done!
more!than!demonstrate!the!ways!in!which!godparenthood!is!constituted!through!
the!Christian!ritual!kinship!relationships!between!religious!initiates!and!their!
sponsors!(7).!
!
A!key!area!of!interest,!and!debate,!is!the!degree!to!which!spiritual!kinship!is!modeled!on!
biological!relationships.!!!
!

Chock!(1974)!argued!that!“Spiritual!kinship!in!Greek`American!culture!is!of!equal!

symbolic!status!as!blood!kinship”!(33).!!The!author!considered!baptism!to!represent!
symbolism!similar!to!broader!kinship!frameworks:!!!
Informants!usually!remarked!on!the!birth!symbols!of!baptism,!including!the!
similarity!between!the!shape!and!the!function!of!the!baptismal!basin!and!the!womb.!
The!child!is!spiritually!born!from!its!water![basin]!.!.!.![B]its!of!hair!are!cut!off.!These!
symbols!thus!contrast!with!the!symbols!of!physical!birth!(Chock!1974:!44).!!
!
But!Shapiro!(2010)!suggested!that!such!symbolism!is!not!equal!and!the!fact!that!many!
consultants!“likened”!spiritual!kinship!to!normative!family!labels!illustrates!that!“notions!of!
biological!kinship!provide!the!focus!from!which!notions!of!spiritual!kinship!are!extended”!
(2010:!3).!!Nonetheless,!such!studies!highlight!the!significance!of!baptism!and!the!
connections!that!exist!with!kinship.!!!
In!the!case!of!evangelical!students!and!the!campus!ministry,!baptism!may!best!be!
understood!as!a!public!enactment!of!spiritual!adoption.!!Adoption!into!God’s!family!and!
beginning!the!process!of!becoming!“brothers!and!sisters”!in!Christ.!!Johnson!(2002)!
explained!one!meaning!associated!with!baptism!by!many!Christians!in!her!analysis!of!Paul’s!
writings:!!!
!
!
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The!church`as`household!does!not!replace!the!patriarchal!household,!either!with!
universal!celibacy!or!with!some!family!structure!to!which!all!Christians!must!
conform.!Instead!the!members!of!God’s!household!live!in!a!number!of!different!
domestic!arrangement!with!intimate!relationships!transformed!by!their!having!
been!baptized!into!Christ!(44).!
!
The!general!point!from!Johnson’s!study!of!Christian!family!values!is!that!the!various!labels!
used!to!describe!the!body!of!Christ,!including!“church`as`household”!do!not!take!the!place!
of!other!domestic!arrangements.!!But!instead!provides!an!additional!layer,!an!additional!set!
of!relationships!that!are!dependent!upon!and!change!once!one!has!accepted!Christ!and!is!
baptized.!!Thus,!from!her!perspective!baptism!is!partly!a!ritual!enactment!of!community!
membership,!however!defined!by!believers.!!Stan!explains!the!significance!of!baptism:!!!
I!wouldn't!say!it!was!the!specific!baptism.!It's!not!like,!you!know,!you!get!in!and!
shazam,!sparkles!and!magic!everywhere.!It's!more!in!your!heart.!The!actual!dunking!
of!the!water,!I!see!it!more!like!when!you!get!married,!you!have!that!whole!ceremony.!
That's!what!the!baptism!is.!In!your!heart,!you've!already!married!her.!
!
Again,!stress!is!placed!on!the!choice,!one’s!heart!rather!than!the!“ceremony.”!!But,!it!is!also!
important!to!acknowledge!that!Stan!is!not!equating!baptism!with!a!simple!everyday!activity.!
While!one!may!already!be!married!before!the!ceremony!this!is!still!an!important!event!from!
a!cultural!standpoint.!!Likewise,!baptism!is!an!important!feature!of!evangelical!Christian!
community.!!!
Hanson!(2011)!in!his!presidential!address!to!the!Evangelical!Lutheran!Church!of!
America,!reiterated!a!similar!point,!suggesting!to!believers!that!the!body!of!Christ!fosters!
unity!through!“common!communion,!common!mission!and!common!baptism!(132).”!!He!
goes!on!to!offer!the!following!insight:!!!“Through!Baptism!God!has!made!these!new!sisters!
and!brothers!members!of!the!priesthood!we!all!share!in!Christ!Jesus,!that!we!may!proclaim!
the!praise!of!God!and!bear!God’s!creative!and!redeeming!Word!to!all!the!world!(134).”!Thus,!
baptism!in!many!evangelical!Christian!denominations!is!a!prerequisite!of!“unity”!and!brings!
individual!believers!into!the!body!of!Christ!as!“brothers!and!sisters,”!adopted!by!God.!!!!
Kristin!Largen!(2012)!suggested!that!“being!adopted!into!God’s!family!counters!the!
idea!that!one’s!birth!family!is!one’s!‘real’!family”!(284).!!She!outlines!the!variety!of!ways!in!
which!adoption!is!used!in!the!bible!to!communicate!ideas!about!community!to!believers.!!
This!is!illustrated!by!popular!language!surrounding!the!baptism!ritual:!!!
The!name!“child!of!God”!one!receives!in!baptism!in!effect!creates!the!new!identity—
it!is!like!the!new!birth!certificate!the!adoptee!receives!when!she!is!adopted.!The!past!
is!taken!up!and!transformed!into!a!new!reality!of!love,!acceptance,!and!grace!as!the!
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baptized!child!is!embraced!by!her!new!family,!which!promises!to!support!and!pray!
for!her!in!her!new!life!in!Christ.!Also!ancient!practice!of!church!omit!surname!in!
baptismal!rite!–!member!of!God’s!family!forever!(289).!!
!
Ritual!baptism!fosters!spiritual!relatedness!through!the!creation!of!a!new!identity!defined!
by!“adoption”!into!a!new!family!of!believers.!!Largen!(2012)!reinforced!the!strong!
connection!fostered!historically!as!surnames!would!often!be!omitted!from!baptism!
documentation.!!For!the!author,!an!eternal!family!of!God!takes!precedent!over!cultural!
family.!!She!continued:!!!
Ultimately,!the!message!of!baptism!is!a!vivid,!concrete!example!of!the!way!in!which!
Christianity!in!general!challenges!the!assumption!that!the!only!real!kinship!is!based!
on!birth,!biology,!and!blood.!The!ties!of!nature!are!important,!but!not!absolute!under!
the!freedom!of!God!(2012:!289).!!
!
If!one!were!to!compare!the!critique!of!Largen!and!other!Christians!regarding!“real”!kinship!
one!might!easily!assume!they!were!reading!a!contemporary!analysis!from!an!anthropologist!
excluding!the!reference!to!God.!!While!these!often!center!on!diverse!forms!of!family!
constructed!on!the!margins!of!society,!or!influenced!by!new!technological!and!cultural!
movements,!the!message!is!quite!similar.!!Kinship!is!socially!constructed,!“real”!kinship!is!a!
fallacy!built!on!cultural!notions!of!biology!and!nature.!!Many!Christians!hold!a!similar!
perspective!and!this!calls!into!question!broader!political!discourse!surrounding!“traditional!
family.”!!It!seems!that!many!theologians!as!well!as!young!adults!view!family!as!holding!
dynamic!and!interconnected!meanings!that!do!not!necessarily!place!“traditional”!family!
above!all!else.!!In!fact,!spiritual!relatedness!in!God’s!family,!as!symbolized!by!baptism!and!
adoption!in!an!“authentic”!Christian!life,!may!take!precedent!over!some!biological!
relationships.!This!is!an!example!that!also!illustrates!how!closely!some!anthropological!
theories!align!with!Christian!perspectives.!!!!! !
!

If!we!extend!our!analysis!of!baptism!across!the!spectrum!of!Christian!religious!

communities!we!find!a!diverse!array!of!beliefs!and!practices.!!One!example!that!highlights!
this!diversity!is!Mormonism.!!While!many!students!in!this!study!consider!Mormonism!to!not!
reflect!“authentic”!Christian!faith,!it!still!holds!many!shared!principles!with!broader!
Protestant!Christianity.!!For!those!in!the!Mormon!faith,!baptism!is!applied!in!a!more!
dynamic!way!and!mirrors!beliefs!that!place!a!high!value!on!genealogy.!!!For!Mormons,!
baptism!is!not!only!a!ritual!to!be!enacted!in!this!world!as!evidence!of!one’s!commitment!to!
God,!it!can!also!connect!the!natural!and!spiritual!world.!!Those!who!have!passed!away!
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without!the!opportunity!to!be!baptized!are!afforded!that!option!through!baptism!of!the!
dead.!!Cannell!(2005)!explained!how!creative!forms!of!kinship!are!embedded!in!
Mormonism:!!!
For!Mormonism!the!perpetuation!of!kinship!ties!from!this!world!is!what!makes!
heaven!heaven.!The!hope!of!being!united!with!your!loved!ones!in!heaven,!of!course,!
is!not!unique!to!Mormonism.!Only!Mormonism,!however,!makes!that!hope!a!
guarantee!and!also!suggests!not!only!that!there!will!be!a!resurrected!body!in!the!
next!world!but!also!that!this!body!will!still!be!capable!of!reproduction!–!of!
engendering!children!–!in!eternity!(342).!
!
Thus,!the!family!is!a!social!structure!that!continues!in!the!afterlife.!!The!high!value!placed!on!
genealogy!and!remaining!connected!to!kin!is!key!to!understanding!why!baptism!of!the!dead!
is!an!important!in!the!faith.!!Cannell!continued:!!!
Genealogy!has!been!theologically!key,!of!course,!since!Mormonism’s!early!days.!
Successive!revelations!of!the!Church’s!Prophets!allowed!for!the!salvation!of!the!
deceased,!and!above!all!of!deceased!relatives,!through!vicarious!baptism!for!the!
dead!in!Mormon!temples.!The!dead!can!be!offered,!and!will!frequently!accept,!the!
chance!of!salvation.!Church!members!must!construct!a!genealogy,!going!back!at!
least!three!or!four!generations,!checked!according!to!fixed!criteria!laid!down!by!the!
Church.!
!
In!the!example!of!Mormonism!we!learn!of!a!unique!approach!to!baptism,!grounded!in!
Protestant!Christian!notions!but!applied!in!different!forms!and!holding!distinct!meanings.!!
In!this!case!there!are!clear!ties!between!baptism,!genealogy,!and!kinship.!!!I!argue!that!this!
example!reinforces!the!idea!that!for!evangelical!Christians!one’s!birth!family!does!not!hold!
the!same!level!of!importance!as!in!other!faiths.!!The!fact!that!heaven!will!actually!look!
different!than!this!world,!without!violence!and!instability,!makes!a!commitment!to!God’s!
family!and!the!“minimization”!of!cultural!kinship!plausible!in!the!evangelical!mind!(Andrade!
2005).!!!Of!course,!in!most!cases!both!forms!of!family!are!viewed!as!important!in!shaping!
believers,!but!Jesus!requires!commitment!above!all!else!to!God5.!!In!the!Mormon!faith,!birth!
family!and!genealogical!connections!hold!a!higher!value.!!In!a!comparative!framework,!there!
are!two!different!approaches!when!integrating!faith!and!family,!resulting!in!unique!
meanings!surrounding!God’s!family,!but!both!discourses!are!enacted!through!baptism.!!!
!!
!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5

!Biblical!verses!that!address!spiritual!relationships!over!family!include:!!Galatians!3:!28;!Matthew!10:!
35`37;!Mark!3:!32`35;!Luke!9:!59`62,!14:!26;!I!Timothy!1:!4;!Titus!3:9!
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5.2.2!Bible!Studies!
!
During!my!time!with!students!I!participated!in!a!number!of!bible!studies.!!It!became!
clear!to!me!that!these!small!groups!of!believers!who!often!lived!in!the!same!residence!and!
were!guided!by!individual!staff!members,!included!some!of!the!deepest!relationships!I!
observed.!!Each!group!offered!a!slightly!different!atmosphere!but!generally!there!was!a!high!
level!of!engagement,!sharing!of!personal!stories,!happiness!and!excitement!that!filled!the!
rooms.!!This!was!partly!because!of!the!positive!and!dynamic!personalities!of!campus!staff,!
but!also!because!the!ministry!strives!to!build!unity!and!connections!among!believers!
through!small!groups.!!Before!exploring!bible!studies!as!enactments!of!spiritual!relatedness!
we!must!revisit!how!evangelical!Christians!view!the!bible.!!As!Elisha!(2008)!explained,!the!
bible!connects!individuals!to!God!through!his!word!and!subjects!become!“moral!force!not!
entirely!of!themselves!but!‘embodied!otherness.’”!Wade!summarized!the!significant!place!of!
the!bible!in!his!belief!system:!!!
Theology!develops!out!of!relationship,!I!think!God!just!as!the!disciples!related!to!
Jesus!at!the!physical!level!we!relate!to!God!through!him!as!our!intermediary!in!that!
same!way!maybe!not!physically!but!through!his!word!and!prayer!we!relate!in!the!
same!way.!God!has!revealed!himself!to!us!as!a!father!and!I!think!he!has!drawn!on!the!
illustration!of!early!father!and!son;!a!son!has!a!personal!relationship!and!
communicates!with,!grows!with,!loves,!is!loved!by!his!earthly!father.!That!is!the!
picture,!the!model!that!God!has!given!us!for!how!he!wants!us!to!relate!to!him!as!a!
father!and!son,!as!redeemer!and!redeem,!as!a!guide!and!follower.!
!
This!excerpt!illustrates!how!a!personal!relationship!with!God!is!fostered,!but!it!also!
demonstrates!how!the!bible!is!used!as!a!tool!by!God!to!communicate!with!believers.!!For!
many!students!it!is!divinely!written!and!should!be!used!as!a!guide!for!life!and!a!tool!through!
which!one!can!become!more!intimate!with!God.!Bible!studies!are!a!necessity!as!one!can!read!
the!bible!alone!but!risks!misinterpretation,!fails!to!live!in!a!Christian!community,!and!may!
also!miss!an!opportunity!to!learn!more!about!God!through!other!believers.!!!!
As!a!number!of!anthropologists!note,!the!act!of!reading!and!interpreting!the!bible!
within!group!settings!has!a!number!of!implications!for!Christian!identity!and!community.!
Bielo!(2009)!explored!a!number!of!different!evangelical!Christian!bible!studies!and!
highlighted!how!evangelicals!foster!religious!subjectivities!through!dynamic!and!critical!
engagement!with!multiple!religious!texts.!!Addressing!broader!assumptions!of!evangelical!
Christians!as!products!of!one!sacred!text!he!stated,!!“American!evangelicals!are!not!only!
people!of!the!Book,!but!are!people!of!books”!(110).!!A!key!aspect!of!his!work!is!the!personal!
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relevance!developed!within!social!groups!and!the!diversity!of!approaches!found!within!
Christianity.!!Engelke!(2009)!reinforced!the!latter!point,!highlighting!how!an!African!
Christian!church!minimizes!the!role!of!the!Bible!for!direct!connection!to!God!and!the!Holy!
Spirit,!offering!a!unique!approach!to!sacred!texts!within!Christianity.!!Both!are!primarily!
concerned!with!the!social!aspects!of!the!Bible,!not!simply!the!process!of!reading!the!text,!or!
the!creation!of!interior!states!(Keane!2007).!!!
Joe!explains!that!bible!studies!are!not!only!an!opportunity!for!personal!spiritual!
growth!but!building!relationships:!!!
I!think!like...!and!I!know!a!lot!of!other!bible!studies!on!campus!that!within![the!
ministry]!they!have!done!that!well.!That!is!part!of!the!curriculum!they!want!that!to!
be!a!priority!at!the!very!first!part.!I!guess!I!can't!say!that!is!their!curriculum!but!is!
definitely!something!that!happens!a!lot!and!the!bible!studies,!or!discussion!groups,!
people!learn!about!each!other!right!off!the!bat.!I!think!that!is!the!reason!why!it!kind!
of!goes!into!a!very!family!like!environment!because!right!of!the!bat!you!know!
everything!about!that!person!and!at!the!same!time!there!is!this!trust!hopefully!
people!are!not!going!to!go!rambling!off!and!telling!people!what!happened!in!your!
life.!
!
Other!students!offered!similar!descriptions!and!interpretations!of!bible!studies.!!Above!all!
other!ministry!activities!this!is!a!place!where!close!relationships!are!fostered.!!Students!are!
asked!to!connect!the!bible!to!their!lives!and!share!their!stories!with!one!another!on!an!
intimate!level.!!Keane!demonstrated!the!process!by!which!“chunks!of!discourse!come!to!be!
extractable!from!particular!contexts!and!thereby!made!portable”!(2007:!14).!!To!be!
“authentic”!believers!and!embody!this!portability!participants!often!describe!personal!
challenges!with!biblical!accounts!from!New!Testament!apostles.!!!This!requires!trust!that!
fellow!believers!will!provide!support!and!not!undermine!the!opportunity!to!portray!
vulnerability!and!build!relationships.!!In!light!of!notions!of!authenticity!and!spiritual!
relatedness,!bible!studies!provide!an!opportunity!for!believers!to!enact!authenticity.!
I!found!this!environment!to!be!therapeutic!for!students.!!I!observed!students!sharing!
about!death,!divorce,!drug!abuse,!academic!struggles,!concerns!over!sharing!their!faith,!and!
mental!health!among!other!topics.!!These!topics!were!often!associated!with!family!members!
or!friends,!but!at!times!were!personal!experiences.!!One!student!notes!during!a!bible!study,!
“these!are!things!I!would!normally!only!share!with!my!family,”!then!jokes!that!“this!does!not!
go!beyond!this!room.”!!It!was!at!this!point!that!I!began!to!see!a!connection!between!broader!
discourses!of!authenticity!and!spiritual!kinship!in!biblical!stories,!Christian!rhetoric!and!
how!this!translated!into!the!lived!experiences!of!students.!!While!students!did!not!explicitly!
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state!that!fellow!believers!are!“brother!and!sisters”!during!bible!studies,!the!level!of!depth,!
openness,!vulnerability,!and!trust!suggests!to!me!that!this!was!about!living!an!“authentic”!
relational!life!as!part!of!God’s!family—implicitly,!if!not!explicitly,!understood!by!
participants.!!!!!!!
During!public!testimony!at!weekly!services!Frank!addresses!the!value!of!bible!
studies.!!He!had!struggled!in!his!relationship!with!his!father!and!in!his!testimony!
highlighted!how!all!“earthly”!fathers!fall!short!and!that!this!should!not!be!held!against!them.!!
Thus,!even!though!he!did!not!have!ideal!relationship!with!his!father!he!had!to!learn!to!let!
that!go!and!not!use!his!bad!experience!as!an!excuse!to!engage!in!inappropriate!behaviors.!!
He!states:!!!
I!got!involved!in!a!bible!study!with!the!ministry!that!was!going!on!in!my!hall.!I!was!
in!the!bible!study!there!I!was!from!a!Christian!background!so!I!just!get!plugged!into!
bible!study!but!as!I!continued!coming!God!really!worked!on!my!heart!I!saw!my!own!
hypocrisy!it!wasn't!about!what!dad!had!done!to!me!but!letting!ago!my!own!sin,!I!
didn't!want!to!turn!away!from!indulging!myself.!
!
It!was!through!learning!and!sharing!as!part!of!a!bible!study!group!that!Frank!was!able!to!
recognize!problems!in!his!life!and!change!to!move!in!a!more!positive!direction.!!Bible!
studies!are!an!avenue!through!which!individuals!are!able!to!move!beyond!friendships!to!
more!intimate!connections!understood!through!brotherhood!and!sisterhood.!!This!is!
facilitated!by!“reciprocal”!sharing!of!one’s!personal!life!and!how!they!have!been!changed!by!
God!as!well!as!the!process!of!biblical!interpretation!and!applications!to!believers’!everyday!
life.!!As!Mauss!(1990)!noted,!material!reciprocity!and!exchange!fosters!cohesive!kinship!
relationships.!I!argue!that!the!deep!sharing!that!occurs!in!bible!studies!are!carried!out!in!a!
reciprocal!manner.!!Participants!are!expected!to!be!vulnerable!and!help!one!another!as!well!
as!share!their!own!personal!stories!when!appropriate.!!This!fosters!a!continual!process!of!
reciprocal!exchange!that!builds!strong!relational!bonds.!!!
James!provides!an!additional!example!to!illustrate!such!connections.!!He!had!grown!
up!in!a!non`Christian!home,!where!parents!believed!in!something!more!but!did!not!have!
specific!beliefs!or!membership!in!a!religious!community.!!He!had!friends!who!were!
Christian,!but!spent!much!of!his!time!engaging!in!drinking!and!partying,!especially!when!he!
came!to!college.!!One!Christian!friend!had!been!close!with!him!since!high!school!and!was!a!
roommate!in!college.!!He!eventually!helped!James!become!involved!in!a!bible!study!which!
had!a!strong!impact!on!his!life.!!He!states:!!!!!
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A!couple!of!weeks!later![Harry]!and!I!were!walking!back!from!working!out!at,!at!rec,!
and!I!was!like!“where!are!you!going?”!because!he!wasn’t!going!to!the!dorms.!He’s!
like!“I’m!going!to!Bible!Study”!and!I!was!like!“hey!can!I!go?”!I!ended!up!going!and!I!
met!a!really!great!group!of!guys!and!I!met![Gary].!For!the!first!time!in!my!life!I!had!a!
group!of!guys;!I!actually!told!everyone!kind!of!what!I!was!going!through,!the!rough!
times!in!my!life!and!every!single!one!of!them!prayed!for!me!around!a!circle.!
Everyone!prayed!for!me.!That!was!the!first!time!in!my!life!anything!like!that!has!
ever!happened!to!me.!I!always!had!this!dream!and!it!would!be!like!‘Oh,!sorry,!I’m!
sorry!about!what’s!happening,’!but!these!guys!actually!cared,!and!that!was!the!
turning!point!for!me.!I!felt!things!getting!better!for!me!from!there!because!I!knew!
that!I!had!all!of!you!too!following!Christ!that!all!cared!about!me,!and!that!fellowship!
is!one!of!the!greatest!things!God!gives!to!us!is!the!people!around!us.!
!
Small!group!bible!studies!are!an!important!outlet!for!building!bonds.!!These!often!include!
approximately!5`10!young!adults,!along!with!a!ministry!supervisor!who!leads!discussions.!!
He!was!able!to!connect!with!members!of!the!bible!study!group!after!attending!once.!!He!
shared!details!of!his!life!and!found!individuals!who!genuinely!cared.!!This!resulted!in!
positive!changes!and!the!construction!of!“authentic”!relationships.!!In!this!case,!prayer!
becomes!an!important!symbol!of!that!unity,!as!the!group!circled!James!and!prayed!for!him.!!
It!is!through!these!enactments!that!spiritual!relatedness!is!fostered.!!!
During!bible!studies,!Dan,!was!forced!to!think!about!the!Bible!on!a!deeper!level!than!
he!ever!had!before.!!He!grew!up!in!a!Christian!family!but!simply!“went!through!the!
motions.”!!It!was!an!important!part!of!his!family!but!did!not!include!much!“depth.”!!Once!he!
participated!in!a!bible!study!at!college!his!spirituality!grew.!!!
I've!never!had!anyone!one`on`one!ask!me!...!we'd!go!through!something,!and!then!
he'd!be!like,!"What!do!you!think!about!this?"!Or,!"What!do!you!think!this!means?"!It!
was!good!for!me.!I!wasn't!used!to!any!of!that!kind!of!stuff.!It!got!me!more!involved,!I!
guess,!in!knowing!God.!Gradually,!the!next!time!I!brought![friend],!and!it!was!just!us!
for!a!while.!Then![two!more]!got!into!our!group.!It!was!kind!of!cool.!We!started!
getting!into!each!other's!stories!a!little!bit.!I!didn't!get!into!it!too!much!because!I’ve!
always!been!super!nervous!about!all!that!kind!of!stuff,!but!gradually!started!getting!
into!it!better.!
!
This!excerpt!highlights!how!bible!studies!can!be!a!tool!to!foster!a!more!outwardly!focused!
and!confident!group!of!believers.!!Dan!was!“nervous”!about!sharing!his!life!but!this!changed!
over!time.!!He!also!connected!with!fellow!believers!in!the!process!and!more!importantly!
was!forced!to!explore!the!bible.!!Bible!studies!facilitate!connections!but!also!foster!biblical!
knowledge!and!both!construct!relatedness.!!Thomas`Chipumuro!(2011)!described!how!
bible!studies!foster!spiritual!relatedness!in!a!black!transnational!church!in!Atlanta:!!!
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Within!these!various!study!contexts,!Bible!studies!emerge!as!energetic!dialogic!sites!
in!which!scriptures!are!debated,!questions!are!answered,!and!meanings!are!decided.!
As!biblical!knowledge!is!constituted,!the!bonds!of!church!fellowship!are!renewed.!
Therefore,!DBC!church!belonging!is!vitally!configured!through!the!conversations!
and!social!connections!that!constitute!biblical!study!(183).!
!
A!similar!effect!occurs!within!the!campus!ministry.!!While!observing!bible!studies!I!noticed!
participants!who!had!not!seen!one!another!for!weeks.!!Yet,!as!they!engaged!one!another!in!
questions,!interpretations,!and!sharing!of!personal!experiences!one!could!see!the!strength!
of!their!connections.!!The!bible!study!is!place!to!discuss!beliefs,!but!more!importantly!
provides!an!opportunity!to!“re`connect”!in!the!fluid!and!changing!environment!of!a!college!
campus.!!!
Laurie!considers!small!bible!studies!to!be!an!environment!in!which!she!can!grow!
spiritually!and!build!connections!with!fellow!believers.!!It!is!much!different!than!the!weekly!
worship!service!that!includes!on!average!seventy!five!to!upwards!of!one`hundred!and!fifty!
students.!!There!she!explains!“one!can!get!lost!in!the!crowd,”!but!in!bible!studies!you!receive!
individual!attention!so!relationships!and!faith!are!strengthened.!!!
Yeah.!Close!relationships!not!just!...!yeah,!because!when!you!talk!about!like!the!Body!
of!Christ,!that's!a!lot.!You!can!get!in!a!bigger!or!even!in!the!smallest!crew!sometimes,!
you!can,!if!you!wanted!to,!you!probably!could!just!be!a!face!in!the!crowd.!I!think!the!
small!bible!studies,!I!think,!is!a!real!nice!thing!to!have.!
!
Bible!studies!become!outlets!for!the!development!of!community!and!facilitate!underlying!
goals!of!the!body!of!Christ.!!Implicit!in!this!statement!is!that!one!should!not!get!lost!in!the!
crowd.!!A!number!of!students!see!mega`churches,!for!example,!as!highly!problematic!
because!it!de`personalizes!the!experience!and!one!can!easily!choose!to!not!build!“authentic”!
relationships!with!fellow!Christians.!!In!small!bible!studies!this!is!not!possible,!it!is!the!
embodiment!of!Christian!community.!!!
The!bible!study!becomes!an!outlet!for!better!understanding!one’s!faith!as!well.!!
Many!students!use!this!time!to!ask!complex!theological!questions!or!clarify!meanings!and!
interpretations!of!biblical!stories.!!Jamie!states:!!!
You!know,!each!bible!study,!or!whatever!is!probably!different.!I!mean,!I!think!that,!
like!if!you!wanted!to!you!could!go!up!to!a!speaker!after!worship!and!have!a!deep!
theological!discussion!if!you!wanted.!But!the!best!avenue!for!that!is!the!small!
groups,!discipleship,!bible!studies,!you!have!the!time!to!get!into!deeper!questions.!
Those!that!may!not!be!as!fundamental!but!are!still!important.!
!
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When!I!observed!such!questioning!this!often!revolved!around!defining!how!biblical!stories!
can!be!applied!to!life!today.!!Staff!guided!the!conversations!but!allowed!students!freedom!
when!interpreting!meanings!and!finding!a!connection!with!passages.!!It!became!clear!that!
this!process!of!identifying!biblical!stories!with!personal!experiences!fostered!deeper!faith!
but!also!a!sense!of!a!relatedness!as!students!were!able!to!learn!more!about!one!another.!!
This!includes!the!opportunity!to!build!bonds!with!staff,!mentoring!relationships,!and!
discipleship.!!Jamie!continues:!!!
The!second!semester!we!couldn't!find!a!time!we!could!all!meet!so!she!met!with!two!
at!one!time!and!two!at!another.!It!is!called!discipleship,!it!could!be!kind!of!like!a!
bible!study!just!a!really!small!group!and!the!focus!is!that!she!is!teaching!us!how!to!
teach!other!people!what!we!believe!a!passing!on,!teaching!us!to!pass!on!what!we!
know!to!other!people.!Sometimes!we!study!passages!from!the!bible!or!read!a!book!
and!talk!about!and!pray!to!together,!stuff!like!that.!I!think!in!that!context!we!
definitely,!I!mean!doctrine!is!kind!of!fancy!word!but!I!felt!comfortable!bringing!up!
any!questions!I!had!if!we!were!reading!a!passage!in!bible!she!had!questions!to!lead!
discussion!but!if!I!thought!of!things!like!I!have!always!wondered!why!said!this!or!
that,!so!I!would!say!I!definitely!felt!comfortable!with!her.!
!
Jamie!had!built!relationships!with!her!peers!through!a!small!bible!study!the!prior!year,!but!
they!were!unable!to!identify!a!time!to!meet!during!the!current!semester.!!But,!participating!
in!small!groups!with!others!is!important!so!the!staff!member!breaks!the!group!into!two.!!
Jamie!then!considers!that!this!may!better!represent!discipleship,!which!is!often!defined!by!
one`on`one!mentoring!relationships!between!a!more!experienced!Christian,!often!older,!and!
other!believers!in!need!of!guidance!and!support.!!!!Even!while!growing!individually,!
students!are!focused!on!one!another!and!how!to!engage!non`Christians!when!sharing!the!
gospel.!!In!this!way!bible!studies!reflect!relational!worldviews.!!!
Cassandra!felt!a!closer!connection!with!those!who!participated!in!bible!studies!than!
with!members!of!the!broader!ministry.!!Students!often!describe!this!reality!when!describing!
how!they!imagine!the!“family!of!God.”!!Most!students!incorporate!different!levels!from!
intimate!small!groups!to!ministries!to!those!they!may!know!personally!through!mission!
trips!from!different!cities,!states,!and!countries!to!those!Christians!they!have!not!met!but!
are!still!connected!to!through!the!Holy!Spirit.!!Of!course,!above!all!else!these!relationships!
are!horizontal!connections!with!each!one!vertically!connected!to!God!within!the!kinship!
structure.!!Cassandra!describes!her!feelings!toward!bible!study!members:!“Maybe!as!a!
movement,!as!a!whole,!I!think!I!was!really!closely!knit!to!the!girls!in!my!Bible!study!because!
we!went!deep!together.!Then!felt!a!general!natural!infinity!to!other!students!involved,!but!
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maybe!didn't!know!them!as!well!as!the!girls!in!my!Bible!study.”!!She!recognizes!the!unique!
relationship!she!holds!with!members!of!the!campus!ministry!but!acknowledges!that!she!
was!close!with!fellow!bible!study!participants.!!Both!are!important!but!reflect!different!
experiences,!interactions,!and!levels!of!engagement.!!Cassandra’s!comments!demonstrate!
the!“fluidity”!of!spiritual!relatedness,!much!like!any!family!structure!personal!relationships!
differ!in!depth,!meanings,!and!change!over!time.!!But,!without!the!opportunity!to!meet!
regularly!such!relationships!may!not!manifest,!nor!grow.!
While!bible!studies!foster!more!intimate!connections!between!believers,!there!are!a!
number!of!constraints!including!residence,!but!more!importantly!gender.!!Bible!studies!
associated!with!the!ministry!are!divided!by!residence!including!off`campus,!residence!halls,!
and!Greek!housing.!!Furthermore,!these!are!often!sub`divided!by!gender,!holding!separate!
men’s!and!women’s!bible!studies.!!This!is!an!interesting!area!of!analysis,!as!students!strive!
for!relational!lives!they!are!constrained!by!concerns!over!the!distinctions!between!men!and!
women!as!well!as!the!possibility!of!fostering!sexual!relationships.!The!reinforcement!of!
patriarchal!family!structures!and!concerns!over!how!and!when!young!men!and!women!
should!interact!are!traditions!of!modernity.!!Ideals!that!relegate!sexuality!to!the!private!
sphere!and!family!structures!that!resemble!binary!gender!constructions!are!grounded!in!
Christian!worldviews!in!the!West.!!Bible!studies!offer!insight!not!only!into!how!spiritual!
kinship!is!built!but!the!social!and!cultural!parameters!placed!upon!such!relationships!and!
the!connection!between!kinship,!gender,!and!modernity.!!!
!

Bartkowski!(1997)!argued!that!while!a!dominant!trope!of!wifely!submission!and!

male!headship!exists!within!evangelical!communities!these!are!also!challenged!by!notions!
of!mutual!submission!(399).!!Such!differences!are!the!result!of!distinct!biblical!
interpretations.!Gallagher!and!Smith!(1999)!suggest!evangelical!Christians!may!hold!
particular!gender!ideals!but!that!broader!sociocultural!constraints!do!not!allow!such!ideals!
to!be!enacted.!!This!includes!spheres!associated!with!men!and!women!that!must!be!crossed!
because!of!economic!conditions.!!Nonetheless,!ideals!of!the!domestic!sphere!as!female!space!
and!men!as!spiritual!authority!remain.!!Griffith!(1997)!argued!that!women!locate!forms!of!
empowerment!through!submission,!while!Ingersoll!(2003)!responded!with!examples!of!
women!who!have!been!negatively!impacted!by!evangelical!Christian!gender!constructions.!!
Such!studies!reinforce!the!fact!that!evangelical!Christians!are!modern!subjects!who!often!
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reinforce!binary!gender!constructions,!but!because!of!complex!social!contexts!may!be!
unable!to!follow!evangelical!gender!ideals.!!!
Much!like!the!literature!outlined!above,!many!young!women!who!participated!in!
this!study!considered!holding!separate!women’s!bible!studies!to!be!essential.!!In!many!
cases,!consultants!articulated!this!preference!was!due!to!differing!life!experiences,!a!need!to!
be!comfortable,!and!concerns!over!the!level!of!intimacy!that!might!arise.!!Jamie!summarizes!
the!general!perspective!of!female!members!of!the!ministry:!!!
So!I!think!there!is!certainly!a!place!for!bible!study!with!men!and!women,!you!know!
in!my!church!there!is!couple's!bible!study!and!things!like!that.!But!I!think!it!is!wise!
to!have!male!and!female!separated!just!because!first!of!all!from!a!woman's!
perspective!a!lot!of!girls!feel!more!open!if!they!are!just!in!a!group!of!other!girls!
instead!of!girls!and!guys.!I!think!also!a!lot!of!issues!that!men!and!women!struggle!
with!are!with!the!opposite!sex!so!in!order!to!deal!with!that!it!is!easier!if!you!are!just!
with!other!women!or!other!men!to!talk!about!that.!Yeah!and!also!just!I!have!come!to!
realize!that!the!people!in!my!life!that!I!am!closest!too!are!women!and!that!is!healthy!
to!have!my!closest!friends!be!women.!When!I!get!married!and!have!a!baby!my!
husband!I!will!obviously!be!close!to!him!with!that!exception!I!think,!like!right!now!I!
am!not!dating,!not!married,!my!closest!friends!are!women!and!definitely!I!have!a!lot!
of!guy!friends!but!I!think!it!is!not!healthy!to!spend!a!lot!of!one!on!one!time!with!a!
guy!and!be!really!intense!and!deep!in!conversation!unless!you!are!dating!or!maybe!
going!to!get!married.!So!that!is!kind!of!tangent!side!issue!but!yeah.!
!
There!are!many!layers!to!Jamie’s!comments.!!First,!an!acknowledgement!that!men!and!
women!do!not!need!to!always!be!separated,!but!this!is!primarily!associated!with!life!after!
marriage.!!Second,!the!need!to!feel!comfortable!speaking!about!issues!that!often!pertain!to!
the!opposite!sex.!!This!is!a!key!feature!of!bible!studies!that!I!did!not!expect!to!find.!!On!a!
number!of!occasions!participants!discussed!sexuality,!including!struggles!in!maintaining!
celibacy!and!shared!stories!being!unable!to!attain!celibacy.!!Staff!and!the!broader!ministry!
are!keenly!aware!of!sexuality!on!campus!and!have!taken!initiative!to!spark!conversations!
and!promote!literature!which!offers!guidance!for!students.!!Third,!she!notes!that!her!closest!
friends!should!be!women.!!This!statement!addressed!the!constraints!placed!on!spiritual!
relatedness.!!Jamie!notes!“a!lot!of!guy!friends”!but!the!lack!of!time!spent!with!the!opposite!
sex!suggests!deep!connectedness!would!be!quite!difficult!to!attain.!!!
!

Barbara,!who!leads!multiple!bible!studies,!further!explains!why!separate!bible!

studies!are!important:!!!
!
!
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I!think!a!lot!of!times!with!Bible!studies!there!can!come!accountability!or!it's!not!just!
to!study!the!Bible,!but!it's!time!to!open!up!with!other!Christians!about!maybe!
struggles!in!your!life!or!some!different!things!that!are!happening,!and!I!think!guys!
are!more!likely!to!open!up!to!guys!whereas!girls!are!more!likely!to!open!up!with!
girls.!I!think!you!can!understand!that!person's!point!of!view!more!so.!!
!
While!reflecting!on!Barbara’s!response!I!considered!this!an!opportune!time!to!learn!more!
about!such!distinctions,!why!is!it!that!one!would!open!up!more!to!the!same!sex.!!She!
continues:!!!
I!just!think!how!like!our!brains!work.!We're!just!made!differently,!different!
emotions,!different!outlook!on!life!or!different!desires!in!life.!I!think!a!lot!of!
[inaudible!51:34]!we!just!experience!different!things.!I!feel!like!I!can!help!girls!from!
what!I've!experienced!in!life,!just!helping!them,!and!I!feel!like!girls!can!help!me!
better.!I!wouldn't!go!share!all!my!deepest!problems!or!huge!questions!I!have!with!
men.!
!
This!excerpt!gets!to!the!core!of!gender!construction!among!bible!study!participants.!!Men!
and!women!are!simply!made!differently.!!This!includes!biological!components!such!as!the!
brain!but!extends!to!“outlooks”!and!“desires.”!!If!one!has!distinct!outlooks!and!desires!it!
would!be!quite!difficult!to!foster!the!type!of!environment!the!bible!study!staff!seek.!!
Nonetheless,!it!is!quite!telling!that!few!participants!found!value!in!co`ed!bible!studies.!!Like!
the!previous!example!of!Jamie,!Barbara!only!refers!to!co`ed!studies!when!describing!her!
parents!experience!after!marriage.!!!
A!male!staff!members!addressed!this!same!topic!during!our!conversations!and!
offered!a!slightly!different!perspective.!!Wade!explains:!!!
That!shouldn't!be!a!big!division.!I!think!God,!the!kind!of!spheres!that!God!has!
designed!are!the!family.!You!know!husband!wife!children!growing!together!and!
relating!together,!next!sphere!is!church,!the!church!body!growing!and!working!and!
influencing!together,!ultimately!those!two!should!be!the!standard.!Not!a!segregation!
of!people!into!age!groups,!or!into!gender!groups.!This!is!one!of!the!worst!parts!of!the!
college!ministry!system!is!that!it!gets!a!bunch!of!people!at!the!same!age!together!
into!ministry!I!have!heard!so!many!students!talk!about![the!ministry]!as!their!
church.!That!is!where!I!go!in!place!of!church!and!that!is!completely,!really!dangerous!
I!think!when!we!neglect!the!differences!of!those!older!or!younger!than!us.!I!think!
that!can!take!place!in!gender!level!too,!a!men’s!time!and!women’s!time!I!think!that!
can!be!taken!too!far.!
!
In!this!excerpt!he!is!not!simply!calling!upon!standard!evangelical!discourse!but!answering!
through!the!extensive!idea!of!the!body!of!Christ.!!As!noted!in!the!previous!chapter,!the!body!
of!Christ!is!often!described!as!a!unifying!force!moving!community!toward!equality!and!
interdependence.!!Wade!suggests!this!value!should!override!the!divisions!created!by!
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gendered!bible!studies.!!Nonetheless,!he!continues!describing!differences!between!men!and!
women!by!highlighting!a!program!he!taught!at!a!retreat!earlier!in!the!semester.!!!
That!is!the!whole!point!of!the!retreat!this!semester.!I!taught!from!a!program!I!kind!
of!hijacked!material!but!the!four!points:!as!men!we!need!to!reject!passivity,!to!accept!
responsibility,!to!lead!courageously,!and!to!expect!a!great!reward!through!fulfilling!
those!callings.!That!is!what!it!means!to!be!a!man,!to!step!out!and!lead!and!I!don't!
think!we!find!that!kind!of!challenge!in!our!general!culture!or!even!in!church.!
!
This!excerpt!offers!insight!into!how!gender!distinctions!are!constructed.!!During!bible!study!
observations,!a!number!of!discussions!emerged!on!this!topic!and!a!key!concern!for!
participants!was!the!effect!of!men!being!unwilling!to!lead!and!how!changing!cultural!norms!
and!values!undermine!the!importance!in!men.!!Staff!worked!hard!to!ensure!the!message!
was!understood,!“men!are!created!to!lead.”!!In!sum,!bible!studies!are!a!context!in!which!
spiritual!relatedness!is!enacted!but!only!along!gendered!lines.!!
Whether!an!outlet!for!personal!spiritual!growth,!the!development!of!spiritual!
relatedness,!or!the!reinforcement!of!binary!gender!lines,!bible!studies!are!a!prominent!
context!through!which!identity!and!community!are!constructed.!!In!this!case!the!campus!
ministry!fosters!deep!and!enduring!relationships!between!believers!by!facilitating!open!
sharing!and!dialogue,!while!helping!evangelical!students!learn!how!to!apply!biblical!
narratives!to!their!everyday!life.!!In!the!process,!spiritual!relatedness!is!constructed,!albeit!
with!some!social!constraints,!particularly!in!the!form!of!gender.!!This!highlights!an!
interesting!paradox,!a!key!value!of!the!body!of!Christ!ideal!is!that!it!fosters!equality!and!
allows!individuals!to!be!seen!simply!as!fellow!believers!and!not!through!markers!of!
inequality.!!Yet,!the!very!contexts!that!are!significant!for!the!enactment!of!relatedness!are!
labeled!and!defined!by!residence!and!gender.!!Students!and!staff!remain!cognizant!of!
perceived!“natural”!differences!between!men!and!women!designed!by!God!but!also!seek!to!
transcend!those!differences,!a!difficult!task!within!the!evangelical!worldview.!!This!is!not!a!
critique!of!evangelical!gender!ideologies,!but!an!assessment!of!the!paradox!that!shapes!
students’!perspectives!and!causes!some!believers!to!struggle!with!such!ministry!practices.!!!
!
!
!
!

!
!
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5.2.3!Discipleship!
!
Among!the!activities!that!foster!spiritual!relatedness!is!that!of!discipleship.!!
Evangelical!students!consider!the!development!of!mentoring!relationships!with!those!who!
are!more!experienced!and!knowledgeable!about!the!Christian!faith!to!be!an!essential!
component!of!spiritual!growth.!!For!many!evangelical!Christians,!discipleship!includes!a!
number!of!different!meanings!and!biblical!references.!!This!may!include!the!covenant!
relationship!between!believer!and!God,!as!a!disciple!of!God.!!It!may!also!include,!particularly!
in!the!Old!Testament,!the!relationship!between!God!and!Israel.!!While,!according!to!the!
bible,!individuals!held!leadership!positions!as!intermediaries,!the!reality!was!that!God!is!
perceived!to!have!been!creating!a!national!community!(Gen!13:15,!21`22;!Gen!12:!1`3).!!!
There!is!also!the!more!prominent!example!of!Jesus!and!his!disciples.!!The!
interpretation!from!many!Christian!communities!is!that!Jesus!fulfills!the!covenant!and!in!
this!world!fosters!master`disciple!relationships!where!individuals!are!asked!to!let!go!of!
their!old!life!and!maintain!allegiance!to!God!as!a!part!of!a!new!life!in!the!family!of!God.!!
Much!like!the!apostles!from!the!New!Testament,!evangelical!students!seek!to!be!Disciples!of!
Christ!through!living!“authentic”!faith!that!requires!them!to!submit!to!the!Holy!Spirit!and!
live!a!relational!life.!!But,!this!is!not!a!term!that!simply!defines!one’s!relationship!with!God,!it!
is!also!used!to!explain!the!mentorship!that!occurs!between!believers!in!a!Christian!
community,!particularly!those!who!may!have!questions,!or!are!entering!a!relationship!with!
God!for!the!first!time,!in!need!of!guidance!and!direction.!!No!matter!which!meaning!we!
apply,!discipleship!is!grounded!in!a!relational!framework.!!As!noted!in!Mark!(10:35`45)!
Jesus!declares!selflessness!and!service!to!be!goal!of!discipleship!between!believers.!!!
Barbara,!helps!to!explain!the!importance!of!discipleship!and!how!this!fosters!
connections!between!believers:!!!
They!have!this!chain!reaction!of!discipleship.!Basically!what!their!goal!is...!is!that!
they!want!everyone!in!the!world!to!know!someone!who's!truly!following!Christ.!I'd!
say![the!ministry]!does!a!really!good!job!of!having!that!chain!reaction!of!discipleship!
hopefully!out!to!everyone.!That!everyone!at!least!knows!someone!who's!truly!
following!Christ!in!their!life.!
!
Thus,!discipleship!from!a!functional!standpoint!helps!to!maintain!the!quality!of!Christian!
relationships!by!ensuring!those!in!need!are!connected!with!a!mentor!who!can!offer!
appropriate!guidance!and!model!relational!life.!!!
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Devon!considers!discipleship!to!naturally!foster!community,!but!that!individuals!
must!be!willing!to!accept!the!“invitation.”!!He!uses!this!language!because,!as!a!number!of!
students!reiterate,!discipleship!can!be!challenging!and!a!key!component!of!these!intimate!
relationships!with!mentors!is!accountability.!!You!are!sharing!your!life!both!good!and!bad,!
more!importantly!you!have!actively!accepted!that!mentors!should!“speak!into!your!life,”!and!
ensure!that!you!maintain!a!set!of!standards!in!your!life.!!Devon!states:!!!
A!lot!of!people!refuse!to!listen!to!the!invitation!but!for!those!people!that!do!there!is!a!
much!tighter!community!with!people!who!have!accepted!the!invitation!to!
discipleship!not!just!living!out!like!a!social!club,!like!we!are!all!Christians!so!we!will!
hang!out,!there!is!a!much!tighter!community!among!those!who!have!answered!the!
call!to!discipleship.!
!
In!this!excerpt!Devon!equates!some!ministry!activities!with!a!“social!club,”!but!discipleship!
fosters!“tighter”!community!and!deeper!relationships.!This!is!partly!because!of!the!
commitment!and!devotion!necessary!when!taking!on!such!a!role.!As!Joe!suggests,!such!
relationships!are!essential!during!the!college!experience!and!provide!a!unique!opportunity!
outside!of!academic!advisers!and!organizations.!!!
The!guy!that!came!up!and!approached!me!when!I!first!went!to![the!ministry]!wanted!
to!meet!with!me!every!week.!Him!and!also!another!staff!member!kind!of!off!and!on!
me!and!this!other!guy!were!meeting!for!awhile!and!now!I!meeting!with!another!
older!guy!who!is!a!staff!member!and!it!is!a!mentor!relationship.!We!meet!every!
week!and!depending!on!like,!usually!we!will!go!through!a!study!together,!or!
something!that!will!connect!with!God.!So!it!has!been!like!really!helpful!to!have!an!
older!person!interested!in!seeing!me!grow!more!in!my!faith!and!my!walk!with!God.!
So!that!has!been!a!really!cool!thing!to!have!in!college.!I!think!it!is!kind!of!unique!to!
have!a!mentor!who!can!mentor!you!spiritually!and!that!be!their!main!emphasis!as!
opposed!to!an!academic!advisor!or!an!athlete!to!a!coach!or!something!like!that.!
!
Joe!began!with!a!number!of!different!relationships,!each!individual!was!interested!in!
helping!Joe!in!his!spiritual!walk.!!He!connects!with!one!particular!staff!member!and!
considers!this!mentoring!relationship!to!be!unique,!equating!it!to!having!a!spiritual!advisor.!!
This!highlights!the!fact!that!the!campus!ministry!is!equipped!with!a!number!of!mentors!
ready!to!offer!their!guidance.!!The!excerpt!reinforces!the!idea!that!evangelical!students!feel!
that!the!college!experience!should!be!holistic,!not!simply!about!academics!but!also!include!
spirituality.!
Discipleship!can!take!a!variety!of!forms,!on!a!deeper!level,!this!is!primarily!about!
learning!from,!and!guiding,!others.!!Thus,!it!is!not!surprising!that!Don!considers!his!
biological!family!as!well!as!“second!moms”!and!“second!dads”!to!guide!him!through!
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discipleship.!!He!recounts!living!in!a!small!rural!town!and!the!lack!of!young!adults!that!
participated!in!his!church.!!Nonetheless,!an!older!church!member!took!a!vested!interest!in!
Don,!spent!a!weekend!with!him!and!worked!through!his!questions!regarding!the!Christian!
faith.!!!
That's!more!connection!than!I!would!have!with!somebody!that!age!outside!of!that!
setting.!He's![inaudible!00:48:23]!as!it!is,!a!great!time!that!he!can!invest!in!me!and!
teach!me!a!lot!of!things.!I!really!view!a!lot!of!my!spiritual!growing!up,!my!family,!my!
paternal!parents!were!there.!They!were!huge!and!they!taught!me!a!lot!from!a!very!
early!age.!Also,!I!had!a!lot!of!other!people!that!could!be!considered!second!dads!and!
second!moms.!
!
To!use!kinship!terminology,!nurture!becomes!a!more!important!feature!than!nature!for!
many!participants.!!McKenzie!(2007)!explained!the!importance!of!having!an!elder!mentor!
for!young!adults!in!Western!societies.!!!
Despite!the!struggle!by!young!people!in!Western!societies!to!become!‘individual!and!
separate’!(see!for!example!Beck!and!Beck`Gernsheim!1995)!there!is!a!need!and!
desire!by!young!people!for!the!encouragement!and!approval!of!an!older!adult!(26).!!
!
The!opportunity!to!have!a!mentor!who!can!nurture!one’s!Christian!faith!and!identity!fosters!
connectedness!as!long!as!both!are!devoted!to!this!commitment,!which!can!become!a!highly!
reflexive!process!and!force!students!to!acknowledge!problem!areas!of!their!lives.!
After!participating!in!the!campus!ministry,!Zach!met!with!a!staff!member.!!During!
the!conversation!Zach!“boasted”!of!his!faith!and!his!works.!!According!to!Zach!he!was!trying!
to!“prove”!himself!to!other!Christians.!!The!staff!member!asked!him!one!question:!“If!you!
were!to!die!and!stand!before!God,!why!should!he!let!you!into!heaven?”!!Zach!lists!his!
activities,!but!the!staff!member!responded!simply!“because!of!your!faith!in!Jesus.”!!The!point!
is!clear,!faith!above!works,!but!this!was!difficult!for!Zach!to!handle:!!!
Now!in!my!first!meeting!with!him!I!was!like!this!guy!is!coming!at!me!strong!but!I!
really!realized!that!I!guess!it!was!with!love!that!he!was!bringing!it!up.!We!developed!
a!good!friendship!after!that!and!got!involved!with!bible!studies!here!and!through!
each!year!got!more!involved!with![the!ministry].!Done!two!summer!projects!with!
them!to!East!Asia!and!Japan!and!then!three!spring!break!trips!to!Costa!Rica!and!this!
last!spring!break!went!down!to!Salt!Lake!and!I!was!the!cook!for!the!team!which!felt!
good!to!help!serve.!
!
While!it!was!difficult!Zach!learned!valuable!lessons!through!his!relationship!with!staff.!!
Often,!personal!one`on`one!relationships!foster!additional!involvement!and!connections!
with!other!believers.!!After!developing!this!discipleship!connection!he!participated!in!bible!
studies!and!then!multiple!mission!trips!where!he!offered!genuine!discipleship!through!
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“service”!for!others.!!As!Zach!demonstrates,!while!discipleship!may!begin!with!individual!
needs!it!often!results!in!more!outwardly!focused!worldview.!!
During!public!testimony!at!a!weekly!event,!Gary!spoke!to!the!audience!about!how!
his!life!had!been!changed!through!his!participation!in!the!campus!ministry.!!Much!like!Zach,!
he!connected!with!a!mentor!who!helped!him!navigate!his!personal!challenges!then!he!
developed!intimate!relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!Gary!explains:!!!
So!a!couple!months!ago!um!I!was!in!the!worst!condition!of!my!life!and!actually!got!
on!the!phone!and!I!said!to!this!guy!who!had!been!mentoring!me!on!what!to!do!in!my!
life.!I!need!help!right!now!I!need!to!talk!to!you!he!said!come!on!over!man!let’s!talk.!
He!has!helped!me!out!God!has!taken!me!from!a!really!tough!situation!only!a!few!
months!ago!that!really!crippled!me!and!he!has!put!me!in!a!good!place,!with!good!
people.!I!can't!tell!you!how!grateful!I!am!and!just!the!impact!on!my!life!now.!Now!I!
hang!out!with!a!bunch!of!guys!I!call!them!my!band!of!brothers!and!I!know!I!don't!
know!them!that!well!but!every!time!I!hang!out!with!them!it’s!just!like!yes!this!is!
where!I!am!supposed!to!be.!
!
The!sharing!of!such!testimony!helps!to!define!and!reinforce!the!value!of!discipleship.!!When!
one!faces!challenges!and!“struggles”!in!life,!mentors!can!provide!stability!and!guidance.!As!
Smith!(1998)!explained,!evangelical!Christians!often!see!the!material!world!through!a!
spiritual!lens.!!Thus,!the!social!landscape!of!a!college!campus!offers!multiple!opportunities!
to!stray!from!God’s!plan!for!students’!lives.!Such!language!connects!with!discourse!of!
“authenticity”!as!struggles!are!an!important!feature!of!Christian!identity.!!Furthermore,!not!
only!did!a!single!mentor!help!Gary,!fellow!Christians!have!provided!strong!relationships!
described!through!kinship!terminology!as!“band!of!brothers.”!!!Such!language!reinforces!the!
broader!imagined!landscape!of!not!only!struggle!but!conflict—in!some!cases!students!
describe!the!campus!as!a!“spiritual!battlefield.”!One!might!imagine!how!important!
discipleship!becomes!if!engaging!metaphorically!in!a!spiritual!battle,!as!discourse!theorists!
note!such!words!have!social!implications.!!!
For!April,!her!disciplining!relationship!with!ministry!staff!has!brought!attention!to!
the!value!of!community!and!doctrine.!!She!has!met!with!one!staff!member!weekly!during!
her!four!years!at!college.!!She!felt!that!being!a!part!of!the!campus!ministry!allowed!her!
spirituality!to!become!“even!more!something!of!my!own.”!!She!describes!the!importance!of!
discipleship:!!!
!
!
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There’s!individual!disciplining!where!I!basically!met!up!with!a!staff!member!from!
[the!ministry]!for!the!last!four!years!on!a!fairly!regular!basis!…!weekly,!for!the!
purpose!of!specific!and!directed!study!of!God!and!application!to!my!life!as!well.!As!to!
how!that!fits!with!community...and!my!immediate!spheres!of!influence.!I!think!
probably!the!biggest!way!it’s!affected....!it’s!just!a!greater!understanding!of!the!
necessity!of!Christian!community!on!top!of!just!further!understanding!of!a!lot!of!the!
doctrines!and!tenants!of!Christianity!that!I!didn’t!quite!fully!understand!previously.!
!
It!is!clear!that!April!has!gained!knowledge!through!her!relationship!with!staff!but!she!has!
also!gained!an!appreciation!for!Christian!community.!!This!is!a!key!aspect!of!the!ministry!
and!staff!as!well!as!student!leaders!model!and!integrate!a!sense!of!community!into!many!
activities.!For!evangelical!leaders!and!students,!to!be!Christian!is!to!live!a!relational!life.!!
No!matter!how!strong!of!an!emphasis!the!ministry!places!on!discipleship,!leaders!
are!keenly!aware!of!the!challenges!posed!by!the!campus!environment.!!The!essence!of!the!
college!context!is!one!of!change!and!fluidity.!!From!year!to!year!the!number!of!participants!
change,!individuals!may!actively!choose!to!be!less!involved,!others!become!more!involved,!
others!leave.!!As!Laurie!states!it!can!also!be!difficult!to!develop!intimate!connections!with!
staff!because!they!may!move!on!to!new!projects!and!opportunities!as!well.!!!
Yeah.!I!think!you’re!probably!actually!about!that.!And!maybe!they!…!with![staff!
leader],!because!he!went!through,!I!mean!it’s!not!like!he!ended!up!there!just!out!of!
his!own!volition!like!he!went!through![the!ministry]!and!it’s!become!personally!it’s!
probably!because!of!that!and!so!…!Yeah!maybe!I!think!maybe!the!key!is!just!…!
maybe!it’s!in!the!ability!of!…!you!know!like!to!maintain!that!approach!that!you!have!
so!many!people!moving!in!and!out!of!an!organization!…!because!when!you!look!at!
the!membership!like!the!students!are!four!years!but!they’re!still!in!and!out!every!
year.!There’s!some!do!and!some!do.!With!four!years!there’s!…!well!I!think!they!make!
of!them!staff!…!even!when!since!I’ve!been!here!there’s!probably!like!five!different!
staff!that!I!met!here!and!then!gone!to!different!places.!
!
This!is!another!reason!why!spiritual!relatedness!and!notions!of!the!family!of!God!are!so!
important.!!Even!though!relationships!may!be!in!flux!and!continually!change,!believers!are!
able!to!quickly!develop!new!relationships!and!even!if!they!do!not!remain!in!close!contact!
with!those!who!leave!they!still!consider!such!relationships!to!reflect!intimate!connections.!!!!
As!part!of!ministry,!one!must!be!careful!to!not!devote!too!much!time!to!others.!!It!is!
clear!from!my!conversations!with!students!and!staff!that!living!a!relational!life!is!the!ideal!
but!as!noted!earlier!this!can!be!difficult!to!achieve.!!At!times!this!can!also!lead!to!an!
emphasis!on!doing!good!works!for!others,!resulting!in!a!negative!impact!on!individual!faith!
and!spiritual!growth.!!Thus,!this!often!results!in!a!tension!between!individualistic!and!
relational!activities.!!For!many!students,!discipleship!is!first!and!foremost!about!individual!
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growth,!but!inevitably!symbolizes!relational!connections,!and!results!in!a!sense!of!
connectedness!with!God!and!fellow!believers.!!!
After!participating!in!the!campus!ministry,!Wade!struggles!to!determine!how!his!
own!spiritual!walk!fits!into!his!role,!which!is!primarily!as!a!mentor!to!others.!!He!talks!to!
staff!and!describes!the!following!experience:!!!
It!was!very!confusing!experience!and!hard!to!figure!out!how!to!keep!ministry!when!
you!didn't!feel!valued!so!I!had!that!conversation!with!a!staff!member!and!he!
completely!understood!and!talked!you!know!I!want!you!to!experience!that!kind!of!
growth!whatever!that!takes!whether!that!is!being!disciple!by!me!someone!else!in!
[the!ministry]!or!church!but!we!do!value!you,!who!you!are!and!your!ministry!here!it!
was!good!clarification.!
!
In!this!case!Wade!had!devoted!a!great!deal!of!time!to!furthering!the!ministry,!sharing!the!
gospel,!and!facilitating!group!activities.!!Nonetheless,!from!an!evangelical!Christian!
perspective!one!should!not!allow!such!commitments!to!undermine!individual!spiritual!
growth.!!Thus,!the!staff!member!reiterates!this!point!to!ensure!that!Wade!has!the!support!he!
needs.!!One!avenue!to!maintain!spiritual!growth!is!through!discipleship.!Individuals!must!be!
willing!to!be!guided!by!others!and!navigate!challenges!to!one’s!faith.!Volpe!(2013)!
considered!Christian!identity!to!be!best!understood!through!discipleship.!!The!author!
explained!the!essence!of!discipleship!by!using!a!story!from!the!bible!of!Peter!following!God’s!
direction!even!when!it!seemed!questionable:!!!
Yet!it!reveals!the!cycle!that!active!reception!implies:!moving!forward!in!faith!means!
overcoming!sin!not!once,!but!over!and!over!again!as!the!light!of!Christ!penetrates!
deeper!into!our!hearts,!revealing!what!blocks!reception.!In!a!world!marked!by!
fallenness,!following!Christ!often!(if!not!always)!involves!!a!struggle!against!the!
resistance!that!comes!to!us!from!within!(in!the!form!of!sin)!and!from!without!(in!the!
form!of!cultural!values!that!run!counter!to!the!ethics!of!the!kingdom)!(223).!
!
For!participants,!to!follow!Christ!and!overcome!struggle!one!must!hold!a!personal!
relationship!with!God,!but!also!enlist!the!guidance!of!other!Christians.!!Discipleship,!like!
many!other!examples!throughout!this!dissertation,!becomes!an!outlet!to!enact!relational!life!
while!also!meeting!individual!needs.!!!
!
!
!
!

!
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5.2.4!Mission!
!
Evangelical!students!consider!sharing!the!gospel!to!be!a!key!component!of!living!an!
“authentic”!Christian!life.!!When!one!hears!the!term!mission!this!can!often!include!a!
particular!image!of!large!groups!of!people,!possibly!handing!out!bibles,!setting!up!
organizations!to!meet!basic!needs!in!developing!nations!while!also!offering!bible!studies!
and!worship!services.!!But!as!Beyerlein!noted,!mission!is!much!more!extensive:!!!!
!
Mission!trips!can!include!supporting!the!religious!outreach!of!long`term!
missionaries,!worshipping!with!local!populations,!learning!a!foreign!language,!
studying!the!local!culture!of!a!destination,!sponsoring!summer!camps!for!young!
people,!painting!homes,!delivering!medical!supplies,!or!meeting!with!community!
leaders!(2009:!781).!
!
Anthropologists!have!generally!depicted!missionaries!as!carriers!of!colonialism!and!as!
individuals!that!foster!inequality,!assimilation,!and!capitalism!among!other!perceived!
negative!consequences!(Comaroff!and!Comaroff!1991;!Keane!2007;!Van!Der!Geest!1990).!!
But!for!the!majority!of!students,!a!mission!is!a!general!term!understood!to!reflect!key!goals!
of!Christ!while!on!earth,!which!can!be!carried!out!in!a!variety!of!ways!with!appropriate!
intentions.!!A!number!of!participants!were!well!aware!of!the!image!often!reproduced!about!
evangelical!mission!and!they!seek!to!offer!a!different!approach.!!In!fact,!most!often!the!
campus!ministry!suggests!that!students!should!work!one`on`one!with!classmates,!co`
workers,!and!friends.!!As!noted!by!Bielo!(2011),!Emerging!Evangelicals!as!well!as!many!
others!within!the!movement!consider!the!building!of!personal!relationships!to!be!the!best!
approach.!!“Being!missional!means!seriously!cultivating!relationships—not!before!or!after!
conversion!attempts,!but!in!place!of!them”!(12).!This!fosters!intimate!experiences!between!
believers!and!non`believers!but!also!requires!sharing!and!learning!from!fellow!ministry!
members.!!!
It!is!clear!that!the!ministry!is!also!well!aware!of!the!problems!associated!with!
pushing!beliefs!upon!others!and!thus!equips!students!with!a!more!personalized!approach!
that!emphasizes!building!relationships,!asking!questions,!and!listening!before!explicitly!
expressing!intent.!!The!world!is!a!place!of!mission,!no!matter!what!the!context,!students!feel!
that!believers!should!be!intentional!about!sharing!their!beliefs,!particularly!the!foundational!
ideas!of!a!personal!relationship!with!God!and!how!that!relationship!has!changed!their!lives.!!
While!this!can!be!carried!out!through!one`on`one!interactions!it!often!includes!coming!
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together!as!a!group,!spending!weeks,!if!not!months!in!communities!throughout!the!world.!!
As!Priest!and!Howell!(2013)!explained,!recent!students!on!mission!work!within!
anthropology!offer!insight!into!the!complexity!of!contemporary!missions!and!the!impact!on!
believers!and!communities.!!This!includes!breaking!down!assumptions!of!the!Christian!
encounter!abroad,!highlighting!the!quest!for!“authentic”!encounters!across!socioeconomic!
divides,!mission!as!social!capital,!and!the!social!connections!built!through!such!experiences,!
among!other!topics.!!!Many!students!described!the!powerful!experience!of!participating!in!
mission!trips!abroad!and!the!intimate!connections!that!are!fostered!in!mission!contexts.!!!
While!describing!the!significance!of!shared!experiences!in!facilitating!spiritual!
family,!Devon!uses!the!example!of!a!summer!wilderness!mission!that!he!leads!with!fellow!
believers!with!whom!he!is!very!close.!!!
What!we!do!in!the!summer!is!pretty!intense!we!do!two,!three!week!camps!where!we!
are!out!constantly.!One!time!during!class!we!went!nine!weeks!only!had!an!hour!off!
between!camps,!under!pretty!stressful!condition!it!doesn't!matter!how!much!you!
like!someone!in!that!you!might!try!to!beat!their!head!in!with!a!rock.!Just!like!in!that!
close!high!friction!environment!so!it!is!definitely!that!shared!faith!that!give!unity!
and!even!makes!it!possible!to!be!going!after!the!same!goal!and!constantly!looking!to!
God!to!make!it!happen!and!make!it!worth.!I!think!that!is!one!that!is!really!clear!I!
wouldn't!have!met!him!under!other!conditions!so!yeah!it!is!a!huge!element.!
!
Under!such!conditions!he!feels!that!it!would!be!easy!to!become!impatient!with!others!
because!of!the!intensity!and!stress.!!But,!the!shared!faith!and!unity!that!is!fostered!by!their!
connections!as!Christians!allows!him!and!others!to!work!through!such!hurdles.!!Devon!
continues!and!explains!that!the!individuals!he!works!with!in!this!environment!are!people!
with!whom!he!has!his!closest!relationships.!!Thus,!the!challenges!fostered!during!mission!
work!can!inevitably!bring!Christians!into!more!intimate!relationships!(Richardson!2008).!!
Devon!says,!“The!deepest!relationships!are!always!forged!through!shared!experience!going!
after!a!common!goal.”!!Mission!work!creates!this!environment.!!!
Others,!highlight!how!quick!they!were!able!to!build!relationships!with!other!
Christians!they!had!not!met!before.!!Many!also!felt!that!those!who!participate!in!such!
mission!work,!because!of!the!stress!and!challenges,!are!living!an!“authentic,”!Christian!life.!!
It!is!clear!that!students!convey!a!variety!of!motivations!including!the!expectations!of!having!
fun,!but!once!they!were!engaged!they!realized!that!it!was!not!easy!to!build!connections!and!
live!in!a!different!environment.!!In!the!end!though,!the!experience!is!described!as!positive!
and!rewarding.!!Joe!explains:!!!
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I!actually!went!on!a!mission!trip!my!senior!year!after!my!senior!year!of!high!school!
and!we!went!down!to!Mexico!there!was!a!big!group!of!us!from!the!Northwest!it!was!
through!the!Nazarene!Church!that!we!had!been!attending.!I!guess!on!that!trip!I!met!
a!lot!of!,!I!got!to!know!a!lot!of!really!good!friends.!I!mean!it!was!two!weeks!and!I!
think!when!you!go!on!a!mission!with!people!you!connect!with!them!really!quickly.!
That!was!the!first!time!I!hung!out!with!legit!Christians!that!wanted!to!know!more!
about!God!that!were!my!age.!That!kind!of!inspired!me,!when!I!came!to!college,!to!
kind!of!find!a!group!that!was!committed!to!learning!more!about!God.!
!
Thus,!Joe!found!connections!with!other!Christians!but!his!experience!resulted!in!a!renewed!
interest!and!commitment!to!his!faith.!!Much!like!bible!studies!and!discipleship,!mission!
work!facilitates!the!sharing!of!personal!details!and!concerns!about!life!and!faith.!!This!is!a!
key!feature!of!the!mission!experience!for!students.!!Not!only!do!students!find!Christian!
community!across!a!broad!spectrum!of!backgrounds!and!experiences!but!each!individual!
grows!in!individual!faith!that!results!in!higher!levels!of!religious!engagement!(Trinitapoli!
and!Vaisey!2009).!!
Students!learn!specific!tools!and!are!given!opportunities!to!practice!sharing!the!
gospel,!which!for!many!is!a!key!challenge!in!their!lives.!!They!consider!evangelism!to!be!a!
foundational!principle!of!Christianity!but!it!can!be!stressful!and!“scary”!to!interact!with!
others!on!such!a!complex!and!often!politically!charged!topic!such!as!religion.!!Laurie!
provides!another!example!of!how!mission!work!strengthens!one’s!beliefs.!!!
It's!becoming,!I!guess,!maybe!more!important!now!that!…!well,!maybe!not!more!
important!but!because!I've!learned!over!these!last!few!months!being!involved!in!the!
ministry!the!how!to!because!before!I!would!have!no!idea!how!I!would!even!
approach!without!getting!in!an!argument!or!upsetting!or!even!how!to!explain!what!
Christianity!is!to!one!in!a!clear!way.!What!I’m!guessing!is!it’s!always!been!an!
important!part!of!it!but!until!recently,!I!had!never!known!how!to!go!about!doing!that!
in!a!good!way.!
!
Through!her!participation!with!the!campus!ministry,!Laurie!is!learning!how!to!share!the!
gospel!with!others.!!At!this!point!in!time!she!is!simply!identifying!approaches!and!applying!
these!to!her!experiences!on!a!college!campus!but!hopes!to!be!a!part!of!a!summer!mission!
trip!next!year.!!Thus,!for!many!students!mission!work!does!not!begin!when!one!enters!a!
new!community,!instead!it!may!include!years!of!preparation!before!one!has!the!confidence!
or!ability!to!participate.!!Nonetheless,!Laurie!feels!a!connection!with!those!who!are!“serving!
Christ”!both!at!home!and!abroad.!As!Elisha!(2008)!explained,!serving!and!Christ!and!
engaging!those!in!need!through!an!outwardly!focused!relational!approach!is!central!to!the!
lives!of!many!evangelical!Christians.!!While!the!author!highlighted!specific!outreach!
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programs,!the!broader!goals!of!mission!work!include!similar!features.!Laurie!explains!a!few!
of!the!features!of!sharing!that!are!emphasized!within!the!ministry:!!!
In!the!way!they!go!about!and!the!way!they!go!about!stuff!because!you!know,!going!
to!the!conference!that!is,!I!think!that’s!northwest!of![inaudible!1:30:34].!They!teach!
stuff!that!you!know,!I’ll!wind!up!with!hearing!that!everything!was!like!you!said,!a!
real!nice!way!going!to!up!shine!and!stuff!like!that!and!I’m!not!being!offensive!for!…!
and!then!you’re!not!looking!for!confession!or!you’re!not!looking!to!degrade!anyone!
else!like!sharing!your!email,!sharing!your!faith.!
!
By!attending!regional!conferences!she!has!learned!to!share!in!an!approachable!manner!that!
considers!such!connections!to!be!more!about!building!relationships!than!forcing!non`
believers!to!accept!God.!!This!is!done!through!not!being!offensive,!reflecting!“fruits!of!the!
spirit,”!being!open!minded,!and!listening!to!others.!!The!very!nature!of!these!principles!
requires!students!to!not!see!others!as!simply!a!lost!soul!in!need!of!help,!but!to!consider!
similarities!they!may!share,!to!build!relationships,!and!refrain!from!critiquing!or!degrading!
different!beliefs.!!!
At!its!core!this!method!asks!students!to!look!beyond!their!own!desires!and!
expectations!in!order!to!place!themselves!in!shoes!of!another.!!Cassandra,!as!part!of!her!
discipleship!training!within!the!ministry,!describes!her!experience:!!!
I!went!with!her,!and!all!she!did!was!ask!people!questions!about!themselves:!what!
they!thought,!what!was!important!to!them,!and!what!they!believed,!and!if!they!
believed!in!God,!or!thought!about!God.!It!was!like,!"That's!not!pushy.!It's!just!
exploring!someone!where!they're!at."!I!really!like!people!and!like!knowing!the!
deeper!levels!of!them,!so!I!was!like,!"Oh,!you!can!be!intentional!and!move!past!the!
superficial!and!just!ask!them!what!they!really!think!about!the!big!questions."!I!really!
liked!that!and!started!doing!that!more!on!my!own!and!with!friends.!I!felt!like!that!
was,!in!my!own!spiritual!journey,!really!pivotal,!too,!because!I!got!exposed!to!a!lot!of!
ideas!and!a!lot!of!questions!and!stuff!that!made!me!think!about,!what!do!I!really!
believe?!Who!do!I!claim!to!believe,!and!why!do!I!believe!that?!
!
Cassandra!is!able!to!learn!about!others,!through!building!in`depth!relationships,!as!well!as!
more!about!her!own!spiritual!beliefs!and!practices.!!Again,!the!approaches!to!evangelism!
embodied!by!the!ministry!reflect!a!relational!worldview,!not!one!that!is!focused!on!selfish!
or!individualistic!desires.!!Although!it!can!be!argued!that!mission!work!is!selfish!as!it!seeks!
to!turn!others!to!a!perceived!absolute!truth.!!The!positive!intentions!embodied!by!many!
evangelical!Christians!is!rarely!addressed.!!As!Laurie!and!others!explained!in!interviews,!
Jesus!did!not!“force!faith”!upon!others,!he!simply!shared.!!This!type!of!sharing!is!modeled!on!
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living!an!“authentic”!Christian!life,!attentive!to!relationships!with!God,!fellow!believers,!and!
non`Christians.!!
Mission!work!has!increasingly!become!an!endeavor!that!occurs!within!one’s!country!
of!residence.!!Many!of!the!projects!carried!out!by!the!ministry!take!place!within!driving!
distance!or!regional!locations.!!Joe!has!traveled!abroad!but!has!completed!mission!trips!in!
the!U.S.!as!well.!!!
!
I!went!to!San!Diego!after!my!freshman!year!went!to!Lake!Tahoe!after!my!junior!year.!
These!mission!trip!were!more!like!personal!growth!and!development!and!training,!
like!how!to!share!your!faith!and!talk!to!people!about!spiritual!things.!Because!it!is!
kind!of!scary!going!up!to!someone!or!even!like!a!friend!and!talking!about!spiritual!
things!it!can!be!a!very!touchy!subject!for!people!and!it!is!really!easy!to!get!heated!
about!it.!So!part!of!the!training!is!to!learn!how!to!prevent!that!heatedness!and!I!
guess!speak,!just!speak,!because!I!am!interested!in!what!other!peoples!spiritual!
background!are.!
!
As!he!notes!the!mission!not!only!builds!community!but!is!a!learning!tool!for!students!who!
are!beginning!to!explore!how!to!interact!with!those!who!may!hold!different!spiritual!views!
and!different!ideas!about!Christianity.!One!can!see!the!added!benefit!to!offering!young!
adults!opportunities!in!their!own!country!first!before!working!abroad.!The!majority!of!
students!interviewed!for!this!project!had!completed!mission!work!within!the!United!States.!
It!also!serves!to!provide!accessible!community!building!experiences.!!Joe!went!on!to!explain!
that!some!of!his!closest!friendships!are!with!fellow!believers!that!he!met!on!mission!trips!
who!are!not!associated!with!the!ministry,!nor!do!they!go!to!the!same!university.!!
Honestly!some!of!my!best!friends!who!know!me!the!most!are!involved!in!the!
ministry!and!some!of!them!don't!even!go!to!school!here.!Some!I!met!on!mission!trips!
and!the!environment!the!mission!trip!created!was!like!getting!to!know!really!who!
you!are!and!sharing!your!deepest!needs!or!fears.!
!
This!is!a!central!feature!of!the!mission!experience!for!many!students.!!Believers!feel!that!the!
mission!environment!fosters!deeper!connections!than!other!social!environments!like!
church!or!bible!studies.!!This!is!partly!due!to!the!challenges!faced!in!a!new!context!with!
individuals!from!a!variety!of!backgrounds!and!experiences.!!Additionally,!one!can!see!that!
the!result!for!Joe,!and!others,!is!a!sense!of!relatedness.!!Deep!bonds!are!developed!through!
mission!work!that!transcends!geographical!space!as!well!as!other!identity!markers.!!Thus,!
the!mission!may!be!the!ideal!reflection!of!biblical!notions!surrounding!the!body!of!Christ,!
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where!believers!see!one!another!as!Christians!rather!than!through!lenses!of!gender,!
political!leanings,!age,!or!any!other!demographic!markers.!!!
Zach!alludes!to!a!similar!experience!when!carrying!out!a!mission!trip!abroad!in!Asia.!!
During!his!first!day!on!the!trip!they!went!to!a!college!campus!to!share!the!gospel!but!instead!
a!student!at!the!university!began!to!share!the!gospel!with!Zach.!!He!was!surprised!but!felt!an!
affinity!with!the!student,!particularly!because!of!“Christian!persecution!in!China.”!!This!
combination!of!evangelizing!and!the!context!of!China!fostered!an!even!deeper!connection!
for!Zach.!!!
I!don’t!know!what!else!besides!the!…!beyond!the!beliefs!and!then!the!stuff!that!we!
are!the!body!of!Christ,!there’s!a!few!connections!I!could!think!of.!One!of!the!first!
friends!we!met!in!East!Asia!was!this!Christian!student.!He!was!actually!trying!to!
share!his!faith!with!us.!It!was!just!literally!our!first!day!on!campus,!ran!into!him!and!
he’s!…!has!a!bible!out!and!he!was!walking!to!share!with!us!and!we!just!…!we!thought!
we!were!in!this!large!communist!country!that!stay!away!from!God!and!here!he!is!
openly!sharing!his!faith!with!us,!just!a!deep!connection!that!kind!of!was!there!from!
the!beginning.!
!
This!is!often!the!type!of!description!used!when!explaining!relationships!with!fellow!
Christians!abroad.!!Students!have!difficulty!defining!the!parameters!of!such!relationships!
but!they!feel!that!such!connections!are!strong!and!reflect!the!ideal!of!a!global!family!of!God!
through!biblical!notions!of!the!body!of!Christ.!!Thus,!friendship!does!not!accurately!depict!
such!relationships,!nor!does!family.!Instead,!spiritual!relatedness!offers!a!useful!analytical!
tool!for!understanding!such!relationships.!!For!Zach,!the!fellow!Christian!he!met!in!China!
offered!a!more!“authentic”!Christian!life!than!other!believers!because!he!was!carrying!out!
his!beliefs!openly!in!an!environment!that!Zach!perceived!to!be!antagonistic!toward!
Christianity.!!As!evangelical!Christians!model!authenticity!based!on!the!life!of!Christ,!those!
who!maintain!beliefs!while!being!confronted!by!persecution!are!held!in!high!regard.!!Zach!
uses!this!example!to!reflect!on!his!own!life:!!!
That!comfort!is!like!just!so!sure!of!who!God!is!and!how!he!is!in!his!life!that!he!wants!
other!people!to!know!that!as!well.!Actually!it’s!really!cool!to!see!that!connection!
there!even!through!that!it!just!challenges!me!why!can’t!I!talk!to!my!neighbor,!my!
friend!that!I’ve!known!for!a!long!time?!I!don’t!have!to!worry!about!the!communist!
regime!putting!me!in!prison!for!what!I!believe,!I’m!free!to!let!it!out!and!yet!still!I!
worry!about!sharing!with!friends.!
!
In!my!conversations!with!students!this!was!one!of!the!deepest!acknowledgements!of!
personal!struggles.!!Meeting!a!fellow!believer!during!a!mission!trip!abroad!forced!Zach!to!
reevaluate!how!he!was!living!his!life!and!allowed!him!to!see!his!struggles!in!a!new!
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perspective.!!Thus,!the!connectedness!fostered!abroad!often!has!implications!for!personal!
spiritual!growth.!!In!some!cases,!students!are!not!only!motivated!by!the!need!to!live!a!
relational!life!but!are!also!motivated!by!what!they!can!gain!personally!from!such!
experiences.!!While!the!latter!has!been!emphasized!in!academic!literature!I!argue!the!
relational!motivation!is!not!often!discussed.!!Nonetheless,!for!Zach,!being!in!China!and!
sharing!Christian!beliefs!ultimately!brought!him!closer!to!other!Christians!but!also!closer!to!
God.!!He!was!“scared”!of!what!he!might!encounter!but!had!to!allow!“God!to!work!through!
my!life.”!!Christian!Smith!(1998)!suggested!that!struggles!are!an!important!feature!in!the!
construction!of!evangelical!community!and!individual!identity.!!In!many!cases!struggles!
affirm!evangelical!Christian!identity!rather!than!undermine!it.!!!!!
Joe!not!only!connects!with!fellow!believers!but!by!participating!in!a!mission!trip!
with!his!sister!he!was!able!to!build!a!stronger!connection!with!a!family!member!who!had!
previously!been!distant.!!In!this!case,!both!he!and!his!sister!were!Christian,!grew!up!in!a!
Christian!home,!but!did!not!share!their!lives!with!one!another!at!a!level!he!had!hoped!for!as!
they!became!older.!!Now!they!both!are!in!college,!they!both!participate!in!the!same!ministry,!
and!are!navigating!the!often!difficult!experience!of!mission!work!together.!!The!result!is!that!
mission!work!not!only!fosters!connections!with!a!broader!Christian!community!but!in!this!
example,!facilitates!deeper!ties!with!cultural!family.!!Joe!describes!this!connection:!!!
I!actually!forgot!to!mention!this,!my!sister!goes!to!college!here!too.!She!is!involved!in!
the!ministry!as!well!but!we!both!went!on!mission!trip!together!last!summer!and!I!
would!say!before!we!experienced!that!trip!together!our!relationships!was!
superficial.!She!is!two!years!younger!than!me!and!before!high!school!I!think!we!
hung!out!a!lot!and!we!were!so!close!in!age!we!were!kind!of!buddy`buddy.!But!for!
some!reason!in!high!school!maybe!just!because!we!were!at!that!stage!or!something!
you!didn't!really!want!to!have!anything!to!do!with!each!other.!We!didn't!share!a!lot!
of!stuff!that!was!going!on!in!our!lives!or!even!for!me!girls!that!I!liked!I!didn't!really!
share!that!with!here!she!didn't!really!share!guys!that!she!liked,!or!stuff!like!that!
authentic!relationships.!But!after!we!went!on!that!mission!trip!together!and!I!would!
say!after!that!she!had!decided!that!God!would!be!a!higher!priority!in!her!life!and!I!
think!that!also!because!of!that!experience!that!we!had!together!our!relationship!is!
very!authentic!now.!
!
Notice,!Joe!uses!the!language!of!“authenticity”!to!describe!his!relationship!with!his!sister.!!
The!same!features!that!make!relationships!with!fellow!believers!more!genuine!and!increase!
connectedness!are!associated!with!cultural!kin!as!well.!!The!language!of!“authenticity”!
grounds!such!relationships!in!Christian!discourse!that!places!a!high!value!upon!sincerity!of!
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individuals!and!strength!of!connections.!!Mission!work!is!a!context!that!can!be!used!to!build!
such!bonds.!!!
Other!participants!find!their!experience!abroad!to!be!grounded!in!fulfilling!a!greater!
calling!and!that!it!forces!a!believer!to!get!outside!their!comfort!zone,!which!is!necessary!
when!living!an!authentic!Christian!life.!!As!Don!notes,!it!can!be!problematic!to!simply!be!
surrounded!by!other!Christians.!!For!one!to!live!a!relational!life!he!or!she!must!engage!with!
non`Christians,!particularly!when!sharing!the!gospel.!!!
!
!
I!do!think!that!it!is!unhealthy!to!always!live!with!Christians!all!the!time.!For!one!
reason,!we're!not!really!fulfilling!the!call!of!the!great!commission!which!is!to!seek!
out!non`Christians!and!share!the!gospel!with!them,!share!light!with!them,!love!with!
them.!I!think!it!can!be!really!counter`productive!if!the!only!people!you!know!are!
Christians!and!they!go!to!church.!It's!just!not!wise,!not!healthy.!
!
Many!students!I!talked!with!felt!the!same!way.!!The!image!of!evangelical!Christians!seeking!
to!connect!with!those!who!may!hold!different!beliefs!is!not!often!part!of!broader!societal!
discourse.!!The!connectedness!illustrated!by!Don!is!grounded!in!sharing!the!gospel!and!
mission!work!but!also!reflects!a!genuine!interest!in!other!people!as!well!as!the!value!of!
living!a!relational!life.!!As!he!suggests!it!is!“not!wise,!not!healthy”!to!spend!too!much!time!
with!like`minded!believers.!!To!support!this!idea!many!evangelical!students!turn!to!the!
bible!and!stories!of!Jesus!living!with!non`believers,!sharing!with!non`believers,!and!helping!
such!individuals!regardless!of!their!faith!or!creed.!!When!students!participate!in!mission!
work!they!seek!to!model!this!ideal,!which!I!argue!is!understood!by!evangelical!Christians!to!
be!grounded!in!a!relational!worldview.!!Bramadat!(2000)!argued!that!one!campus!
evangelical!ministry!uses!both!“fortressing!and!bridging”!strategies!to!maintain!Christian!
identity!at!a!public!university.!!Mission!work!provides!an!avenue!through!which!bridging!
can!occur,!where!students!are!able!to!find!similarities!with!others!rather!than!differences!
while!using!an!authentic!approach.!!!!
Don!has!carried!out!mission!work!in!Nigeria,!Costa!Rica,!and!Crow!Agency!Montana!
among!other!places.!!He!sums!up!his!experience!through!a!relational!perspective:!!!
Yeah.!I've!had!the!opportunity!to!go!abroad!with![the!ministry].!I've!been!to!Nigeria!
and!Costa!Rica.!Costa!Rica!a!couple!of!times!and!Crow!Agency!Montana.!There's!
something!unique!and!neat!about!being!with!believers!that!their!second!language!is!
English!or!their!culture!is!very!different.!Yet,!to!know!that!they!know!the!same!God!
and!that!they!have!the!same!relationship!and!the!same!love!and!grace!in!their!life!
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and!they're!dealing!with!the!same!types!of!struggles!with!them!and!depending!on!
their!different!culture.!We're!human.!
!
He!does!not!emphasize!the!uniqueness!of!each!individual!or!community,!but!instead!
considers!the!similarities!shared!by!all!believers!who!have!the!“same!types!of!struggles”!and!
the!fact!that!all!are!ultimately!“human”!and!are!not!so!different!and!tied!together!by!God.!!!
Other!students!clearly!identified!the!relationships!built!during!mission!work!as!
family.!!Jamie!highlights!this!fact!through!her!experience!in!the!Dominican!Republic.!!Those!
who!she!participated!with!shared!a!common!vision!and!purpose.!!More!importantly!she!
emphasized!praying!and!eating!together.!!This!is!a!common!theme!when!students!express!
what!it!means!to!be!family.!!This!often!equated!with!household!level!experiences!that!pull!
from!broader!cultural!narratives!that!consider!the!household!as!a!place!of!family,!in!the!U.S.!
this!is!the!nuclear!family.!!To!understand!her!experience!abroad!Jamie!pulls!on!these!
cultural!narratives!and!experiences.!
But!yeah,!I!mean!my!family!of!believers!I!think!of!people!I!know!people!I!am!close!to!
but!I!mean!really!I!am!connected!with!believers!all!across!the!world!because!of!the!
spirit.!I!have!the!chance!to!go!to!the!Dominican!Republic!last!summer!it!was!through!
the!ministry!and!the!believers!we!met!down!there,!you!know,!they!were!like!family!
you!could!say!even!though!we!hadn't!met!before!I!don't!know!all!about!their!lives!
but!they!immediately!welcomed!us!as!people!serving!God!and!they!were!there!to!
serve!God!and!we!were!all!coming!together!to!serve!that!purpose.!We!all!prayed!
together,!eat!together,!so!yeah!they!were!my!brothers!and!sisters!in!Christ.!That!was!
pretty!cool.!!
!
Jamie’s!life!has!been!changed!by!her!experience!with!the!ministry!during!college.!!After!
participating!in!mission!work!she!is!open!to!her!life!taking!a!different!course!than!she!
previously!expected.!!!
One!of!the!major!ways!is!like!I!guess!being!bolder!in!sharing!my!beliefs!and!like!
coming!to!see!that!as!more!as!a!bigger!part!of!what!it!means!to!follow!God.!I!mean!
yeah.!Also!I!would!say!I!definitely!learned!a!lot!about!myself.!We!spent!time!just!
within!our!team!studying!the!bible!and!talking!about!what!we!were!learning!and!
talking!about!issues!and!all!sorts!of!stuff.!I!think!I!learned!a!lot!about!myself!and!
through!that!too.!So!that!was!cool.!Also!just!like!it!affected!me!in!regard!to!my!future!
plans!before!doing!that!I!definitely!hadn't!really!thought!about!ministry!work!at!all.!
But!after!doing!that!I!think!that!I!would!love!to!do!something!like!that!again.!So!
whatever!that!means,!a!short!term!thing,!or!something!longer!after!I!graduate.!But!
definitely!now!that!possibility!is!out!there.!
!
She!has!learned!how!to!share!her!beliefs!and!this!has!become!a!high!priority!in!her!life.!!She!
also!learned!more!about!herself!and!about!her!fellow!believers!in!the!“team!oriented”!
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environment!fostered!on!mission!trips.!!Now!rather!than!simply!following!her!major!and!
career!path!she!is!open!to!being!part!of!a!ministry!after!college.!!As!we!continued!our!
conversation!Jamie!explained!that!participating!in!ministry!is!about!following!God’s!plan,!
but!also!about!serving!others.!!!She!compared!this!to!her!individual!career!choice!and!
seeking!material!wealth!which!would!help!her!individually!but!not!necessarily!contribute!to!
the!greater!community.!!Thus,!for!Jamie!choosing!ministry!meets!underlying!Christian!
principles!of!living!a!relational!life!by!serving!Christ!and!others.!!!
As!Beyerlein!(2009)!noted,!adolescents!who!participate!in!short`term!missions!are!
more!likely!to!be!active!in!other!forms!of!civic!communities!and!religiously!based!volunteer!
work.!!I!suspect!the!same!is!true!for!young!adults.!!!
Drawing!on!a!nationally!representative!sample!of!U.S.!adolescents,!our!research!
demonstrates!that!participation!in!religious!short`term!mission!trips!significantly!
differentiates!the!civically!engaged!from!the!non`civically!engaged!(791).!!!
!
The!author!suggested!that!the!motivation!behind!such!civic!action!is!the!confrontation!of!
suffering,!and!emotional!responses,!but!also!the!“solidarity!and!personal!relationships!that!
participants!form!with!communities!and!residents!encountered!on!trip”!(792).!!While!this!
excerpt!addresses!connections!to!other!communities!it!also!demonstrates!the!broader!value!
of!building!personal!relationships!and!how!this!can!impact!lives!of!participants.!!!
Many!students!convey!the!same!genuine!interest!in!others’!spiritual!faith.!!In!my!
conversations!and!interviews!with!students!we!usually!ended!with!a!discussion!of!my!own!
spiritual!beliefs.!!Harding!(2000)!suggested!that!anthropologists!and!others!must!be!aware!
of!this!dynamic!between!the!speaker!and!listener!during!Christian!testimony.!!But,!I!did!not!
find!my!encounters!to!be!reflective!of!the!believer!non`believer!relationship!highlighted!by!
Harding.!!Students!did!not!pressure!or!even!suggest!in!subtle!ways!that!I!was!viewed!as!
someone!to!be!converted.!!Instead!they!were!more!interested!in!anthropology!and!what!can!
be!learned!about!different!forms!of!religious!beliefs!and!practices!throughout!the!world.!!
Many!found!my!story!interesting!and!we!were!able!to!build!connections,!but!it!would!be!
highly!simplistic!and!reinforce!inappropriate!assumptions!about!Christians!to!simply!
consider!me!to!be!in!need!of!conversion.!!!
Thomas`Chipumuro!(2011)!suggested!that!it!may!be!beneficial!to!re`examine!
transnational!missionary!work!associated!with!American!evangelicalism.!!!
!
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By!proposing!an!examination!of!transnational!missionization,!I!do!not!seek!to!ignore!
the!ways!in!which!many!contemporary!missionary!projects!promote!state!interests!
or!the!presumed!beneficence!of!the!West.!Religious!scholars!have!critically!
associated!American!evangelicalism!with!the!promotion!of!U.S.!neocolonial!political!
policies!and!influence!(Kim!2010).!Even!so,!as!more!“Third!World”!religious!
constituents!establish!religious!initiatives!and!missionary!projects!in!the!West,!there!
is!an!opportunity!to!re`conceptualize!the!various!kinds!of!missionary!encounters!
currently!conducted!in!the!post`colonial!era.!
!
I!argue!that!in!a!time!of!global!Christianity,!demonstrated!by!the!variety!of!ways!in!which!
Christian!beliefs!and!practices!are!incorporated!into!communities!throughout!the!world,!
mission!work,!particularly!in!locations!where!Christianity!has!a!large!following,!may!serve!
as!important!sites!for!the!construction!of!Christian!relatedness.!!Thus,!we!should!not!simply!
analyze!structural!outcomes,!politics,!economics,!or!cultural!change,!but!what!meaning!and!
purpose!does!such!experience!serve!for!Christians!carrying!out!mission!work.!!!
!
!
!
5.3!Summary!
!
Evangelical!students!demonstrate!a!broad!understanding!of!why!spiritual!
relatedness!is!important!in!individual!lives!and!within!a!Christian!community.!!Connecting!
on!a!deep!level!with!others!is!grounded!in!notions!of!authenticity!and!to!be!an!authentic!
Christian!one!must!seek!to!build!relationships!with!others.!!Spiritual!relatedness!also!
provides!an!ideal!sociality!that!breaks!down!differences!and!fosters!a!sense!of!solidarity.!!
But!often!students!choose!to!enact!and!believe!in!the!value!of!relationships!with!fellow!
believers!in!order!to!meet!basic!needs!such!as!building!support!networks!in!complex!social!
environments!like!the!college!campus.!!!
Beyond!articulating!the!value!of!spiritual!family,!students!also!enact!such!sociality!
through!a!variety!of!methods!including!baptism,!bible!studies,!discipleship,!and!mission!
work.!!Each!enactment!helps!to!reinforce!relatedness!and!the!significance!of!living!a!
relational!life.!!Individual!students!may!or!may!not!consider!these!underlying!themes!to!
contribute!to!ideal!notions!of!Christian!community,!but!many!identify!at!least!one!of!these!
features!as!fostering!relationships!with!fellow!Christians.!!!
I!argue!that!students’!ability!to!explain!why!spiritual!family!is!important,!the!
purpose!it!serves,!and!then!reinforce!such!relationships!through!actions!makes!the!biblical!
ideal!of!God’s!family!a!salient!feature!of!everyday!life.!!But!as!we!will!see!in!the!next!chapter,!
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the!development!of!close!relationships!as!young!adults!may!not!simply!be!about!the!
construction!of!Christian!community.!It!may!also!be!understood!as!a!subcultural!resource!
tool!that!helps!to!affirm!identity!and!challenge!problematic!features!of!secular!modernity!
found!at!public!universities.!!Spiritual!relatedness!may!be!inclusive!for!“authentic”!
Christians!from!a!variety!of!backgrounds!and!perspectives!while!at!the!same!time!drawing!
clear!boundaries!with!those!who!do!not.!!Thus,!spiritual!relatedness!is!a!strong,!yet!
permeable!symbolic!boundary!of!Christian!identity!and!community.!!!!!!!
!
!

!
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CHAPTER!6.!BECOMING!KIN:!CAMPUS,!CHALLENGES,!AND!SPIRITUAL!RELATEDNESS!
!
!
!
As!described!in!earlier!chapters,!the!evangelical!movement!in!the!United!States!is!
characterized!by!a!sense!of!embattled!status.!!Many!believers!see!themselves!as!both!part!of!
mainstream!American!society,!yet!distinct.!!This!general!feeling!is!perpetuated!by!the!
experiences!of!evangelical!students!on!college!campuses.!!This!chapter!will!highlight!the!
views!and!experiences!of!evangelical!college!students!that!contribute!to!perceived!
marginalization!on!campus!and!in!turn!foster!solidarity!and!spiritual!relatedness.!!Recent!
studies!(Magolda!and!Ebben!2007;!Moran!2003;!2007;!Moran,!Lang,!and!Oliver!2007)!
suggest!evangelical!Christian!students!feel!their!beliefs!and!practices!are!incongruent!with!
campus!culture!found!at!public!universities!and!colleges.!!In!fact,!some!report!antagonism!
toward!their!beliefs!and!values.!!Nonetheless,!recent!studies!suggest!that!evangelical!
Christian!participation!and!commitment!to!beliefs!remain!high!and!that!the!college!campus!
may!not!be!the!secularizing!force!once!assumed!(Shmalzbauer!2013).!!Thus,!how!do!we!
make!sense!of!feelings!of!marginalization?!!In!this!chapter!we!explore!the!lived!experiences!
of!evangelical!students!focusing!on!perceptions!of!the!campus/university!experience,!
challenges!to!faith,!and!how!each!contributes!to!the!development!of!spiritual!relatedness.!
!!
!
!
6.1!Perceptions!of!Campus!
!
Evangelical!students!enter!their!college!experience!with!perceptions!of!the!campus!
community.!!These!perceptions!are!often!defined!by!their!broader!spiritual!worldviews.!!In!
the!most!general!sense!many!students!frame!the!campus!as!a!microcosm!of!the!broader!
world.!!This!means!that!behind!what!one!may!observe!in!everyday!life!is!a!“spiritual!
battlefield”!where!“good”!and!“evil,”!“light”!and!“dark,”!as!well!as!“Satan”!and!“God”!are!
vying!for!souls.!!This!spiritual!battle!surfaces!in!students’!campus!experiences!and!informs!
how!they!see!and!interact!with!peers,!faculty,!and!the!broader!campus!community.!!This!
section!explores!the!variety!of!ways!that!students!perceive!and!define!the!college!campus.!
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6.1.1!Secular!and!Spiritual!Space!
!
To!better!understand!how!students!perceived!the!campus,!they!were!asked!to!
define!and!compare!secular,!spiritual,!and!religious!social!contexts.!!This!included!
discussions!of!what!each!term!means!and!whether!or!not!such!labels!could!be!applied!to!the!
campus.!!To!make!sense!of!students’!responses!one!must!be!aware!of!how!evangelical!
Christians!see!their!ultimate!place!as!beyond!the!world.!!Don,!helps!to!illustrate!this!point:!!!
It's!the!same!way!as!the!Bible!talks!about!Christian!to!being!aliens!here.!Our!home!is!
not!here,!it's!in!heaven.!We're!living!spiritual!beings,!that's!what!the!people!taught!
out!of!the!Bible,!teach!us.!We!were!dead,!now!we're!alive!in!Christ!so!we're!different.!
We're!aliens.!In!the!same!context,!the!world!will!be!considered!a!secular!
environment.!We!are!God's!emissaries!or!ambassador.!In!the!same!way,!we!live!in!
the!secular!university!that!way.!
!
This!excerpt!helps!one!to!appreciate!the!complexity!surrounding!evangelical!students’!view!
of!the!campus.!!The!vast!majority!of!those!interviewed!did!not!define!the!campus!as!simply!
secular!or!spiritual.!!Instead!students!made!distinctions!between!the!secular!institutions!
and!those!actually!living!their!lives!on!the!campus.!!Zach!explains:!!!
No.!I!don’t!think!the!university!itself!is!a!spiritual!place.!I!think!spiritual!events!can!
happen!at!the!university!but!the!university!itself!isn’t!spiritual.!Yeah!there’s!spiritual!
things!that!happen!especially!within!the!community!because!there’s!a!good!
community!that!is!here!even!having!people!at!other!university!with!much!smaller!
evangelical!Christian!groups,!the!smaller!communities!like!there’s!definitely!less!
spiritual!campuses.!I’ve!just!had!such!an!openness!there!that!I!could!see!how!the!
community!itself!is!spiritual!and!everyone!in!life!has!some!spiritual!aspect!whether!
they!want!to!tap!into!that!or!not!it’s!there!and!so!like!the!community!has!its!own!
spirituality.!
!
Zach!highlights!the!general!description!found!in!many!of!my!conversations!with!students.!!
The!university!itself,!as!an!institution!is!secular,!but!the!individuals,!the!social!interactions,!
and!communities!that!participate!on!campus!bring!spirituality.!!In!the!evangelical!
worldview!every!individual!has!a!spiritual!side,!the!question!is!whether!he!or!she!“taps!into!
it!or!not.”!!Wade!explains!how!he!defines!spiritual:!!!
Two!perspectives!one!as!philosopher!when!I!say!I!am!a!spiritual!person!I!mean!that!
I!believe!there!is!more!than!the!physical.!There!is!a!physical!world!but!also!a!
spiritual!world.!As!spiritual!person!I!believe!in!God,!that!he!exists,!that!we!have!
souls!as!people,!there!is!a!spiritual!reality!around!us!not!just!matter!in!motion.!On!
that!side!I!am!spiritual!person!through!philosophical!worldview.!Personally!I!think!
we!live!in!a!spiritual!life!as!far!as!how!I!relate!to!God!and!others,!pray,!how!I!interact!
with!things!around!me!it!is!a!spiritual!lifestyle.!I!am!involved!in!spiritual!things!as!
cliché!as!that!sounds.!
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For!Wade,!the!spiritual!extends!beyond!the!physical.!!Many!students!feel!that!the!spiritual!
can!be!embodied!in!the!physical!world!and!that!considering!physical!and!spiritual!as!
separate!entities!is!problematic.!!Nonetheless,!many!students!reinforce!this!dualist!view!
that!is!a!key!feature!of!Protestant!Christian!theology.!!Simmons!(2009)!analyzed!the!
implications!of!evangelical!views!of!the!world!on!environmentalism.!!The!author!suggested!
that!contemporary!evangelical!Christians!are!reimagining!their!role!in!the!world,!breaking!
from!traditional!approaches!that!celebrate!the!demise!of!the!earth!as!movement!towards!
the!second!coming!of!Christ.!!Instead,!considering!the!physical!world!as!spiritual!allows!
many!evangelical!Christians!to!integrate!their!beliefs!with!broader!societal!environmental!
movements.!!Bouma`Prediger!(2001)!explained,!“Authentic!Christian!faith!requires!
ecological!obedience.!To!care!for!the!earth!is!integral!to!Christian!faith”!(14).!!Such!an!
example!illustrates!the!complexity!and!implications!for!how!young!adults!define!the!world!
and!their!place!in!it.!!Furthermore,!I!argue!in!a!more!general!sense!that!we!can!identify!
connections!between!authenticity!and!relational!life!as!evangelical!Christians!use!the!
discourse!of!authenticity!to!not!only!build!connectedness!with!one!another!but!also!with!the!
physical!world.!!!!!!
Wade!also!highlights!the!fact!that!being!“spiritual”!may!be!an!overused!term!that!
has!very!little!meaning.!!In!fact!a!number!of!evangelical!students!emphasized!that!the!
spiritual!and!religious!aspects!of!life!reinforce!one!another.!!Spirituality!is!more!personal,!
while!the!term!religious!is!more!reflective!of!organizational!level!of!society.!!But,!believers!
need!to!incorporate!both!into!their!lives.!!In!this!sense,!if!one!does!not!include!both!the!
result!could!be!individuals!simply!making!up!their!own!beliefs!or!combining!a!variety!of!
practices!without!a!religious!foundation.!!Such!highly!individualistic!spiritual!endeavors!are!
viewed!by!many!evangelical!Christians!as!problematic!and!are!perceived!to!be!facilitated!by!
secular!modernity!that!places!a!higher!value!on!the!individual!over!community.!!Such!
approaches!to!spirituality!are!reflective!of!the!broader!American!religious!marketplace!of!
spiritual!seekers!described!by!Wade`Clark!Roof!(1999).!!Roof!described!a!number!of!
different!individuals!who!cannot!be!easily!labeled,!but!are!searching!out!a!spirituality!of!
their!own.!!In!many!cases!individuals!may!combine!or!adapt!existing!symbols!and!meaning!
to!more!accurately!reflect!their!own!perspectives.!!!!!
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Nonetheless,!a!discourse!surrounding!spirituality!emerges!from!interviews!with!
participants.!!April!considers!this!spiritual!aspect!of!life!to!be!best!translated!through!the!
term!transcendence.!!!
Things!spiritual!transcend!the!temporal!and!material!world!and!a!secular!world.!I!
think!for!that!reason,!have!greater!substance!and!value,!because!this!world!is!going!
to!die!someday.!So!the!only!thing!remaining!will!be!whatever’s!not!temporal!and!
material.!I!think!it’s!on!those!things!that!people!should!focus.!
!
She!went!on!to!discuss!her!personal!relationship!with!God!as!an!example!of!spiritual!
transcendence.!!Embedded!in!her!comments!is!a!critique!of!those!who!may!give!too!much!
attention!to!the!material!world!instead!of!placing!stronger!focus!on!the!spiritual.!!!
For!Protestant!evangelicals!this!speaks!to!a!broader!theology!that!since!the!
reformation!distinguishes!between!the!power!of!institutions!and!the!value!of!a!direct!
connection!between!laity!and!God.!!As!Don!reflects,!“we’re!living!spiritual!beings,”!but!live!in!
a!“secular!university.”!!Thus,!for!many!students!the!campus!context!is!an!intersection!of!
religious,!spiritual!and!secular!characteristics,!much!like!broader!society.!!Within!this!
context!exists!a!“geography!of!temptation.”!!As!Lewis!(2005)!explained!in!an!analysis!of!the!
evangelical!south,!historically!the!evangelical!movement!sought!to!redefine!spaces!in!order!
to!facilitate!particular!behaviors.!!In!the!1800s!this!included!defining!bars!as!a!place!of!sin!
and!seeking!to!control!the!distribution!of!alcohol.!!!“Southern!evangelical!perceptions!of!the!
nature!of!sin!reflected!a!concern!with!the!‘geography!of!temptation’!and!led!to!the!creation!
of!a!whole!host!of!social!control!measures!aimed!at!limiting!liquor’s!influence,!in!particular!
by!attempting!to!remove!drink!as!a!source!of!temptation”!(Lewis!2005:!41).!!Likewise,!the!
campus!is!perceived!by!many!evangelical!students!as!a!place!of!temptation!where!one!must!
be!careful.!!This!perception!fosters!stronger!solidarity!and!decreases!the!diversity!of!
students’!social!networks.!!Many!students!do!not!encounter!challenges!to!their!faith!because!
they!actively!choose!less!confrontational!majors,!do!not!engage!in!activities!that!may!lead!to!
temptations!such!as!drinking,!and!maintain!close!relationships!with!fellow!believers!rather!
than!non`Christians.!!Zach!offers!one!example:!!!
There’s!times!like!that!but!…!I’m!a!math!major,!there’s!not!a!whole!lot!that!we!came!
into!where!any!of!it!clashes!with!what!I!believe!because!…!there’s!actually!one!of!the!
books!we!read!for!our!classes!called!Nature’s!Numbers!and!it’s!talking!about!a!
mathematical!framework!to!the!world!and!kind!of!like!how!a!lot!of!things!…!how!the!
Fibonacci!sequence!shows!up!in!just!a!lot!of!places!in!nature,!talking!about!there’s!
an!inherent!framework!to!even!just!biology!of!things.!To!me!that!was!more!of!a!
reassurance!just!there’s!someone!that!wrote!that!code!to!me.!!
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During!our!conversations!Zach!described!part!of!the!reason!for!choosing!math!was!his!
personal!interest!but!also!because!it!was!less!confrontational.!!It!is!not!surprising!that!his!
classroom!experience!includes!few!examples!of!challenges!to!his!faith.!!Laurie!finds!few!
temptations!in!her!social!environment,!partly!because!she!does!not!interact!with!those!who!
may!engage!in!such!behaviors.!!Laurie!explains:!!!
Not!a!whole!lot,!because!I!guess!the!friends!that!I!hang!out!with!the!most!are!within!
[the!ministry],!of!that!I!hang!with!outside!of!school.!I!don’t!feel!real!outcasted!or!
pressured!when!I!do!hang!around!with!people!arguing!about!there!is!not,!I!mean!…!
it!is!hard!to!tell!because!I!haven’t!been!in!too!many!of!those!situations.!I!never!really!
feel!like!it’s!my!place!to!…!that’s!not!a!really!good!place!to!change!him!or!anything!
just!because!I’m!not!doing!things!that!are!…!I!can’t!think!of!any!other!situations!
besides!drinking.!
!
The!result!of!considering!the!campus!as!a!spiritual!place!is!that!evangelical!students!
proactively!navigate!around,!and!at!times!through,!social!environments!that!may!foster!
temptation!and!challenge!beliefs!or!values.!!!
Nonetheless,!students!generally!felt!that!spirituality!is!best!understood!as!a!personal!
and!reflective!connection!with!supernatural!realities.!Pargament!(1999)!explained!how!
religion!as!a!construct!has!changed!over!time,!carrying!with!it!institutional!characteristics!
often!viewed!negatively!by!both!believers!and!non`believers.!!The!author!suggested!that!
religion!has!moved!from!a!“broad`band!construct”!to!a!more!narrow!one!associated!with!
institutions!alone.!Likewise,!spirituality!as!a!concept!has!undergone!change.!!Spilka!and!
McIntosh!(1996)!described!spirituality!as!being!associated!with!individual!experience!
including!transcendence!and!meaningfulness.!!Pargament!stated:!!“the!term!spiritual!is!
increasingly!reserved!for!the!loftier/!functional!side!of!life”!(1999:!6).!!In!contrast,!religion!
is!viewed!as!“rigid”!and!“formally!structured.”!!This!same!general!culture!shift!is!highlighted!
by!Roof!(1999)!who!found!a!large!portion!of!individuals!in!his!study!who!connected!with!
spirituality,!rather!than!religion.!!!Hill!(2000)!offered!an!insightful!analysis!emphasizing!the!
ways!in!which!religion!and!spirituality!may!overlap!rather!than!be!in!conflict,!both!
contributing!to!individual!and!community!understanding!of!the!sacred.!!!
Participants!conveyed!a!number!of!different!examples!to!highlight!how!their!college!
experience!and!the!campus!reflects!spirituality.!!Joe!begins:!!!
!
!
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Yeah,!it!is!definitely!a!spiritual!place,!because!there!are!all!these!ministries!here!if!
you!want!to!you!can!grow!spiritually!because!that!opportunity!is!there!for!you.!On!
the!whole!like!that!doesn't!necessarily!happen!as!much.!Yeah,!it!is!definitely!hard!to!
find!at!the!university!they!don't!really!advertise!it,!usually!just!get!brochure!some!
sort.!I!think!in!general!though!when!you!go!to!college!and!experience!different!place!
from!your!home!people!tend!to!be!more!open!to!things!too.!
!
From!Joe’s!perspective!spiritual!aspects!of!the!campus!are!not!as!prominent!as!other!secular!
components,!like!the!classroom,!where!he!feels!discussions!of!religious!and!spiritual!beliefs!
are!generally!off!limits.!!He!focuses!on!structural!“opportunity”!such!as!the!ministries!that!
offer!students!a!place!to!gather,!worship,!and!grow!as!Christians.!!Joe!went!on!to!explain!
that!the!campus!setting!and!the!openness!to!diverse!views!and!opinions!offers!ministries!a!
chance!to!have!a!positive!impact!on!students’!lives.!!At!the!same!time,!Joe!feels!that!
Christianity!is!not!treated!equally.!!This!highlights!the!rather!multifaceted!place!of!
evangelical!Christians!on!campus.!!The!university!creates!the!structure!that!allows!for!
diverse!views!and!opinions!to!be!expressed,!but!he!feels!that!other!groups!may!have!more!
freedom!then!Christians.!!The!very!features!that!foster!an!opportunity!for!spreading!the!
gospel!on!campus,!such!as!pluralism,!relativism,!and!tolerance!are!key!aspects!of!modernity,!
yet!those!same!characteristics!are!considered!by!many!participants!to!be!problematic.!
Wade!explains:!!!
The!push!for!.......I!think!a!large!part!of!it!is!the!relativism!that!all!beliefs!need!to!be!
okay.!In!a!certain!sense!I!can!agree!that!we!need!to!respect!all!beliefs!and!have!a!
dialogue!but!if!we!say!they!are!all!equally!true!we!are!talking!nonsense.!It!is!hard!to!
be!non`relativistic!in!a!secular!school!unless!you!are!a!scientists!and!talking!about!
facts!then!it!is!a!fact!so!it!is!okay.!
!
As!he!notes,!there!is!an!element!of!relativism!he!agrees!with,!particularly!the!respect!of!
beliefs!that!can!result.!But!according!to!Wade,!this!cannot!extend!to!being!equally!valid.!!
This!discourse!can!be!found!in!many!evangelical!Christian!circles!and!surfaces!when!ideas!
such!as!tolerance,!pluralism,!and!relativism!are!discussed.!!There!is!a!degree!of!acceptance!
but!fully!embracing!such!concepts!leads!to!the!implication!of!undermining!absolute!truth!
and!thus!a!line!cannot!be!crossed.!!Smith!(1998)!in!survey!data!and!interviews!found!that!
evangelical!Christian!are!the!religious!community!most!likely!to!believe!in!absolute!truths!
and!moral!standards.!!This!marks!a!distinction!with!others!within!the!social!environment,!
affirming!identity!and!community.!!!
April!has!found!that!her!political!philosophy!classes!offer!not!only!intellectual!
stimulation!but!spiritual!growth.!!She!is!able!to!connect!the!subject!to!her!Christian!faith,!
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reflect!upon!significant!questions!and!think!critically!about!how!her!Christian!worldview!
might!define!and!answer!such!questions.!!She!explains:!!!
However!it!could!facilitate!as!far!as!intellectual!stimulation!the!possibility!for!
spiritual!growth!I!suppose,!which!I!suppose!I’ve!experienced.!Again,!my!political!
philosophy!classes!I!find!to!be!particularly!engaging,!which!bring!a!lot!of!questions!
into!my!own!mind!in!how!they!factor!into!a!Christian!worldview,!that!I!think!has!led!
to!a!greater!spirituality!and!spiritual!understanding.!
!
It!was!clear!that!April!and!other!students!had!not!necessarily!thought!about!the!ways!in!
which!the!campus!may!actually!be!facilitating!their!spiritual!growth!in!what!many!perceive!
to!be!secular!environments!like!the!college!classroom.!!As!we!talked!she!seemed!to!come!to!
her!own!conclusion!about!the!spiritual!reality!of!her!experiences.!!“Yeah.!Everywhere!would!
essentially!be!a!spiritual!place!in!an!encouraging!world.!I!suppose!that’s!necessary!to!the!
logic!of!it![Christianity].”!!!
Wade!provides!an!even!deeper!analysis!of!the!spiritual!and!secular!on!campus!and!
in!broader!society.!!!!!!!!!
If!we!want!to!keep!this!personal!religious!element!out!of!the!secular!and!I!this!is!the!
big!realization!I!made!sophomore!year!of!high!school,!there!is!no!wall!between!the!
spiritual!and!the!secular!every!person!has!a!worldview!that!answers!their!question!
what!is!the!nature!of!God,!nature!of!man,!whether!you!say!there!is!no!god,!or!have!
polytheistic!perspective!we!are!all!on!the!same!playing!field.!Whether!we!answer!
those!questions!through!scriptural!source!or!scientific!method!we!are!all!equally!
religious!in!a!certain!sense!of!the!world.!So!in!that!sense!of!the!term!it!is!somewhat!
meaningless!to!me!because!it!is!used!so!often!to!create!false!dichotomy!between!like!
personal!faith!and!objective!science!which!I!tend!to!be!very!weary!of.!!
!
Wade!is!speaking!to!differentiation!and!the!compartmentalization!of!life.!!This!occurs!when!
societies!become!differentiated!through!multiple!sectors!and!institutions,!when!religion!
becomes!a!private!rather!than!public!endeavor,!when!science!and!religion!are!viewed!as!
antagonistic,!or!when!faculty!ask!students!to!separate!their!beliefs!from!how!they!interpret!
and!understand!classroom!content.!!These!are!all!features!of!secular!modernity!which!
divides!life!(Berger!1967;!Casanova!1994;!Hunter!1982).!!!
Jamie!reinforces!Wade’s!point,!reflecting!on!the!fact!that!it!may!not!be!appropriate!
to!simply!define!the!university!as!secular!or!spiritual.!!Rather,!while!students!attend!the!
secular!institution!their!spirituality!can!be!impacted!in!a!variety!of!ways,!which!the!
university!does!not!actively!deter.!!!
!
!
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It!is!secular!because!the!universities!goals!are!not!spiritual!it!doesn't!set!forth!those!
goals!and!it!doesn't!try!to!meet!them,!like!students!spiritual!needs!or!whatever,!so!it!
is!secular!institution.!But!I!mean,!really!I!think!every!human!has!a!soul!and!has!a!
spiritual!being!and!so!I!think!everything!we!do!in!our!life!effects!that!I!guess!it!is!
possible!to!close!off!yourself!from!being!affected!by!the!world!but!for!the!most!part!
experiences!you!have!friends!you!make!effect!your!spiritual!side!and!what!you!
believe!and!how!you!see!the!world.!
!
Again,!a!clear!distinction!is!made!between!the!secular!institutions!and!the!lives!of!individual!
students.!!For!all!evangelical!students!interviewed,!their!spiritual!beliefs!and!practices!are!a!
salient!feature!of!their!lives!that!cannot!simply!be!set!aside!in!the!classroom!environment.!!
Students!connected!their!spiritual!beliefs!to!a!wide!array!of!topics!explored!in!the!
classroom.!!It!helps!to!determine!their!social!networks,!the!types!of!social!activities!they!
participate!in!and!the!choice!of!major.!!A!growing!literature!on!student!development!is!
concerned!with!how!spiritual!and!religious!identity!may!impact!college!experience!and!
academic!outcomes!(Bryant!Rockenbach!and!Mayhew!2013).!!Evangelicals!are!considered!
to!be!in!a!unique!place!as!both!privileged!and!marginalized!(Bowman!and!Small!2013).!!The!
result!is!that!the!college!campus!experience!can!lead!to!both!positive!and!negative!outcomes!
because!of!religious!identities.!!!
!

Part!of!evangelical!students’!struggles!in!the!campus!context!is!dividing!their!faith!

from!social!contexts.!!Sense!of!place!thus!becomes!an!important!orienting!feature!for!
evangelical!students!in!this!study.!!Rodman!(1992)!argued!that!anthropologists!should!turn!
from!theorizing!about!place!as!setting!to!focusing!on!“the!physical,!emotional,!and!
experiential!realities!places!hold!for!their!inhabitants!at!particular!times”!(641).!!Basso!
(1996)!emphasized!the!connection!between!relationships!and!place:!“dwelling![consists]!in!
the!multiple,!‘lived!relationships’!that!people!maintain!with!places,!for!it!is!solely!by!virtue!
of!these!relationships!that!space!acquires!meaning”!(54).!!Consultants!expressed!similar!
emphasis.!Once!the!campus!is!defined!through!the!lens!of!spirituality,!relationships!with!
fellow!believers!take!on!new!complex!meanings!that!promotes!the!need!for!supportive!
connections.!!As!Bielo!(2011)!noted!in!a!study!of!emerging!evangelicals:!“Place!becomes!a!
religious!resource,!a!way!to!enhance!belonging!and!experience”!(193).!!Likewise,!the!college!
campus!and!meanings!assigned!to!it!by!evangelical!students!is!a!religious!resource!that!
promotes!spiritual!relatedness!by!defining!boundaries!and!marking!differences!between!
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“authentic”!Christians!and!others.!!One!theme!that!reinforces!such!distinctions!is!that!of!
“spiritual!battlefield.”!
!

!
!
!
6.1.2!Spiritual!Battlefield!

!
Battlefield!as!a!description!of!the!context!in!which!evangelical!students!live!is!a!
reflection!of!defining!place!in!the!context!of!modernity.!!Individuals!disconnected!from!
geographical!and!social!place!re`imagine!spiritual!connections.!!When!participants!were!
asked!about!how!they!see!the!world,!and!more!specifically!the!college!campus,!a!number!of!
individuals!brought!up!the!idea!of!there!being!“more”!beyond!what!we!can!observe.!!For!
many,!there!is!a!spiritual!battle!taking!place!for!souls!and!as!Christians!they!are!a!part!of!
this!battle.!!Only!a!few!students!actually!used!this!language,!nonetheless!the!specific!
example!of!a!“spiritual!battlefield”!helps!to!imagine!what!evangelical!students!mean!when!
they!convey!the!idea!of!there!being!“more”!in!this!world!than!what!it!is!observed.!!Jen!helps!
to!illustrate!this!point:!!!
Yeah,!it!opens!up!your!eyes!to!discern!things!of!the!world,!I!guess,!yeah.!You!know!
the!song!“Amazing!Grace,”!it!said!like,!“I!was!blind!and!now!I!see.”!Before!that!
person!had!the!Holy!Spirit,!they!were!blind!to!the!world!and!the!misconceptions!
that!you!may!have,!and!then!once!you’re!filled!with!the!Holy!Spirit!when!you!accept!
Christ!in!your!heart,!now!you!can!see.!You’ve!had!…!A!couple!times!this!year!I’ve!
been!at!Bible!study,!and!you!have!that!one!guy!say!that!he!accepted!Christ!and!then!
in!his!room,!the!next!day,!the!next!morning!he!came!on!campus!and!he!wasn’t!just!
seeing!people.!He!was!seeing!their!souls!when!he’s!walking!around.!He!could!see!…!
He!wasn’t!just!seeing!their!physical!bodies.!He!was!like,!kind!of,!could!see!them.!I!
believe!him.!It!lets!you!see!life!as!not!being!so!superficial.!
!
For!Jen!and!other!evangelical!students,!entering!a!personal!relationship!with!God!and!
allowing!the!Holy!Spirit!to!direct!your!life!opens!the!door!to!the!ultimate!reality!of!a!
spiritual!world!that!exists!within!daily!life.!!She!illustrates!this!by!pulling!on!the!narratives!
of!other!believers.!!This!reiterates!the!value!of!relationalism,!as!space!is!re`imagined!and!
interconnections!with!the!physical!world!are!supplanted!with!spiritual!essence.!!In!addition,!
Jen!references!the!“superficial”!aspects!of!life!as!actually!taking!precedent!over!more!
significant!spiritual!concerns.!!Others!addressed!similar!points!particularly!regarding!the!
material!conditions!of!life!and!considered!the!campus!to!perpetuate!materiality!and!
superficial!conditions.!!Thus,!this!helps!to!reinforce!the!concern!that!many!believers!have!
over!the!“secular”!campus!and!the!values!that!many!academics!would!ascribe!to!the!label!of!
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modernity.!!For!Jen!and!others,!the!secular!and!modernity!undermines!“authentic”!Christian!
values!and!practices!and!becomes!a!context!in!need!of!spiritual!enchantment.!!Weber!
(2001)!described!“disenchantment”!emerging!from!modernity!when!bureaucracy,!
secularization,!and!science!are!more!valued!than!sacred.!!In!turn!societal!processes!are!
directed!in!a!more!rational!manner,!dehumanizing!experiences!contrasted!with!traditional!
community!where!“the!world!remains!a!great!enchanted!garden”!(270).!!!
Devon!helps!to!explain!why!he!considers!the!campus!to!be!part!of!a!broader!
“spiritual!battle.”!!!
Just!stick!with!me!on!the!analogy!God!is!truth!and!light!and!opposed!by!darkness.!If!
you!allow!for!that!analogy!then!this!is!a!very!dark!place,!between!things!people!are!
taught!about!the!way!world!works!and!worldviews!and!different!things!there!is!
definitely!a!significant!battle!going!on.!Just!like!every!battle,!just!because!you!don't!
know!the!battle!is!going!on!doesn't!mean!you!are!immune!to!the!shells!that!are!
flying!so!when!I!look!on!this!campus!I!see!you!have!people!who!are!members!on!the!
side!of!light.!
!
Devon’s!comments!reflect!a!number!of!important!ideas!regarding!perceptions!of!the!
campus!environment.!!It!is!clear!that!he!feels!the!campus!is!a!microcosm!of!a!broader!
spiritual!battle!occurring!throughout!the!world.!Nonetheless,!he!feels!that!the!
characteristics!that!may!foster!such!battles!seem!to!be!more!prevalent!on!the!college!
campus,!noted!by!the!fact!that!the!campus!is!“a!very!dark!place.”!!Devon!references!what!is!
taught!about!the!world!as!contributing!to!the!side!of!darkness.!A!contrast!is!being!drawn!
between!academics!who!teach!inappropriate!content!and!facilitate!immoral!behaviors!in!
comparison!to!“authentic”!Christians!who!seek!to!offer!an!alternative.!He!continued!offering!
more!specific!metaphors:!!!
But!the!idea!is!that!things!that!go!on,!on!this!campus,!for!people!may!be!damaging!so!
what!you!have!are!people!who!are!hurt!and!the!role!of!our!ministry!is!that!of!a!
medic!on!the!field.!To!go!out!to!those!people!who!are!being!maimed!or!dying!and!to!
save!those!that!they!can!to!get!down!and!get!dirty!with!peoples!experience!even!
when!that!is!suffering!a!loss.!It!is!not!the!role!of!the!ministry!to!be!holier!people!that!
stand!out!because!of!their!extreme!holiness.!The!idea!is!that!they!are!more!like!
battlefield!medics!and!we!are!engaged!in!a!battle!for!the!souls!of!people!who!are!
incredibly!valuable!and!there!is!this!element!of!caring!for!them!and!going!and!being!
medics!on!this!campus.!Ultimately!the!only!thing!that!can!heal!is!Jesus.!
!
As!I!listened!to!Devon!I!was!taken!in!by!the!powerful!imagery!of!his!words.!!He!framed!the!
campus!as!a!battlefield,!considered!himself!and!other!“authentic”!Christians!to!be!soldiers!
for!God!but!that!rather!than!inflicting!pain!or!suffering!upon!those!who!may!be!part!of!the!
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“darkness”!he!considers!them!to!be!wounded.!!More!importantly,!Christians!should!engage!
non`Christians!as!medics,!offering!an!opportunity!for!those!suffering!to!be!healed.!!This!
reflects!the!salience!of!ideas!about!the!duality!between!the!soul!and!the!flesh.!!The!flesh!is!
sinful!and!many!students,!partly!because!of!the!context!of!college!campus,!“fall!prey!to!
destructive!lifestyles!and!ideas.”!!The!ministry!is!there!not!to!rescue!the!flesh,!or!physical!
being,!but!to!rescue!souls!through!the!“healing”!power!of!Jesus.!!Seeing!the!campus!through!
this!lens!fosters!a!strong!sense!of!solidarity!between!believers,!they!are!not!simply!part!of!a!
Christian!community,!they!are!battling!Satan!for!souls.!!Likewise,!because!of!a!sense!of!
absolute!truth,!if!one!is!not!a!“medic”!he!or!she!is!not!part!of!the!team.!!It!should!be!noted!
this!does!not!necessarily!mean!that!such!individuals!are!promoting!“darkness”!but!that!in!
their!ambiguous!status!are!not!helping!“light.”!This!theme!was!primarily!evidenced!by!
young!men!and!men’s!Bible!studies!and!had!clear!connections!with!notions!of!brotherhood.!!
When!asked!about!his!close!relationships!in!the!ministry!Devon!stated!the!following:!!“We!
have!worked!together,!we!have!been!in!the!yolk!so!to!speak!shoulder!to!shoulder!working!
on!something!like!soldiers!at!war.!There!is!a!fraternity!with!soldiers!but!you!are!closest!with!
those!in!fox!hole!with!you.”!!Again,!the!battlefield!metaphor!is!not!simply!about!language!
but!has!a!deeper!meaning!and!reflects!the!intimate!connections!that!are!made!as!fellow!
Christians!share!the!gospel!and!seek!to!be!“soldiers”!and!“medics”!on!the!spiritual!
battlefield.!!!
Much!like!the!idea!of!spiritual!kinship,!not!all!students!used!such!language!in!our!
conversations!but!were!aware!of!these!metaphors.!!It!might!seem!more!accurate!to!simply!
tie!this!idea!to!the!few!students!who!brought!it!up!in!our!conversations,!but!the!reality!is!
that!the!language!of!war!is!embedded!in!the!evangelical!movement!since!its!conception!and!
includes!the!“biblical!masculinity”!of!U.S.!fundamentalists!in!the!early!20th!century!
(Carpenter!1997;!Marty!and!Appleby!1994).!!It!continues!today!in!a!quite!different!context.!!
Johnson!(2010)!in!a!study!of!an!emerging!church!in!Seattle,!Washington!explained:!!!
This!focus!on!the!accountability!of!men!in!the!home!and!workplace!reinforces!a!
neoliberal!ideology!of!responsibility!while!proliferating!a!discourse!of!“masculine!
Christianity”!that!figures!men!as!leaders!who!must!protect!family!and!church!from!
threats!spiritual!and!cultural,!foreign!and!domestic!(333).!!
!
As!part!of!this!process,!self`sacrifice!is!essential.!!Rather!than!focusing!on!what!church!can!
do!for!the!individual,!believers!are!asked!to!sacrifice!themselves!for!the!good!of!the!church.!!
Thus,!Johnson!demonstrates!how!relational!aspects!of!spirituality!are!placed!above!
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individual!needs!in!this!particular!setting.!!Spiritual!battlefield!as!a!metaphor!conjures!
similar!imagery!resulting!in!self`sacrifice,!helping!those!in!need,!and!supporting!fellow!
believers!in!the!field.!!!
Students!are!often!pulling!on!a!learned!frame!of!reference!that!is!quite!salient!in!
American!culture.!!As!Deborah!Tannen!(1999)!explained!in!her!book!The$Argument$Culture,!
the!language!of!war!is!invoked!through!the!media!and!political!leaders!to!impact!listeners!
when!talking!about!particular!societal!issues,!along!with!framing!of!debates!through!
dichotomous!positions!of!yes!and!no.!!This!leaves!observers!with!little!substantive!
knowledge!of!complex!subjects,!which!are!actually!multifaceted.!!Nonetheless,!American!
consumers!thrive!on!debates!and!contribute!to!the!continuation!of!war!language.!!!!
When!discussing!the!importance!of!Bible!studies!and!why!such!gatherings!are!
defined!by!gender,!Wade!highlighted!differences!between!men!and!women!as!well!as!the!
need!for!young!men!to!“step!out!and!lead”!because!“we!are!at!war.”!!He!explains:!!!
I!think!God!especially,!need!to!see!that!high!calling!on!their!life!to!realize!that!we!are!
at!war,!that!there!is!a!battle!for!hearts!and!minds!around!us!and!we!are!called!to!
step!out!and!lead.!I!have!seen!it!in!my!own!life!we!kind!of!get!in!rhythm,!go!to!school,!
homework,!watch!TV,!and!we!don't!engage.!I!think!guys!respond!well!to!challenge!so!
that!is!one!of!the!important!parts!is!challenging!guys!to!accept!that!responsibility!
and!step!out!and!initiate.!
!
Notice!the!continuous!use!of!“war”!and!the!“battle!for!hearts!and!minds.”!!It!is!clear!that!
Wade!considers!himself!and!fellow!Christians!to!be!working!together!in!a!strategic!manner!
toward!the!goal!of!sharing!the!gospel!with!Non`Christians.!!We!discussed!the!difficulty!that!
many!students!face!when!sharing!their!testimony!with!others,!including!insecurity,!lack!of!
knowledge!regarding!Christianity,!as!well!as!offending!others.!!But,!it!is!imperative!that!
young!men!be!challenged!and!take!responsibility!because!they!are!part!of!a!broader!
community,!a!broader!family!of!God!in!a!“battle!for!hearts!and!minds.”!!This!battle!is!partly!
about!souls!and!the!afterlife,!but!also!about!fostering!a!particular!campus!environment!that!
does!not!allow!individuals!to!become!caught!up!in!material!world!or!the!perceived!negative!
outcomes!of!modernity.!!!
Don,!reinforces!this!idea!when!discussing!his!close!relationship!with!fellow!
believers.!!Much!like!Devon,!he!incorporates!metaphorical!language!to!explain!the!intimacy!!
he!feels!with!his!Christian!“brothers.”!!!
!
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There's!a!certain!depth!to!them!that!this!is!inherent.!It's!so!easy!to!get!into!a!
relationship!with!people!who!view!the!world!the!same!way!as!you!do.!For!me,!also,!
I'm!not!really!looking!for!a!non`Christian!to!be!in!my!deepest!friendships.!The!
people!that!I!expose!my!heart!to,!there's!a!certain!level!of!trust!in!that.!When!you're!
sharing!each!other's!burdens!and!you're!doing!life!together,!there's!just!a!certain!
comrade`in`arms.!
!
Notice!that!this!excerpt!illustrates!dividing!lines!between!Christian!and!non`Christian.!!
Evangelical!students!emphasized!that!sharing!a!similar!faith!and!worldview!offered!an!
opportunity!for!much!deeper!relationships.!!Don!illustrates!the!language!of!war!by!using!
“comrade`in`arms.”!!This!suggests!that!in!the!complex!and!difficult!context!of!the!college!
campus,!much!like!a!battlefield,!believers!are!forced!to!get!to!know!others!and!“expose!my!
heart,”!and!build!“trust.”!!Considering!the!“place”!of!college!campus!through!spiritual!
battlefield!results!in!the!construction!of!permeable!boundaries.!!!
Thomas`Chipumuro!(2011),!whose!ethnographic!research!focused!on!the!sacred!
sociality!of!West!Indian!and!African!American!evangelical!congregations!in!the!southern!
United!States!found!similar!constructions!of!sacred!space.!!!
Thus,!it!is!to!be!expected!that!missionaries’!spatial!imaginaries!perceive!of!an!
uneven!moral!ground!with!demarcated!spaces!for!the!righteous!and!unrighteous.!In!
many!instances!these!polarized!spaces!have!been!neatly!mapped!onto!existing!geo`
political!units,!associated!with!the!expansive!domains!of!the!West!and!the!non`West,!
First!World!colonizers!and!Third!World!colonized!(37).!
!
While!the!study!focused!on!diasporas,!the!same!mapping!of!social!and!physical!landscapes!
is!reflected!in!evangelical!students’!descriptions!of!the!campus!environment.!!It!includes!
divisions!between!those!who!are!saved!and!not!saved,!sacred!and!profane!sites,!as!well!as!
appropriate!and!inappropriate!behaviors.!!According!to!students,!behind!it!all,!the!campus!
embodies!a!spiritual!battlefield.!Students,!with!the!help!of!the!ministry,!transform!the!
campus!from!simply!an!educational!institution!to!a!missionary!field!and!in!turn!knowingly!
or!unknowingly!contribute!to!the!development!of!Christian!sociality.!!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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6.2!Campus!Experiences!
!
!

Beyond!perceptions!of!the!campus!one!must!also!explore!the!experiences!which!

may!shape!students’!perceptions!and!in!turn!guide!actions.!!!Members!of!the!ministry!
consider!the!college!campus!to!be!both!spiritual!and!secular!place,!underlying!such!ideas!is!
a!sacred!reality!framed!by!some!believers!through!the!language!of!a!“battlefield.”!!Such!
perceptions!may!cause!members!to!be!more!attentive!to!those!events!and!experiences!
which!reinforce!a!sacred!and!secular!landscape,!dividing!the!campus!between!believers!and!
non`believers!while!also!placing!believers!on!the!margins!of!campus!culture.!!This!is!
evidenced!through!participants!who!consider!themselves!to!be!in!a!minority!status!and!
misunderstood.!!But,!a!key!question!is!whether!evangelical!students!pushed!to!margins!or!
actively!choose!to!place!themselves!on!the!margins.!!Either!way!this!may!have!benefits!for!
affirming!identity,!community,!and!relatedness.!
!
!
!
6.2.1!Minority!Status!
!
As!described!by!Moran!(2007)!some!evangelical!Christian!students!feel!they!hold!a!
“minority”!status!on!college!campuses.!!Because!of!the!diversity!and!size!of!the!campus!
ministry!there!are!a!number!of!students!who!do!have!salient!negative!encounters!with!
others!on!campus.!!This!includes!experiences!of!marginalization,!which!I!define!as!unequal!
treatment!that!results!in!individuals!changing!behavior!or!feeling!a!decrease!in!self`worth.!!
The!vast!majority!of!those!interviewed!for!this!study!did!not!have!negative!encounters.!!
What!becomes!clear!throughout!interviews!and!observations!is!that!the!language!of!
marginalization!is!facilitated!within!the!ministry.!!Not!necessarily!by!the!organization,!but!
by!believers,!who!see!their!identity!as!Christians!to!embody!a!biblical!expectation!of!
suffering.!!According!to!the!majority!of!those!interviewed,!being!persecuted!by!non`
believers!provides!evidence!that!one!is!living!an!“authentic”!Christian!life.!!This!worldview!
has!a!number!of!implications!and!can!often!work!as!a!self`fulfilling!prophecy.!!Students!may!
actively!foster!negative!encounters!because!of!the!positive!impact!such!experience!has!for!
their!Christian!identity!(Smith!1998).!!To!be!clear,!this!extends!beyond!identity!and!
community,!often!going!to!the!core!of!students’!personal!relationship!with!God.!!Ultimately,!
persecution!symbolizes!an!increased!intimacy!with!God!who!embodies!the!ultimate!
sacrifice.!!In!addition!the!minority!status!and!marginalization!discussed!by!students!is!often!
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couched!at!the!national!and!international!level.!!Students!are!aware!that!their!experience!
does!not!compare!to!the!experience!of!Christians!in!other!contexts.!!Joe!explains:!!!
At!the!same!time!there!is!not!an!overwhelming!feeling!like!I!don't!feel!unaccepted!I!
don't!walk!around!saying!oh!man!no!one!accepts!me!for!my!religious!beliefs.!In!that!
sense!I!never!feel!that!way.!I!think!if!I!were!to!study!abroad!in!China!I!would!feel!a!
lot!different.!I!guess!somewhere!that!is!more!hostile!toward!Christianity!I!would!feel!
less!accepted.!
!
Joe!was!asked!about!negative!incidences!on!campus!related!to!his!faith.!!He!described!no!
negative!experiences,!but!extends!his!reflection!to!other!areas!of!the!world!to!reinforce!the!
fact!that!while!he!does!not!encounter!hostility,!other!Christians!do.!!The!hostility!faced!by!
others,!even!on!other!continents,!provides!believers!with!a!sense!of!connectedness.!!The!
negative!encounters!abroad!become!part!of!how!minority!status!is!constructed.!!Students!
who!are!not!directly!impacted!in!a!negative!way!are!still!able!to!pull!on!the!narratives!of!
others!and!utilize!such!terminology,!which!in!turn!reinforces!minority!status.!!!
!!

Others!are!more!explicit,!Devon!uses!such!terminology!when!asked!about!his!

experience!of!being!a!Christian!on!campus:!!“You!definitely!have!a!feeling!of!being!a!
minority!at!times.!!You!are!viewed!as!being!one!of!the!crazies!who!believes!all!this!stuff.”!!It!
is!important!to!note,!that!while!students!interviewed!for!this!study!incorporated!the!
language!of!“minority!status”!in!our!conversations!they!were!also!well!aware!that!this!may!
not!be!the!best!label.!!Students!often!referred!to!the!fact!that!their!beliefs,!their!Christian!
community,!and!identity!are!chosen,!thus!negative!encounters!that!result!are!not!the!same!
as!being!a!part!of!a!community!defined!by!society!where!one!has!little!choice!or!no!choice,!
such!as!race,!or!gender.!!While!Devon!is!aware!of!such!implications!he!continues:!“Even!if!
the!polls!say!this!country!is!eighty!percent!Christian!it!is!not!true.!I!think!the!percentage!of!
people!who!are!actually!following!Christ!is!probably!under!more!of!the!vicinity!of!five!
percent,!and!when!you!realize!that,!it!is!part!of!life!and!you!expect!it.”!!The!reality!of!such!
statistics!is!that!approximately!forty`seven!percent!of!adults!nationwide!identify!with!a!
Protestant!Christian!faith!(Smith,!Marsden,!and!Hout!2010).!!Devon’s!comments!reflect!the!
process!of!defining!identity!boundaries!by!distinguishing!between!those!“actually!following!
Christ”!and!other!Christians.!!As!discussed!in!earlier!chapters!the!small!percentage!of!
Christians!are!those!Devon!feels!practice!“authentic”!Christianity,!focused!on!a!personal!
relationship!with!God,!sharing!the!gospel,!building!relationships!with!others,!promoting!a!
positive!message!of!God!and!what!Christianity!offers,!as!well!as!experiential!spirituality!
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grounded!in!heart!knowledge.!!This!reinforces!similarities!between!a!small!group!of!
believers!and!allows!evangelical!students!to!rationalize!“minority”!status.!!As!Moran!(2007)!
suggested!evangelical!Christians!may!actually!hold!privileged!status!but!through!the!
language!of!marginalization!and!authenticity!learn!to!see!themselves!as!a!minority.!!
Bowman!and!Small!(2011)!explained:!!!!!
Evangelical!Christians,!an!important,!growing!group!in!the!United!States!(Boorstein,!
2009),!can!alternatively!be!considered!privileged!(as!adherents!of!the!most!
prevalent!religion!in!the!country)!or!marginalized!(as!somewhat!outside!of!the!
mainstream!ideologically).!These!students!may!disavow!their!privileged!status,!
perceiving!themselves!as!an!oppressed!minority!on!secular!college!and!university!
campuses!(Moran,!Lang,!&!Oliver,!2007),!and!evangelical!student!organizations!
often!position!themselves!as!outsiders!to!campus!cultural!norms!(Magolda!&!Gross,!
2009).!
!
While!students!and!the!ministry!position!themselves!as!outsiders!there!is!also!a!real!
struggle!against!aspects!of!the!campus!culture!associated!with!modernity,!which!challenge!
key!tenets!of!authentic!faith!including!relativism,!morality,!materialism,!and!in!some!cases!
individualism.!!!
Many!students!combined!the!use!of!statistics!and!discussions!of!authenticity!with!
experiences!of!being!treated!differently!than!other!religious!traditions.!!Often!participants!
described!major!world!religions!predominant!in!other!societies!as!being!viewed!in!a!
positive!light!by!faculty!and!peers!while!Christianity!is!viewed!through!critical!and!negative!
perspectives.!!When!asked!about!the!role!of!religion!in!the!classroom!Jen!describes!her!
experience:!!
There!is!a!tendency!Christianity!is!seen!as!one!of!those!things!that!is!not!popular!in!
the!current!academic!environment!where!if!you!want!to,!if!I!want!to!bring!up!my!
Christian!theology!there!is!a!sense!that!the!class!becomes!much!more!tense!on!that!
topic!then!when!discussing!Buddhism.!Someone!talks!about!Buddhism!oh!that!is!
great,!you!talk!about!the!Bible!what!is!going!to!happen!next!will!it!be!a!showdown.!
Maybe!that!is!just!my!own,!maybe!that!is!my!background!and!I!created!that!for!
myself,!but!there!is!a!sense!that!it!is!different!bringing!that!up!then!certain!other!
equally!value!latent!judgments.!
!
It!is!important!to!note!that!Jen!is!reflective!about!how!her!past!and!subjective!perspective!
may!shape!how!she!describes!the!Christianity!in!the!classroom.!!There!is!no!doubt!that!a!
contributing!factor!is!the!broader!battlefield!narrative!that!divides!Christians!from!non`
Christians!on!campus!and!beyond.!!Nonetheless!Jen,!along!with!a!number!of!other!students,!
whether!valid!or!not,!feel!uncomfortable!with!discourse!surrounding!their!beliefs!in!the!
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classroom.!!This!unease!is!reinforced!when!faculty,!some!unknowingly,!do!not!offer!
balanced!analysis!and!interpretations!of!world!religions.!!George!Marsden!(1992)!described!
the!secularization!of!the!college!campus!that!leaves!little!room!for!the!inclusion!of!religious!
beliefs!and!the!historical!shifts!that!disconnected!religion!from!academics!in!American!
society.!!Thus,!evangelical!Christian!students’!perceptions!and!experiences!must!be!placed!
within!a!cultural!context!and!history.!!Some!academics!consider!such!perceptions!to!be!an!
accurate!reflection!of!changes!in!the!campus!environment.!!While!contemporary!students!
did!not!experience!the!stronger!influence!that!Christianity!once!had!in!higher!education,!
narratives!surrounding!the!past!circulate!within!evangelical!communities!(Smith!1998).!!
Cassandra,!a!staff!member!of!the!ministry!who!recently!graduated!from!college,!reinforces!
Jen’s!experience.!!!
I!don't!know!if!it's!legitimate!or!perceived,!but!I!can!honestly!say!what!I!have!
experienced.!I!feel!like!you!are!free!to!talk!about!any!other!faith.!You!can!talk!about!
Islam,!you!can!talk!about!Buddhism!or!Hinduism,!and!nobody!ruffles!a!feather;!but!if!
you!talk!about!Christianity!or!Jesus!Christ,!the!hackles!come!up.!Again,!I!don't!know!
if!it's!perceived,!but!that's!what!I've!experienced.!
!
Cassandra!has!observed!the!unequal!treatment!of!Christianity!in!the!classroom.!!She!
explains!that!this!is!what!she!has!experienced.!!Cassandra!is!a!highly!critical!and!reflective!
individual.!!As!I!talked!with!her!it!seemed!that!she!strived!to!show!me!that!she!was!aware!of!
competing!views!on!the!topics!we!discussed.!!This!is!reinforced!in!her!comments,!while!this!
is!her!experience!she!carefully!reflects!on!how!this!may!be!part!of!her!perceptions.!!
Cassandra’s!comments!highlight!how!many!evangelical!students,!who!are!keenly!aware!of!
stereotypes!surrounding!their!belief!systems,!are!careful!to!provide!balanced!responses;!
often!going!out!of!their!way!to!not!communicate!blame!or!judgmental!statements!on!society!
or!individuals.!!This!is!not!simply!because!we!were!in!an!interview!setting!but!is!part!of!the!
broader!parachurch!ministry!approach!that!seeks!to!foster!a!positive!image!of!the!
evangelical!movement,!modeling!what!it!means!to!be!an!“authentic”!Christian.!!In!this!
ministry!it!became!clear!that!part!of!authenticity!is!being!able!to!handle!challenges!to!one’s!
faith!in!a!mature!and!respectful!manner,!which!reinforces!a!positive!image!of!Christianity.!!!!
Nonetheless,!a!number!of!scholars!suggest!college!and!university!campuses!are!not!
welcoming!toward!evangelical!students!and!promote!stereotypes!and!intolerance!of!
Christian!beliefs!(De!Russy!2002;!Hulett!2004;!Marsden!1997;!Lowery!2001).!!Bryant!
(2005)!summarized!the!experiences!of!students!who!were!part!of!an!evangelical!Christian!
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organization!at!a!west!coast!university!as!encountering!“elements!of!disdain!from!other!
segments!on!campus”!(23).!!Again,!the!experiences!of!evangelical!students!is!complex!and!
may!include!privileged!status!but!we!must!also!be!attentive!to!those!within!evangelical!
communities!who!do!face!challenges!and!are!placed!in!a!marginalized!position!within!
college!campuses.!!!!
It!is!important!to!note!that!other!members!of!the!ministry!did!not!see!themselves!or!
the!Christian!faith!as!holding!a!minority!status!position!on!campus.!!In!fact,!Wade,!embraced!
what!he!considered!to!be!academic!freedom!and!an!opportunity!for!dialogue!to!sit!down!
with!faculty!who!he!initially!considered!to!be!antagonistic!towards!Christianity.!!What!he!
found!was!a!welcoming!environment!where!he!could!express!his!beliefs.!!!
I!think!many!Christians!are!afraid!to!be!open!and!tell!others!what!they!believe!and!
allow!dialogue!to!proceed.!I!have!learned!to!dialogue!well!with!people,!you!realize!
that!it!is!not!as!scary,!wrong,!or!hard!as!you!think.!I!sit!down!with!Buddhist!
professor!have!tea!and!talk!or!secular!or!any!number!of!worldviews.!
!
Thus,!Wade!does!not!see!unequal!treatment!rather!that!much!like!other!young!adults!
Christian!students!are!learning!how!to!navigate!the!college!classroom!and!will!find!a!less!
“scary”!and!more!welcoming!environment!then!what!they!may!expect.!!!
Beyond!a!general!sense!of!unequal!treatment!in!the!classroom!a!few!students!had!
subtle!examples!of!how!stereotypes!and!perceptions!of!evangelical!Christianity!led!to!
unique!encounters.!!Cassandra!had!the!opportunity!to!speak!at!her!graduation.!!She!had!
achieved!high!grades,!many!of!her!professors!knew!she!was!Christian.!She!described!a!few!
professors!as!antagonistic!toward!Christianity!but!that!she!was!treated!fairly,!partly!
because!of!her!academic!success.!!Nonetheless,!before!preparing!her!speech!she!described!
the!following!encounter:!“I!did!have!my!advisor!say!beforehand,!‘I!know!that!you!have!a!
pretty!strong!faith,!but!I!just!want!you!to!know!that!not!everybody!does.!You!need!to!be!
careful!what!you!say!in!your!speech.’"!After!my!interview!with!Cassandra!I!took!note!of!this!
example.!!Cassandra’s!experience!exemplifies!what!many!evangelical!Christian!students!
consider!to!reflect!minority!status.!!Here!assumptions!were!made!about!how!she!would!
approach!her!speech,!many!reflecting!a!negative!image!of!evangelical!Christians!as!
antagonistic!but!in!this!case!also!as!incapable!of!thinking!critically!about!how!their!beliefs,!
their!words,!may!be!received!by!others.!!Furthermore,!this!experience!impacted!Cassandra!
and!strengthened!her!perceptions!of!the!college!campus!as!a!place!that!is!not!necessarily!
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congruent!with!her!beliefs,!where!she!may!be!viewed!as!being!different!or!on!the!margins!of!
campus!culture.!!!
In!the!end!such!experiences!may!very!well!be!described!through!label!of!minority!
status,!but!with!a!key!caveat!as!Cassandra!explains:!!
I!think!something!that!is!interesting!to!me!when!I!think!about!that!is!that!I!feel!like!
it's!different!than!being!a!racial!minority!because!it's!a!choice!that!we've!made.!You!
can!criticize!me!for!it;!I'll!have!to!take!it!because!it!was!my!choice.!Whereas!a!racial!
minority!might!feel!like,!"I!had!no!choice!and!you're!treating!me!differently!because!
of!this."!For!me,!I!don't!feel!like!I'm!too!bothered!by!if!I!feel!marginalized!or!
whatever.!It's!the!choice!I!made.!!
!
A!key!feature!of!the!evangelical!movement!is!taking!personal!responsibility!for!one’s!faith!
through!a!born!again!conversion!experience.!!Thus,!to!suggest!mistreatment!and!apply!
minority!status!believers!would!inevitably!strip!away!the!foundation!of!their!faith!–!
choosing!God.!!For!evangelical!students,!one!chooses!marginalization,!chooses!minority!
status,!and!the!challenges!that!may!surface!partly!because!they!seek!to!portray!an!image!of!
“authentic”!Christianity,!which!according!to!the!evangelical!worldview!must!result!in!
struggles.!!!
!
!
!
6.2.2!Accepted!but!Misunderstood!
!
Sharing!the!gospel!is!a!key!feature!of!students’!experiences!while!participating!in!
the!parachurch!ministry.!!While!some!describe!their!overall!feelings!as!one!of!ambiguity!and!
minority!status,!often!their!encounters!reflect!indifference.!!As!Devon!explains,!many!
students!on!campus!do!not!make!judgments,!or!foster!negative!encounters!but!he!also!feels!
that!it!is!not!necessarily!positive.!!Instead,!the!broader!student!population!adheres!to!what!
evangelical!students!describe!as!secular!communication.!!This!reflects!a!live!and!let!live!
approach.!Many!listen!to!what!Devon!has!to!say!as!he!shares!the!gospel!but!are!simply!
polite,!walk!away!or!do!not!follow!through!with!additional!meetings.!!It!was!evident!that!the!
ministry!leaders!and!members!consider!this!type!of!engagement!by!the!student!population!
to!be!problematic.!!They!would!prefer!deeper!conversations,!more!intimacy!and!
connectedness!between!students!from!a!variety!of!backgrounds.!!The!very!context!of!a!
public!university,!for!evangelical!students,!promotes!disenchantment!and!disengagement!
from!one!another.!!Ultimately!undermining!the!development!of!community!and!promoting!
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individualism!and!selfishness.!!Without!such!relationships!participants!are!unable!to!fully!
realize!authentic!Christian!life.!!The!result!is!that!many!participants!described!feeling!
accepted!but!misunderstood.!!!
Devon!helps!us!to!better!understand!such!experiences:!!!
It!is!not!something!where!you!feel!either!marginalized!or!patted!on!the!back!either!
way.!Within!the!larger!campus!part!of!what!I!do!with!the!ministry!is!I!go!out!and!
engage!with!people!in!spiritual!conversations!and!you!run!into!people!that!I!would!
call!allies!who!are!already!on!the!same!page,!and!you!run!into!some!people!who!are!
not!interested,!and!you!run!into!some!people!who!are!curious!or!polite.!On!this!
campus!I!would!say!the!segment!of!the!student!body!that!I!have!participated!with!it!
is!not!particularly!positive!or!negative!that!is!my!experience!and!of!course!that!will!
vary!with!different!departments.!
!
This!excerpt!reflects!the!ambiguous!status!felt!by!Devon.!!His!encounters!were!neither!
positive!nor!negative.!!He!does!not!consider!his!witnessing!experiences!to!result!in!feeling!
marginalized!but!also!does!not!find!much!support.!!As!we!continued!our!conversation!it!was!
clear!that!Devon!would!agree!with!subcultural!identity!theory!of!Christian!Smith!(1998).!!
Devon!explains:!“I!probably!have!an!odd!opinion!about!that!I!suppose.!If!you!look!at!
Christianity!historically!it!has!thrived!the!greatest!when!opposed,!when,!the!very!worst!
thing!for!Christianity!was!when!Constantine!made!it!legal.”!!I!was!struck!by!the!explicit!
acknowledgement!that!“if!the!university!was!totally!hostile!to!us!it!might!be!a!good!thing.”!!
From!a!strategic!standpoint,!to!foster!identity,!community,!and!commitment!Devon!sees!the!
value!in!working!against!relevant!out`groups.!But!in!this!case!evangelical!students!do!not!
identify!a!specific!group,!rather!a!social!context,!an!institution,!considered!by!many!
believers!to!promote!values!and!beliefs!that!are!incongruent!with!their!own.!!!
Zach,!once!president!of!the!ministry!discusses!his!interactions!with!the!associated!
student!body!at!the!university.!!!
ASU!(Associated!Student!Union)!has!been!really!helpful!towards!us!as!an!
organization!and!pretty!unbiased!in!their!assessment!of!all!organizations!which!has!
been!good.!That’s!the!dream!for!an!institution!is!to!let!everyone!be!who!they!want!to!
be!and!make!those!decisions!and!so!to!not!segregate!out!a!small!sect!and!say!they!
can’t!do!whatever.!The!university!as!a!whole!is!very!accepting.!I’ve!heard!more!
stories!and!more!conflicts!within!different!departments!and!what!not!but!I!think!
that’s!more!individual!conflict!than!major!stances!from!certain!institution!part!of!it.!
!
He!considers!the!university!as!institution!to!uphold!equal!treatment!of!student!
organizations!on!campus.!!Zach!highlights!important!distinctions!that!were!made!by!
participants!between!the!university!as!an!institution!and!members!of!the!campus!
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environment.!Zach!addresses!this!by!explaining!that!struggles!faced!by!some!members!are!
the!result!of!departments!or!individual!conflicts,!not!the!university.!!!
The!university!has!provided!the!ministry!with!same!resources,!access!to!funding,!
worship!locations!and!ability!to!share!their!ideas!on!campus!that!is!provided!to!all!other!
student!groups.!!As!one!student!states:!“I!feel!like!as!much!as!I!know!from!a!student!side!of!
things!I!feel!like!they!have!let!us!be!a!part!of!things.!I!couldn't!find!any!fault!with!them!at!all!
on!that!subject,!at!least!that!is!my!impression.”!!When!the!relationship!between!the!ministry!
and!institution!is!combined!with!believers’!encounters!with!non`believers!on!campus!we!
can!begin!to!understand!why!the!vast!majority!of!participants!feel!accepted!on!campus.!
Cherry,!DeBerg,!and!Porterfield!(2001)!through!a!multi`site!study!found!that!in!contrast!to!
secularization!theorists,!religion!on!campus!is!thriving—partly!because!of!the!features!
evangelical!students!find!problematic!including!diversity,!tolerance,!and!individualism.!!
Thus,!the!positive!impact!college!has!had!on!a!majority!of!students!who!participated!in!this!
study!is!not!unexpected.!!But!alongside!positive!experiences!and!a!campus!culture!of!
acceptance!is!the!fact!that!often!participants!described!still!feeling!misunderstood.!!Janice!
helps!to!illustrate!the!difference!between!acceptance!and!being!understood.!!!
I!think!yeah,!I!feel!very!accepted!in!my!house!and!yeah!I!don't!really!feel!understood!
but!I!do!feel!accepted.!I!was!surprised!at!how!much,!I!am!grateful!to!the!girls!in!my!
house!for!like!many!are!like!oh!that!is!cool!that!you!don't!drink!they!don't!really!get!
the!whole!purpose!behind!it!but!they!are!ok!with!and!think!it!is!cool!that!I!don't!but!
they!don't!really!understand!it!but!I!have!been!surprised!at!how!accepting!they!are!
about!the!decisions!that!I!make.!
!
Janice!is!a!member!of!a!sorority!on!campus.!!During!our!conversations!her!connections!with!
her!sorority!sisters!were!paramount!within!her!social!network.!!When!first!entering!the!
residence!Janice!was!concerned!about!how!others!would!view!her!because!of!her!strong!
Christian!faith.!!Over!time!she!found!that!her!sorority!sisters!were!not!worried!about!her!
faith!and!supported!her!decisions.!!Nonetheless,!this!acceptance!did!not!necessarily!
translate!into!an!intimate!interest!in!how!faith!defined!her.!!The!result!is!that!Janice!felt!
many!of!her!peers!did!not!understand!her!faith!and!in!turn!did!not!fully!understand!who!she!
was!as!an!individual!because!her!faith!is!central!to!her!identity.!!!
This!is!one!example!of!how!misunderstanding!can!occur.!!For!many!believers,!non`
believers!are!detached!and!unable!to!connect!with!people!of!faith!on!the!intimate!level!
necessary!to!build!purposeful!relationships.!!So!while!peers!may!be!accepting!of!her!choice!
to!live!a!Christian!life!they!do!not!know!what!that!means.!!In!addition!to!lack!of!personal!
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communication!there!is!a!more!difficult!hurdle!for!evangelical!student:!narratives!
surrounding!Christian!stereotypes.!!Evangelical!students!are!aware!of!such!stereotypes!and!
often!reflect!upon!how!they!may!or!may!not!facilitate!such!assumptions.!!Because!sharing!
the!gospel!is!a!significant!aspect!of!their!life,!portraying!a!positive!image!of!Christianity!is!a!
central!concern.!!Evangelical!students!continually!addressed!this!topic!during!our!
conversations!drawing!a!clear!line!between!those!within!the!Christian!community!who!are!
not!good!representations!of!their!faith!and!those!who!are.!!For!participants,!one!should!
enter!relationships!with!non`believers!without!bias!and!get!to!know!each!person!on!an!
individual!level!before!fostering!discussions!about!faith.!!Thus!the!misunderstanding!that!
occurs!from!those!outside!of!the!Christian!faith!are!not!simply!about!what!is!taught!in!the!
classroom!or!what!is!portrayed!in!the!media.!!Many!of!those!students!interviewed!saw!the!
problem!as!being!embedded!in!the!Christian!community!itself!by!those!who!are!not!
following!an!“authentic”!life.!!This!illustrates!the!dynamic!nature!of!evangelical!identity!and!
the!formation!of!spiritual!relatedness!through!the!creation!of!boundaries!between!other!
Christians,!focusing!on!differences!rather!than!similarities.!!Those!who!contribute!to!
inaccurate!assumptions!about!Christianity!are!not!“authentic.”!!!!!!!
Joe,!like!others!interviewed,!highlights!this!problem!through!statistics.!!He!considers!
Christianity!to!be!the!“go!to!religion”!for!those!who!are!not!really!committed!but!want!to!be!
seen!by!others!as!religious.!!He!explained!that!the!number!of!“legit”!Christians!on!campus!is!
“probably!lower!than!10%.”!!For!Joe!this!helps!to!explain!why!some!are!not!fully!aware!of!
what!it!means!to!be!Christian,!other!self`identified!Christians!are!not!accurately!
representing!the!faith.!!Often!students!were!quite!explicit!about!communities!that!should!
not!be!considered!part!of!an!authentic!Christian!faith,!including!Mormonism!and!
Catholicism.!!April!helps!to!highlight!this!perspective:!!!!
Then!I!think!of!basically!whatever!religious!statistics!in!one!might!have!come!across!
where!Christians!are!grouped!together!with!Mormons!and!Catholics!that!yeah,!
they’ll!tell!you!they’re!Christians!but!man,!I!really!sincerely!don’t!regard!Mormons!
and!even!Catholics!really!to!really!have!a!full!understanding!of!Christianity.!!!
!
April!went!on!to!explain!how!the!Catholic!Church!was!misled!by!leaders!and!did!not!adhere!
to!key!tenants!of!Christian!faith.!!She!feels!frustrated!because!when!Christianity!is!brought!
up!in!the!classroom!and!in!our!conversations!Catholicism,!Mormonism,!and!Jehovah!
Witnesses,!among!others!are!lumped!together!without!an!acknowledgement!of!the!diversity!
that!exists!within!Christianity!and!Christian!communities.!!Again,!we!find!evidence!for!how!
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defining!boundaries!with!relevant!out`groups!is!deeply!embedded!within!individual!
believers.!!This!results!in!strengthening!community!but!is!a!learned!characteristic!of!
evangelical!Christian!identity!(Smith!1998).!!!
This!rationale!is!important!because!it!provides!evidence!of!the!continued!need!for!
sharing!the!gospel!by!“authentic”!Christians!as!Zach!explains.!!!
Yeah,!it’s!…!it!just!happens!with!…!like!if!you!don’t!know!about!a!group!it’s!really!
easy!to!put!people!in!a!box!and!so!it!happens!with!Christianity!as!well.!I’ve!definitely!
seen!that!there’s!people!that!haven’t!really!met!at!least!authentic!Christians!to!use!
that!term.!Just!hardly!know!what!it!actually!is!about.!
!
Beyond!problems!that!may!be!perpetuated!within!Christian!communities!is!the!reality!that!
some!faculty!and!peers!may!hold!such!stereotypes!and!be!incapable!of!conveying!key!
aspects!of!the!faith!in!the!classroom.!!Wade,!a!member!of!the!campus!ministry!who!has!
spent!much!time!in!conversations!with!faculty!states:!
I!have!not!met!a!professor!or!student!here!who!in!philosophical!situations!really!
understands!what!it!means!to!be!saved!by!grace!that!we!are!not!saved!by!our!own!
works!but!that!God!loved!us!in!death!to!save!us!from!our!own!sins!and!that!we!are!
saved!by!faith!alone!yet!called!to!live!lives!of!virtue!and!love!because!of!that!
salvation!not!to!earn!it!but!to!outflow!that.!
!
Wade!continues,!reflecting!on!the!fact!that!he!has!pondered!this!question!before!and!is!
unable!to!identify!one!faculty.!!Furthermore,!he!felt!that!if!one!truly!understands!the!
Christian!worldview!it!is!very!difficult!to!oppose.!!Again,!one!finds!the!need!to!educate!and!
share!the!gospel!as!the!missing!piece!of!this!puzzle.!!If!Christianity!is!authentically!
portrayed,!others!may!not!choose!to!convert!but!will!not!oppose!Christian!values!and!
beliefs.!!He!ends!with!a!simple!point!that!many!other!believers!agree!with,!“I!don’t!think!
people!understand!Biblical!Christianity!at!all.”!!!
Joe!reiterates!Wade’s!general!point!above:!!
Just!in!general,!there's!a!lot!of!misunderstanding.!I!think!this!goes!even!within!fellow!
believers!like!the!difference!between!our!religion!and!our!relationship!and!so!I!
would!say!there's!a!lot!of!not!understanding!what!I!believe!because!I!don't!go!to!
church!because!going!to!church!is!what!I!should!do.!It's!about!grace!and!mercy!and!
love!and!the!interrelationship!with!Jesus!Christ.!
!
The!distinction!between!religion!and!spirituality!is!a!central!concern!for!students!and!
relevant!to!misunderstandings.!!Many!participants!in!the!study!felt!that!“authentic”!
Christianity!should!be!focused!on!building!relationships,!connecting!with!others,!and!
fostering!Christian!community.!!This!is!what!is!referred!to!as!“heart”!knowledge!by!
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students.!!Heart!knowledge!should!take!precedent!over!“head”!knowledge,!the!
interpretation,!analysis,!and!development!of!theology!and!religious!law.!!This!approach!is!a!
key!feature!of!Protestant!traditions!but!is!the!foundation!for!evangelical!Christian!
communities.!!A!personal!relationship!with!God!focused!on!an!experiential!approach!to!
religion!is!considered!“authentic,”!within!such!contexts.!!Thus!as!Joe!explains:!“It’s!about!
grace,!and!mercy,!and!love,!and!the!interrelationship!with!Jesus!Christ.”!!Emotional,!
experiential,!and!relational!values!define!his!faith.!!!
Jamie!offers!a!more!specific!example!of!how!this!misunderstanding!may!play!out!in!
students’!lives.!!!
In!my!sorority!I!think!a!lot!of!times!I!don't!drink!so!that!is!misunderstood,!yeah,!so!I!
think!a!lot!of!times!people!think!she!doesn't!drink!because!it!is!against!her!religion!
which!is!kind!of!true!but!the!reason!I!don't!drink!is!a!little!different,!it!is!like!because!
I!have!a!relationship!with!God!and!I!think!that!would!not!please!him!and!I!want!to!
be!closer!to!him,!not!just!a!rule!of!my!church.!It!is!not!like!it!is!totally!misunderstood.!
!
For!Jamie,!others!see!her!daily!practices!and!choices!through!the!lens!of!religious!rules!but!
this!is!only!part!of!the!equation.!!The!reality!is!that!her!faith!is!grounded!in!a!personal!and!
intimate!relationship!with!God.!!Jamie!seeks!to!be!closer!with!God!and!hopes!to!please!God!
by!making!particular!choices.!!Thus,!she!does!not!see!her!actions!as!based!on!Biblical!laws,!
rather!as!tools!to!foster!intimacy!with!the!supernatural!(Lurhmann!2012).!!This!fosters!a!
much!different!understanding!of!Christian!action!built!upon!students’!notions!of!leading!a!
spiritual!life!rather!than!a!religious!one.!!!
Ron!provides!a!more!specific!example!of!such!misunderstandings!focusing!on!those!
who!see!Christianity!as!being!grounded!in!individualism.!!He!states:!
I!think!there!is!a!lot!of!assumptions!made,!there!is!not!like!we!were!talking!before!
Christianity!is!a!very!individual!thing,!it’s!not!it!is!like!a!family!thing,!relational!like!a!
brother!and!sister!thing.!
!
This!approach!is!affirmed!throughout!interviews!and!participant!observation.!!Evangelical!
students!consider!their!faith!to!be!grounded!in!a!relational!view!of!the!world.!!This!begins!
with!a!personal!relationship!with!God,!building!relationships!with!fellow!believers,!sharing!
the!gospel!with!non`believers!with!the!goal!of!furthering!the!body!of!Christ!and!building!a!
global!family!of!God.!!Thus,!students!struggle!when!others!see!their!beliefs!as!selfish,!
individualistic,!or!simply!about!a!believer!and!God.!!Many!highlight!this!misunderstanding!
and!suggest!that!it!stems!from!the!broader!campus!culture!that!values!individualism,!
personal!responsibility,!relativism,!as!well!as!detachment!perpetuated!by!technology.!!This!
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general!shift!in!society!has!been!documented!by!Putnam!(2001)!who!suggested!the!
increasing!disconnect!between!individuals!within!American!society!has!long!term!
implications!on!physical!and!civic!health.!!In!this!way!misunderstandings!are!again!not!
necessarily!the!view!of!non`believers!but!instead!a!result!of!the!social!context.!!This!social!
context!that!reflects!modernity!and!provides!a!framework!through!which!evangelical!
students!can!affirm!their!beliefs!by!challenging!the!perceived!norms!of!campus!culture.!!!
Beyond!theology!and!basic!tenets!such!as!relationalism,!students!offered!additional!
examples!of!misunderstandings.!!When!asked!about!misunderstandings!April!felt!“they!
don’t!understand!the!struggles!that!you!as!a!Christian!may!be!facing.”!!!She!used!the!
examples!of!righteousness!and!control!explaining!that!as!a!Christian!she!works!hard!to!not!
foster!self`righteous!attitudes!and!seeks!to!let!God!have!control!of!her!life.!!Other!
participants!conveyed!similar!ideas!when!asked!about!challenges!in!their!spiritual!lives.!!
Their!goal!was!often!described!as!living!a!life!centered!on!God’s!plan!but!letting!go!of!their!
personal!wants!and!desires!was!extremely!difficult.!!This!highlights!the!fact!that,!for!many!
students,!faith!is!serious!endeavor.!!It!is!not!fun!and!games,!not!focused!on!how!others!have!
it!wrong,!but!how!they!can!lead!a!more!authentically!Christian!life!and!the!challenges!that!
one!may!face!in!that!process.!!!
For!evangelical!students!a!key!hurdle!regarding!interactions!with!others,!
particularly!on!matters!of!faith,!is!ensuring!that!they!are!not!portrayed!as!being!judgmental.!!!
On!many!occasions,!interviewees!found!this!to!be!a!misunderstanding!that!is!reproduced!
throughout!the!campus!context!and!from!within!many!Christian!communities.!!Jen!explains:!!!
I!feel!like!through!the!student!activities!and!the!culture!here,!I!think!that!they!
automatically!think!that!me!and!Christians!and!me!as!a!Christian!are!just!
automatically!judgmental!of!different!ideas!and!different!people!for!a!variety!of!
reasons!and!it’s!just!not!true.!
!
Jen!went!on!to!describe!the!fact!that!she!rarely!brings!up!religion!or!her!faith!because!she!is!
concerned!that!her!words!may!be!misinterpreted.!!In!fact!many!students!involved!in!the!
parachurch!ministry!actively!challenge!and!discourage!those!who!are!antagonistic!towards!
believers.!!One!example!brought!up!in!our!conversations!is!a!Fundamentalist!preacher!who!
visits!campus!each!semester!holding!up!signs!that!state!one!must!“believe!in!Christ!or!go!to!
hell.”!!He!often!uses!a!megaphone!to!tell!those!who!are!engaging!in!so!called!“immoral!
behaviors,”!from!drinking!to!sexuality,!that!they!will!be!“dammed.”!!Students!of!the!
parachurch!ministry!observed!his!approach!and!politely!asked!him!if!he!was!reflecting!God!
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in!his!actions.!!It!was!an!interesting!dynamic!to!observe!as!ultimately!students!took!a!
sensitive!approach,!did!not!raise!their!voice,!did!not!pass!judgment!yet!were!able!to!
separate!themselves!and!their!views!of!Christianity!as!well!as!their!ministry!from!the!
Fundamentalist!preacher.!!For!Jen,!this!example!explains!key!problems!with!Christianity!as!
well!as!how!misunderstandings!and!stereotypes!are!perpetuated.!!!Cassandra!explains!how!
she!approaches!such!individuals!on!campus:!!!
In!my!undergraduate!there!was!a!guy!that!I!think!there's!often!one!of!these!people!
on!campus!everywhere!in!the!States.!This!old!white`haired!guy!that!would!carry!big!
signs!and!shout!at!people!and!call!everyone!sinners!and!call!sorority!girls!sluts.!One!
time!as!an!undergrad,!I!went!to!this!guy,!and!I!was!just!mortified,!and!like,!oh!great,!
here!just!furthering!the!negative!view!of!what!a!Christian!is.!I!went!up!and!I!said,!
"Excuse!me,!sir."!He!wouldn't!look!at!me.!I!touched!his!arm!and!said,!"Excuse!me,!
sir."!He!was!like,!"Don't!touch!me,!sinner!"!I!said,!"Do!you!feel!like!you're!portraying!
the!love!of!Christ!to!these!people?"!
!
Cassandra!feels!that!it!is!imperative!for!“authentic”!Christians!to!publicly!challenge!such!
individuals!so!others!understand!that!these!types!of!displays!are!not!accurate!
representations!of!her!faith.!!!
Misunderstandings!and!the!perpetuation!of!stereotypes!may!have!much!deeper!
implications!for!evangelical!students.!!When!discussing!antagonistic!Christians,!Ron!states!
“so!it!is!easy!to!do!that!kind!of!thing,!but!what!happens!is!you!get!that!picture!of!Christians!
who!are!antagonistic!too!or!not!respectful!to!teachers!or!are!hard!headed!and!set!in!their!
ways.”!!!He!went!on!to!emphasize!“we!are!not!fighting!people,”!instead!Ron!considers!this!to!
be!a!broader!spiritual!battle!of!“darkness!and!light.”!!Thus,!attacking!one!another,!believers!
vs.!non`believers,!does!not!have!a!positive!impact.!!Christians!should!be!building!
relationships!instead!and!treat!others!with!respect!and!dignity.!!!
While!Ron!strives!to!overcome!the!perpetuation!of!stereotypes!he!does!feel!that!
other!students!and!faculty!have!preconceived!notions,!partly!about!religion!in!general!but!
also!specifically!about!Christianity.!!
This!has!been!the!truth!of!my!life!all!through!school!I!think!it!is!pretty!consistent!
even!among!Christian!campuses,!there!is!this!idea!that!people!who!actually!believe!
the!bible!are!ignorant,!blind,!don't!really!know!how!to!think!about!anything!or!they!
haven't!thought,!they!just!believe!blind!truth.!
!
This!was!a!key!theme!in!my!discussions!with!participants.!!First,!many!evangelical!students!
feel!that!they!are!viewed!as!being!anti`science!and!incapable!of!thinking!critically!because!if!
one!believes!in!Christianity!they!must!be!“ignorant.”!!Second,!many!feel!that!this!image!of!
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Christians!undermines!the!integrity!of!their!belief!system!in!a!way!that!reinforces!
“minority”!status!because!other!religious!traditions!and!believers!are!not!viewed!in!the!
same!manner.!!Third,!this!type!of!stereotype!challenges!a!central!component!of!their!
identity!as!evangelical!Christians,!accountability,!and!the!born!again!experience.!!While!
many!students!come!from!Christian!backgrounds!the!born!again!experience!is!an!
opportunity!to!take!responsibility!for!their!own!spiritual!beliefs!and!practices!which!may!or!
may!not!align!with!other!members!of!their!family.!!To!be!an!authentic!Christian!one!must!
engage!in!seeking!for!a!period!of!time!(Roof!1999).!!This!does!not!necessarily!include!
searching!out!alternative!belief!systems,!rather!many!students!search!for!answers!to!their!
questions!and!concerns!regarding!Christianity.!!The!result!often!includes!a!realization!of!
how!they!may!have!been!off!course!and!were!able!to!return!to!a!proper!path!in!their!life!
through!their!born!again!experience.!!Therefore,!when!students!are!confronted!with!such!
views!it!becomes!quite!difficult!to!communicate!their!ideas!as!the!essence!of!who!they!are!
has!been!challenged.!!This!highlights!how!subcultural!identity!is!reinforced!by!such!
stereotypes!and!assumptions.!!While!on!the!surface!this!may!not!be!viewed!by!outsiders!as!
problematic,!for!some!Christian!students!it!can!create!instability!and!stress.!!In!the!end!one!
can!easily!see!how!such!encounters!may!actually!change!how!some!students!interact!with!
peers!and!faculty.!!If!students!are!uncomfortable!in!the!campus!environment,!to!what!
degree!should!faculty,!staff,!and!administration!seek!to!address!such!concerns?!!Is!this!even!
the!responsibility!of!the!campus!community!or!simply!a!reflection!of!what!we!expect!during!
college!as!young!adults!are!confronted!with!different!views!and!develop!their!sense!of!
identity?!!!
A!number!of!students,!including!Joe,!simply!see!these!issues!as!part!of!the!reality!of!
being!human.!!Christians!like!any!other!group!will!face!stereotypes!and!assumptions!as!
humans!organize!into!different!communities.!!Joe!states:!!!
Just!like!any!stereotyping!or!grouping!that!you!have,!we're!designed!to!organize!as!a!
human.!Our!mind!put!safes!in!categories!naturally!and!so!we!tend!to!stereotype!and!
group!like!you!learn!in!psychology.!That's!going!to!happen!to!the!church.!You're!
going!to!have!a!certain!experience!with!people!who!call!themselves!Christians.!
Positive!or!negative,!good!or!bad,!you're!going!to!start!labeling!other!people!you!
meet!who!are!Christians!because!they!got!to!be!the!same.!I!mean!that's!true,!just!
humanity.!
!
It!is!important!to!note!that!this!extends!beyond!psychology!as!it!is!partly!a!reflection!of!the!
fact!that!humans,!in!the!evangelical!Christian!worldview,!are!fallen!and!sinful!and!thus!will!
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engage!in!such!activities!that!may!be!damaging!to!others.!!His!critical!analysis!reflects!the!
depth!of!many!students’!understanding!of!such!complex!issues.!!His!comments!help!to!
deconstruct!stereotypes!of!the!anti`science!Christian!as!he!is!well!aware!of!social!conditions!
and!structures!that!foster!such!interactions.!!!
When!asked!about!Christian!stereotypes!and!the!degree!to!which!such!images!are!
perpetuated!on!campus!Zach!reflects!on!his!own!personal!views.!!He!explained!that!he!“saw!
Christians!as!weak!and!needy.”!!He!felt!Christianity!was!a!crutch!but!has!come!to!realize,!
through!his!born!again!experience,!that!he!was!wrong.!!His!personal!reflection!helps!Zach!to!
understand!how!others!may!view!his!belief!system.!!He!went!on!to!discuss!the!fact!that!he!
works!as!a!bouncer!at!a!bar!and!the!assumptions!others!make!about!his!choice.!!He!explains:!!
I’m!not!actually!getting!drunk!and!our!job!is!to!make!sure!people!don’t!get!drunk.!!I!
feel!like!a!lot!of!times!the!stereotype!is!that!we!just!don’t!have!any!fun.....the!minute!
they!realize!I’m!a!Christian!they’re!not!sure!how!the!two!can!tie!together.!!They’re!
just!like,!“wait,!aren’t!you!supposed!to!be!sitting!at!home!reading!your!bible?”!!No,!I!
have!got!to!live!life!too.!!!
!
This!is!an!excellent!example!of!the!type!of!misperceptions!evangelical!Christian!students!
may!face!on!campus.!!Zach!went!on!to!emphasize!that!this!does!not!have!a!negative!impact!
on!his!life,!but!he!does!struggle!and!tire!because!he!must!continually!explain!his!life!and!
beliefs!to!others!so!they!better!understand!what!it!means!to!be!Christian.!!!!!
There!is!no!doubt!that!members!of!the!campus!ministry!are!aware!of!negative!
stereotypes!but!a!few!students!highlighted!more!positive!images!and!expectations!of!
Christians.!!It!is!important!to!note!that!positive!imagery!of!particular!groups!can!still!carry!
with!it!negative!repercussions!by!fostering!unattainable!expectations.!!There!is!an!extensive!
literature!in!the!social!sciences,!which!explores!the!model!minority!myth!to!understand!
racial!stereotypes!and!impact!upon!Asian`American!communities!(Chou!and!Feagin!2008).!!
While!I!would!not!suggest!the!evangelical!Christian!student!experience!is!equal!to!that!of!
Asian`Americans!there!are!parallels!that!can!be!drawn!regarding!heightened!expectations,!
particularly!on!college!campuses!and!the!implications!this!may!have!upon!evangelical!
student!experiences.!!April!offers!the!following!example:!“Yeah.!“They’ve![Christians]!got!it!
all!under!control!and!that!Christians!are!these!spectacular!people.!!The!fact!of!the!matter!is!
we!are!maybe!momentarily!or!sporadically!spectacular!but!also!largely!flawed!and!
imperfect.”!!April’s!comments!reinforce!the!concern!that!some!academics!have!regarding!
the!pressures!that!may!be!placed!on!religious!communities!and!young!adults!in!the!campus!
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environment!(Bryant!2005;!Moran!2007,!2008).!!Throughout!my!conversations!with!
students!such!positive!expectations!were!tempered,!primarily!through!language!of!sin!that!
includes!the!use!of!such!terms!as!“flawed”!and!“imperfect,”!to!distinguish!Christians!from!
the!perfection!of!God.!!Evangelical!students!seek!to!live!an!authentic!Christian!life!that!
reflects!evangelical!Christian!values,!but!will!always!see!themselves!as!falling!short.!Falling!
short!provides!purpose!and!meaning!to!Jesus’!death!on!the!cross,!the!resurrection,!and!
believers’!personal!relationship!with!God.!!It!also!provides!a!mechanism!through!which!to!
explain!those!decisions!that!may!be!guided!by!sin!and!break!from!Christian!norms.!!!!
When!asked!about!their!experiences!in!the!classroom,!evangelical!students!often!
first!addressed!the!topic!of!evolution.!!One!student!explains!this!general!feeling:!!!!
Yeah.!I!think!generally!if!non`believers!discover!that!someone’s!a!Christian!in!the!
context!of!an!educational!or!specifically!scientific!setting,!that!it’s!like,!“Okay.!Well!
they!don’t!believe!in!evolution.!They!don’t!know!anything!about!it!and!there’s!no!
convincing!them!otherwise,”!which!isn’t!entirely!true!in!my!perspective.!
!
This!is!a!significant!point,!for!a!variety!of!reasons,!and!in!anthropology!we!address!the!
subject!on!a!regular!basis.!!This!is!a!complex!issue!for!evangelical!students.!!Like!previous!
interviewees!some!see!the!anti`science!stereotype!as!being!perpetuated!by!those!Christian!
students!who!are!the!loudest!in!the!classroom!and!on!campus.!!This!is!an!assumption!that!is!
also!perpetuated!within!academic!circles,!including!anthropology!(Scott!2000).!!A!number!
of!researchers!have!highlighted!the!relationship!between!religion!and!rejection!of!evolution!
(Mazur!2004;!Smith!2010;!Woods!and!Scharmann2001).!!Yet,!others!argue!that!many!
individuals!are!able!to!reconcile!religious!beliefs!with!evolution!(Francis!and!Greer!2001;!
Larson!and!Witham!1997;!Martin!2010).!!Yasri!and!Mancy!(2014)!found!five!different!
approaches!regarding!the!relationship!between!science!and!religion.!!This!includes!1.!
Religion!trumps!science,!2.!Compartmental!view`conforming!to!different!classroom!
expectations,!3.!Contrast!view`science!and!religion!ask!different!questions,!4.!
Complementary`science!reinforces!beliefs,!and!5.!Coalescence!view`using!science!to!
construct!religious!thought.!!!Thus,!one!should!not!simply!assume!evangelical!Christians!are!
unable!to!navigate!such!difficult!issues.!!For!April,!her!main!concern!is!that!some!faculty!
foster!this!stereotype!by!“shutting!down”!critiques!or!any!discussion!of!alternative!views!on!
the!subject,!which!works!from!the!assumption!that!evangelical!students!are!unable!to!
communicate!through!scientific!perspectives,!which!fosters!an!uncomfortable!experience!
for!her!and!other!believers!in!the!classroom!and!deters!her!from!engaging!at!all.!!!
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A!number!of!students!also!reflected!upon!how!historical!experiences!have!shaped!
contemporary!views!of!Christianity!and!fostered!misunderstandings!today.!!Jamie!offered!a!
specific!example!of!missionary!work!carried!out!in!indigenous!communities!and!the!
problems!surrounding!such!interactions.!!In!our!conversation!Jamie!discusses!what!she!
learned!in!a!history!course!about!Christian!missionaries.!!!
It!seems!that!in!history!a!lot!of!times!when!missionaries!have!come!into!a!place!and!
shared!gospel!that!it!has!destroyed!their!culture.!That!is!really!sad!because!it!
destroys!structure!of!order!and!life!and!stuff!because!cultures!are!so!tightly!tied!
with!their!religion.!There!may!be!definitely!better!ways!of!doing!it,!but!even!so.!I!
mean!for!example!I!read!about!the!Cherokee!and!missionary!that!lived!with!them!it!
was!cool!because!he!actually!went!on!the!trail!of!tear!with!them.!He!was!a!white!guy,!
he!was!imprisoned!by!the!U.S.!government,!but!at!the!same!time!he!was!changing!
the!way!they!lived!as!in!you!need!to!wear!these!clothes!you!need!to!build!your!house!
in!certain!way,!need!to!garden!instead!of!gathering.!What!does!that!have!to!do!with!
God?!I!think!that!is!ridiculous!to!tell!someone!they!need!to!change,!following!god!
means!you!live!a!different!way!but!not!how!you!build!your!house.!It!means!you!love!
people!around!you!instead!of!arguing,!it!should!change!the!way!you!live!but!not!
practical!things!like!what!you!wear.!So!it!definitely,!but!I!mean!the!fundamental!
thing!is!I!believe!that!the!bible!is!truth!and!that!truth!needs!to,!everyone!should!have!
the!chance!to!hear!that!and!have!a!chance!to!have!a!relationship!with!God.!That!is!
the!most!important!thing.!It!is!just!a!matter!of!like!how!do!you!give!that!to!someone!
without!taking!away!their!culture.!
!
This!is!a!rather!extensive!excerpt!from!our!conversations!but!I!include!this!example!because!
it!addresses!a!number!of!important!points.!!Jamie!begins!with!an!acknowledgement!of!the!
negative!impact!that!Christian!missionaries!have!had!on!indigenous!populations.!!She!does!
not!challenge!academic!representations,!or!offer!alternative!narratives.!!Instead!she!is!
interested!in!learning!more.!Much!like!any!young!adult!thinking!critically!about!new!
subjects!she!incorporates!this!information!into!her!own!life!exploring!how!this!approach!to!
missionary!work!is!wrong!and!the!proper!way!to!share!the!gospel!with!others!is!to!“not!
change!or!take!away!their!culture,”!but!to!simply!provide!an!opportunity!to!hear!the!gospel!
based!upon!“loving”!others!not!“arguing.”!!She!went!on!to!explain!that!she!felt!“missionary!
work!is!valid,”!but!Christians!should!be!aware!of!how!they!may!be!impacting!other!cultures.!!
Like!other!students!she!feels!strongly!that!Christians!are!not!meant!to!force!change!upon!
others!or!judge!others.!!Her!combination!of!openness!to!critique,!the!need!to!meet!and!
understand!others!on!their!own!terms,!while!building!“loving”!relationships!helps!us!to!
break!down!assumptions!about!the!evangelical!mindset!regarding!missionary!work.!!
Members!of!the!campus!ministry!are!not!narrow!minded!believers!in!an!absolute!truth!that!
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must!be!forced!on!others,!but!rather!exemplify!open`minded,!critical!thinkers,!who!are!
exploring!how!they!can!incorporate!new!knowledge!gained!during!their!college!experience!
into!their!belief!systems.!!!!!
For!students,!the!assumptions!about!Christianity!also!extend!to!politics.!!Cassandra!
explains:!!!
That!everyone!who's!a!Republican!is!a!Christian,!and!they!all!must!be!anti`gay!and!
pro`life!and!hate!the!environment.!Well,!that!gets!frustrating.!Also!that!we're!close`
minded,!and!that!we!don't!think!for!ourselves.!Yes,!that!we!hate!a!lot.!That!we!hate!
gay!people!and!hate!Muslims!and!hate!science.!That!we're!just!ignorant,!close`
minded!people!who!are!doing!what!someone!else!is!telling!them!to!do!and!believe!a!
book!that!was!written!by!old!white!men,!this!cracks!me!up.!You!can!say!it!was!
written!by!men,!but!get!your!facts!straight.!I!think!those!are!some!of!the!stereotypes!
that!are!really!prevalent.!If!only!we!opened!our!minds!or!studied!more!and!actually!
learned!truth,!than!we!wouldn't!actually!believe!this!funny!fairy!tale.!
!
You!can!feel!Cassandra’s!frustration!as!she!describes!her!perceptions!and!experiences.!!She!
highlights!a!number!of!different!examples!then!reinforces!broader!themes!of!being!ignorant!
and!close`minded.!!As!we!continued!our!conversation!we!discussed!in`depth!changes!
occurring!in!the!evangelical!Christian!movement!including!Christian!environmentalism!
(Simmons!2009).!!!While!many!evangelical!students!follow!Republican!political!
perspectives,!others!do!not.!!Cassandra!struggles!with!how!to!address!these!issues!as!she!
feels!that!she!must!spend!time!deconstructing!these!assumptions!as!she!meets!both!
Christians!and!non`Christians.!!For!many!evangelical!students,!even!if!they!hold!such!
political!positions,!they!are!interested!and!willing!to!listen!to!others.!!Cassandra’s!key!point!
is!that!this!can!be!difficult!because!many!enter!such!conversations!with!the!misconception!
that!she!and!other!Christians!“hate”!particular!groups!or!policies.!!The!emphasis!on!“hate”!
conveys!her!frustration!over!these!issues!because!as!I!learned!in!our!conversations!she!is!
quite!open`minded!and!reflective!about!politics.!!Again,!misconceptions!about!her!faith!
places!an!additional!burden!upon!how!she!chooses!to!engage!and!interact!with!others.!!In!
the!back!of!her!mind!she!may!need!to!first!address!misconceptions!before!initiating!
conversations,!in!ways!non`Christians!would!not.!!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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6.3!Challenges!and!Relatedness!
!
When!combining!perceptions!of!campus!with!college!experiences!and!minority!
status!narratives!embedded!in!Biblical!perspectives!of!Christian!sacrifice,!many!evangelical!
students!enter!the!university!with!an!expectation!of!being!challenged!and!marginalized.!!I!
argue!that!while!the!number!of!students!who!experience!marginalization!is!low,!believers!
pull!on!the!narratives!of!those!who!face!challenges,!fostering!an!embattled!status!in!the!
context!of!a!secular!university!helps!to!maintain!solidarity,!identity,!and!has!clear!
implications!for!spiritual!relatedness.!!!When!participants!are!challenged!the!result!is!that!
identity!and!beliefs!are!affirmed!and!more!deeply!understood!and!articulated.!!
Furthermore,!participants!often!feel!a!stronger!connection!with!other!Christians!who!can!
speak!to!similar!experiences.!!!
To!appreciate!the!complexity!of!this!process!I!will!utilize!one!particular!interview.!!
When!asked!about!whether!his!spirituality!had!changed!while!at!college!Ron!began!to!
identify!a!number!of!different!experiences.!!All!would!fall!under!the!category!of!challenges.!!
He!began!with!his!two!roommates,!both!are!not!Christians.!!Because!they!are!comfortable!
with!one!another!they!discuss!their!spiritual!beliefs!on!a!regular!basis.!!He!sees!this!
interaction!as!being!“good”!because!it!is!a!challenge!and!often!calls!into!question!the!validity!
of!his!beliefs.!!Rather!than!simply!stating!what!he!believes!is!truth!he!is!forced!to!research!
the!subject!and!identify!why!particular!beliefs!are!valid.!!Thus,!his!roommates!create!a!
“challenging”!environment!but!have!a!positive!influence!on!his!spirituality!because!he!is!
able!to!take!responsibility!for!deepening!his!knowledge!of!Christianity!during!his!college!
experience.!!!
But!like!I!also!think!that!my!non`Christian!friends,!I!have!two!non`Christian!
roommates!there!is!definitely!influence!from!them!and!they!are!pretty!open!about!
talking!about!spirituality!and!God!and!what!they!believe!or!don't!believe.!It!is!good!
because!I!feel!like!it!is!a!challenge!first!of!all,!because!it!is!almost!like!this!validity!of!
why!do!you!believe!what!you!believe!then!you!actually!have!to!do!some!research!
rather!than!I!believe!it!because!that!is!what!someone!else!said.!There!is!an!influence!
there.!
!
Taking!responsibility!for!one’s!spirituality!is!a!key!component!of!the!evangelical!Christian!
worldview.!!As!highlighted!by!students’!testimonies!such!experiences!often!include!
ruptures,!realization,!and!change!that!brings!believers!into!a!close!relationship!with!God.!!
For!Keane!(2007)!and!others!(Harding!2000;!Robbins!2004,!2007)!this!rupture,!
transformation,!and!resulting!ideas!about!agency!are!central!aspects!of!Protestant!faith!and!
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modernity.!!Evangelical!students!have!learned!to!be!the!individual!with!agency!who!takes!
control!of!his!or!her!life!and!can!foster!transformation.!!Agency!in!this!case!lies!with!the!
individual!but!as!discussed!earlier!evangelical!notions!of!agency!are!much!more!complex!
and!include!relational!ideals!(Elisha!2011).!
We!continued!our!conversation!and!Ron!shifts!to!examples!of!situations!where!
peers!may!be!drinking!and!how!such!experiences!foster!a!challenging!environment.!!Ron!
made!a!decision!before!entering!college!that!he!would!not!drink!because!of!what!he!had!
observed!in!his!family.!!He!understands!that!some!Christians!may!be!comfortable!around!
alcohol,!but!for!him!even!if!one!has!good!intentions!and!plans!to!remain!in!control!it!is!not!
worth!taking!a!chance.!!He!explains:!!!
I!mean!there!are!situations!where!my!friends!are!out!partying!and!drinking!and!I!am!
faced!with!a!moral!decision!should!I!join!them!or!have!a!beer!and!growing!up!very!
conservative!my!parents!never!drank!my!mom’s!family!abused!alcohol!and!but!
there!is!this!moral!decision!that!every!college!kid!is!faced!with.!Like!I,!that!wasn't!
really!a!changing!factor!but!I!knew!that,!you!know!drunkenness!is!a!state!where!you!
are!not!yourself....you!are!being!influenced!by!something!else.!I!know!that!is!wrong!I!
feel!that!influenced!my!decisions!a!lot.!I!kind!of!just!decided!I!am!never!going!to!get!
drunk,!plastered!or!wasted.!There!was!that!moral!or!ethical!decision!and!you!could!
say!Jesus!drank!wine!with!everybody.!But!also!Jesus!was!God!and!he!could!resist!
temptation,!you!know.!So!I!am!not!scared!of!those!situations.!
!
During!college,!Ron!is!confronted!with!drinking!on!a!regular!basis!and!while!he!could!
choose!to!partake,!and!at!times!thought!about!drinking,!he!did!not.!!Each!time!he!observed!
drinking!or!was!close!to!that!environment!it!only!reaffirmed!his!choice!not!to!drink.!!His!
reasoning!is!grounded!in!evangelical!and!broader!Christian!notions!about!the!need!to!
remain!in!control!and!not!give!in!to!temptation.!Agency!is!centered!with!the!individual!and!
one’s!ability!to!actively!choose!to!follow!God.!!!Such!examples!of!challenges!often!result!in!a!
stronger!understanding!of!beliefs!and!convictions.!!As!Ron!states:!“I!am!not!scared!of!those!
situations.”!!He!is!not!scared!partly!because!he!has!learned!how!to!navigate!such!contexts!
and!has!become!more!confident!in!his!beliefs.!!!
I!think!there!is!usually!a!positive!effect!but!in!my!history!or!my!past!when!I!think!
about!ways!I!am!challenged!usually!there!is!a!positive!effect.!I!am!being!challenged!
for!some!reason,!um,!you!know,!or!it!might!be!that!it!has!been!a!negative!but!then!
confrontation!where!I!don't!have!an!example!for!this!but!basically!it’s!boosted!to!a!
positive!because!I!keep!realizing!something,!I!made!a!choice!about!that.!Does!that!
make!sense?!
!
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What!Ron!is!referring!to!are!situations!that!he!may!have!first!perceived!as!negative!or!
problematic,!where!he!may!be!at!fault!or!where!his!expectation!for!how!his!life!should!go!is!
challenged.!!Later!he!comes!to!realize!that!he!was!placed!into!such!situations!for!a!reason,!as!
part!of!God’s!plan!and!he!was!meant!to!learn!something!in!the!process.!!!
Many!students!offered!similar!examples!in!their!responses!to!challenges.!!Jamie!
explains!how!living!in!a!sorority!may!test!her!values,!but!like!Ron!the!result!is!that!
“adversity!makes!you!stronger:”!!!
Yeah,!I!would!say!yeah!that!is!what!has!made!my!beliefs!stronger.!I!think!it!is!
adversity!that!makes!you!stronger!in!life.!I!don't!feel!like!I!have!had!adversity!
necessarily!but!there!has!been!things!I!would!say!that!have!made!my!faith!stronger.!
For!example,!living!in!a!sorority!and!the!Greek!system!in!general.!There!is!lots!of!
drinking,!talk!about!sex!and!I!mean!before!I!even!started!college!I!decided!that!I!
wasn't!going!to!drink!until!I!was!legal,!at!age!21.!So!that!wasn't!that!hard!for!me!to!
not!drink!but!it!was!kind!of!I!guess!difficult!to!be!the!one!person!not!doing!what!
everyone!else!is.!So!there!hasn't!really!been!times!when!I!have!been!really!tested!to!
drink!or!pushed!into!those!situations!but!there!have!been!times!I!wish!that!I!was!
more!just!like!everyone!else.!But!by!sticking!to!what!I!originally!decided!and!what!I!
believe!God!wants!me!to!do!it!has!made!my!life!stronger.!
!
Jamie!highlights!feeling!“different”!then!others!and!that!this!can!be!“difficult”!but!considers!
her!decision!to!be!a!reflection!of!what!God!expects!from!her!life.!While!scholars!have!
demonstrated!connections!between!Protestant!Christianity,!modernity,!and!contemporary!
notions!of!agency!(Keane!2007)!it!is!important!to!note!that!many!evangelical!Christians!do!
not!consider!agency!to!simply!lie!with!the!individual!(Elisha!2011).!!Yes,!one!has!choice!and!
personal!responsibility!and!autonomy!are!important!but!inevitably!God!has!control!and!one!
can!only!direct!his!or!her!life!to!a!certain!degree!and!must!do!his!or!her!best!to!submit!to!
God!and!to!allow!the!Holy!Spirit!to!guide!decisions.!!As!highlighted!earlier,!this!reflects!
students’!ideas!of!what!it!means!to!be!an!“authentic”!Christian.!Submitting!to!God’s!plan!can!
be!a!tie!that!binds!evangelical!Christians,!fostering!increased!intimacy!and!a!sense!of!
relatedness!as!giving!up!one’s!agency!and!autonomy!to!God!is!a!complex!process!where!
believers!must!often!call!on!one!another!to!help!navigate!difficult!times.!!Elisha!(2011)!
explains:!!!
As!followers!of!a!stern!theocentric!and!moralistic!worldview,!in!which!humans!are!
inherently!sinful!and!salvation!requires!total!submission!to!the!will!of!God,!
evangelicals!are!keen!to!avoid!claims!of!willful!agency.!They!want!to!believe!that!
when!they!take!action!in!the!world!it!is!purely!in!the!name!of!God’s!kingdom,!not!
merely!for!the!sake!of!action!(24).!
!
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Herein!lies!a!complex!notion!of!agency.!!A!belief!in!individual!choice!and!actions,!
particularly!in!relation!to!sin,!but!also!a!broader!idea!that!actions!are!guided!by!God!if!one!
submits!to!God’s!will.!!Thus,!many!participants!demonstrate!a!complex!introspective!
analysis!of!their!lives!to!determine!whether!actions!were!guided!by!God.!!This!can!lead!to!a!
questioning!of!faith,!but!often!includes!working!closely!with!fellow!believers!to!better!
understand!life!events.!!!
Like!a!lot!of!times!that,!there!is!something!negative!going!on!a!lot!of!times!my!mind!
doesn't!understand!it!but!a!week!or!month!down!the!line!I!realize!oh!this!is!why!this!
is!happening!or!why!I!was!challenged!by!this!particular!event!or!occasion.!Almost!
like!a!preparation!for!this!or!that.!I!don't!want!to!get!all,!but!you!realize!this!
happened!obviously!for!a!reason,!a!certain!event!I!was!there!at!that!time,!you!know.!
!
Often!negative!events!are!regarded!as!poor!choices!by!the!individual!believer,!whereas!
positive!events!were!associated!with!being!guided!by!God.!!This!framework!of!agency!
results!in!continually!affirming!the!role!of!God!in!one’s!life!because!as!Devon!notes,!even!
negative!experiences!may!simply!be!a!learning!tool,!or!preparation,!brought!by!God.!!!
A!key!challenge!for!Devon!is!the!Godlessness!that!exists!on!the!college!campus,!
which!perpetuates!inappropriate!ideas!about!Christianity!that!do!not!include!well!rounded!
discussions!of!alternative!views.!!Devon!explains:!“I!think!one!of!the!things!is!because!there!
is!a!worldview!and!mindset!that!is,!not!anti`God,!it!is!godless.!That!that!offers!challenge!
because!it!just!wears!on!you,!you!take!in!ideas!from!authority!and!spoken!without!a!counter!
point!and!that!can!affect!your!thinking.”!!Thus,!when!confronted!with!such!questions!Devon!
reflects!upon!how!a!Christian!worldview!might!provide!answers.!!The!ministry!has!carved!
out!a!strong!sense!of!community,!of!relatedness,!that!provides!students!with!a!learned!
reference!point!for!such!challenges.!!The!first!instinct!of!many!members!of!the!ministry!is!to!
go!to!the!Bible,!pray,!and!then!seek!out!advice!from!fellow!believers!when!one!is!struggling.!!
Challenges!and!increasing!connectedness!hold!dialectical!relationship,!each!reinforces!the!
other.!!Solidarity!built!with!fellow!Christians!fosters!increased!awareness!of,!and!
expectation!for!finding!challenges!on!campus.!Challenging!experiences!often!result!in!
evangelical!students!connecting!with!fellow!believers!to!work!through!their!problems.!!In!
this!process!identity!is!affirmed!and!an!intimacy!is!built.!!!
Another!central!challenge!for!Devon!was!learning!how!to!balance!school!with!his!
spiritual!life.!!He!described!himself!as!“worshipping”!grades.!!He!had!been!a!Christian!since!
a!very!young!age!and!had!always!strived!to!do!his!best!whether!with!grades!or!athletics,!but!
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once!he!entered!college!and!participated!in!the!ministry!he!started!to!question!his!
approach.!!Devon!came!to!the!realization!that!he!was!not!placing!God!first!in!his!life!and!that!
he!needed!to!spend!less!time!concerned!about!achieving!the!highest!grade!and!more!time!
engaging!in!spiritual!activities!including!mission!work!and!building!relationships!with!
fellow!believers.!!This!point!of!personal!reflection!is!embedded!in!his!testimony!narratives!
and!reiterates!the!importance!of!choice,!agency,!and!transformation!while!also!offering!a!
critique!of!the!campus!culture!and!broader!society!that!places!so!much!emphasis!on!
competition!and!grades!in!order!to!be!successful.!!For!Devon,!success!should!be!measured!in!
spiritual!terms,!not!simply!secular.!!!
The!thing!is!if!I!get!a!job!afterwards!the!same!temptations!to!pour!everything!I!have!
into!my!job!it!is!going!to!be!the!exact!same!for!the!obstacles!that!life!offers!my!faith!
doesn't!go!away!when!I!get!out!of!college!for!me.!I!think!that!would!be!different!if!I!
was!in!the!arts!or!even!in!some!of!the!other!sciences!such!as!biology,!there!may!be!
more!struggles!driven!by!the!fact!that!I!am!in!college.!But!again!those!are!
communities!if!you!get!job!in!those!communities!outside!of!college!they!are!still!
there.!
!
Devon!is!referring!to!the!“temptation”!to!place!more!time!and!energy!into!worldly!activities,!
such!as!career!success,!rather!than!spiritual!activities.!!Because!he!has!learned!how!to!work!
through!temptations!concerning!grades!and!academics!he!feels!more!equipped!to!address!
such!concerns!when!he!enters!the!job!market.!!Again,!those!experiences!that!could!cause!
question!or!direct!Devon!away!from!placing!his!faith!first!actually!result!in!a!stronger!
commitment!to!his!beliefs!and!spiritual!community.!!!
A!few!students!had!very!specific!examples!of!challenges!in!the!classroom.!!Joe!was!
taking!an!English!course!and!was!asked!to!write!a!persuasive!paper.!!He!decided!to!write!on!
the!subject!of!whether!Jesus!was!raised!from!the!dead.!!According!to!the!resources!he!used!
he!presented!evidence!that!this!event!had!occurred.!!One!student!in!the!classroom,!
according!to!Joe,!“yelled”!and!“attacked”!him!arguing!that!there!was!no!evidence!for!the!
resurrection.!!Another!student!stepped!in!and!suggested!that!the!classroom!simply!listen!
and!acknowledge!that!there!are!different!opinions.!!Joe!struggled!with!this!experience!as!he!
did!not!intend!to!offend!anyone!and!seeks!to!bring!“harmony”!to!people!not!arguments.!!
But,!when!I!asked!whether!his!experience!caused!any!changes!in!his!beliefs!or!how!he!
approaches!such!subjects!now!his!reply!was!a!simple!“no.”!!He!states:!“If!anything!like,!
maybe!it!got!people!thinking!about!what!they!thought.!!I!have!never!written!another!paper!
like!that.”!!Compared!to!previous!examples,!the!connection!between!this!challenge!that!
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resulted!in!a!positive!experience!is!less!subtle.!Ultimately,!Joe!feels!that!what!happened!that!
day!had!no!impact!upon!his!faith!and!if!anything!may!have!caused!others!to!think!about!the!
resurrection,!Christianity,!and!God!so!the!end!result!is!positive!for!him.!!Joe!emphasized!that!
this!was!the!only!negative!social!experience!he!has!had!while!at!college!that!he!recalls,!
partly!because!he!is!a!Business!major!and!once!he!finished!electives!has!not!had!a!course!
that!includes!such!controversial!issues.!!!
Likewise!Don!provides!an!example!of!how!science!coursework!can!create!a!
challenging!environment!in!relation!to!his!beliefs.!!But,!even!knowing!such!challenges!exist!
he!has!decided!to!be!a!pre`med!major.!!He!knows!that!science!is!a!“huge!part!of!that”!and!he!
has!participated!in!classes!where!professors!just!“don’t!believe!in!creation.”!!Much!like!other!
evangelical!students,!he!reiterates!the!positive!results!that!come!from!such!experiences:!
“what's!funny!is!the!deeper!I!have!gotten!into!these!classes,!usually!the!more!cemented!I!am!
in!what!I!believe.”!!This!study!is!unable!to!assess!the!integrity!of!such!comments!as!it!did!not!
include!pre!and!post!quantitative!data!results!to!determine!whether!beliefs!were!actually!
strengthened!during!college.!!Nonetheless!there!is!a!growing!literature!base!that!suggests!
college!experience!may!have!a!positive!impact!on!beliefs!and!not!be!the!secularizing!force!
once!presumed!(Clydesdale!2007;!Uecker,!Regnerus,!and!Vaaler!2007;!Mayrl!and!Uecker!
2011).!!Others!suggest!it!is!not!a!decline!in!faith!but!rather!a!shift!that!occurs!during!college!
(Pascarella!and!Terenzini!1991,!2005).!!As!Mayrl!and!Oeur!(2009)!suggested,!“the!question!
is!now!less!about!whether!students’!religious!commitments!are!maintained!or!abandoned,!
and!more!about!whether!they!are!ignored!or!reconstituted!during!the!college!years”!(265).!!
Participants!within!this!study!support!the!idea!that!the!college!experience!may!actually!
affirm!and!strengthen!beliefs.!
Nonetheless,!Jamie!provides!an!example!from!her!literature!course!where!students!
read!sections!of!the!Bible.!!She!was!excited!about!the!opportunity!to!include!the!Bible!in!her!
coursework,!but!did!not!have!a!positive!experience!because!she!felt!that!the!professor!was!
biased!and!emphasized!that!the!Bible!was!simply!literature,!not!“God’s!word.”!!For!Jamie!
this!representation!goes!to!the!heart!of!her!belief!system.!!!
I!understand!a!lot!of!times,....well!um!for!example!we!read!genesis,!part!of!it,!in!the!
first!lit!class!I!took!here!which!was!actually!a!really!cool!experience!because!I!hadn't!
read!it!as!literature!so!overall!it!was!a!cool!experience.!But,!like!I!don't!remember!
specifically!what!professor!said!but!it!was!like!we!were!reading!it!more!of!the!
assumption!that!it!was!only!literature,!it!wasn't!God!word.!Or!about!how!it!was!
translated!so!many!times!that!it!doesn't!mean!what!it!originally!did,!I!have!read!a!lot!
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about!that!to!convince!myself!of!why!I!think!it!is!God's!word.!So!I!feel!like,!and!then!
also!constantly!comments!about!just!like!professors!assuming!that!evolution!is!what!
happened!I!don't!believe!that!so!it!is!kind!of!annoying!to!act!like!it!is!a!proven!fact!
but!it!is!not!like!a!big!issue,!but!just!like!I!know!they!are!not!true!but!I!feel!like!it!is!
presented!as!fact.!
!
For!Jamie,!and!other!evangelical!students,!the!Bible!is!not!simply!literature!but!a!tool!
through!which!God!has!communicated!key!ideas,!tenets,!and!expectations!to!believers!
through!apostles.!!Thus,!this!subtle!example!can!be!a!difficult!hurdle!because!accepting!the!
Bible!as!literature!may!undermine!faith.!!
Believers!have!a!number!of!ways!they!navigate!such!topics!in!the!classroom.!!As!
previously!noted,!some!choose!majors!that!do!not!include!challenging!issues,!but!others!
actively!compartmentalize!what!they!are!learning.!!For!some,!like!Devon,!
compartmentalizing!life!is!inappropriate!and!faith!should!be!integrated!throughout!one’s!
life.!!But!for!Don,!he!simply!learns!what!is!expected!of!him!in!order!to!be!successful!in!the!
class!but!does!not!agree!with!the!information!presented.!!This!is!the!approach!that!the!
majority!of!interviewees!described!during!our!conversations.!!Don!states:!!!
It!is!sometimes!frustrating!to!be!in!a!class!like!in!the!middle!of!the!semester,!to!
answer!a!question!I!have!to!assume!that!evolution!is!right!and!then!attack!the!
question.!Or!any!research!that!he!does,!how!can!I!prove!evolution?!The!framework!
of!how!you!talk!is!in!terms!of!evolution!and!things!like!that.!You!just!have!to!view!it!
as!something!to!learn!and!to!understand!but!in!the!context!of!it!may!not!be!
completely!right!or!you!may!not!agree!with!it.!
!
This!excerpt!is!interesting!as!it!highlights!the!lack!of!control!and!power!that!many!students!
feel!in!the!classroom!experiences.!!A!key!feature!of!the!evangelical!movement!historically!
and!today!has!been!engagement!with!society!and!individuals.!!In!fact,!media!portrayals!
often!reinforce!these!characteristics!suggesting!to!the!broader!public!that!evangelical!
Christians!seek!to!do!away!with!evolution!in!public!education!and!are!vocal!opponents.!But!
what!is!found!within!this!particular!ministry!may!best!be!described!as!a!form!of!resignation.!!
Students!interviewed!seemed!to!be!content!with!learning!about!evolution!and!simply!not!
believing!it.!!Few!actually!challenged!evolutionary!teachings!publicly!or!in!conversations!
with!faculty.!!Students!describe!this!decision!as!strategic!in!nature.!!Part!of!the!reason!they!
do!not!engage!is!because!of!broader!stereotypes!highlighted!previously!such!as!“anti`
science”!rhetoric!or!evangelicals!as!“antagonistic”!and!“argumentative.”!!I!argue!that!this!
places!believers!in!a!dynamic!and!complicated!position.!!Students!have!to!decide!whether!or!
not!to!engage!on!controversial!issues!while!maintaining!the!integrity!of!their!beliefs!in!an!
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evangelical!belief!system!that!emphasizes!engagement.!!This!dilemma!may!cause!some!
students!to!change!the!way!they!interact!with!peers!and!faculty!during!coursework.!!In!turn!
students!seek!out!support!from!fellow!believers!who!they!consider!to!be!the!only!ones!
within!the!social!network!who!truly!understand!their!experiences.!!In!the!process!of!seeking!
out!support!networks,!spiritual!relatedness!is!deepened.!!Students!come!to!feel!that!non`
Christian!friends!may!not!fully!appreciate!their!dilemma!or!may!actively!disagree!with!their!
views.!!
Jen!helps!us!to!better!understand!this!connection!by!using!the!language!of!struggles!
and!challenges!to!reiterate!her!point.!!When!asked!about!her!relationships!with!fellow!
believers!in!comparison!to!other!friends!and!family!she!states:!!!
You!can!feel!connected!to!them!because!you!go!through!the!same!struggles:!
professing!your!faith!in!a!public!setting,!telling!others!about!what!you!believe.!Since!
you!believe!the!same!things!they!believe,!you’re!more!than!likely!to!have!the!same!
experiences!then!with!people!who!don’t!believe!in!Christ.!Scrutiny!and!all!that!stuff,!
and!people!challenging!your!faith.!I!see!on!the!TV!or!something!like!other!college!
campuses,!and!you!hear!people!talk!about!trying!to!lead!someone!to!God!or!other!
people!challenging!other!Christians’!faith!or!asking!them!those!hard!questions.!You!
can!easily!relate!because!you’ve!been!in!that!situation,!or!I’ve!been!in!that!situation.!
!
As!conveyed!in!this!excerpt,!Jen,!has!been!a!part!of!this!campus!ministry!at!other!
universities.!!She!is!now!on!staff!at!this!particular!campus!and!is!able!to!place!her!
experiences!in!a!broader!context.!!Such!comments!reflect!Christian!ideals!of!a!global!family!
of!God.!!That!while!she!may!not!know!other!Christians!on!campuses!throughout!the!U.S.!
there!is!a!natural!affinity!as!she!learns!about!such!stories!of!hardship.!!Like!other!students!
interviewed,!she!feels!a!different!connection!with!fellow!Christians!and!the!depth!of!such!
relationships!are!increased!by!shared!struggles,!scrutiny,!and!challenges.!!Describing!such!
relationships!as!“deep!friendships”!fails!to!communicate!the!level!of!depth!and!
“vulnerability”!that!exists.!!Jen!rarely!shares!her!thoughts!about!negative!experiences!with!
non`Christians!and!seeks!to!be!supportive!of!students!who!come!to!her!with!difficult!
situations!while!at!college.!!While!Jen’s!comments!best!reflect!the!connection!between!
feelings!of!marginalization!and!relatedness!others!use!more!specific!terminology!to!
emphasize!how!shared!experiences!increase!connectedness!with!fellow!Christians.!!!
Don!feels!an!inherent!connection!with!other!Christians!who!have!shared!“burdens,”!
describing!relationships!as!not!only!deep!friendships!but!as!“comrades.”!!He!explains:!!!
!
!
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There's!a!certain!depth!to!them!that!this!is!inherent.!It's!so!easy!to!get!into!a!
relationship!with!people!who!view!the!world!the!same!way!as!you!do.!For!me,!also,!
I'm!not!really!looking!for!a!non`Christian!to!be!in!my!deepest!friendships.!The!
people!that!I!expose!my!heart!to,!there's!a!certain!level!of!trust!in!that.!When!you're!
sharing!each!other's!burdens!and!you're!doing!life!together,!there's!just!a!certain!
comrade`at`arms.!
!
Note!the!language!used!by!Don!is!grounded!in!the!same!characteristics!students!felt!were!
important!for!familial!relationships!including!sharing!heart,!love,!trust,!and!being!close!
throughout!life.!!Of!course!these!are!ideals!that!are!often!only!achieved!in!small!group!
settings!and!are!impossible!to!build!at!a!national!or!global!level.!!Nonetheless,!I!argue!that!
building!a!family!of!God!is!a!goal!for!many!evangelical!ministries.!!Not!just!through!rhetoric!
but!in!the!way!Christians!practice!their!faith!on!a!daily!level!with!emphasis!on!living!a!
relational!life,!not!simply!an!individualistic!spirituality.!!!
Devon!describes!the!fact!that!he!has!a!smaller!group!of!deep!Christian!relationships.!!
But!shared!experience!has!fostered!such!connections!and!kinship!labels!are!used!by!
individuals!in!this!social!network,!reinforcing!the!connectedness!that!the!group!feels!
towards!one!another.!!!
I!think!on!the!peer!level!people!outside!of!my!family!it’s!probably!less!than!half!a!
dozen!people!that!would!fall!under!that!category.!Often!it!kind!of!hinges!on!shared!
experiences!a!big!part!of!it!is!people!you!live!life!with,!particularly!people!you!go!
through!deep!water!with!um!are!often!those!people.!
!
Notice,!the!use!of!“deep!water,”!which!was!utilized!earlier!in!our!discussion!to!describe!
Devon’s!struggles!on!campus.!!He!goes!on:!!“I!think!of!Cory,!in!particular,!it’s!funny!he!
mentioned!to!me!we!are!really!not!that!much!alike!but!he!is!one!of!those!guys!I!would!say!he!
is!a!brother!like!his!children!call!me!uncle!there!is!no!blood!tie!but!there!is!something!more!
there.”!!I!argue!that!the!“something!more!there,”!is!best!described!as!spiritual!relatedness.!!
Devon!sees!the!world!and!Christianity!through!a!relational!lens!and!believes!in!the!ideal!of!
building!a!global!family!of!God.!!Such!relationships!are!not!simply!friendships!but!are!also!
not!the!same!as!ordinary!family.!!Thus,!Devon,!and!others!pull!on!the!learned!kinship!labels!
of!broader!American!society!to!convey!the!depth!of!connections!with!some!fellow!
Christians.!!While!the!shared!experiences!of!“deep!water,”!is!only!one!factor!in!fostering!
such!relationships,!it!plays!a!prominent!role!because!of!students’!perceptions!of!the!campus!
as!an!antagonistic!environment!fostering!challenges!to!faith!and!requires!support!networks!
that!may!be!more!intimate!then!in!other!contexts.!!!
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Such!deep!relationships!are!not!random!as!the!ministry!promotes!open!dialogue!
and!in`depth!conversations!asking!members!to!be!“vulnerable”!and!“trust”!one!another!with!
their!personal!lives.!!Joe!explains:!!!
That!is!part!of,!like,!the!ministry!curriculum!they!want!that!to!be!a!priority!at!the!
very!first!part.!I!guess!I!can't!say!that!is!there!curriculum!but!is!definitely!something!
that!happens!a!lot!and!the!bible!studies,!or!discussion!groups,!people!learn!about!
each!other!right!off!the!bat.!I!think!that!is!the!reason!why!I!kind!of!goes!into!a!very!
family!like!environment!because!right!of!the!bat!you!know!everything!about!that!
person!and!at!the!same!time!there!is!this!trust!hopefully!people!are!not!going!t!o!go!
rambling!off!and!telling!people!what!happened!in!your!life.!
!
As!highlighted!earlier,!one!place!where!the!family!environment!is!promoted!is!in!small!
group!bible!studies.!!When!I!observed!Bible!studies,!students!actively!learned!about!Biblical!
teaching!and!applied!stories!and!values!to!their!own!personal!experiences.!!This!is!part!of!
the!evangelical!Christian!focus!on!“heart”!knowledge!and!includes!identifying!how!the!Bible!
is!integrated!into!their!lives.!!What!this!often!results!in!is!students’!willingness!to!share!
details!about!difficult!life!events!that!would!not!otherwise!be!shared!in!passing!or!through!
participation!in!other!group!activities!on!the!broader!campus.!!!
One!clear!case!was!a!ministry!student!sharing!the!gospel!with!peers!during!lunch,!
taking!what!might!be!described!as!a!non`confrontational!approach,!simply!talking!about!
religion!and!spirituality!broadly!and!focusing!on!others!beliefs!rather!than!highlighting!his!
own.!!The!conversation!was!overheard!by!others!and!the!result!was!that!an!opinion!piece!
was!printed!in!the!campus!newspaper!describing!the!encounter!as!antagonistic.!!The!
student!shared!this!during!the!Bible!study!and!other!students!quickly!connected!with!this!
example!feeling!that!their!communications!are!misinterpreted!and!taken!out!of!context!on!a!
regular!basis!and!that!the!newspaper!was!reinforcing!negative!stereotypes!by!twisting!the!
truth.!!Students!considered!this!to!be!another!example!of!challenges!faced!on!the!campus!
and!it!became!a!rallying!point!for!connecting!with!one!another!as!they!shared!an!example!
from!mission!work!or!affirmed!what!they!had!heard!of!such!experiences.!!!Of!course,!there!
were!much!more!personal!examples!shared!during!the!Bible!studies!but!this!example!
illustrates!the!way!campus!challenges!are!reproduced!and!foster!and!more!intimate!
connections!with!fellow!believers.!!!
To!fully!appreciate!how!the!campus!context,!perceived!and!experienced!as!a!
challenging!environment,!can!foster!spiritual!relatedness!it!may!be!best!to!compare!
students’!encounters!with!that!of!missionary!work!addressed!in!the!previous!chapter.!!
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While!students!are!not!engaging!with!others!at!an!international!level,!as!evangelical!
Christians!they!place!a!high!priority!on!sharing!the!gospel.!!As!noted!above,!those!struggles!
that!emerge!from!sharing!with!non`Christians!are!a!significant!aspect!of!their!lives!while!at!
college.!!As!Joe!explains,!mission!trips!create!a!particular!environment!that!fosters!a!sense!
of!vulnerability!and!sharing.!!!
Honestly!some!of!my!best!friends!who!know!me!the!most!are!involved!in!the!
ministry!and!some!of!them!don't!even!go!to!school!here!some!I!met!on!mission!trips!
the!environment!the!mission!trip!created!was!like!getting!to!know!really!who!you!
are!and!sharing!your!deepest!needs!or!fears.!
!
Notice!the!emphasis!on!the!depth!of!relationships!built!through!sharing!the!“deepest!needs!
or!fears.”!!While!observing!weekly!worship!meetings,!this!was!a!clear!theme!that!emerged!
throughout!the!year.!!Staff!and!student!leaders!worked!hard!to!develop!strategies!for!
sharing!the!gospel!that!might!help!members!of!the!ministry!navigate!stressors!associated!
with!such!encounters.!!A!large!percentage!of!participants!emphasized!how!difficult!it!is!to!
be!confident,!answer!others’!critiques!of!Christianity,!and!build!relationships!with!non`
Christians!when!sharing!the!gospel.!!This!is!partly!due!to!stereotypes!and!evangelical!
students’!own!perceptions!of!the!campus!and!what!they!will!encounter.!!Nonetheless,!
believers!feel!that!it!is!imperative!to!have!a!strong!support!network!in!order!to!share!the!
gospel!in!the!campus!environment.!!In!the!process!they!learn!intimate!details!about!each!
other!that!extend!far!beyond!the!act!of!sharing!testimony.!While,!the!campus!experience!is!
distinct!from!international!mission!trips!it!may!still!foster!the!same!sense!of!struggle!and!
result!in!an!increased!need!for!deep!relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!!
!
!
!
6.4!Subcultural!Identity!Theory!and!Spiritual!Relatedness!
!
This!chapter!has!highlighted!engaged!evangelical!Christian!students!who!see!the!
campus!environment!as!a!place!of!secular!modernity!that!promotes!behaviors!and!beliefs!
that!may!be!incongruent!with!their!own!worldviews.!!Nonetheless,!students!also!perceive!
the!campus!as!a!spiritual!place!where!there!is!a!“battle”!for!souls!that!requires!them!to!
share!the!gospel!with!others.!!But!with!this!engagement!comes!a!price!and!students!must!
face!challenges!to!their!belief!system!in!the!classroom!and!with!peers.!!Challenges!generally!
support!broader!Biblical!notions!of!persecution,!which!are!expected!by!believers.!!As!an!
“authentic”!Christian!who!shares!one’s!faith,!one!should!encounter!struggles!much!like!Jesus!
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and!the!apostles!from!Biblical!accounts.!!Thus,!perceived!marginalization!and!negative!
experiences!do!not!result!in!undermining!beliefs.!Instead,!the!majority!of!students!feel!that!
their!Christian!identity!and!their!relationship!with!God!is!strengthened.!!In!the!process,!
believers!share!experiences!with!one!another!that!foster!vulnerability!and!honesty!resulting!
in!increased!intimacy.!!I!argue!that!this!results!in!the!creation!of!much!more!than!
friendships,!it!results!in!increased!connectedness,!spiritual!relatedness,!and!helps!to!foster!
Biblical!ideals!centering!on!the!body!of!Christ!and!God’s!family.!!!
The!perceptions!and!experiences!addressed!in!this!chapter!may!best!be!understood!
through!Christian!Smith’s!subcultural!identity!theory!(1998).!!As!noted!in!previous!
chapters,!there!are!a!number!of!theories!surrounding!religion!and!the!relationship!between!
particular!religious!movements!and!the!broader!context!of!modernity.!!It!is!important!to!
reiterate!how!difficult!it!is!to!define!modernity.!!There!are!a!variety!of!characteristics!
depending!on!the!discipline,!level!of!analysis,!and!geographic!location.!!A!few!features!that!
are!often!highlighted!include!structural!differentiation,!pluralism,!rationalization,!emphasis!
upon!science,!among!others!(Hefner!1998;!Hunter!1983;!Keane!2007;!Lindholm!2007;!
Smith!2008;!Taylor!1999;!Weber!2001).!!There!are!also!debates!surrounding!whether!
contemporary!state!level!societies!may!be!understood!as!postmodern!which!includes!
critiques!of!power,!focus!upon!self,!relativism,!increasingly!synthetic!life,!and!hyper`
pluralism,!among!other!features!(Dunn!2012;!Fischer!1999;!Marcus!1990;!Peters!1994;!
Webster!2000;!Wright!2000).!Once!one!extends!analysis!to!developing!nations!and!
indigenous!populations!the!problematic!aspects!of!the!label!become!apparent.!!
Anthropologist!Webb!Keane!(2007)!in!his!study!of!the!historical!encounter!between!
Calvinist!missionaries!and!communities!on!the!Indonesian!island!of!Sumba!helps!to!
illustrate!the!dynamic!connection!of!modernity!and!religion.!!He!suggested!one!must!be!
careful!about!applying!this!concept!as!it!has!been!embedded!in!a!Western!and!partly!
Christian!worldview.!Furthermore,!he!argued!that!“Lurking!behind!this!account!is!a!certain!
notion!of!modern!disenchantment!and!alienation—and!thus,!by!back`projection,!of!non`
modern!enchantment!and!unities,!of!which!we!must!remain!wary”!(Keane!2007:!12).!!!
Modern!disenchantment!is!a!key!feature!reinforced!by!narratives!within!the!evangelical!
movement!and!parachurch!ministries.!!Believers!often!explain!how!the!secular!campus!
naturally!undermines!faith!and!the!valuable!role!that!religion!could!play!within!the!
educational!environment!and!broader!society!by!creating!a!defined!value!system.!!!
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For!Keane,!Christianity!itself!has!close!ties!to!the!emergence!of!a!moral!narrative!of!
modernity.!!This!narrative!emphasizes!“rupture!from!a!traditional!past!and!progress!into!a!
better!future!(2007:!48).”!!In!turn,!a!certain!morality!is!created,!that!if!society!does!not!
progress!and!if!you!are!not!a!part!of!this!transformation!than!you!are!impeding!others.!!He!
also!sees!another!aspect!to!this!narrative,!that!humans!are!“called!to!act!upon!their!history”!
(2007:!49).!!This!agency!should!be!maintained!with!individual!subjects.!!This!has!clear!
connections!with!the!Protestant!Reformation!shifting!power!from!a!perceived!hierarchical!
elite!laity!to!individual!believers!through!personal!relationships!with!God!and!access!to!
sacred!texts!such!as!the!Bible.!!More!specifically,!embedded!in!this!narrative!is!agency!and!
the!transformation!that!may!result.!!For!Keane,!this!can!also!be!attributed!to!Protestant!
emphasis!on!proselytization!that!“emphasizes!change,!positively!viewed!and,!usually,!
actively!sought”!(2007:!49).!!He!argues:!“As!many!evangelical!groups!maintain,!one!is!never!
converted!once!and!for!all.!!This!strong!model!of!conversion!places!transformation!at!the!
very!center!of!authority”!(2007:!50).!!!
Keane!emphasized!that!he!does!not!see!Protestantism!as!introducing!agency!and!
individualism!into!a!world!that!did!not!previously!have!it.!!He!also!explained!that!Protestant!
missions!and!their!effect!on!the!world!cannot!be!understood!separately!from!specific!
historical!realities!of!particular!regions!and!communities.!!“But!Protestantism!has!offered!
influential!expressions!of!the!high!moral!value!of!agency”!(2007:!52).!!This!reinforces!the!
idea!that!humans!and!God!are!acting!subjects!that!can!transform!the!world!through!self`
awareness!and!consciousness.!!Protestant!notions!of!agency!are!embedded!in!a!broader!
conceptualization!of!modernity.!!Keane’s!analysis!helps!us!to!appreciate!the!complexity!of!
modernity!as!encountered!by!developing!nations!across!the!globe.!!But,!because!we!are!
focused!on!evangelical!Christian!students!in!the!United!States!the!implications!and!bias!may!
not!be!necessary!as!an!area!of!focus!because!in!many!ways!Christian!students!are!aware!of!
the!historical!role!of!Christianity!in!fostering!characteristics!of!society!and!they!have!
learned!and!are!aware!of!what!they!refer!to!as!secular!modernity.!!Rather!than!applying!
analytical!frameworks!of!Keane’s!research!I!turn!to!Sociologist!Christian!Smith’s!in`depth!
study!of!American!evangelicalism!where!he!applied!subcultural!identity!theory!to!better!
understand!the!context!and!subcultural!tools!that!allow!evangelicalism!to!continue!to!thrive!
in!the!United!States.!!!
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In!Smith’s!analysis!of!the!evangelical!movement!he!defined!modernity!primarily!
through!structural!differentiation!and!cultural!pluralism.!!The!first!is!simply!a!reflection!of!
how!institutions!in!a!complex!state!level!society!take!on!their!own!spheres!of!life,!creating!
boundaries!between!aspects!of!one’s!worldview!that!might!otherwise!be!integrated!under!
other!societal!or!cultural!conditions.!!One!example!may!be!the!construction!of!public!and!
private!spheres!where!societal!norms!expect!individuals!to!practice!and!communicate!
beliefs!in!private!sphere.!The!structural!differentiation!of!modernity!is!clearly!tied!to!
compartmentalization!of!life!highlighted!by!evangelical!students!in!their!campus!
experience.!!The!latter,!cultural!pluralism,!reflects!the!increase!in!cultural!diversity!and!
acceptance!of!distinct!beliefs!that!has!occurred!in!state!level!societies!fostered!by!changes!in!
immigration!policies!and!social!movements!to!create!a!more!inclusive!society.!!These!
characteristics!are!agreed!upon!indicators!of!modernity!across!a!broad!spectrum!of!social!
science!disciplines.!!Smith!argued,!that!modernity,!however!defined,!“is!unable!to!meet!basic!
human!needs!for!meaning,!purpose,!community,!and!morality.”!!This!argument!is!framed!
through!a!lens!that!views!modernity!as!a!separate!entity,!as!a!structural!component!of!
society!that!interacts!with!individuals!within!society!who!may!or!may!not!have!their!needs!
met!by!these!social!conditions.!!!
Subcultural!identity!theory!emanates!from!the!economies!model!of!religious!change!
(Finke!and!Stark!2000).!!Finke!and!Stark!(2000)!asserted!that!the!pluralistic!environment!of!
modernity!actually!promotes!religious!beliefs!and!practices.!!For!the!authors,!a!diverse!
religious!marketplace!creates!a!competitive!environment!where!each!religious!supplier!
works!to!meet!the!needs!of!individuals.!With!a!number!of!options!consumers!can!choose!the!
spirituality!that!fits!their!needs!resulting!in!increased!participation!and!higher!levels!of!
commitment.!!Smith!used!this!as!a!backdrop!but!expands!on!these!ideas!by!focusing!on!
social!and!cultural!dimensions!rather!than!taking!an!economist!perspective.!!He!explain:!
“Evangelicalism!is!thriving,!not!because!it!has!built!a!protective!subcultural!shield!against!
secular!modernity,!but—to!the!contrary—precisely!because!it!is!passionately!engaged!in!
direct!struggle!with!pluralistic!modernity”!(1998:!88).!!!
It!is!through!tension!and!engagement!with!modernity!that!evangelicals!are!able!to!
affirm!their!identity.!!He!continued,!“In!a!pluralistic!society,!those!religious!groups!will!be!
relatively!stronger!which!better!posses!and!employ!the!cultural!tools!needed!to!create!both!
clear!distinction!from!and!significant!engagement!and!tension!with!other!relevant!out`
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groups,!short!of!becoming!countercultural”!(1998:!119).!!Thus,!the!core!of!Smith’s!argument!
is!that!evangelical!Christians!have!maintained!membership!rates!and!strength!of!
commitment,!partly!because!they!hold!tension!with!broader!society!as!the!movement!is!
“embattled!and!thriving.”!!Furthermore,!this!is!only!possible!because!the!movement!utilizes!
subcultural!resource!tools!that!foster!this!distinction!and!engagement.!!This!allows!
believers!to!identify!relevant!out`groups!with!divergent!beliefs!and!use!such!groups!as!a!
way!to!affirm!identity.!Smith!(1998)!described!what!makes!evangelicalism!different!than!
other!religious!groups.!!This!includes!fluidity!of!beliefs!and!practices!as!well!as!openness!to!
entrepreneurial!leaders.!!Within!the!evangelical!movement!there!is!not!a!dominant!
denominational!structure,!or!theology,!instead!many!evangelicals!are!members!of!non`
denominational!churches!where!diverse!Christian!beliefs!and!practices!are!accepted.!!!
Engagement!and!tension!with!secular!modernity!is!clearly!demonstrated!by!
evangelical!students!in!this!study.!!While!they!perceive!the!campus!to!be!promoting!ideals!
of!modernity!that!do!not!align!with!their!own,!such!as!the!compartmentalization!of!beliefs!
and!individualism,!students!and!the!ministry!do!not!shelter!themselves.!Instead,!they!
engage!the!campus!through!sharing!the!gospel.!!Students!are!able!to!come!together!in!a!non`
denominational!parachurch!ministry!that!places!emphasis!on!“heart”!knowledge!and!
experiential!spirituality,!rather!than!strict!denominational!expectations.!!This!results!in!the!
construction!of!a!dynamic!and!diverse!evangelical!Christian!community!and!provides!a!
framework!through!which!spiritual!family!and!relatedness!can!be!fostered.!!!
I!argue!that!a!key!contribution!from!student!narratives!surrounding!their!challenges!
on!campus!and!the!construction!of!spiritual!relatedness!is!that!the!ministry!and!students!
are!in!a!unique!and!dynamic!relationship!with!modernity.!!Students!consider!themselves!to!
be!standing!against!central!features!of!secular!modernity!which!is!perceived!to!have!a!
negative!impact!on!campus!culture!and!does!not!recognize!the!spiritual!reality!of!the!world.!!
Students!are!actively!challenging!characteristics!of!what!they!perceive!to!be!secular!
modernity!including!relativism,!individualism,!materialism,!compartmentalization,!and!lack!
of!morality!within!campus!culture.!!!
Spiritual!relatedness!grounded!in!biblical!foundations!in!the!body!of!Christ!and!
God’s!family!are!a!subcultural!resource!tool.!!When!needed,!students!can!utilize!this!
resource!to!varying!degrees,!with!slightly!different!frames!of!reference,!to!foster!supportive!
social!networks!that!come!to!symbolize!relationships!with!believers!that!are!deeper!then!
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friendships.!!While!some!evangelical!students!do!not!consider!their!relationships!to!be!
reflections!of!spiritual!relatedness,!they!are!still!aware!of!the!language!and!value!building!
such!intimacy!through!the!body!of!Christ!and!God’s!family.!!In!the!context!of!secular!
modernity!where!evangelical!students!may!feel!marginalized!because!of!distinct!beliefs!yet!
must,!because!of!their!faith,!engage!the!campus!culture,!one!can!find!unique!challenges.!!Yet,!
as!highlighted!by!Christian!Smith!(1998),!students!emerge!from!such!experiences!with!
stronger!beliefs.!!I!argue!that!one!of!the!outcomes!of!the!challenges!students!face!on!campus!
is!not!simply!affirmation!of!beliefs,!but!the!construction!of!a!sense!of!spiritual!relatedness!
through!building!vulnerable,!honest,!and!loving!relationships!with!fellow!believers!that!help!
students!navigate!the!context!of!secular!modernity.!!!
!
!
!
6.5!Summary!
!
Evangelical!students!learn!to!perceive!the!campus!environment!through!a!particular!
worldview.!!One!that!places!emphasis!on!challenges!and!persecution!as!symbols!of!
authenticity.!!For!students!who!participated!in!this!study,!they!consider!campus!to!be!both!a!
force!of!secular!modernity!and!place!where!one!can!grow!in!their!spirituality.!!Perceptions!
of!the!campus!range!from!anti`Christian!to!a!context!of!equality,!but!general!themes!include!
relativism,!materialism,!temptation,!inequality,!and!compartmentalization!as!key!aspects!of!
campus!culture.!!!
The!campus!is!understood!through!spiritual!lens!as!a!microcosm!of!broader!battles!
taking!place!between!good!and!evil.!!This!dualist!worldview!is!reinforced!with!themes!such!
as!Christians!and!non`Christians,!darkness!and!light,!as!well!as!flesh!and!soul.!!As!an!
evangelical!Christian!one!must!be!engaged!in!this!battle!and!sharing!the!gospel!offers!non`
Christians!an!opportunity!to!be!on!the!right!side.!!To!be!clear,!students!interviewed!made!
few!judgments!about!others!standing!with!God!but!do!believe!it!is!important!to!take!
responsibility!for!one’s!spirituality.!!The!battlefield!fosters!in`depth!relationships!between!
believers!as!they!are!not!simply!friends!going!to!college!but!as!Christians!helping!God,!
helping!others,!and!more!importantly!helping!fellow!believers!through!building!strong!
support!networks!needed!to!carry!out!mission!work.!!!
Learned!perceptions!of!the!campus!are!reinforced!by!experiences,!often!of!a!few!
individuals!within!the!ministry.!!Students!feel!that!they!hold!a!unique!status!on!campus,!one!
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that!is!ambiguous!at!best,!but!is!considered!by!some!to!be!one!of!minority!status.!!A!number!
of!participants!feel!that!Christians!on!campus!are!not!treated!equally!and!must!earn!respect!
in!the!classroom!and!in!their!social!lives!in!ways!that!members!of!other!religious!or!non`
religious!communities!would!not.!!For!students,!this!is!perpetuated!by!stereotypes!of!
Christians.!!While!students!see!stereotypes!as!a!dynamic!production!from!a!variety!of!
sources,!much!of!the!critique!is!laid!with!those!who!call!themselves!Christians!but!do!not!
practice!“authentic”!faith.!!This!reinforces!differences!between!evangelical!Christian!
students!and!broader!Christian!community.!!!These!individuals!become!caricatures!for!
those!who!seek!to!portray!an!inaccurate!image!of!contemporary!Christians.!!Many!students!
observed!or!were!impacted!by!negative!images!of!Christians!from!being!considered!
judgmental!and!antagonistic!to!selfish!and!ignorant.!!This!causes!believers!to!feel!accepted!
but!misunderstood!and!can!influence!how!participants!interact!with!faculty!and!their!peers!
both!inside!and!outside!the!classroom.!!!
Interviewees!shared!many!examples!of!challenges!they!faced!while!attending!the!
university.!!From!classroom!topics,!to!immoral!temptations,!to!struggles!in!maintaining!
focus!on!their!relationship!with!God!and!difficulties!when!sharing!the!gospel.!!In!most!cases!
these!struggles!brought!students!closer!to!God,!their!faith,!and!one!another.!!For!students,!
challenges!are!a!reality!of!living!an!“authentic”!Christian!life!and!staying!grounded!in!God’s!
word.!!If!students!were!not!facing!challenges!they!would!question!their!faith.!!While!not!
explicit!in!the!narratives!of!students,!their!struggles!with!the!campus!environment!revolve!
around!characteristics!social!scientists!associate!with!modernity.!!Christian!Smith’s!(1998)!
subcultural!identity!theory!helps!us!to!understand!narratives!of!marginalization!and!
struggles!of!students!who!hold!an!evangelical!worldview.!!Students!are!not!simply!defining!
themselves!against!relevant!out`groups,!but!as!struggling!against!the!campus!culture.!!
Marginalization,!whether!perception!or!reality,!allows!students!to!define!what!they!are!not,!
and!in!the!process!turn!inward!to!affirm!a!Christian!identity!and!foster!spiritual!relatedness.!!
Consultants!actively!seek!to!attain!this!relational!ideal!and!apply!an!outwardly!focused!
spirituality!in!their!everyday!lives.!!!In!the!process!Christian!sociality!is!achieved.!!!!!
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CHAPTER!7.!CONCLUSION!
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Through!a!grounded!theory!and!phenomenological!approach!this!dissertation!
describes!the!category!and!properties!of!spiritual!relatedness!as!defined!and!enacted!by!
evangelical!students!at!a!public!university.!!From!the!foundations!of!spiritual!relatedness!
embedded!in!biblical!metaphor!and!known!kinship!models,!to!the!narratives!and!
enactments!central!to!believers’!everyday!life!we!learn!of!a!complex!web!of!sociality!that!
demonstrates!a!central!component!of!Christian!identity!and!community!for!members!of!the!
ministry—living!a!relational!life.!!But,!spiritual!relatedness!is!not!simply!a!category,!belief,!
or!enactment.!!By!exploring!the!intersections!of!modernity,!authenticity,!and!
marginalization,!spiritual!relatedness!emerges!as!a!subcultural!resource!tool!that!results!in!
increased!intimacy,!connectedness,!and!solidarity!between!believers!in!the!campus!
ministry.!
Spiritual!relatedness!as!understood!and!practiced!by!evangelical!Christian!members!
of!the!Body!of!Christ!demonstrates!the!potential!of!relationships!between!believers!to!
extend!beyond!friendships!and!community!to!deeper!forms!of!connectedness.!Spiritual!
relatedness!reveals!a!historically!evident!focus!on!relationalism!in!evangelical!Christianity!
that!is!rarely!addressed!in!social!science!literature.!!Participants!struggle!to!explain!the!
place!of!such!deep!connections!within!their!everyday!lives,!but!often!turn!to!known!cultural!
and!religious!constructs!including!normative!family!ideals,!biological!kinship,!and!biblical!
kinship!principles!to!create!a!foundation!for!describing!and!enacting!relatedness.!!!
!

Often!the!same!ideals!associated!with!members’!immediate!family!are!applied!to!

their!understanding!of!spiritual!kinship.!!Biological!kinship!offers!an!additional!layer!to!
students’!notions!of!family.!!We!learn!that!biological!kin!may!or!may!not!take!precedent!
over!church!family!and!the!strength!of!biological!relationships!may!impact!the!degree!to!
which!believers!see!themselves!as!part!of!a!family!of!God.!!Spiritual!relatedness!can!increase!
intimacy,!particularly!between!biological!family!members!who!hold!the!same!beliefs.!!But,!it!
can!also!create!distance!and!reinforce!unstable!relationships!between!biological!family!
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members.!!Students!in!general!emphasize!that!their!connections!with!fellow!believers!are!
often!deeper!and!more!intimate!than!biological!family.!!Thus,!while!researchers!have!
emphasized!the!important!role!of!blood!and!biology!in!American!cultural!constructs!of!
family,!this!evangelical!ministry!brings!to!the!foreground!unique!experiences!and!
constructs.!!Outsiders!of!the!ministry!and!evangelicalism!might!also!find!it!surprising!that!
biological!family!is!placed!in!the!background!considering!the!discourse!surrounding!family!
values!in!evangelical!Christian!circles.!
Students!suggest!that!the!intimacy!developed!within!this!environment!is!difficult!to!
reproduce!with!non`Christians.!!While!many!consider!non`Christian!friends!to!be!important!
components!of!their!lives,!the!same!level!of!depth!and!intimacy!cannot!be!maintained!
because!of!beliefs.!!Additionally,!spiritual!relatedness!is!grounded!in!biblical!principles!
including!body!of!Christ,!Holy!Spirit,!and!kinship!terminology.!!This!reinforces!the!
importance!of!building!connections!with!fellow!believers!as!biblical!themes!move!kinship!
from!the!material!world!to!a!sacred!reality.!The!result!of!these!themes!is!a!dynamic!web!of!
relatedness!with!multiple!constructs!mapped!onto!one!another.!This!provides!an!
opportunity!for!believers!to!become!closer!to!God!and!one!another!at!both!the!local!and!the!
global!level!if!they!so!choose.!But!believers!must!live!a!relational!life!and!enact!such!
connectedness.!!!!!!
Students!express!a!number!of!avenues!through!which!spiritual!relatedness!is!
enacted!and!maintained!within!the!ministry.!!In!light!of!God’s!family,!Baptism!is!a!significant!
public!ritual!that!not!only!identifies!the!individual!as!Christian!but!becomes!a!public!
enactment!of!spiritual!adoption!and!membership!in!the!body!of!Christ.!!The!language!of!
adoption!is!a!key!feature!of!discussion!within!evangelical!circles.!It!is!not!simply!understood!
as!a!metaphor!but!reflects!an!eternal!reality!of!connectedness!between!believers!as!children!
of!God.!!!
Bible!Studies!are!significant!sites!for!the!creation!of!deep!and!intimate!relationships!
between!believers.!!The!bible!study!group!is!transformed!into!a!place!of!vulnerability,!
where!members!are!required!to!listen!to!others!and!share!their!lives.!!In!the!process,!deep!
bonds!are!developed!and!ideals!such!as!the!body!of!Christ!become!real!for!participants.!!
While!bible!studies!provide!an!avenue!through!which!relatedness!is!enacted,!it!also!
constrains!connections!between!sub`groups!within!the!ministry!as!bible!studies!are!often!
associated!with!residence,!age,!and!gender.!!An!interesting!paradox!emerges!as!the!ministry!
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espouses!connections!between!believers,!fostering!equality!and!inclusiveness,!yet!divides!
and!constrains!bible!study!interactions.!!Thus,!spiritual!relatedness!is!dependent!upon,!and!
intersects!with,!competing!values,!beliefs,!and!discourses!within!the!evangelical!movement,!
including!gender.!!!
Discipleship!training!helps!individual!believers!learn!to!become!more!relational!and!
engage!with!mentors!through!a!variety!of!activities.!!Such!relationships!are!particularly!
important!when!students!find!themselves!in!difficult!positions!regarding!personal,!
academic,!and!spiritual!life.!!Nonetheless,!maintaining!strong!bonds!with!mentors!can!be!
difficult!because!the!ministry!is!marked!by!fluidity!in!both!members!and!staff.!!This!may!
seem!like!a!challenge!for!the!development!of!spiritual!family!but!this!does!not!create!a!
problem!as!believers!describe!membership!and!connectedness!as!eternal.!!!
A!final!avenue!of!enactment!for!students!is!mission!work.!!This!is!a!key!component!
of!evangelical!identity!and!authentic!Christian!faith.!!But,!it!is!also!described!as!an!intense!
and!often!challenging!experience!for!students!that!results!in!the!building!of!deep!
connections!with!fellow!participants.!!An!interesting!paradox!of!the!mission!experience!is!
that!the!goal!is!to!be!outwardly!focused!but!few!students!discussed!their!encounters!with!
those!from!different!cultural!and!spiritual!backgrounds.!!Instead!participants!emphasized!
the!close!connections!they!built!with!fellow!believers.!!This!is!a!site!where!spiritual!
relatedness!is!fostered!but!in!a!broader!context!it!is!also!somewhat!insular.!!Students!
describe!vulnerability!and!of!sharing!experiences!with!others,!working!through!challenges,!
and!building!bonds!for!life!but!in!almost!all!cases!it!was!with!other!Christians.!!This!speaks!
to!both!the!benefit!of!spiritual!relatedness!but!also!the!drawbacks,!including!the!symbolic!
boundaries!that!can!be!created!between!Christian!and!non`Christian.!!Nonetheless,!a!
number!of!students!described!feeling!“automatic”!and!“deep”!connections!with!believers!
from!different!countries!and!cultures.!!Thus,!the!mission!field!can!be!a!place!where!a!sense!
of!global!Christian!family!is!enacted!as!believers!are!able!to!see!themselves!beyond!local!
ministries!and!envision!God’s!family!as!described!in!biblical!accounts.!!Mission!work!
provides!students!with!an!opportunity!to!use!tools!and!actually!practice!sharing!testimony!
in!a!new!and!complex!social!environment.!!Students!described!gaining!confidence!in!their!
faith!and!in!their!identity!as!Christians.!!Such!enactment!helps!to!reinforce!relatedness!and!
the!significance!of!living!a!relational!life.!!In!the!process,!believers!learn!how!to!become!
“authentic”!Christians,!build!intimate!connections,!and!envision!a!global!family!of!God.!!!
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Spiritual!relatedness!is!not!only!a!phenomenon!or!label!to!describe!evangelical!
Christian!relationships!but!also!acts!as!a!subcultural!resource!tool!that!fosters!solidarity!and!
can!create!symbolic!boundaries!between!those!who!are,!and!are!not,!part!of!God’s!family.!!
Participants!in!this!study!considered!the!campus!to!be!both!a!secular!and!spiritual!place!
where!religious!beliefs!may!be!constrained!but!where!personal!spiritual!growth!can!occur.!!
Members!of!the!campus!ministry!often!perceive!the!university!to!be!antagonistic!toward!
Christian!beliefs,!or!at!the!very!least!promoting,!through!lack!of!engagement,!moral!and!
ethical!values!that!do!not!align!with!participants.!!A!theme!emerged!in!a!number!of!different!
interviews!that!helps!to!illustrate!the!complexity!of!the!campus!context!and!that!is!that!
many!consider!the!college!campus!to!be!more!than!the!material!world,!but!a!spiritual!
battlefield.!!!

!

Modernity!and!its!discontents,!including!disenchantment,!relativism,!inward!focus,!
and!disconnect!between!individuals,!as!professed!by!participants!in!this!study,!sharply!
contrasts!with!ideals!embodied!by!the!campus!ministry!and!individual!believers.!!This!also!
reflects!concerns!over!authenticity!as!those!living!an!authentic!Christian!faith!and!holding!a!
relational!worldview!see!themselves!as!being!in!opposition!to!perceived!norms!of!the!
campus!culture.!!The!opposition,!whether!real!or!perceived,!leads!a!number!of!participants!
to!characterize!their!experience!as!holding!a!minority!status.!!This!includes!feelings!of!
marginalization,!unequal!treatment!and!the!need!to!change!behavior!or!feeling!a!decrease!in!
self`worth.!!But,!minority!status!is!also!necessary!for!the!production!of!authentic!faith.!!
According!to!participants,!if!one!is!not!being!challenged!or!“persecuted”!one!is!not!living!out!
an!authentic!Christian!life.!
!

A!number!of!students!did!not!feel!as!though!they!held!a!minority!status!but!a!vast!

majority!felt!accepted!by!others!yet!misunderstood.!!It!is!the!acceptance!without!an!
appreciation!for!the!underlying!meaning!associated!with!believers’!faith!that!reinforces!
boundaries!between!authentic!Christians!and!non`Christians.!!Rather!than!seeing!this!
problem!as!emanating!from!faculty,!peers,!the!institution,!or!media!many!students!
suggested!that!Christians!themselves!perpetuate!misunderstanding!by!taking!the!wrong!
approach!in!how!they!engage!with!others!on!complex!subjects!associated!with!religious!
experiences!and!beliefs.!!This!further!defines!what!it!means!to!be!Christian!and!creates!
symbolic!boundaries!within!Christian!traditions.!!Authentic!Christians!and!God’s!family!
become!a!more!narrowly!focused!set!of!believers!than!one!might!expect!and!in!turn!the!
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multitude!of!relevant!out`groups!increases,!but!also!extends!to!the!context!of!college!
campus!itself.!!!
As!part!of!the!process!of!identifying!as!an!oppositional!community,!students!
reported!details!of!broader!societal!perceptions!and!stereotypes!associated!with!evangelical!
Christians.!!Such!stereotypes!create!hurdles!in!their!interactions!with!others!and!required!
believers!to!think!deeply!about!their!behaviors!and!how!they!uphold!themselves.!!
Stereotypes!were!not!simply!negative!but!positive!as!well,!nonetheless!each!can!be!
detrimental!for!students’!sense!of!self!and!interactions!with!others.!!In!many!cases!students!
felt!stress!when!trying!to!uphold!these!images!of!authentic!Christian!life.!
In!the!end!many!students!enter!the!campus!environment!with!the!expectation!of!
being!challenged!and!marginalized.!!In!reality!few!believers!had!the!kind!of!intense!negative!
experience!that!forced!them!to!change!or!decreased!self`worth.!!In!contrast,!the!challenges!
they!faced!on!campus!resulted!in!reinforcing!beliefs!and!values!while!also!contributing!to!a!
stronger!sense!of!solidarity!with!fellow!believers.!For!some,!an!increased!connectedness!
through!the!framework!of!spiritual!relatedness!occurred.!!It!is!through!challenges!that!
solidarity!is!fostered.!Believers!relate!to!one!another!beyond!Christian!values,!become!
vulnerable,!increase!trust,!and!become!more!willing!to!participate!in!relational!enactments!
and!affirm!identity.!!!
Christian!Smith’s!(1998)!subcultural!identity!theory!helps!us!to!understand!
narratives!of!marginalization!and!the!struggles!of!students!who!hold!an!evangelical!
worldview.!!Students!are!not!simply!defining!themselves!against!relevant!out`groups,!but!as!
struggling!against!the!campus!culture!and!modernity.!!Marginalization,!whether!perception!
or!reality,!allows!students!to!define!what!they!are!not,!and!in!the!process!many!turn!inward!
with!fellow!believers!to!affirm!Christian!identity.!!Nonetheless,!consultants!are!compelled!to!
enact!relational!ideals!and!apply!an!outwardly!focused!spirituality!in!their!everyday!lives.!!!
It!is!the!context!of!the!college!campus!and!secular!modernity!that!may!create!an!
environment!conducive!to!the!development!of!such!relatedness,!moving!God’s!family!from!
an!ideal!to!a!lived!reality.!!!
This!dissertation!makes!a!number!of!important!contributions!to!kinship!studies,!
education!research,!and!the!anthropology!of!Christianity.!!Spiritual!relatedness!is!an!
example!of!New!Kinship!in!late!modernity!that!exhibits!the!unique!role!that!religion!may!
play!in!the!development!of!sociality!across!space!and!time.!!This!complex!web!of!social!
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relationships!serves!a!variety!of!individual!and!community!needs.!Spiritual!relatedness,!
much!like!other!forms!of!New!Kinship,!are!not!simply!developed!in!isolation!but!overlap!
and!are!mapped!onto!existing!forms!of!kinship.!!Individuals!and!communities!incorporate!
known!models!of!kinship!to!explain!relationships!with!fellow!believers.!!Thus,!this!research!
contributes!to!the!ongoing!dialogue!within!kinship!studies!concerning!the!role!of!biological!
kinship!in!the!construction!of!relatedness.!!We!must!be!attentive!to!the!subtle!ways!in!which!
dominant!discourses!and!personal!experiences!may!shape!understanding!of!New!Kinship!
forms.!!Like!Shapiro!(2010),!I!argue!that!we!may!be!too!quick!to!disregard!the!biological!and!
heterosexual!kinship!models!when!describing!and!analyzing!examples!of!relatedness.!!In!
this!case,!spiritual!relatedness!is!grounded!in!Christian!biblical!accounts!of!ideal!forms!of!
community!but!believers!utilize!known!labels!and!experiences!associated!with!cultural!
notions!of!family!to!describe!connections!with!fellow!Christians.!!!!!!
While!spiritual!relatedness!is!connected!to!broad!Christian!principles!and!values!
concerning!community,!it!may!also!be!understood!as!a!response!by!young!adult!Christians!
to!perceived!problems!associated!with!late!modernity,!in!particular!concerns!regarding!
authenticity!and!individualism.!!As!noted!by!Lindholm!(2007),!modernity!in!Western!
societies!often!results!in!disconnect!and!a!decrease!in!community.!!Thus,!it!is!not!surprising!
that!young!adults!away!from!family!for!the!first!time!who!consider!such!individualism,!
inward!focus,!and!selfishness!to!be!problems!associated!with!the!campus!context!see!
themselves!as!part!of!a!relational!kinship!system.!!I!suggest!that!this!particular!area!of!
concern!may!be!found!across!a!broad!spectrum!of!geographic!locations!and!religious!
communities.!!!Thus,!future!research!might!address!whether!there!are!correlations!between!
features!of!modernity!and!new!forms!of!relatedness.!!!!!
Spiritual!relatedness!as!a!response!to!modernity!is!emblematic!of!broader!
characteristics!associated!with!the!evangelical!movement,!including!the!ability!to!carve!out!
unique!positions!within!society!that!place!believers!in!an!embattled!status!as!both!part!of!
mainstream!society!yet!distinct!from!it.!!This!affirms!identity!and!has!benefits!for!the!
construction!of!community!as!well!as!building!intimate!connections!through!shared!
struggles.!In!this!way!relatedness!is!not!simply!a!concept,!a!belief,!or!an!enactment!but!also!
a!subcultural!resource!tool.!!The!salience!of!spiritual!relatedness!may!offer!a!unique!but!
highly!specific!example!that!provides!further!support!to!subcultural!identity!theory!and!the!
continued!vitality!of!evangelicalism!in!the!United!States!(Smith!1998).!!Furthermore,!this!
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may!have!implications!for!current!trends!that!suggest!a!New!Evangelicalism!is!emerging!
with!attention!given!to!social!engagement!in!a!variety!of!forms!(Streensland!and!Goff!2013).!!
The!diverse!forms!of!social!action!emerging!within!the!evangelical!movement!may!fall!
under!broader!values!and!principles!associated!with!spiritual!relatedness!and!an!outwardly!
focused!Christianity.!!While!some!believers!live!a!relational!authentic!life!through!social!
engagement,!others!may!place!value!and!emphasis!on!intimate!connections!with!fellow!
believers.!!!!!
This!dissertation!also!contributes!to!important!dialogue!within!the!anthropology!of!
Christianity,!offering!a!distinct!image!of!contemporary!Christian!practices!focusing!on!broad!
questions!concerning!what!it!means!to!be!Christian.!Students!offer!examples!of!lived!
experience!that!deviate!from!expectations!of!society!and!scholars.!!Results!demonstrate!the!
complexity!and!diversity!of!Christian!identity!and!community.!!!A!key!feature!that!surfaces!
is!the!relational!nature!of!Christian!practices!and!its!connection!to!living!an!authentic!
Christian!life.!!Relationalism!is!central!to!students’!beliefs!and!identities,!offering!a!distinct!
perspective!from!many!historical!studies!on!Christianity!that!emphasize!Christian!
individualism.!!This!dissertation!reinforces!the!need!to!be!aware!of!the!subtle,!if!not!explicit,!
forms!of!relationalism!that!may!exist!in!Christian!communities.!Even!those!example!that!
seem!clear,!including!Protestant!Christian!notions!of!personal!accountability!and!individual!
agency,!often!include!relational!elements!(Bielo!2011;!Elisha!2011;).!!
More!broadly!within!anthropology,!this!dissertation!supports!the!need!to!re`
evaluate!descriptions!and!analyses!of!Christianity!with!attention!given!to!disciplinary!bias.!!
Rather!than!considering!evangelical!Christianity!to!embody!the!antithesis!of!an!
anthropological!worldview,!we!should!critically!evaluate!how!Christianity!has!influenced!
anthropology!and!be!more!aware!of!how!our!projects,!and!in!some!cases!our!classrooms,!
may!demonstrate!bias!against!Christian!traditions.!!I!am!not!suggesting!that!Christianity!be!
considered!positively!but!simply!that!world!religions,!values,!beliefs,!and!histories!are!
described!and!analyzed!through!similar!criteria.!!As!a!number!of!other!scholars!have!noted,!
it!seems!that!anthropology!has!a!rather!unique!nervousness!associated!with!Christianity!
(Cannel!2006).!!I!argue!that!this!is!partly!a!reflection!of!the!fact!that!Christian!values!and!
worldview!may!be!more!embedded!in!our!discipline!than!we!might!be!willing!to!
acknowledge.!
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The!bias!portrayal!of!religious!traditions!may!also!have!implications!for!those!
students!who!self`identify!as!Christian.!!Evangelical!student!experience!highlights!the!
complexity!of!young!adult!concerns!regarding!the!feeling!of!marginalization.!!While!this!
study!focuses!on!how!perceptions!of!marginalization!may!reinforce!relatedness!there!are!
broader!areas!of!concern.!!Whether!this!is!created!by!evangelical!students!themselves,!
simply!a!perception,!or!lived!reality,!the!topic!deserves!further!attention.!!The!implications!
are!extensive,!from!academic!retention!and!success!to!psychological!and!emotional!
struggles,!additional!data!on!religious!identity!and!the!college!experience!is!needed.!!A!
number!of!authors!have!explored!the!religious!practices!of!young!adults!as!well!as!levels!of!
religiosity!and!the!effect!of!college!on!beliefs.!Yet!few!have!discussed!the!unique!experiences!
and!the!needs!of!evangelical!students,!or!the!possibility!that!we!may!need!to!re`evaluate!
how!we!approach!and!understand!the!role!of!religion!at!the!institutional,!community,!and!
individual!level!at!public!universities.!!!
While!the!study!makes!a!number!of!important!contributions!there!are!also!
drawbacks.!First,!qualitative!methods!help!us!to!understand!the!complexity!of!lived!
experience!at!the!local!level!but!it!is!difficult!to!generalize!data!in!order!to!make!sense!of!
possible!trends!related!to!the!topics!explored.!!Future!studies!that!focus!on!patterns!of!
spiritual!relatedness!emerging!across!space!and!time!could!help!to!illuminate!how!extensive!
this!form!of!kinship!is!within!evangelical!Christian!communities.!!Second,!this!study!is!
constrained!by!the!lack!of!multiple!ethnographic!sites.!!As!research!continues!the!author!
plans!to!build!upon!parachurch!ministry!research!by!completing!similar!projects!at!
different!universities!in!different!regions!across!the!United!States.!!Third,!the!study!also!
lacks!an!additional!layer!of!data!in!the!form!of!surveys.!!In!order!to!understand!the!salience!
of!spiritual!relatedness!within!the!ministry!the!administration!of!surveys!could!have!
provided!basic!parameters!of!the!category,!properties,!and!the!number!of!students!who!may!
adhere!to!such!beliefs!and!practices.!!Furthermore,!this!could!be!beneficial!by!providing!an!
outlet!for!the!collection!of!demographic!information.!
Nonetheless,!such!shortcomings!do!not!diminish!the!rich!narrative!and!experiential!
data!provided!by!consultants.!!The!relationships!that!were!built!through!qualitative!
research!design!proved!to!be!an!enriching!experience,!not!only!in!academic!terms!but!
personal!as!well.!!Students’!willingness!to!share!intimate!details!of!their!lives,!invite!an!
anthropologist!into!their!homes!and!ministry,!only!affirms!my!observation!and!analysis!
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regarding!the!role!of!living!a!relational!life.!!One!key!consultant,!a!supervisor,!went!out!of!his!
way!to!maintain!open!and!honest!dialogue,!offer!advice!when!needed!and!at!times!a!home!
away!from!home.!!It!is!fitting!that!this!dissertation!end!with!a!quote!from!a!bible!study!
which!illustrates!the!essence!of!Christian!relational!life.!!“We!must!live!an!authentic!
Christian!life,!to!be!Christian!we!need!to!take!personal!responsibility![for!spirituality],!but!
we!must!also!lift!one!another!up.!!If!we!are!not!helping!and!caring!for!others!we!are!not!
living!a!life!worthy!of!God’s!sacrifice.!!!He!has!provided!us!with!the!model,!we!are!all!part!of!
God’s!family—brothers!and!sisters!in!Christ.!!We!are!connected!by!God!and!love!one!
another!as!family.”!!!!

!
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